


ABSTRACT

This thesis attempts to investigate the structure of Arabic
argumentative discourse in general and 'editorials' as an
argumentative text-form in particular and the problems this
discourse raises for translators. This investigation includes
the identification of editorials' main constituents, the types of
clause relations typical of this form of argumentation and their
contribution to meaning continuity of such discourse, and certain
textual phenomena, i.e repetition, parallelism, thematization,
paragraphing, etc., and their unequivocal significance in
translation. To this effect, random samples were taken from
three different Arabic newspapers, i.e Al-Ahräm, Al-Ra'y,
Al-Iqatan, to show how the structure of these texts gives rise to
ambiguity when translated (literally) into English.

To achieve these objectives, this study uses a semantic,
structural, and pragma-semio-textual approach to analyze and then
translate the texts chosen, as language in this study is
considered to be a form of behaviour (Halliday 1973) that cannot
be studied in isolation from its social, cultural, and contextual
contexts in which it is used.

Our textual analyses have shown some interesting results.
First, editorials have their own generic structure, and such
structure is presented in specific stages. Second, editorials as
well as other argumentative texts are dominated by semantic
causal relations; these relations tend to have a psychological
impact on text-readers and should be accounted for in
translation. Third, editorials favour the cohesive type of
lexical repetition not only for cohesion purposes but also for
persuasive functions as well. Fourth, editorials use many
parallel constructions for conviction and persuasive functions.
Fifth, editorials have semantic structures and stylistic features
that cause problems for the English reader. These features
require attention during the process of translation. All these
issues tend to reflect the nature of editorials within
argumentation and their unequivocal significance within the study
of discourse.
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TRANSLITERATION NOTES

In order to facilitate the pronunciation of Arabic words
appearing in the original texts, the following transliteration
system has been used for this study.

1. Arabic Consonants
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2. Arabic Vowels

Long Vowels

s a
., U

Short Vowels

I
- a
2u

P, ay - e.g. bayt 'house'
aw - e.g. nawm 'sleep'

3. The glottal stop / ' / is omitted from initial position.
4. The repetition of the same consonant as in [akkada}

'affirmed' indicates a geminated letter.
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TRANSLATION NOTES

The translation employed for the analyzed texts has been
made as literal as possible so as to provide a sense of the
Arabic structure. This is also unequivocally significant to make
the understanding of the analyzed texts more accessible and easy
to follow. There are cases where certain lexical items have been
maintained in translation for clarity and exposition reasons.
The analysis of these texts has not been made in any way
according to the English Translation, but rather, it has been
made according to the Arabic Transliterated texts. The proposed
translation for all the texts is contained in Appendix B.
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ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are used throughout Appendix A:

Ampi-Contrac:	 Amplification-Contraction
Develop:	 Developmental
NDC:	 Non-defining clause
Rhet:	 Rhetorical
Emph:	 Emphatic
MS:	 Matching support
Gen-Spec:	 Generic-Specific
Contra-Expect:	 Contra-Expectation
Temp/Conclusion:	 Temporal in a form of conclusion
Mod:	 Modal
Condition-Sem:	 Condition from a semantic point of view
Consequence-Prag:	 Consequence from a pragmatic point of view
Consequence-Sem:	 Consequence from a semantic point of view
Counter-Exp-Prag:	 Counter-expectation from a pragmatic point

of view
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction

The initial motivation behind this study is to investigate

the problems inherent in the process of translating Arabic

argumentative discourse in general and editorials in particular.

The study analyzes the structure of these text-forms and

identifies their main constituents in order to see how these

texts-forms, when translated literally into English, give rise to

ambiguities. These ambiguities will be examined and their

significance for the translator will be highlighted. Also, an

attempt will be made to suggest ways in which these ambiguities

can be eliminated. To achieve this goal, the study uses

structural, semantic and pragma-semiotic approaches to analyze

the text-forms chosen, as language in this study is considered to

be a form of behaviour (I-lalliday 1973) that cannot be studied in

abstraction from the social setting in which it is used. This

means that the thesis attempts to examine the fact that

translating Arabic argumentative text-forms (i.e. editorials)

cannot be done on the basis of its linguistic elements alone;

rather it involves the study of a great variety of non-linguistic

characteristics.

Furthermore, this study analyzes editorials in the light of

Kaplan and Koch's claims that languages have their own

distinctive ways of argumentation (Kaplan 1966, 1983; Koch 1980,
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1982, 1983)); it also examines the issue of whether what has been

claimed by Kaplan and Koch coincides with A1-Khafajiy (1982: 49-

50) when he suggests that when an Arabic text is transferred into

another language, it tends to lose its comprehensibility and

effectiveness, but when other texts are transferred into Arabic,

they gain more effectiveness. This aspect will be subjected to

further investigation and some justifications will be given as to

whether Arabic can accommodate other languages or not. Along

these lines, we will also consider the claims of Justice (1987)

who argues that the difficulty of learning Arabic or even

comprehending it has to do with its linguistic and non-linguistic

systems. There is a richness in the lexical system in Arabic,

and this system, when learned by non-natives, tends to be vague

or ambiguous because of the wide shades of meaning and different

kinds of social and cultural implications most lexical items

have. This, according to Justice, creates problems which makes

Arabic tiresome and complicated.

The reason behind the choice of studying argumentative

discourse, approached particularly from the translator's point of

view, is that the means and processes each language uses to

present its argumentative discourse are different. These means

and processes are more different in argumentative discourse than

in other types of discourse, (i.e. narrative, instructional, etc)

This is true as argumentation in this study is held to be culture

bound (Longacre, 1983; Dijk, 1989); it involves the study of the

cultural arid ideological structures of a particular language.

For example, as Koch (1982, 1983) argues, Arabic tends to
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persuade by weight of presentation, whereas this way of

argumentation is considered to be inappropriate in English.

There are different methods of constructing an argument; this

aspect will be illustrated later. All this indicates that

producers of editorials, in Arabic as well as English, have their

own ways of argumentation, and these ways may result from the

social settings in which each language has developed and the uses

to which it is put. This is so because editorials, like other

genres, have cultural overtones which complicate their

translation and make certain aspects quite difficult to

translate. However, for the native speaker of Arabic, the

structure of editorials is not usually ambiguous or vague 1 but

when translated literally, this structure acquires different and

sometimes odd meanings for the English reader. This oddity,

according to Kaplan (1966, 1983) and Koch (1980, 1982, 1983),

stems from the fact that the native speaker of a particular

language, Arabic for example, employs a linguistic pattern, a

rhetoric, and a sequence of thought which all violate the

expectations of the English reader. Therefore, ambiguity and

vagueness often occur in the English target text.

Another reason behind the study of this form of

argumentative discourse is the complexity and the range of the

subject-matter found in this form of argumentation. There is a

great variety of linguistic phenomena found in editorials. For

example, one often finds stretches of expository, descriptive,

narrative, and argumentative passages. However, despite these

various passages, editorials tend to be dominated by

3



argumentative passages. These passages constitute the central

core of this text-form. All these observations will be

investigated through a semantic, structural, pragma-semiotic and

translational study of the text-form under discussion.

The purpose of this thesis

Since the process of translation involves translating a text

and not a sentence and it also involves what goes on beyond the

sentence, the subject of this thesis lies within the field of

text-linguistics. This section defines the scope and the

limitations of this thesis. It specifies the aims it attempts to

achieve and the issues it seeks to examine.

While one of the objectives of this thesis is to study the

structure of Arabic argumentative discourse in general and

editorials as an argumentative text-form in particular, its main

purpose is to make careful examination of problems this discourse

raises for translators. To achieve this objective, the study

approaches the analysis of this text-form from two angles.

First, it attempts to analyze the structure and identify the main

constituents of this discourse. Second, it shows how textual

structures of editorials are signalled and what kind of

signalling expressions identify their main constituents. For

ease of reference, here are the issues involved:

1. The identification of the generic structure of editorials and

their main constituents. That is, the internal composition
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and the realization of their components. Under this heading,

an attempt will be made to investigate the following:

a. The types of clause relations typical of this

argumentative discourse and their contribution to the

coherence of these texts-forms.

b. Repetition; its rhetorical effect and cohesive role in

editorials. This includes lexical repetition, identity

and similarity chains, and other cohesive devices.

c. The persuasive function of parallelism and its effect

on text-structure as well as on text-readers.

d. Theme-rheme structure in editorials and its underlying

pragmatic function.

e. The micro/macro-linguistic problems inherent in

editorials and their contribution, particularly when

translated into English, to the incoherence and oddity of

this argumentative discourse.

Within the scope of (e), it has been assumed that

editorials, as a discourse genre, yield macro-linguistic

translational problems (i.e. addition and deletion of certain

lexical items, paragraphing, theme-rheme structure, etc.)
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arising from within their structure. This structure leads to

some kind of ambiguity when translated into English.

To tackle this form of argumentation, Winter's (1977) and

Beekman & Callow's (1988) approaches will be used to identify the

main constituents of editorials; these approaches will also be

used to demonstrate the types of clause relation typical of this

kind of discourse and their contribution to the semantic and

pragmatic meanings of these text-forms. The inter-clausal

relations and other cohesive devices linking constituents of

editorials will be analyzed following Halliday & Hasan's (1976)

approach. The investigation of these inter-clausal relations

will not be restricted to the application of a semantic approach,

but will also be examined from a pragmatic point of view; such an

approach will be used to identify the intended meanings (Searle,

1969; Leech, 1983; and Grice, 1975), and the communicative and

the social functions underlying this kind of discourse.

After the analysis of these semantic relations and other

cohesive devices inherent within the structure of editorials, an

attempt will be made to discuss the macro-linguistic problems

found among the constituents of this kind of discourse. These

macro-linguistic problems will be highlighted, and the

significance of these problems for the translator and interpreter

will be emphasized. These problems will be tackled by suggesting

an appropriate and effective approach to translating this form of

argumentation. The approach will be presented and its efficiency

and appropriateness will be tested through the judgements of

native speakers of English.
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The organization of the study

This thesis consists of eight chapters. This introduction

has introduced the aim and the intended significance of this

study; it has also illustrated the purpose of this thesis and

shown how it is organized.

Chapter (1) is mainly concerned with some relevant material

that has been produced in the field of text-linguistics. It

attempts to investigate the notions of 'text' and 'discourse'.

This investigation is included simply because of its contribution

to the understanding of some theoretical issues behind my

approach to text-structure.

Chapter (2) provides a historical background of the nature

as well as the process of translation; it also investigates the

correlation between discourse and translation. In addition, this

chapter deals with the categorization of text-types; since this

chapter focuses on putting texts into appropriate text-types, it

will enable us to identify the criteria for such a classification

and see 011 what basis these texts are categorized. This chapter

also includes an examination of the different text-typological

foci.

Chapter (3) investigates the notion of cohesion; it takes

into account the approaches adopted by 1-lalliday & Hasan (1976);

Halliday (1973); and Hasan (1983, 1984a, 1984b). Also, Koch's

(1982) approach will be presented to examine the notion of

cohesion in Arabic. Within this chapter, the notion of

connectivity will be discussed, and semantic relations and other

7



cohesive devices will be presented. This chapter clears the way

for my methodology which will be presented in Chapter (4). In

this chapter, an attempt will be made to identify the text-type

and the text-form this study deals with; the chapter also

describes the basis on which the data were chosen for the

analysis and the methodological frameworks utilized in the

analysis.

Chapter (5) is mainly concerned with the analysis; it

investigates the issues to be examined in this thesis ( see

p. 4-5). Chapter (6) examines the textual phenomenon of

repetition; it demonstrates how parallelism has a persuasive

function in editorials.

After the investigation of the semantic relations and other

cohesive devices, an attempt will be made to identify the

problems arising from the structure of editorials. This brings

us to Chapter (7) which will focus on tackling the problems (i.e.

cohesion, structure, etc.) characteristic of this type of

discourse and providing suggestions as to how to improve the

structure of this discourse in translation. These suggestions

will be demonstrated and their contribution to the efficiency and

appropriateness of these text-forms will be tested. This is

followed by Chapter (8) which concludes the study by summarizing

the results of our analysis and considering practical

applications and wider implications for future research.

As for my data, it is contained in four appendices: Appendix

A ( p . 346) contains the analysis of the Arabic editorials; this

appendix also shows the main constituents of these text-forms and

the relations holding between their main constituents.
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Appendix B ( p. 367) presents a transliteration of editorials

and their translation. These text-forms, in their

transliteration, are presented in this appendix as they appear in

their original texts. In this appendix, as well as the text-

forms used throughout this thesis, I have used two types of

translation. One is a very literal interlinear translation (i.e

word-for-word translation) while the other is more idiomatic

translation. The idiomatic translation is not meant to be the

kind of translation which would be provided by an Arabic-English

translator. That is, even though the second translation is more

idiomatic than the interlinear translation, it still maintains a

large degree of parallelism with the original Arabic text-form;

this translation therefore comes half way between a simple

explication of the elements in the Arabic text-form (as provided

by the interlinear translation), and a proper idiomatic

translation.

The reason behind doing all this in Appendix B is the fact

that our main purpose here is to investigate the text-structure

of Arabic editorials (rather than to provide translation of

them). It is therefore more important to reflect this text-form

structure in any English translation given than to produce a

translation of a type which would seem natural to a native

English-speaker. At the same time, it is vital that this

translation comes moderately close to one which would seem

natural to a native English speaker.

As for Appendix C (p. 439), it contains the original English

texts; this is followed by Appendix D (p. 440) which contains the

original Arabic editorials.
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CHAPTER 1

APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF DISCOURSE

1.0 Introduction

In the introduction, I have indicated that I will be working

within the framework of discourse analysis; later in the thesis,

I shall consider the analysis of editorials, their structures,

and the manifestations of their meanings. This chapter is

concerned with relevant material that has been produced in the

field of textlinguistics; it constitutes part of the literature

review of my work. The chapter is divided into three sections.

Section 1.1 gives a preliminary overview of the notions of text

and discourse; how they have been defined, and how these notions

differ from one another. A discussion of these two notions is

included in this study to enhance our understanding of some

theoretical issues involved in an analysis of the structure of

texts.

Since my work involves the study of discourse analysis or

text-linguistics, Section 1.2 gives an overview of the different

kinds of approaches to discourse and discusses the main factors

responsible for the neglect of discourse study. This section may

be regarded as constituting the basic background of this thesis.

Section 1.3 is a summary of the basic arguments and the different

notions presented in the preceding sections.

.	 10



1.1 The notion of text and discourse

Much work has been done on the notions of 'text' and

'discourse' in terms of their definitions and their basic

characteristics (Longacre 1974c, 1978, 1983; De Beaugrande 1980,

1984; Grimes 1972, 1975; and Dijk 1972, 1977, 1984), but

unfortunately few of these scholars have made a clear distinction

between 'text' and 'discourse' (Kress cited in Dijk 1985a: 27).

Kress argues that in recent discussions of language structure

beyond the level of the sentence, the terms 'text' and

'discourse' have tended to be used without sharp distinction. On

the whole, discussions with a more sociological basis or aim tend

to use the term 'discourse' (Corsaro 1981), while those with a

more linguistic basis tend to use the term 'text' (Van Dijk

1978). However, some attempts have been made to differentiate

clearly between these terms. A representative example of this is

the work of Dijk (1981). Dijk proposes an extremely important

distinction which he attempts to base on theoretical grounds.

According to Dijk, 'text' is an abstract theoretical construct

which is related to the deep structure of all utterances, whereas

'discourse' is the role of text in the process of communication.

The textuality of such deep structures , Dijk argues, can be

studied by an autonomous linguistic grammar.

Corsaro (1981) defines these notions differently from Dijk;

Corsaro defines 'discourse' as a category that belongs to the

social domain, whereas 'text' is a category that belongs to and

derives from the linguistic one. As for the relation between
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text and discourse, Kress (1985) argues that the relation between

'discourse' and 'text' is that of realization. This means that

discourse, as the voice of an institution, finds its expression

in text. Text is the concrete material that is produced in

discourse. It is the structure of messages which has socially

ascribed unity (Hodge & Kress 1988).

., Longacre (1965) defines the relation between text and

discourse as that of hierarchial organization. He recognizes a

hierarchial organization in language from discourse to morpheme

perhaps with an essential difference between each level.

Longacre proposes that 'text' and 'discourse' are to be regarded

as two successive levels in this hierarchy which exhibit both

semantic and syntactic properties. The following diagram is my

representation of this hierarchial organization:

	

Discourse	 i. Highest level

Text

Sentence

	

Morheme	 ) Lowest level

Diagram (1)

Hierarchical organization in language

De Beaugrande (1980) does not use the same definition as

Dijk even though he is working within the same area. De
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Beaugrande's understanding of the term 'discourse' is similar to

that of Van Dijk, but his understanding of the notion 'text' is

different. For De Beaugrande, 'texts' are not, as defined by

Dijk, abstract theoretical constructs; they are the actual

instances of communication. De Beaugrande (1984) defines 'text'

as a spontaneously occurring manifestation of language; it can

thus be defined as a set of expressions or as a communicative

language event in a context, whereas 'discourse' is a set of

texts considered to be reciprocally related. De Beaugrande

points out that even though the two terms are different, they are

similar in that each one has its own but related systemic

function. De Beaugrande states:

"The TEXT can be defined as a naturally occurring
manifestation of language, i.e. as a communicative
language event in a context. The SURFACE TEXT is
the set of expressions actually used; these
expressions make some knowledge EXPLICIT, while
other knowledge remains IMPLICIT, though still
applied during processing. A DISCOURSE is a set
of texts considered to be mutually relevant."

(De Beaugrande 1984: 63)

Werth (1984) attempts to draw a different kind of

distinction between 'text' and discourse. Werth uses discourse

to refer to either 'a subject area or function' as a term within

that subject area; he argues that when discourse refers to the

'subject area', it refers to the linguistic level above the

sentence, considered as an object of study. When discourse

13



refers to 'function', it denotes a unified set of one or more

sentences, connected semantically, and (ideally) representing a

completed utterance. Werth seems dissatisfied with Dijk's

definition of discourse as used indiscriminately to refer to an

abstract theoretical construct which is related to the deep

structure of all utterances.

Winter (1982), in his study of the clause and the sentence,

aims at explaining the principles of contextual grammar. What is

meant by contextual grammar here is that approach to linguistics

which holds that the meaning or the grammatical status of a

clause, for example, can only be determined in relation to other

clauses in the same context (c.f. Winter 1982: Sec. 2). Winter is

not interested in the theoretical notions of 'text' and

'discourse'. Thus, he uses 'text' and 'discourse'

interchangeably to refer to interrelated communicative stretches

of language. Winter does not restrict these stretches of

connected communication to any particular size or length, but

rather allows them to be any size. Hoey (1983) does not

distinguish between these two notions in the same way, even

though he and Winter are very close associates and have worked

together in the same area. Hoey abandons the use of the term

'text' and uses the term 'passage' instead because of the varying

implications accompanying the use of the term text. Hoe y states

in his own terminology that discourse can be defined as:

"Any stretch of spoken or written language
that is felt as complete in itself."

14



He also defines the term 'passage' as:

"Any extract from a discourse (it would have
been helpful to have used the term text for
this purpose, but it has been employed by
others for too many purposes to be of any
value here)."

(Hoey 1983: 15)

The definitions given above indicate that the notions text

and discourse are typically defined in such a way that they share

a number of common characteristics. In this study, these two

notions will be treated distinctively for practical and

theoretical reasons. Text will be used here at the semantic

level; it is a unit of meaning which is realized by

lexicogrammatical units (Halliday 1975). 	 The creation of this

semantic unit is actually influenced by situational parameters

such as field, mode, and tenor. Discourse, on the other hand,

will be used at the semiotactic level (I-lodge & Kress, 1988); it

is more abstract that text. Discourse refers to the social

process by which meaning is manifested. It is the social process

by which people interchange, as of ideas, and express themselves

in such a way that they readily and clearly understand one

another. This social process is connected to the world in which

we live. These definitions have been adapted because of the fact

that the study under discussion is not concerned only with the

description of the surface structure but also with the underlying
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structure as well. 	 The tables that follow show the

interpretations as well as the definitions of the notions of

'text' and 'discourse':

Table (1)
Definitions of the notion of 'text'

Dijk: An abstract theoretical construct which
is related to the deep structure of all
utterances.

Corsaro:	 A category that belongs to and derives
from the linguistic one.

Kress:	 The concrete material object produced
in discourse. The structure of messages.

Longacre:	 a hierarchical organization, lower than
discourse, which exhibits semantic and
syntactic properties.

De Beaugrande:	 The actual instance of communication; a
set of expressions or a communicative
language event in context.

Winter:	 As discourse, text is an interrelated
communicative stretch of language

Adapted from	 a semantic unit; a unit of meaning which
Halliday (1975) 	 is realized by lexicograinmatical units.

The creation of this semantic unit is
influenced by situational parameters suci
as field, mode and tenor.
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Table (2)
Definitions of the notion of 'discourse'

Dijk:	 The role of text in the process of
communication.

Corsaro:	 A category that belongs to the social
domain.

lodge & Kress:	 The social process in which texts are
embedded.

Longacre:	 a hierarchical organization, higher
than text, which exhibits semantic and
syntactic properties.

De Beaugrande:	 A set of texts considered to be
reciprocally related.

Winter:	 As text, discourse is an interrelated
communicative stretch of language

Adapted from	 the social process (i.e.actions, etc.)
lodge & Kress	 by which meaning is manifested. It is
(1988)	 the social process by which people

interchange, as of ideas. It is the
social process by which people express
themselves in such a way that they
readily and clearly understand one
another.

1.2 Approaches to discourse

The previous section attempted to give an overview of the

notions of text and discourse and to show how these two notions

have been defined. In what follows, an attempt will be made to

shed some light on different approaches to discourse and
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elucidate some of the basic factors that have discouraged

linguists from studying this notion.

Work in this area does not only pertain to what goes beyond

the sentence but also to the paragraph and even the whole

discourse. However, in the 50s and 60s, linguists have felt that

work on discourse is complicated either because nobody has worked

before in this area or because what goes beyond the sentence does

not lie within the field of linguistics , philosophy and

psychology, but rather within the field of rhetoric and literary

criticism (Grimes 1975).

The fact that linguists have shied away from the study of

discourse may be due to the enormity of the subject-matter

(Grimes 1975), the amount of material linguists have to cope

with, and the way in which discourse should be approached. Going

beyond the sentence means that linguists need to develop

completely new analytical models. It is this need which leads

many people to say that this is a different area of study from

traditional sentence-orientated linguistics. This means that

linguists need models for conversation, novels, editorials, and

every other form of text that they need to investigate.

Furthermore, the limitations that are built into many

theories of linguistics contribute to the neglect of discourse;

these limitations make the process of investigating discourse

difficult. For example, Bloomfield (1933) defines the sentence

as 'an independent form' (ibid: 170), excluding any larger or

more complex form from linguistics. In doing so, Bloomfield

excludes any study that goes beyond the sentence whether it is a
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text, dialogue or a novel. Therefore, he restricts our study of

language

There is nothing wrong with Bloomfield's definition from the

point of view sentence-linguistics. However, it does not provide

a basis for text study, since one of the central aspects of text-

linguistics is the study of the ways in which sentences in a text

are not independent, (i.e how they combine together to create a

textual unit (or unity)). This limitation makes it impossible to

investigate the kind of relations which must be postulated as

existing between sentences in order to deal with the meaning of

such things as conjunctions.

Chomsky (1957) makes this kind of limitation stronger by

defining the sentence as the highest distinct element of the kind

of grammar that can be constructed as a formal system; he argues

that the fundamental task of language is to formulate or discover

the rules of grammar. Chomsky also preserves Bloomfield's focus

on the sentence particularly when he defines the aim of grammar

as providing an account for all the sentences of a language. He

argues, theoretically, that as far as linguistics is concerned,

there are no existing relationships beyond the sentence. Chomsky

(1968) argues that the primary goal of the linguistic

investigation of a particular language is to discover the grammar

of that language. Unlike Halliday (1973), Chomsky maintains that

his main concern is the production of adequate grammatical rules,

not the study of the social aspect of language or the interaction

between the linguistic and metalinguistic aspects of laiiguage.

Metalinguistics (c.f. Crystal 1969), refers to the overall
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relation of the linguistic system to the other systems of

behaviour in the associated culture. This notion is similar to

other notions such as that of relation to context of situation

(Firth 1951, 1957).

This is not in fact a criticism of Chomsky nor of Bloom! ield

for not expanding their studies so as to be able to deal with

what goes beyond the sentence. It is reasonable to suggest that

Bloom! ield at least restricted himself to the sentence not only

because of the enormity of the subject-matter of discourse, but

also as Bloom! ield rightly wrote at that time the best thing to

do was to stick to the sentence in order to get a grasp on

certain aspects such as 'word structure', and to permit a

thorough dichotomy of patterns within sentences and phrases.

Chomsky, in the same way, restricted himself to the sentence in

order to maintain the consequences of his ideas about the

formalization of grammar. Above all, the scope and the aims of

Chomsky's or Bloomfield's linguistics are different from those of

discourse analysis.

Along these lines, Kelkar (1970) points out that the

relationships that are involved once we go beyond the sentence

are different from those that operate within sentences. This

means that dealing with stretches of discourse larger than the

sentence loosens our linguistic investigation by amplifying the

meaning involved and this makes discourse difficult to study, as

language will be "less convention-ridden" than the sentence.

Kelkar says:
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"The stringing together of sentences into larger
units of discourse such as the paragraph affords
even more plentiful opportunities for freedom, as
language is less convention-ridden here than
within the bounds of a sentence."

Kelkar (1970: 73)

Having considered reasons for the exclusion of discourse

from linguistics by a number of linguistic schools, I now turn to

the approaches of other linguists who have attempted to include

discourse within their overall linguistic model. These

approaches are outlined below.

1.2.1 Harris' approach

Harris believes that discourse can be studied in terms of

sentences. Harris starts his study of discourse by pointing out

that language does not occur in isolated words; it doesn't occur

in fragmentary sentences, but rather in connected discourse. In

his own words, Harris says:

"This restriction to connected discourse does
not detract from the usefulness of the analysis,
since all language occurrences are internally
connected. Language does not occur in stray
words or sentences, but in connected discourse."

(Harris 1952:3; 1964: 357)

Harris goes on to demonstrate that this connection can be

described in terms of the recurrence of what he calls equivalent
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chains or morphemes. His main concern is to establish equivalent

classes using information within the text. Harris establishes

these equivalent classes by investigating the grammatical

environment in which chains or inorphemes occur.

Furthermore, Harris attempts to establish formal patterns

without reference to meaning. He believes that his analysis

reflects the way discourse is understood and this, according to

him, contributes to studies of contextualized language,

particularly when he argues that discourse can be approached from

two angles: first, continuing descriptive linguistics beyond the

limits of a single sentence, and second , correlating 'culture'

and 'language'. In Harris's words:

"One can approach discourse analysis from two
types of problem, which turn out to be related.
The first is the problem of continuing descriptive
linguistics beyond the limits of a single sentence
at a time. The other is the question of correlating
'culture' and language (i.e. non linguistic and
linguistic behaviour)."

(Harris 1952: 1)

The analysis Harris proposes, in terms of distribution of

morpheme sequence, provides the core for correlating the formal

properties of dissimilar stretches of language with the social

situations in which they occur. Harris (ibid: 3) expresses this

belief by saying that distributional analysis, within a single

sentence, yields information about certain correlations of

language with other behaviours. The reason is that each
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connected discourse occurs within a particular situation -whether

of a person speaking of a conversation or of someone sitting down

occasionally over a period of months to write a particular kind

of book in a particular kind of literary or scientific tradition.

To be sure, Harris argues, this correlation between situation and

discourse does not mean that discourse occurring in similar

situations must necessarily have certain formal similarities.

The correlation between situation and discourse only makes it

understandable or possible that such a formal correlation should

exist.

Harris goes on to say that it remains to be seen, as a

matter of empirical fact, whether such formal correlations do

indeed exist. That is, whether the discourses of a particular

person, social groups, style, or subject-matter exhibit not only

particular meanings (in their selection or morphemes), but also

characteristic formal characteristics. The particular selection

or morphemes cannot be considered here. But the formal

characteristics of a particular discourse (e.g. of politics,

religion, etc.) can be studied by distributional methods within

the text, and the fact of their correlation with a particular

type of situation gives a meaning-status to the occurrences of

these formal characteristics. Thus, the correlation between

patterns of linguistic forms and the situations that analysts set

up is a clear reflection of Harris' main concern.

Furthermore, Harris is interested in the patterns of the

linguistic elements; these linguistic elements are formed into

sentences which are themselves parts of a larger structure. In
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fact, Harris's concern is not only with spoken discourse, but

also with written discourse as well.

1.2.2 The ork of Winter

Winter pursues the idea of using grammatical questions as a

means of teaching students to write reports. Winter classifies

grammatical questions into two categories. The first category is

called 'starting questions' (e.g. What have you found?), which

define the type of discourse to be produced. The second category

is called 'continuation questions', (e.g. (I have found) your

lost bag) whose purpose is to flesh out the material given by the

starting questions. Here, the 'continuation questions' come as

an answer to the 'starting questions'.

Although Winter's main aim is to help students write

reports, he stresses the fact that the 'question-answer

technique' is also one of the most important means of analyzing

discourses from a more theoretical point of view. En fact, in

some of his writings (1974, 1977, 1979), Winter indicates that

these techniques are important in the process of understanding

and even analyzing discourse.

According to Winter, the use of questions helps explain the

relations that exist between a sentence and its context.

However, one of the shortcomings of Winter's work is that he does

not apply his work to explicate entire discourses, nor does he

explain in a formal manner how the question-answer technique can

be made to explain or identify the various types of clause
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relations. This notion will be scrutinized in more detail later

on in Chapters (4) and (5).

For the analysis of sentences, Winter (1977, 1979) maintains

that questions should be considered the most effective technique

for analyzing the connection between sentences. Winter attempts

to relate this technique to the role of repetition in determining

the type of relationship pertaining between sentences.

Winter devotes most of his study to the meta language of

English. In his article (1977), Winter demonstrates that the

relationships between clauses can be signalled in one of three

ways. First, they can be signalled by subordinators (Winter

calls this vocabulary 1). Second, they can be signalled by

sentence connectors (he calls this vocabulary 2). Third, they

can be signalled by lexical items (he calls this vocabulary 3).

Winter shows how items from all these three vocabularies

paraphrase each other and he illustrates this phenomenon by

saying that 'by-ing', 'thus' and 'instrumental' can be used to

indicate the logical sequence relation of instrument. To explain

this, Winter uses the following examples:

(1) By appealing to scientists and technologists to support

his party, Mr. Wilson won many middle class votes in

the election.

(2) Mr. Wilson appealed to scientists and technologists to

support his party. He thus won many middle class votes

in the election.
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(3) Mr. Wilson's appeals to scientists and technologists to

support his party were instrumental in winning many

middle class votes in the election.

[The above three examples are taken from Winter, 1977].

The difference between these possibilities, Winter argues,

does not derive from the relations they depict, but rather from

the contexts in which they occur. In other words, context is

what makes us anticipate or predict what may come next, and

therefore, it is important for clause relations. Winter suggests

that since vocabularies [1] and [2] are considered 'closed

systems', then, vocabulary [3] paraphrases must share common

characteristics or at least have something in common with these

closed-system characteristics. Winter demonstrates how these

closed system vocabulary [31 items function and how they may be

identified.

The approach Winter adopts to the analysis of discourse is

based on the idea that the moment we place two sentences together

or adjacent to each other, these two sentences enter into a

relation with each other, so that the understanding of one

sentence, in one way or another, depends on the understanding of

the other. This kind of understanding, Winter suggests, forms

the contextual significance of the two sentences. The contextual

significance, Winter argues, is what is called the 'clause

relation'. Winter says:
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"When we talk about a clause relation, we are talking
about the cognitive processes of the mind which come
into operation the moment any two sentences or member-
ship of sentences are placed together for the purpose
of communicating meaningfully with the hearer or reader.
The function of this particular joint cognitive process
is to understand what these two members mean in terms
of each other within a given context. I call this
cognitive function the clause-relating function.

(Winter 1977: 4-5)

Winter postulates two ways of interpreting one sentence in

the light of another. The first one is through what is called

the Matchin g Relation, and the second is when we observe a change

in physical or conceptual time or space (i.e. Logical Sequence

Relation). In the first case, we match things, actions, people,

etc, for 'same' and 'different', and one of the characteristics

of this relation is 'compare'. In the 'same' relation, a

comparison is made between two things or events in terms of some

particular in respect of which they are similar. The example

'Adam was afraid and so was Amy* is a case in point. In this

relation, there is something in common between 'Adam' and 'Amy'.

As for the 'different' relation, a comparison is made between two

things or events in terms of some particular in respect of which

they are different. The example 'Adam is an American; Amy a

Jordanian* illustrates this point (* The examples are my own).

To further his study, Winter postulates two types of

relations: first, the comparative affirmation relation as "what

is true of X is also true of Y ", and comparative denial relation
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as in "what is true of X is not true of Y". As for the logical

sequence relations, Winter points out that time is very important

to the interpretation of a clause, and given one sentence with

its preceding context, the relation would actually be

predictable.

As pointed out earlier (pp. 25-26), Winter's three

vocabularies are of considerable importance for identifying the

structure of texts. Therefore, one needs to illustrate what is

meant by these vocabularies, along with their signalling devices.

The vocabularies Winter postulates are subordinators, which he

calls vocabulary [11 (e.g. besides, before, after, because,

etc.), sentence connectors, which he calls vocabulary [21 (e.g.

also, at least, for example, in contrast, etc.), and finally the

lexical item relation, which he calls vocabulary [31 (e.g.

achieve, result, different, compare, etc.). Vocabulary [3] is

seen to be the most important relation as it is concerned with

the lexical realization of clause relations. This type of

vocabulary behaves either as nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc., as

well as the complement of the clause. In view of the fact that

these items behave in this way, they are called 'open set items',

although they may of course paraphrase 'closed set items'. (For

the criteria of vocabulary [3] closed system, see Winter 1977:

27-57).

Winter argues that beyond the sentence, there is a

relationship holding between two elements which, by their very

nature, form a pair, and the constituent of each one of these

elements ranges from a nominal group to more than one sentence.
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These relations are rule-governed and predictable. What allows

us to communicate with each other is the fact that we share the

same meaning when we interpret sentences in their contexts on the

same principles. Thus, the three vocabularies are means of

making meaning explicable, particularly vocabulary (3) whose main

function lies in the analysis of connected texts.

1.2.3 Lon gacre's approach

Another linguist whose work is most significant in the area

of discourse analysis is Longacre. His work investigates the

grammatical structures of narrative discourse. Longacre attempts

to summarize the results of two field workshops conducted on the

Philipine's languages in terms of their phonological and

grammatical structures. This kind of research is based ffpon the

notion of hierarchical levels, and, as he notes, is not done by

many linguists.

In terms of hierarchical organization, Longacre postulates

three different hierarchical levels: 'discourse', 'paragraph',

and 'sentence'. Longacre argues that, within this hierarchy, the

sentence is regarded as the domain of clause combination. Above

the sentence, the two levels of 'paragraph' and 'discourse' have

a grammatical structure; discourse has structural units (i.e.

aperture, stage, episode, etc.) and 'paragraph' has a topic and

sentences that are interrelated (see also pp. 31-32). The

distinction between paragraph and discourse is not always clear.

However, 'paragraph' refers to a distinct part of 'discourse' or
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a collection of sentences that are established around a topic in

which these sentences are connected and interrelated, and the

topic, in its turn, has a unity of function.

Longacre's (1968) work on the Philipine languages is carried

out within a tagmemic framework. He posits four contrasting

discourse genres: Narrative, Procedural, Exposition, and

Hortatory. These four discourse genres may be most simply

characterized as follows:

(1) Narrative discourse recounts some sort of story.

(2) Expository discourse expounds a subject or explains

something.

(3) Procedural discourse tells how to do things.

(4) Hortatory discourse attempts to influence or change

the conduct, beliefs, and attitudes of someone.

Although the detailed presentation and illustration of these

discourse genres will come later in Chapter (2), it should be

emphasized that Longacre's major contribution to the study of

discourse is in terms of the demarcation of the boundaries of

text. Working within a tagmemic framework, Longacre presents

functional slots that underlie the essential components of text;

these components are made explainable by either the 'paragraph'

or the 'embedded discourse'. The relationships that hold between

these essential components outline the significant exponent of

Longacre's contribution to discourse.

In analyzing discourse, Longacre (1978) notes that discourse

analysts have different goals from discourse writers. He argues
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that this observation can be investigated in terms of the

analyst's and the writer's task. Longacre demonstrates that the

procedures used by discourse analysts are different from those of

discourse writers. He suggests that the task of discourse

writers should not be neglected; it is to flesh out from the

abstract of his/her discourse its complete and solid structure

with all its indispensable detail and background. That is, the

writer begins with a backbone, as a base for his analysis,

expands it to a skeleton, then puts flesh and skin on it. The

task of the discourse analyst is the other way around; he looks

through the flesh and the skin to the skeleton and studies the

structures beneath it; consequently, he perceives the fundamental

nature of the whole. Longacre states:

"The fundamental task of the author of discourse
should not be lost sight of: to flesh out from
the abstract of his discourse its full-bodied
structure with all its necessary detail and
background."

Longacre continues:

"You might say he starts with a back-bone, expands
it to a skeleton, and then puts flesh and skin on it.
The job of the analyst is to go at this in reverse,
to look through the flesh and the skin to the skeletal
structure beneath and perceive the fundamental nature
of the whole."

Longacre, cited in (Dressler 1978: 105)
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Within the structure of discourse, Longacre (1974c, 1978)

posits two sections designated as 'aperture' and 'stage'. He

argues that 'aperture' includes only formulaic phrases or

sentences used to open a narrative. For example, the term 'once

upon a time' represents the 'aperture', and the remaining

information is part of the 'stage'. This model describes

formulaic beginnings and endings along with a series of

incidents, usually sequences of events and actions called

'episodes'; each episode is relatively unified, having a

descernable beginning and end. Longacre explains, such

grammatical structures, (i.e.episodes, occur before and after

the story's climax).

Within this model, Longacre recognizes an optional 'finis'

which is identified as a formuliac phrase such as 'the end' or a

sentence like 'That is all, ladies and gentlemen'. All the above

terms are dealt with as functional slots which describe tagmemes.

In his study of the Philippine's languages, Longacre (1968)

argues that this structure is found in almost all the languages

of the world and is therefore 'universal'. Longacre postulates

other kinds of structure of narrative which cannot be wholly

explained in this limited space. Here, it is sufficient to point

out that there is a fundamental slot to be found in discourse

termed as 'closure' which preceeds the 'end '; sometimes

'closure' is referred to as 'finis'. Also, there is another slot

named the 'wrap up' phrase which brings the story to some sort of

an end. For more detailed analysis on this subject, see Longacre

(1968, 1978) and Brend (1974: 357-377).
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1.2.4 De Beaugrande & Dressier's approach

Dc Beaugrande & Dressier's contribution to the study of

discourse focuses on the areas of textuality and intertextuality

within the text. That is, texts are seen as the actual instances

of communication; they are manifestation of language. As such,

they occur in a context. They also presuppose other texts.

De Beaugrande (1984) and De Beaugrande & Dressier (1981)

argue that textuaiity has to rely on some basic standards; these

are hypothesized as cohesion, coherence, intentionality,

acceptability, situationality, intertextuality, and

informativity. De Beaugrande & Dressier believe that the

textuality of any text or discourse is a function of the

interaction of these elements.

Before we move any further, we need to illustrate briefly

these seven standards and see whether they are conducive to

effective and informative communication.

To begin with, the first standard of textuality is that of

cohesion. According to De Beaugrande & Dressier, cohesion refers

to the formal surface syntactic and semantic signals that conjoin

sentences or any stretches of language within a text; it

expresses the fact that the successive elements hang together

without any interruption. For Halliday, this definition, while

not false, is not sufficient. According to Halliday & 1-Jasan

(1976), cohesion is shown and indicated in the ties that exist

within text; these cohesive ties, also according to De Beaugrande
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& Dressier, exist between a presupposed item and a presupposing

one. In the example 'wash and core six apples. Put them into a

fireproof dish', Hailiday & Hasan argue that cohesion is

displayed through one of the cohesive devices. They point out

that it is clear that the term 'them' in the second sentence has

the same reference as the 'six cooking apples' in the first

sentence. This anaphoric function gives cohesion to the two

sentences.

Halliday & Hasan present a taxonomy of these various types

of cohesive ties under four main types: (1) reference, including

these various pronoun-like forms such as 'one', 'so', 'do', etc.,

and (2) several kinds of ellipsis; (3) conjunction, referring to

words such as 'and', 'yet', 'but', etc., and (4) lexical

cohesion, which has to do with the repeated occurrences of the

same or related lexical items. All these lexico-grammatical

devices make the text hang together and give it cohesion.

However, De Beaugrande & Dressler (1981) argue that these lexico-

grammatical devices, while extremely important, are not

sufficient to make a text achieve cohesion.

Like Widdowson (1973) and Brown & Yule (1983), De Beaugrande

& Dressler approach texts from a pragmatic point of view. What

is important to them is the underlying structure of texts and how

these texts are internally coherent. This contrasts with the

position of Halliday & Hasan, who believe that surface elements

(i.e. ties) guarantee cohesion. However, in Hasan's later work,

(see Hasan 1979), Hasan, like De Beaugrande & Dressier, seems to
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be aware of the fact that these surface elements will not always

guarantee the cohesion of texts.

The second standard of textual competence is called

coherence. The term refers to the underlying relations between

propositions. According to De Beaugrande, a proposition can be

defined as two concepts plus a relationship obtaining between

them (e.g. one event is the 'cause' of another) (c.f. De

Beaugrande 1984: 38). If an addressee can make logical sense of

the text, this is because he can apprehend its coherence.

Coherence subsumes the procedures whereby elements of knowledge

are activated in such a way that their conceptual connectivity is

maintained and made recoverable. The means of coherence includes

logical relations such as causality and class inclusion;

knowledge of how events, actions, objects, and situations are

organized; and the striving for continuity in human experience.

Widdowson (1978:45) points out that coherence is "measured

by the extent to which a particular instance of language use

corresponds to a shared knowledge of conventions as to how

illocutionary acts are related to form larger units of discourse

of different kinds, whereas cohesion is the overt relationship

between propositions expressed through sentences".

From a different angle, De Beaugrande & Dressier (1981: 3)

talk of cohesion in terms of the components of the surface text

which are mutually connected within a sequence, and of coherence

as the configuration of concepts. What is meant by concept is a

configuration of knowledge characteristically stored and

activated together (De Beaugrande 1984: 38).
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The third standard of textual coherence is that of

intentionality . The term refers to the text producer's attitude

that a given language configuration is intended to be a cohesive

and coherent text; and that such a text is an instruments.

De Beaugrande (1980: 20) suggests that there is a variable

range of tolerance where intentionality remains in effect even

when the full standards of cohesion and coherence are not met.

Similarly, Hartmann (1980) maintains that intentionality relates

to the wish of the text-producer to give the message a proper

shape.

The fourth standard of textuality can be stated from the

text's receiver's point of view. This is acceptability.

According to De Beaugrande & Dressier (1981), De Beaugrande

(1980), acceptability subsumes the text receiver's attitudes that

a language configuration should be accepted as a cohesive and a

coherent text. Acceptability, they suggest, has also a tolerance

range for cases where context brings disturbances, or where the

receiver does not share the producer's goals. De Beaugrande

(1984) argues that both intentionality and acceptability have a

threshold of tolerance that can apply when the standards of

cohesion and coherence are not fully maintained. Plans and goals

* An instrument being a non-intentional object which provides
the means for some event or action (e.g. 'fuel -propulsion;
scissors-cut'). Instruments therefore differ from agents in
lacking intention, and from causes and enablements in that
instruments are objects, while causes and enablements are
events (for details see De Beaugrande 1980: 82-83).
Instruments in following a plan are sets of steps intended
to lead to a goal. A goal is a state of the world whose
attainment is envisaged (and usually derived) by the planning
agent (c.f. De Beaugrande 1984, III 2.6)
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make a text useable and understandable, even if it would seem

disordered or meaningless in isolation. Relevance determines

what possible meanings deserve consideration.

The fifth standard of textuality is the standard of

situationality . This term subsumes the factors that make a text

relevant to a current or recoverable situation. The text figures

as an action that can both monitor and change a situation. De

Beaugrande & Dressier point out that situationality always

implies the role of at least two communicative participants, but

they may not be the focus of attention as persons. En a similar

vein, Hartmann (1980) states that situationality is relevance to

a communicative context. This standard also, as the others,

requires interaction with the other standards, and there would be

a match between the linguistic data (objects) and the situation.

Otherwise communication will be blocked by such factors owing to

the fact that the element 'situation' and the 'communicative

context' are not relevant and therefore mismatched.

De Beaugrande & Dressier argue that any given message should

be pertinent to the situation. They also argue that a text will

be relevant to a real or recoverable situation. Situationality

is an important standard that tends to merge with all other

standards of textuality. This standard is also closely related to

the sixth standard of textuality, and that is intertextuality.

This term subsumes the ways in which the text presupposes

knowledge of other texts. De Beaugrande argues that when the

text is remote from others in time or topic, this will lead to

some kind of a breakdown in communication. Intertextuality
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includes the relationships between a given text and other

relevant texts encountered in prior experience. Hartmann

elaborates on this standard by saying that intertextuality refers

to the fact that most texts have to fit in the conventions of the

genre of which they are a part. Lemke (1983, 1985) claims, for

his part, that intertextuality is expressed in the fact that

every text or occasion of discourse produces its social meanings

against the background of other texts and discourses circulating

in a community. He points out that meanings can be made from

text to text through the relations between their discourse

structures and rhetorical devices, through the conventional

social relations of the action and events constituted in part by

the texts, and through the systems of relations of the thematic-

ideational fields of the 'contents' of the texts.

Halliday & Flasan (1985) look at intertextuality in away

similar to that of De Beaugrande and others, but from another

perspective. They argue that the context of situation and the

context of culture are determinants of the text. Therefore,

text, in general, may thus be predictable from context. This is

an important perspective, since It helps us understand how people

actually exchange meaning and interact with one another.

However, Halliday stresses the fact that the relationship between

text and context is a dialectical one. This means, according to

him, that the text creates the context as much the context

creates the text. Halliday says:
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"Meaning arises from the friction between the two."

Halliday & Hasan (1985: 47)

This means that part of the environment for any text is a

set of previous texts, texts that are taken for granted as shared

among those taking part. Halliday illustrates that by saying

that the school provides very clear examples of this aspect.

Thus, every lesson is built on the assumption of earlier lessons

in which topics have been explored and concepts have been agreed

upon and defined. Halliday also believes that there is a great

deal of unspoken cross-reference of which everyone is largely

unaware.

The final standard of textuality is informativity.

Informativity is the extent to which text events are uncertain,

new, or surprising. One might say that some stretches of

language are more informative than others even though fewer words

are used; this is due to the fact that these words convey a more

accurate and exact meaning. Informativity does not depend on the

number of words used; rather, it depends on how informative these

words are and the degree and precision of meaning they convey.

De Beaugrande & Dressler (1981), De Beaugrande (1984) suggest

that events that are presented in the text might be classified as

expected or unexpected. Also, they may be unknown or certain.

Hartmann points out that the more circularity in the presentation

of a message is avoided the more informative that message will

be.
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De Beaugrande & Dressier argue that these standards are not

new, but their treatment has been sporadic and diffuse. Cohesion

and coherence have been conflated due perhaps to the widespread

confusion regarding the nature of the sentence (c.f. Widdowson

1973).

One might meditate for a moment and say: why should these

standards of textual competence be of interest to the discourse

analyst and how they are related to this thesis? The answer to

this question is that they enhance our intuitive grasp of

language in particular contexts; they bring into focus

characteristics of language that have been neglected for a long

time, and help us to understand and relate the pragmatic aspect

of language to the real world in a way that helps us in the

description of our actual editorial text-forms.

1.3 Summary

The previous sections have illustrated the main reasons why

linguists study discourse or shy away from the study of

discourse; they have also made a critical comparison between

The notions of cohesion and coherence can be pursued in the works
of Halliday & Hasan (1976); Hasan (1968); Grimes (1975); and
Bellert (1970). On intentionality, see Van Dijk (1977) and De
Beaugrande & Dressier (1981). On acceptability, one may look at
the work of Greenbaum (1977) and on situationality, see Halliday
(1977). For some perspectives on intertextuality, one can
consider the work of Quirk (1978); Lemke (1985). On
informativity, little is available except, as De Beaugrande
(1980) points out, on 'given' and 'new' knowledge in sentences
(c.f. Grimes 1975).
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different approaches to the notions of 'text' and 'discourse'.

This study is presented to explain some theoretical issues

relevant to text structure.

It is clear that the notions of 'text' and 'discourse' are,

theoretically speaking, defined in many different ways (see pp.

11-17). As for these notions, they will be treated differently.

The notion of 'text' will be treated from now on as a semantic

unit; it is a unit of meaning which is realized by

lexicogrammatical units. The creation of this semantic unit, as

the actualization of meaning potential, is influenced by

situational parameters such as field, mode, and tenor. As for

the notion of 'discourse', it will be treated here as a

semiotactic unit (Hodge & Kress 1988); it is the social process

(i.e. actions, signs, etc.) by which meaning is manifested. It is

the social process by which people interchange, as of ideas, and

express themselves in such a way that they can clearly understand

each other. This social process makes up the whole culture.

This is what Kress & Hodge call the social process by which

meaning is constructed and exchanged. I have adopted this notion

of 'discourse' because this study is not only concerned with the

surface structure of texts, but also with the underlying

structure as well, in which the description of the encoder's as

well as the decoder's perception of the message has a key role in

the analysis and the manifestations of meaning.
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CHAPTER 2

DISCOURSE, TEXT-TYPE AND TRANSLATION

2.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I have studied two notions: the

notion of text and the notion of discourse. The main purpose of

this study was to bring out the differences as well as the

similarities between these two notions. These two notions are

included in this thesis because of their contribution to my

understanding of some theoretical issues relevant to text-

structure. In this chapter, an attempt will be made to

investigate the interrelation between discourse, text-types, and

translation, a step necessary in order to show how my corpus

interrelates to the overall structure of this thesis. To this

effect, this chapter is divided into six sections. Section (2.1)

investigates the correlation between discourse and translation;

this will be shown clearly through investigating the connection

between translation and meaning and translation and culture.

The section provides a brief account of translation as has been

advocated in the past as well as in the present. Section (2.2)

makes a critical comparison between three approaches to text-

type: De Beaugrande & Dressier's (1981); Werlich's (1983); and

Hatim's (1983, 1984); it establishes the similarities as well as

the differences between these approaches. This section will also
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provide insights into how the components of a particular text-

type may help the translator as well as the interpreter to

comprehend a text. These aspects will be shown in the way text-

linguists look at the process of text-categorization and what

distinguishing characteristics are involved within such a

process.

Sections (2.3) and (2.4) present Longacre's (1976, 1983)

discourse genres. These two sections show the parameters

(limiting characteristics) of these genres and identify their

main constituents (e.g. + Tension). They also show how these

parameters are significant for the categorization of text-types.

Section (2.5) provides an account of Beekman & Callow's

(1979, 1988) approach to discourse; it also illuminates the

process in which one can differentiate between a discourse type

and another.

Although the last two sections (i.e. 2.3 and 2.4) may not

serve our purpose in dealing with clause relations, they are

included here because of the way these discourse types define our

argumentative discourse and then highlight the main

characteristics of these argumentative texts-forms (i.e.

editorials). These two sections are followed by section (2.6)

whose main function is to summarize the main points and also

present other clarifications that may prove to be helpful in

understanding ideas and notions presented throughout this

chapter. These sections are presented below.
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2.1 Discourse and translation

Since discourse is defined as a social phenomenon by which

meaning is communicated and constructed (Section 1.1, pp. 11-15),

it follows that discourse relies heavily on the domain of

sociolinguistics (i.e. the study of language in relation to

society (Lyons 1981; Hudson 1980)). The interrelation between

discourse and translation is evident in the fact that translation

involves the social function of discourse within a society, and

with reference to its context of situation, the speaker's role in

constructing a text, (i.e.his intentionality), and its contextual

configurations, (i.e. field, mode, and tenor), all of which make

up the social reality of the text. 	 These elements are

unequivocally important components for translation. Translation

is not a mediation between two languages; it is not the use of

one language to convey a message whose form and content were

originally directed to different language users (Neubert 1985).

Rather, it is the construction of the social reality, the

linguistic and rhetorical patterns of thought that suit the

target language and the community in which language is used.

The history of translation, past and present, has many

examples indicative of triumph and failure in terms of the way

translation should be carried out. These examples reflect, in a

way, the gap between the original and the target text. It is the

talented translator who is unequivocally aware of the importance

of bridging, as much as possible, between the source and the

target texts. This involves the speaker's intentionality, text
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function with reference to its semiotic components (i.e. the

social and cultural), and the context of situation. All these

pragmatic, semiotic, and contextual elements may bridge the gap

between the source text and the target text. These context

specifications will be clarified later in Section(2.2)below.

However, before we go any further and investigate the nature

as well as the significance of these contextual variables, (i.e.

pragmatics, semiotics and communicative dimensions (see Section

2.2 and Chapter 7 ), an attempt will be made to provide a brief

account of the history as well as the nature of translation.

This aspect is investigated below.

2.1.1 Translation: past and present

Despite the large amount of literature that has been

produced on the process or theory of translation, it can be said

that most of this literature has been reiterated from one

generation to another (Lozano, 1975). There is of course a

considerable variation as far as speculating on this process;

this variation has made a small, but useful, contribution to the

attempt of identifying the theoretical frameworks for doing such

translation. In some respect, there is very little consensus

among linguists, translation theorists, and translation

practitioners regarding the principles, rules, and methods of

translating. The best indication of such disparity of views is

the fact that translation has many definitions. This reflects

the fact that it involves many DIFFERENT strategies. The
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following definitions are a case in point. However, for the sake

of clarity, it should be pointed out that these definitions,

roughly speaking, will be classified into meaning-based

definitions such as Nida & Taber (1969), Nida (l964a), Rabin

(1958), Ross (1981), Firth (1968), Catford (1965), Newmark (1981,

1988), and semiotic-based definitions such as Forster (1958),

Jakobson (1959), Steiner (1975), Frawley (1984), etc. Meaning-

based definitions are those which take meaning as the base for

interpreting and then conveying the meaning of the original text

into that of the target. Here, meaning necessitates reference to

linguistic characteristics such as lexical, grammatical,

phonological, etc; it also necessitates reference to non-

linguistic characteristics such as thought, situation, knowledge,

intentions, and use. Semiotic-based definitions, on the other

hand, are those definitions which take translation as thestudy

of signs, symbols, codes, etc. Within this semiotic approach,

the cultural, social, rhetorical, and communicative patterns of

human behaviours are studied. Also all aspects of human

communication are analyzed as systems of signals, they are the

means which semioticians use for the interpretation and analysis

of texts. The interrelation of these definitions is illustrated

in the following section. The letter (M) stands for meaning

based definitions, (S) stands for semiotic based definitions, and

(S or M) stands for either one.

1. "Translation is the reproduction in the
receptor language of the closest natural
eciuivalent of the source language message,
first in terms of meaning, and second in
terms of style." (M)

Nida & Taber (1969: 210)
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2. "Translation is the interpretation of verbal
si gns in one language by means of verbal
si gns in another." (S)

Steiner (1975: 414)

3. "Translation is a process by which a spoken
or written utterance takes place in one
language which is intended and presumed to
convey the same meaning as a previously
existing utterance in another language.
It thus involves two distinct factors, a
'meaning', or reference to some slice of
reality." (M)

Rabin (1958: 123)

4. (1) "Translation is the transference of the
content of a text from one language into
another, bearing in mind that we can not
always dissociate the content from form.

(2) It might perhaps be best to consider
translation as a conversion of symbols
rather than a transference of meaning."
(S)

Forster (1958: 1)

5. "Translation is the replacement of textual
material in one language (SL) by equivalent
textual material in another (TL)." (M)

Catford (1965: 20)

6. "Translation, the surmounting of the obstacle,
is made possible by an equivalence of thought
which lies behind the different verbal
expressions of thought." (M)

Savory (1957: 11)

7. "(1) Intralingual translation or rewording
is an interpretation of verbal signs by
means of other signs of the same language.

(2) Interlingual translation or translation
proper is an interpretation of verbal signs
by means of some other languages.
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(3) Intersemiotic translation or transmutation
is an interpretation of verbal si gns by means
of signs of nonverbal si gn systems." (S)

Jakobson (1959: 233)

8. "Translation means recodification." (s)

Frawley (1984: 159)

9. "The basis for any total translation must be
found in the linguistic analysis at (the
grammatical, lexical, collocational, and
situational levels." (M)

Firth (1968: 76)

10. "Translation should not be studied as a
comparing and contrasting of two texts,
but as a process of interaction between
author, translator, and the reader of
the translation." (S or M)

De Beaugrande (1978: 13)

11. "(1) Translation should give a complete
transcript of the ideas of the original
work.

(2) The style and manner of writing should
be the same character with that of the
original.

(3) Translation should have all the ease of
the original composition." (M)

Tytler (1912: 9)

12. "Translation is renderin g the meaning of a
text into another language in the way that
the author intended the text." (M)

Newmark (1988: 5)
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13. "The most natural view is that translation
preserves the meaning of the original in
another language or form. Translation is
not restatement, where differences are
minimized, but, highlights certain
equivalence in the context of important
dissimilarities." (M)

Ross (1981: 9)

14. "Translation will be understood as the final
product of problem-solving and si gn production
of a receptor-text (RT) functionall y equivalent
to a source text (ST), performed by a human
being in a given language for a given group
of text receivers." (S)

Diaz-Diocaretz (1985: 9)

In fact, there are many other definitions and principles

that give more or less the same information, and a full account

of the these definitions as well as their shortcomings is beyond

the scope of this thesis. However, the existence of these

various definitions suggests that translation is far from having

a generally accepted theoretical framework. What is also clear

is that different translation theorists have concentrated on

different types and strategies of translation. For example,

there are strategies or theories that are mainly concerned with

translation in a 'literal sense' (Rabin, 1958; Vachon-Spilka

1968). These theories demand word-for-word translation. Other

theories, on the other hand, are mainly concerned with the

reproduction of equivalent lexical items of the original text

(Nida, 1964a; Nida & Taber, 1969). Different attempts have been

made to look at translation from a pragmatic and semiotic view in

which the essence of translation is treated as an interaction
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between text-producer and the message along with the social and

cultural contexts in which a particular piece of language is used

(Jakobson 1959; Forster 1958; De Beaugrande 1978; Mason 1982;

Wilss 1982: 135 ;and Hatim 1987). What is meant by pragmatic

here is the study of purposes for which the texts are used; it is

the intentionality behind all the choices made (Newmark 1988).

This includes the text-producer's intentions and the intended

function of the text. As for Semiotics, it is the interaction of

various elements in the text as signs; it includes here the

social, cultural and psychological reality of a particular

community. In this component, the social, cultural, and the

anthropological characteristics of text are brought together to

assess its meaning. The interaction of these signs with one

another creates the semiotic meaning of a text. For more

information on these components, see Section 2.2 pp. 63-66.

Although these context specifications illuminate the

intentions of the text-producer and shed some light on the

semiotic contexts in which the text is used, there is still some

kind of uncertainty as to what constitutes these particular

contexts. That is, it is very hard to make always accurate and

complete predictions about the intentions of the text-producer.

Even Halliday (l985a : 345) seems sceptical of the possibility of

studying the HOW and the WHY choices made by the text-producer.

Also, it could be argued that there are some choices that are

easily decoded by the writer and can therefore be more easily

interpreted than others. All that we do is in fact speculate I

make predictions on his communicative intent through the
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structure of the text. These contexts do in fact facilitate

translation but do not make it adequate in all respects, because

understanding the pragmatic and semiotic meaning of a text is not

an easy task, since this involves more than changing the words of

the original into that of the target.

While the translator tends to ignore the function and style

in a word-for-word translation, in a sense translation (i.e.

one in which the translator relies on how the text feels by using

his own senses), there is an imitation of the source text, in

terms of its function, style, semiotic and pragmatic values. By

the sane token, there is a tendency to stress on the aesthetic

criteria of the target text.

The above discussion is only brief. However, most writers

on translation emphasize the importance of language within its

own cultural context, as the meaning of words or lexical items is

rooted in their text-producer's intentionality and within his own

culture. Lado (1957) argues that learning the structure of a

language involves learning its culture. One cannot really

understand a foreign language without taking into account the

culture of which it is a part. This is why translating any text

from one language into another yields a particular kind of

ambiguity which cannot be clarified unless the intentions of the

text-producer within his own social, cultural, denotative,

connotative, and rhetorical contexts have been accounted for.

Because of the fact that the notion of language and its

relation to linguistic and extralinguistic characteristics have

been debated by many linguists, philosophers, anthropologists,
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and discourse analysts, an attempt will be made here to examine

two important characteristics that have a significant role in the

process of translation. These characteristics, although briefly

hinted at earlier, are presented in the subsequent sections.

2.1.2 Translation and meaning

Because of the fact that the connection between translation

and meaning is very obvious, there is no need to go for any great

elaboration. However, it should be pointed out that translation

attempts to uncover all the potentialities of meaning in the two

languages concerned. To this effect, meaning in all its

linguistic and non-linguistic aspects has to be carefully

considered in translation. As Dummett (1973) argues, to grasp

the meaning of a word is to understand the context and th&

occurrence in which the word is used, and this requires

understanding the function this particular word performs in

language. Meaning revolves around the notion of how language

functions, and such function is itself derived from all aspects

of meaning. Translation aims at using all aspects of meaning in

such a way that the source text and the target text are

approximated to one another from all linguistic and non-

linguistic aspects. Meaning in semantic or lexical terms has

been thoroughly studied (Ogden & Richards (1923); Ullmann (1962);

Lyons (1968, 1977, 1981) and Cruse (1986)), but it has been

apparent at least since Ogden & Richards that semantic meaning

cannot account for all aspects of meaning relevant to the
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translator. For this reason, meaning in this study will be

treated as the totality of the information conveyed - not simply

that type of information which is treatable under a formal

semantic theory (e.g. of a truth-conditional nature). This is

so, because this study will not look at meaning as an abstract

entity but as an interaction between the translator and the text.

Meaning and/or function of the text is the interpretation of a

given message. This usage of meaning coincides with that of

Halliday (1970a, 1973, 1975, 1977), Leech's (1981), De Beaugrande

(1978), and Mason (1982). Those views share the assumption that

meaning is understood as action and interaction; it is a process

and at the same time a product. The translator looks at meaning

as the intention of the text-producer in the social and cultural

environments in which the text is used. Here, Ogden & Richards

state that meaning is:

"That to which the interpreter of a symbol
(a) Refers.
(b) Believes himself to be referring
Cc) Believes the User to be referring".

Ogden & Richards (1923: 187)

2.1.3	 Translation and culture

It has been suggested that language is a reflection of

culture (Jakobson 1985). These two concepts are intrinsically

correlated and interconnected. As .Jakobson (1985) argues that

"language is a cultural phenomenon", and culture according to him

is:
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"The totality of behaviour patterns that
are passed between generations by learning,
socially determined behaviour learned by
imitation and instruction."

Jakobson (1985: 103)

Jakobson goes on to say that learning a language involves

learning social conventions simply because language has cognitive

and expressive aspects that are cultivated. Similarly, Kaplan

(1966, 1983) and Jakobson (1971) stress the fact that language

affects our conceptualization of reality; they argue that the

linguistic categories that form the way we think are different

from one language to another. Jakobson says:

"Language is situated between nature and
culture and it serves as a foundation of
culture. We may go even further and state
that language is THE [his emphasis] necessary
and substantial foundation of human culture".

Jakobson (1985: 107)

In discussing the impact of culture upon language, Jakobson

(1985), Sapir (1921, 1951 and 1956), Hymes (1964), and Whorl

(1956) suggest that each language exists within a particular

culture and has its own particular lexicon which shapes the

perception of its speakers. Languages reflect cultural

differences, and these differences are manifested in the

categorization of gender, number and colour, etc.

Within the process of translation, the awareness of the

cultural as well as the socially equivalent frameworks in which a

particular text is used is extremely significant, although
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perfect cultural equivalents are indeed unattainable. What is

attainable is the approximation of cultural and social contexts

of the two languages, which makes the translated text

functionally similar and relatively natural with respect to its

original. Regarding this, Malinowski states:

"Since the whole world of things to be expressed
changes with the level of culture, with geographical,
social and economic conditions, the consequence is
that the meaning of a word must always be gathered,
not from a passive contemplation of this word, but
from an analysis of its function, with reference
to a given culture".

Malinowski (1923: 309)

Nida shares this notion with Malinowski that any translation

that excludes consideration of cultural elements is doomed to be

inadequate. Nida says:

"The person who is engaged in translation
from one language into another ought to be
constantly aware of the contrast in the
entire range of culture represented by the
two languages."

Nida (1964b: 90)

These views indicate that the link between language and

culture cannot be ignored, and that a community's culture

consists of whatever it is one has to know or believe in order to

operate in a manner acceptable to its members. This is what

makes translation a difficult task as the translator has to be

aware that the text he is translating is not only formed by a
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linguistic capability but it also relates to things, people,

cultural and social values, behaviours, and emotions. All these

operate within the situational context of the text.

2.2 Text-types categorization

1-lay ing demonstrated the connection between discourse and

translation, and that of translation, meaning and culture, an

attempt will be made here to show how the categorization of texts

into text-types give insights onto the main components of text.

This, in turn, helps us interpret and then convey the text from

one language into another. This process will be thoroughly

investigated in Chapter (7) where an attempt will be made to

study carefully the main components of our editorials and then

show how these text-forms are translated. In what followof this

chapter, an attempt will be made to investigate the text-

categorization process. This will show how text-linguists look

at a particular text, and the criteria used for text-

categorization.

2.2.1 A comparative approach to text-types

In the last decade or so, a considerable amount of material

has been produced on methods of text-categorization (Longacre

(1976, 1983); De Beaugraiide (1980); De Beaugrande & Dressier

(1981); Weriich (1983); Zydatiss (1983); Hatim (1983, 1984); and

John (1988)). These approaches have not been studied and

developed relatively independently of each other. Bearing this in
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communication situation". That is, texts focus attention on

specific circumstances from the total set of factors. As a

result, texts can be grouped together and classified on the basis

of their dominant contextual focus. Such groupings are

hypothesized in terms of the following five dominant contextual

foci:

1. When the focus is on 'factual phenomena' such as persons,

objects, and relations in the spatial context, texts are

called Descriptive.

2. When the focus is on 'factual' and 'conceptual' phenomena

in the temporal context, texts are called Narrative.

3. When the focus is on 'de-composition' (analysis) into

constituent elements or 'composition' (synthesis) from

constituent elements of concepts, texts are called

Expository.

4. When the focus is on 'relations between concepts',

texts are called Argumentative.

5. When the focus is on the 'formation of future

behaviour', texts are called Instructive.

Unlike De Beaugrande, Werlich maintains that contextual

factors are not sufficient to determine text-types. Werlich
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believes that contextual factors and innate biological properties

should be correlated for such a classification. Werlich says:

"Texts do not only correlate distinctively
with specific contextual factors but also
appear to correlate with innate biological
properties of the communicant's mind."

Werlich explains this in the following terms:

"A text grammar can be based on the hypothesis
that texts, conceived of as assignable to text
types, primarily derive their structural
distinctions from innate cognitive properties.
Accordingly, the five basic text types correlate
with forms and ranges of human cognition. They
reflect the basic cognitive processes of contextual
categorization. These are:

(1) differentiation and interrelation of
perceptions in space in the text type of description;-

(2) differentiation and interrelation of perceptions
in time in the text type of narration;
(3) comprehension of general concepts through

differentiation by analysis and/or comprehension of
particular concepts through differentiation by subsumptive
synthesis in the text type of exposition;

(4) judging that is the establishment of relations
between and among concepts through the extraction of
similarities, contrasts, and transformations from them in
the text type of argumentation;

(5) and planning of future behaviour by subdivision
or subsumption in the text type of instruction.

Werlich (1983: 21)

Like Mason (1982), Hatim shares with De Beaugrande &

Dressler, in general terms, the notion of 'function', (i.e.that a

text may be known by its function). However, according to Hatim,

this is not the whole story. Hatim believes that "it is a

definition of text function which determines the efficiency,
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effectiveness, and appropriateness of textual occurrences (Hatim,

1987: 104). Hatim also believes that, for translation purposes,

variables such as pragmatic, semiotic, and communicative purposes

should be introduced. These variables have to be presented to

define the interface and the correlation between linguistic

expression and categories from 'social theory'. Pragmatics here

refers to action on the environment; semiotics refers to

interaction with the environment, and communicative purpose

refers to the transaction which creates an environment in which

'text-typological focus' realizes the communicative purpose of a

given text. Neither De Beaugrande & Dressier nor Werlich

specifies these variables. Hatim's interest then may be due to

the fact that his study was conducted at a later stage when there

was a wide variety of approaches to text-typoiogy that had been

explained and developed.

Unlike Werlich, Hatim adopts De Beaugrande & Dressier's

notion that a typology of texts must be correlated with

typologies of discourse and situations. Unless the

appropriateness of a text-type to its setting of occurrence is

judged, participants cannot even determine the means of upholding

the criteria of textuality. For De Beaugrande & Dressier, the

demands for cohesion and coherence are less strict in

conversation, whereas the demands in scientific texts are

elaborately upheld.

According to De Beaugrande & Dressier, one would at least

be able to identify some 'dominances', though without a strict
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categorization for every conceivable example. The term 'text-

type' according to them is:

A set of heuristics for producing, predicting,
and processing textual occurrences, and hence
acts as a prominant determiner of efficiency,
effectiveness, and appropriateness."

De Beaugrande & Dressier (1981: 186)

Taking this wide perspective into account and the kinds of

parameters each approach has, one can illustrate these three

models diagrammatically as shown on the following page.

One other difference that needs to be analyzed between

Werlich's approach and Hatim's is the notion of 'context

specification' (see Diagram (4) below).

As shown below, Hatim's model is different from that of

Werlich in that he takes context as an alternative to the

commonly adopted notion of 'register'. According to Hatim, the

analysis of register, in practice, is very important but is not

sufficient or explanatorily adequate. This analysis, he argues,

produces the so-called "Languages" such as the "Language of

science", while ignoring the rich range of textual activities

which characterize the communicative potential of "doing a

science". In commenting on Werlich's model, 1-latim states:

"The analysis of context in terms of language
use (field, etc.) and user (idiolect, regional
dialect, etc.), as practised by the traditional
register analysis, leaves important aspects of
textuality unaccounted for. This inadequacy
stems from the assumption that text is the
sum total of its constituent parts."

Hatim (1984: 146)
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It is evident that there is a clear resemblence between

Hatim's text-typology and that of De Beaugrande & Dressier.

Hatim is partially concerned with the fact that text-linguistics

involves the setting up of a text-typology in which language is

classified in terms of text-communicative purposes. It has also

been argued by Zydatiss (1983): the whole notion of text types is

not a linguistic one, but that linguistic analysis must be

supplemented and correlated with the analysis of 'function' of

language in the process of communication. For Hatim as well as

for De Beaugrande & Dressier, language users (writers, producers

as well as receivers of language) approach text by reacting and

interacting with different kinds of context; this is done through

a process of construction which identifies a number of contextual

variables; these are called context-specifications and involve

pragmatics, semiotics, and communicative purpose (as discussed

above).

Basing himself on context-specifications, Hatim (1983) goes

further than De Beaugrande and Werlich to work out his own text-

typology. In modifying Werlich's model, for example, Hatim

reduces Werlich's five text-types to three (see Diagram 4 above).

Hatim considers 'Descriptive' and 'Narrative' sub-text types as

'Expository Texts'. This is due to the fact that both of these

texts exhibit or provide similar information. Hatim also

introduces another 'sub-text-type' within the expository text,

and that is the 'conceptual text' (focuses on concepts). All

these texts are subsumed under the category "Expository Texts".
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Within these context-specifications, unlike Werlich, Hatim

demonstrates that the user of language responds to a set of

signals related to text or discourse. He argues that these

signals constitute the most favourable conditions for the

successful realization of texts. Hatim says:

"It is this pragma-semio-communicative decision
on the part of discourse users, and the acceptance
of such a decision by discourse receivers, which
constitute the optimum conditions for the successful
realization of the text."

Hatim (1984: 147)

To sum up, text-types are characterized or defined

similarly by the three models presented above. However, they are

different in terms of focus. In their functional approacli, De

Beaugrande & Dressler suggest that discourse actions or

situations and the speaker's intention (function of the text)

appear to be the determining factors between text-types. In

contrast, Werlich, using a psycho-analytical approach, believes

that not only contextual factors but also innate biological

properties in the communicant's mind should be correlated in

order to identify text-types. De Beaugrande & Dressler look at

text-types as a linguistic product stemming from the function of

the texts, whereas Werlich looks at text-types as a linguistic

process occurring in the speaker's/hearer's mind. Above all, De

Beaugrande & Dressier view text-types from a theoretical

perspective; they are not interested in structural analysis which

is orientated towards applied linguistics.
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Hatim believes that the contextual variables of pragma-

semio-communicative/conceptual/spatial/temporal transaction give

rise to text-types. These context-specification variables should

be presented to define the interaction between linguistic

expression and the categories from social theory. While Hatim's

text-typology is relatively useful, his definition of what he

calls 'context-specifications' seems to be always changeable

and inconsistent. In defining 'pragniatics' and 'semiotics',

Hatim proposes varying definitions. For example, Hatim (1984:

147) defines praginatics as 'action on the environment'; later, he

defines it as 'when language users react to signals'. Hatim

(1987: 102) defines it as 'what the text-producers attempt to

achieve'; and in Hatim & Mason (1990: 12), they define it as that

'which attempts to account for the ways in which we perceive the

underlying meaning on the basis of what we already know or assume

to be the case'. At the same time, Hatiin & Mason (1990: 51)

proposes a definition of 'functional tenor' as " what language is

used for". This kind of definition represents their definition

of 'pragmatics'. As for 'semiotics', it is almost the same case;

sometimes Hatim defines it as interaction with the environment

(Hatim 1984: 147); at other times, it is when language users

react to signals related to interaction with the environment; it

is treating a communicative item as a sign within a system of

signs (Hatim & Mason 1990: 57). This kind of inconsistency will

be tackled later in Chapter (7), where an attempt will be made to

introduce an adequate definition for each one of these concepts.
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As for Werlich's shortcoming, John (1988) claims that one of

the delinquencies of his approach, which is not realized by

Hatim, is that he does not account for poetic texts (e.g.

poems), although some poetic texts can be discovered which are

congruous to at least some of the types of texts recognized by

Werlich such as "The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner". This poetic

text can be identified as 'Narrative'. Despite these

shortcomings, the model of Werlich as well as those of

De Beaugrande & Dressier and Hatim are helpful in terms of the

process of text-categorization and the analysis of text-typology.

Basing myself on the text-typoiogical model of Hatim in

particular, I see text as the product of interaction of the

producer/writer of the text and the expected reaction of the text

receiver. For translation purposes, this is important for the

receiver in order to understand the properties and the main

purpose of the text. The text-producer's interaction has to meet

the text-receiver's reaction in order for the text to be

effective, appropriate, and meaningful. In terms of text-type

classification, Hatim's model and that of De Beaugrande &

Dressler's will be the models upon which this study will be

based, not only because these models suit the field of my study,

but also because of the fact that Hatim adopts a text-oriented

perspective in which context specification variables such as

pragmatics, semiotics, and communicative purposes play an

important role in the process of translation. Also, like Mason

(1982), Hatim believes that translation is a text-orientated

process in which the translator takes the text as the main domain

of translation, and not words or phrases.
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Within the generic structure of editorials, and despite the

inconsistency of Hatim's definitions of context-specifications, I

can easily relate these contextual variables to this

argumentative text-form (editorials). That is, the structure of

editorials represents actions on the environment. This means

that text-producers attempt to achieve a particular purpose (e.g.

persuade, etc.) while not reflecting their reader's views, and

text-receivers, in their turn, attempt to understand the

properties of that text and then reject or accept the argument.

This is realized by what it is called 'pragmatics'. Also,

editorials have discoursal signals that are represented as signs.

These signs are signs of entities, states of affairs, etc.; they

stand for something. Each sign interacts with another yielding

the semiotic interaction with the environment. This is ralized

by the variable 'semiotics'. This will lead us to a particular

framework within which communication takes place, and this can be

done by defining aspects, of time, place, text-receiver, field

mode, etc. These contextual variables are extremely important for

analytical as well as translational procedures of Arabic

argumentative discourse in general and editorials in particular.

Before we go any further and investigate discourse genres,

an attempt will be made to provide a brief account on the

structure of an English form of argumentation, (i.e. English

language editorials). This is extremely significant for

manifesting the differences of structure between Arabic and

English.
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2.2.2 English language editorials

It has been claimed that there is no explicit theory of

editorials (Dijk 1989). These texts or discourse genres are

intended and structured in such a way as to express and convey

the assessment and the belief of the newspaper. This kind of

assessment has particular social as well as political

significance.

Despite the lack of material that has been produced on

editorials as well as their structure, it is one of the

objectives of this thesis, particularly for translation purposes,

to investigate the main generic structure of English editorials

from the sources available to us. This is a necessary step in

order to investigate later the main differences as well as the

similarities between English and Arabic editorials. While the

definition and the structure of Arabic editorials is to be

investigated later, the potential structure of their English

counterpart seems to have a great deal in common with them.

In a paper on 'Race, riots and the press' (Dijk 1989), Dijk

analyzes editorials in British press. Dijk believes that English

editorials are statements of opinion; their structure is subsumed

under the following categories:

(1) Definition (i.e. statements which define the situation

or give a summarizing description of what happened.
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(2) Evaluation (i.e. statements that can evaluate and

explain the situation according to causes of events and

reasons of actions (why did it take place?).

(3) Recommendation which can be subsumed under the general

categories 'conclusion'. In the conclusion, statements

explain what should happen.

Diagrammatically, potential English language editorials can be

represented as follows:

Editorials

I.
Definition	 Evaluation	 Conclusion

(i.e. situation)

Diagram (5)

Representation of English
language editorials

The above generic structure of English language editorials

is extremely general, due to the fact that Dijk's intention was

not to define more specifically the main constituents of

editorials. However, according to Dijk, 'statements of opinion'

(i.e. editorial) can be 'defensible' and 'acceptable'. These two

positions should be substantiated. According to Dijk,

explanation or evaluation of the situation should always be

supported by reasons and justifications and editorials therefore
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exhibit argumentative structure; these texts are goal-oriented,

(i.e. they have a tendency to persuade). A study of these

argumentative texts, in particular their textual moves, can be

found in Emeren, Gorrtendorst and Kruiger (1984).

The structure postulated above for English language

editorial texts unfortunately does not explain specifically the

main constituents of each category (e.g. definition: what

elements constitute a definition or situation, etc.); it does not

also investigate whether or not there are optional or obligatory

elements within the process of writing an editorial. Above all,

the structure does not specify whether the definition or the

situation involves a defence or acceptance of the writer's

statement or that of his opponent. All these have a bearing on

clarifying the main components of English language editorials.

All these drawbacks will be tackled later where an attempt will

be made to compare Arabic and English editorials. This attempt

will be made to show the text-producer's strategy in Arabic as

well as in English. This is a necessary step in order to find

out the most appropriate way of approximating the pragma-semio-

textual meaning of the two languages. These socio-cultural and

political elements, since they represent the ideological

framework inherent in the community, are of unequivocal

significance in the process of translation.

To sum up, the above discussion has been made to investigate

the structure of English language editorials, a necessary step in

order to show the basic constituents of these text-forms. In

what follows, an attempt will be made to investigate discourse
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genre, as editorials can in fact be regarded as a genre. This

aspect is presented below.

2,3 Discourse genres

Some linguists or discourse analysts go further in terms of

the structure and the organization of discourse to point out that

the only way to describe discourse as a unified whole is to

describe its generic structure.	 Longacre (1983), Hasan (1973,

1975), Halliday (1975, 1977) and Dijk (1985b) are advocates of

this notion. Despite the fact that those linguists have a

similar understanding of the notion of "genre", they have

different understandings in terms of the way they would place

generic description in their descriptive work. For instance,

unlike Longacre, Van Dijk, Hasan, and Halliday suggest that a

generic description is not considered to be part of the

linguistic study of language proper. It is part of investigating

text/discourse in terms of its social structure and social

conventions and cultural and linguistic properties. This is what

characterizes a particular text as a genre. However, before we

go further into the exploration of Longacre's discourse genre,

and try to see the kinds of parameters he employed to sort out

his discourse genres, an attempt will be made here to define what

a genre is. This notion is presented below:
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2.3.1 Definition of a genre

Given the social semiotic structure of a language, one may

look at a genre as a distinctive class of texts that arises from

a specific social situation. It is the existence of such classes

that makes language socially relevant. A genre is a social

situation that has been sanctioned by culture which has specific

functions of meaning that are reflected in language. Above all,

genre, being itself a product of culture and ideology, is what

gives a text a major part of its meaning. This is my view of

what a genre is; it is an attempted synthesis of the views of

others. Also important are the views of other linguists who

believe that the understanding of what a genre is and how this

distinctive unit functions will enhance our understanding of

language.

There are some linguists who believe that the only way to

describe a text or any piece of language, as a unified whole, is

to describe its generic structure (Halliday, 1977, 1975; Hasan,

1973, 1975). Hasan believes that 'genre' may be considered as an

extension of 'mode'. The variable 'mode' along withì the other

two variables 'field' and 'tenor' make up the three elements for

systematizing what is called 'context of situation'. According

to Halliday (1977), 'field', 'mode' and 'tenor' are the semiotic

structure of the situation. What 'mode' refers to here is the

specific function that the actual text is supposed to serve (e.g.

exposition, description, persuasion, narration, etc.).
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Hasan (1973, 1975, 1984a,1984b) suggests that a piece of

scientific description would be different from a piece of

literary description, but the differences one finds between these

two pieces should be explainable in terms of their linguistic

properties. Hasan (1984a, 1984b); Halliday & Hasan (1985), argue

that the identity of a text, as an instance of a genre, comes to

be defined through structural potential (SP) which is determined

by the variables of context of situation: 'field', 'mode', and

'tenor'. Structural potential (SP) here refers to the actual

structure that consists of elements which are functional; these

elements are realized by lexico-graminatical units (Halliday,

1961). The functions of these elements are determined by the

semiotics of the text genre. Hasan says:

"Each element (beginning, middle and end in the
case of Greek tragedy) is realized by some
combination of lexico-grammatical units; the
relationship between these and the text is that
of realization, not of constituency. The
elements of text structure cannot be defined by
reference to the rank status of sequential
ordering of the lexico-grammatical units which
have the function of realizing these elements.
To be at all viable, the definition will have
to be functional (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975),
the functions themselves being determined by the
semiotics of the text genre."

(Hasan, 1978: 229)

Like Hasari (1973, 1975), Martin (1985) conceives of genres

as distinctive classes that are widely interpreted as social
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processes. He believes that the term 'genre' represents an

abstraction of a different kind functioning as a semiotic system.

Martin believes that 'genre' represents the verbal strategies

used to accomplish social purposes of many kinds. The term

'genre' is seen as to regulate what is happening on the register

by constraining possibilities of combining 'field', 'mode' and

'tenor' in society.	 Martin says: "genres are how things get

done, when language is used to accomplish them" (Martin 1985:

250). Similarily, Hasan explains the fact that the semiotic

level (i.e. level of context of situation) and the extra

linguistic characteristics can be related to language by abstract

variables such as 'field', 'mode', and 'tenor'; these variables

are referred to as the 'contextual construct' (Cc). When a

specific extra-linguistic situation is in question, these

variables are seen to have specific values that can be called

'contextual configuration' (CConf.) The contextual configuration

of a particular social context is what determines the type of

discourse (i.e. genre).

The generic structures are displayed by linear

representation. Linear representation means the representation

of the elements of the structural potential in terms of

sequences. For example, in the genre of buying and selling, and

when 'field', 'mode', and 'tenor' have specific values, the genre

would be represented as follows:
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According to Hasan, this generic structure, which is

displayed by linear representation, denotes the functions of the

social processes.

To sum up, a text is an instance of a genre if it can be

shown that it is generated from the structural potential (SP) of

that genre in such a way that it includes all obligatory elements

of the SP; it should also follow the sequence of elements through

linear representation.

Text-forms such as editorials, stories, nursary tales, etc.

are considered to be discourse genres, for they appear to contain

obvious clues as to their contextual identification. Also, the

genre of each of these expressions is affected by its purposes;

they are social institutions known to people by their relevant

social characteristics. Above all, they display social

properties that can be expressed by a wide range of possible

textual structure (Hasan, 1978, 1979). As 1-Lasan argues, within

the entire range 'genre', one recognizes at least the context of

creation, whereby the characteristics of a genre, which will be

manifested in Longacre's artistic conventions of the text-

Key to the notation used in the above structure:
G = Greeting	 S	 Sale	 = Inclusion
SI = Sale Initiation P = Purchase 	 = Fixed Order
SE	 Sale Enquiry	 PC Purchase Closure .'	 Recursiveness
SR	 Sale Request	 F = Finis	 {}	 Limitation for
[]	 Limitation for	 = Mobility	 Homogeneous

Mobility	 () = Optionality	 Recursiveness
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producer's community, are reflected, and the context of the text-

receiver reflects communal attitudes and beliefs. The basic

discourse genres are investigated below.

2.4 Longacre's discourse genres

Longacre believes that linguists who ignore discourse types

can only come to grief (Longacre, 1983: 1). Longacre

demonstrates this by the example of the student of language

typology or diachronic change. He points out that if, in the

study of word-order typologies, we take data from a particular

kind of language, where different types of discourse (e.g.

narrative vs. expository) have differing word-orders, then any

kind of analogy between such discourse types can be invalidated

by the failure to control these differences. Longacre notes that

it is reasonable to compare California oranges with Florida

oranges, but it is less useful or even futile to compare

California oranges with Washington apples. One may in this case

compare ' oranges' with 'oranges' or 'cars' with 'cars' as, most

of the time, they have the same properties. One cannot compare,

on the other hand, 'oranges' with 'apples' or' men' with

'animals' as these two classes show differing properties and

forms.

In the same way, one may compare sentences from narrative

discourse in language A with sentences from narrative discourse

in language B; but it is misleading, as Longacre argues, to
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compare sentences from narrative discourse in language A with

sentences from expository discourse in language B.

Basing himself on an earlier work (Longacre, 1970, 1974a,

1974b, 1976), Longacre (1983) modifies his model of discourse

slightly, introducing new terminology and additional information

(e.g. contingent temporal succession... instead of

'chronological linkage' or 'projection' instead of projected

time, etc.). Longacre classifies discourse genres according to

two basic parameters; 'Contingent Temporal Succession' (CTS) and

'Agent Orientation' (AO). According to Longacre, CTS refers to a

framework of temporal succession in which (often most) events or

doings are contingent on previous events or doings. As for AO,

it is the orientation of agent (c.f. Longacre 1983, Chapter 5)

with at least a potential identity of agent reference running

through the discourse.

Longacre sees these two parameters as intersecting to give a

four-way classification of types of discourse. These discourse

types are as follows:

1. Narrative discourse: this involves telling a story or

narrating an event. This type of discourse is characterized

as (+ CTS) and (+AO).

2. Procedural discourse: this type of discourse is

concerned with 'how-to-do-it' or 'how-it-is-done'. Within

this discourse type, the steps of procedures are ordered and

attention is on what is done or made, not on who does it.
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Therefore, this discourse type is characterized as (+CTS) and

(-AO).

3. Behavioural discourse: this type subsumes a broad category

including exhortation, eulogy and political speeches of

candidates. Behavioural discourse deals with how people do

or should behave. This discourse is characterized as (-CTS)

and (-AO).

4. Expository discourse: this type includes essays, scientific

articles and descriptive material; it explains how things

are. In addition, it is subject-matter oriented and time is

not focal. Thus, this type of discourse is characterized as

(-CTS) and (-AO)).

Longacre defines these two parameters carefully. He also

broadens his classification by introducing a third parameter.

This parameter is called 'projection' (proj) (previously called

projected time, Longacre, 1974c). According to Longacre,

'projection' can be posited to give eight discourse types instead

of four.

According to Longacre, 'projection' is that which has to do

with a situation or action that is contemplated, enjoined, or

anticipated but not realized. Therefore, narrative discourse

types, as a broad category, has the category of prophecy, which

is (+proj), (i.e. the events are represented as not having

already taken place).
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In terms of procedural discourse, Longacre points out that

this discourse type distinguishes varieties which are (+proj) -

how to do it - versus varieties that are (-proj) -how it used to

be done or is being done.

The third discourse-type is that of behavioural discourse

which also distinguishes (+proj) as in hortatory discourse or a

campaign promises speech versus (-proj) as in a eulogy. The

final type of discourse is that of the expository discourse; it

is usually (-proj), but it can also be (+proj) (e.g. a speech)

submitting a budget or an economic plan).

Longacre argues that although a scheme in three parameters

captures useful distinctions, a fourth parameter can be added.

This fourth one is called 'Tension' (T). This parameter has to

do with whether a discourse reflects a struggle or polarization

of some sort. This parameter is related to all narrative

discourses, where episodic, (-T), narrative which is

distinguished from climatic narrative (+T). The first three

parameters are diagrammatically represented on the following

page.

2.4.1 Surface structure type

The scheme that is outlined above is a scheme of deep

structure; deep structure, which is semantically oriented, is the

role (abstract) representation of a particular structure which

plays an essential role in explaining the patterns within
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discourse; it is mainly concerned with the underlying structure

and properties of discourse types. Such a scheme is also

applicable to drama type if one adds 'drama' as a split off from

narrative of the story variety.

According to Longacre, drama contrasts with other types of

discourse; it is essentially composed of dialogue paragraphs

which are not composed of quotation sentences. This contrasts

with reported dialogues in a narrative where one most commonly

finds that the dialogue paragraphs feature quotation formulas.

Longacre adds that in especially lively sections of narrative

discourse, one may find dialogue paragraphs which approximate the

form of drama (where each character speaks out without a

preceding "John said..."). He also adds that even more profound

is the contrast of drama with procedural discourse which

typically has a warm kind of dialogue. Longacre concludes that

in expository and hortatory discourses, dialogue is not so likely

to occur as pseudo-dialogue, (i.e. use of the rhetorical and

apostrophe). The purpose of the rhetorical question in

expository discourse is to elicit attention; it is essentially a

"technique device". In hortatory discourse, the rhetorical

question may be used to reprimand as well as to teach.

For the purpose of surface structure classification,

Longacre points out that these two parameters can be redefined.

Rather than speaking of an abstract contingent succession, one

can speak more concretely of 'chronological linkage' as a

characteristic of all sorts of narrative and procedural

discourses, but not a characteristic of behavioural and
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expository discourses which have instead logical linkage. One

may also find that in narrative and expository discourses, there

is an 'agent reference', whereas these characteristics are not

found in procedural discourse. Procedural discourse is goal or

activity focused, whereas expository discourse has themes rather

than participants.

Longacre goes on to demonstrate other characteristics that

distinguish one discourse from another. These are

characteristics such as prescriptive, types of orientation, and

person orientation, etc. These parameters of discourse genres

are diagrammatically represented on the following page.

In terms of linkage within the specific surface structure,

Longacre explains that narrative and procedural discourses have,

more or less, the same linkage. Narrative ranges from short

stories to novels, whereas procedural discourse ranges from food

recipes to the 'how-to-do-it' book. Expository discourse tends

to have linkage through sentence topic; it ranges from essays to

scientific articles.

The fourth type of discourse is hortatory, of which linkage

is basically regarded as the main characteristic; it depends

heavily on linkage through conditional, cause and purpose margins

or their equivalents within a given language. Hortatory

discourse ranges from sermons to pep-talks, to addresses of

generals, etc. Longacre suggests that this kind of discourse is

a cultural one; one can scarcely conceive of a culture where

somebody does not give advice to somebody else verbally or urge

on him a change of conduct.
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- Prescriptive	 + Prescriptive

Narrative (many types)

1. 1/3 persons

2. ActOr oriented

3. Accomplished time encodes

as past or present

4. Chronological Linkage

+ Succession

(chronological)

Drama

Procedural (many typos;

instructional)

1. Pseudo (non-specific

persons)

2. Goal oriented

3. Pro jected time encodes

as past, present, or future

4. Chronological linkage

- Succession

(chron.)

1. Multiple 1/2 person

3. Accompliahed time as

concurrent

5. Dialogue paragraphs without

quotation formulas

Expository (several

includes descriptive)

1. Any person (usually

3rd)

2. Subject matter

oriented

3. Time not focal

4. Logical linkage

Hortatory (sermons, pep

talks, etc.)

1. 2nd person

2. Addressee oriented

3. Commands, suggestions encode

as imperative or 'softened'

commands

4. Logical linkage

Diagram (7)

Representation of some

discourse genres
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2.4.2 Overall discourse structure

For each discourse genre, Longacre (1968, 1974c) has

specified a tagmemic formula; he argues that formulaic beginnings

and endings are commonly formed in many languages. A formulaic

beginning is called 'aperture', and a formulaic ending is called

'finis'. Longacre points out that if such a formulaic beginning

is present, the type of discourse is likely to procede in a

section formed in the following slot, which can be labelled as

'stage' for narrative discourse and 'introduction' for other

types. As for the 'closure', this precedes the 'finis'. The

term 'closure' is a wrap-up of a discourse. All these slots

occur in the case of Narrative discourse.

Within the body of discourse, 'episodes' form the slots of

Narrative and 'points' the slots of Expository and Behavioural

discourse. Longacre also calls the main slots of Procedural

discourse 'procedures', and the slots of Drama 'acts'.

As pointed out earlier (pp. 31-32), Longacre argues that

within the overall discourse structure, the fundamental task of

the author of the discourse should be looked at carefully; to

flesh out from the abstract its full-bodied structure along with

all its necessary detail and previous knowledge. Longacre (1978)

says:

"From an abstract of a story, the author generates
a whole story. You might say he starts out with a
backbone, expands it to a skeleton, and then puts
flesh and skin on it. The job of the analyst is
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go at this in reverse, to look through the flesh
and skin to the skeletal structure beneath and to
perceive the fundamental structure of the whole."

Longacre (1978: 105)

For the analysis of texts, Longacre points out that in terms

of discourse constituents, there are units underlying discourse.

First, discourse consists of functional slots as described above.

For example, in the case of narrative discourse, there are the

slots of 'aperture', 'stage', 'epIsode', etc. Second, each of

these functional slots is expounded by either a paragraph or an

embedded discourse. One should take into account that embedded

discourses do not have exactly the same structure as unembedded

independent discourses. In the same way, dependent clauses do

not have the same structure as independent ones. However,

Longacre argues that one can assume as many layers of embedded

discourse as necessary until one gets down to discourses composed

only of paragraphs.

To sum up, Longacre's classification of discourse genres is

based on two primary parameters: + chronological linkage and ±

agent orientation. Along these two primary parameters, there are

two secondary ones: ± projected time and ± tension. The two

primary parameters combine to give us the four main discourse

genres discussed above.
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2.5 Beekman & Callow's work

Following Longacre, Beekman & Callow believe that discourse

should be analyzed in terms of relations between propositions.

Beekman & Callow (1979, 1988); Beckman (1970, 1979); and Callow

(1970, 1974) argue that these propositions are general

characteristics of discourse.

According to Beekman & Callow, discourse consists of

relations and these relations tie together the parts that make up

the whole discourse. It is these relations, subsisting between

units of discourse (i.e. propositions, paraphrase, and larger

units) that give unity and structure to discourse.

Because of the fact that languages share some

characteristics in common, Beekman & Callow argue that most

languages have, within their linguistic system, several means for

signalling the specific types of relations involved; these may

include conjunctive elements, prepositions, conjunctive affixes,

etc. Some of these may be utilized between propositions, others

are employed between larger units. However, propositions are

related implicitly as well as explicitly, and the absence of the

signalling devices or connectives does not necessarily mean that

the two semantic units or propositions are not related. This

aspect has been clarified by Brown & Yule (1983) and De

Beaugrande (1980) who state that relations can hold between

sentences even though there is no explicit signalling device

between them.
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Beekman & Callow go on to say that relations can be of

different types, and it is expected to find the following types

of relation within a discourse:

1. Specific types of addition relations

chronological sequence

simultaneity

alteration

conversational exchange

matched support propositions

2. Specific t ypes of associative relations

1. Support relations by clarification (using a proposition

with distinct information). These are:

manner

comparison

contrast

2. Support relations b y clarification (using a proposition

with similar information). These are:

equivalence

generic-specific

amp ii f icat ion-contraction
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3. Support relations by argument. These relations

include:

reason-result

means-result

means-purpose

condition-consequence

concession-contra-expectation

grounds-conclusion

4. Support relations b orientation. These relations are:

time

location

circumstance

It is not my intention to explain or demonstrate here as

these relations will be demonstrated later (see Chapter 5).

Suffice it to say that these relations give us some insights and

guidelines in explaining or identifying the semantic structure of

argumentative discourse in general and our editorial text-forms

in particular; these relations will be used in this study as

devices for signalling as well as interpreting the structure of

the text-forms under discussion. Unlike Winter's list of

relations, these relations attempt to be exhaustive and

inclusive; they also embody different types of functions and have
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a significant role to play in argumentation. As Beekman & Callow

state:

"The support proposition clarifies another
proposition by explaining or highlighting
it. The support proposition argues for
another proposition by giving its logical
antecedent or consequent. The support
proposition orients another proposition
by giving its setting relative to time or
space or other Events.

Beekman & Callow (1988: 289-290)

Due to the fact that our main goal in this study is to see

how smaller units combine into larger ones, and how these larger

units combine into sections, etc., Beekman & Callow's list of

relations has been chosen as most suitable for this purpose. For

a detailed justification of the reasons behind the choice of

Beekman & Callow's list of relations, see Chapter (4).

Looking at language or any piece of language as a

combination of different discourse types, Beekman & Callow

(1988); Beekman & Callow (1979); and Callow (1974), go further in

arguing that while these relations have a facilitatory power in

anatomizing the main constituents of discourse, the

classification of such discourse also has useful effects. This

is despite the fact that there are no 	 types (Beekman &

Callow, 1979). The justification behind this claim arises from

the text-producer's needs or goals in writing; it also arises

from the specific situation within a total communication

situation. These needs, Beekman & Callow argue, lead the text-

producer to focus or select a particular topic from all the
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topics accessible to him, and in turn elaborate or comment on it.

To this effect, the writer decides whatever he wants to say about

his topic and organizes his comments into a structured framework,

following a conventional pattern so as to achieve his goal in an

effective manner. Thus, the arrangement or organization of his

own comments on a particular topic gives rise to the emergence of

discourse types.

While Beekman & Callow argue that any division of literature

into discourse types represents an abstraction from actual

discourse, they still maintain that the distinction between types

of discourse is to a large extent tenable. However, one should

not expect, in this case, that a pure discourse is typical. On

the contrary, one is more likely to find that there is a

combination of discourse t ypes within each discourse. Put

differently, in any piece of writing, a text analyst is more

likely to find that any type of discourse contains, within its

main constituents, a combination of other discourse types. For

instance, in a narrative discourse, one expects to find

description and expository, and in an ex pository discourse, one

expects to find narrative or conversational discourse types.

Furthermore, discourse can be applied to different types of

communication units. However, what is typical according to

Beekman (1979) is that discourse patterns can and should be

applied down to the smallest communication unit: namely the

paragraph. As a result, discourse can be classified into

different types. These are the following:
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1. Narrative

2. Expository

3. Hortatory

4. Procedural

Before we go further and define each discourse type, it is

worth noting that Beekman & Callow relate these discourse types

to two basic forms of human communication. These are dialogue

and monologue. In this respect, Beekman & Callow say:

"It seems a reasonable assumption that dialogue is
the basic form of human communication, A talking
to B and B replying to A; or A, B, and C talking
together, etc. And as the basic form, it readily
makes use of all the major types. A speaker may
tell a story, argue a point, give instruction how
something is to be done, urge conduct on others."

Beekman & Callow (1979: 22)

In establishing the relationship between dialogue and

monologue, Beekman & Callow argue that monologue is a special

form of dialogue. And, just like dialogue, monologue can and

does make use of the four types of discourse.

2.5.1 Discourse types

It has been suggested that major types of discourse show

different characteristic in most languages. Awareness of this is

absolutely essential in translation. Following Longacre, Beekman

& Callow recognize the following discourse types:
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1. Expository discourse: this type of discourse typically

answers the questions:

a. Iihat is claimed and why?

b. What is the explanation?

c. Why is that so?

According to Beekman & Callow, expository discourse

involves all types of writings whose main aim is to define,

explain and interpret. This type of discourse is used in

almost all forms of discourse. Beekman & Callow justify this

by saying that expository discourse embraces most technical

and scientific writing; it also includes textbooks,

magazines, essays, etc. Expository discourse contains

logically related sequences of propositions such as generic-

specific, grounds-conclusion, etc. These propositional

sequences occur frequently in this type of discourse.

2. Hortatory discourse: because of the fact that expository

discourse and hortatory discourse share most of their

characteristics, Beekman & Callow are unable to distinguish

clearly between expository discourse and hortatory discourse.

However, hortatory discourse, according to them, involves a

course of action which is supported by grounds justifying

requests made, and making the reader respond or act upon

these requests. In other words ., in hortatory discourse, the
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text-producer aims at persuading the reader to adhere to his

proposal. It typically answers the questions:

a. What should be done?

b. Why should it be done?

Because of the fact that hortatory discourse and

expository discourse consist of almost the same logically

related sequences of propositions with relations such as

reason-result, grounds-conclusion, etc., they are not fully

distinguishable from one another. That is, hortatory

discourse usually contains expository discourse, but

expository discourse does not always contain hortatory

discourse. This means that the distinction between

expository discourse and hortatory is never purely

attainable. But, if one takes the fact that expository

discourse, by definition, does not embrace exhortation or

proposal, then, one can differentiate between the two in

terms of modality and not clause relations.

3. Procedural discourse: in procedural discourse, time is

significant along with a combination of logical relations.

Procedural discourse typically answers the question "How is

it done and in what order?". To this effect, unlike

hortatory, procedural discourse embraces primarily

chronologically based sequences of actions, in which time has

a significant role to play in the construction of the

framework.
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4. Narrative discourse: within this type of discourse, the

main focus of the reader is on the course of events. That

is, narrative discourse typically answers the following

questions:

1. What happened?

2. How did it happen?

3. Who did it?

4. Where was it done?

The answers to the above questions are essential

elements in almost all narrative discourse. To this effect,

this type of discourse is, generally speaking, introduced

with a setting; it also focuses upon incidents which, in one

way or another, implicate or include the characters.

Narrative discourse also contains a sequential chronological

framework of events.

Beekman & Callow suggest that there are two types of

narrative discourse. These are as follows:

1. Narrative which does not evolve around a plot: in this type

of discourse, there is a simple chronological sequence of

propositions. These propositions are related by 'addition'

relation. Beeknian & Callow illustrate this point by noting

that children's early efforts at writing essays are a case in

point. They argue that children' start writing essays in the

following form:
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"I went home and I ate my supper and then
I played with my dog. Then I went outside
and went to my friend June's house and we
played together and ...."

Beekman & Callow (1979: 24)

2. Narrative which evolves around a plot: narrative discourse

with plot can be classified into two sub-types: discourse

with plot that evolves around a struggle or conflict, and

discourse that does not. For instance, Beekman & Callow

define narrative episodes, sciences, arts, etc., that do not

evolve around the plot role of a problem, as "non problem"

narratives, whereas those that do are called "problem"

narratives. According to Beekman & Callow, "non-problem"

narrative (i.e they do not involve struggle or contest) are

built around a pair of stimulus-response, question-answer,

etc., whereas episodes and larger units in the four Gbspels

are cases of problem-based narratives.

In a narrative discourse sub-type with a plot, the

struggle can be physical-animal against animal, man against

nature, etc. This conflict or struggle leads towards a

climax and a resolution of the conflict. Thus, a problem

narrative discourse always consists of a problem and its

solution.

2.5.2 Parameters of discourse types

To distinguish between one discourse type and another,

Beekman & Callow establish two sets of parameters. These are as

follows:
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1. The presence or absence of a chronological framework within

which the logical relations are presented.

2. The presence of the illocutionary perspective of command or

its absence. (i.e a specific modality).

Beekman & Callow argue that all discourse types use logical

relations because of the fact that such discourse types are

examples of rational discourse. However, in narrative and

procedural discourses, events are chronologically presented

leading towards reaching an end in procedural discourse. To

clarify the parameters for distinguishing between one discourse

type and another, Beekman & Callow present the following modified

chart.

External Temporal	 Internal temporal

Type of	 relations with the	 relations in the absence
parameter presence of a chrono- of a chronological

logical framework	 framework

ondirective	 narrative	 expository discourse
discourse

directive	 procedural	 hortatory discourse
discourse

Diagram (8)
Parameters for distinguishing

between discourse types
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Beekman & Callow go further in relating these discourse

types to the author's purpose. They argue that the purpose of

expository discourse is to explain, and the purpose of hortatory

discourse is to argue for a thesis or to urge a course of action,

whereas the purpose of procedural discourse is to tell how

something is done. As far as narrative discourse is concerned,

Beekman & Callow point out that this type of discourse is

different from all the preceding three discourses due to the fact

that the purpose of narrative discourse is not to explain, urge

or argue for a thesis, but to recount. Therefore, whenever the

text-producer selects or decides the material, by which his main

objective can actually be accomplished, he in fact puts himself

under certain structural constraints within which he writes his

own discourse. These constraints placed upon the text producer,

(i.e. constraints placed on the text-producer by himself and

determined by his purposes), give rise to the discourse types.

2.6 Summary

The preceding sections show how the study of text

linguistics enables linguists to provide criteria for

establishing text typologies. The sections also suggest that

language cannot be separated from man and his community; these

themes are central to the studies of Hasan (1978) and Halliday

(1974b).
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Moreover, the material that has been presented attempts

to compare different approaches to text-typology; it also shows

on what basis linguists as well as discourse analysts distinguish

between one text-type and another.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY OF COHESION

3.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we investigated the correlation

between discourse, text-type and translation. We have also

investigated the categorization of texts into text-types as well

as the classification of discourse into discourse genres. These

investigations have been made, not only because of their

importance for the analysis of written texts, but also for the

purpose of assessing the intended meaning (Grice 1975, 1981).

The process of text-categorization was made through a comparative

study of several approaches (see Section 2.2.1) in an attempt to

find out how or in what way each model approaches a particular

text, and how these texts give insights into the process of

translation.

This chapter is mainly concerned with the notion of

cohesion. It investigates this notion as a prelude to applying

it to the analysis of our actual argumentative text-forms. The

chapter is divided into six sections. Section (3.1) studies the

systemic model of Halliday (1973, l974a); it attempts to show the

basic significant characteristics of this model. Section (3.2)

investigates the relevance of the systemic model to our analysis

and illustrates the factors behind, the selection of this model
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and describes the functional components, which are a basic

feature of the Hallidayan model.

Following this is Section (3.3) which analyzes Halliday &

Hasan's (1976) cohesive model. This section investigates the

cohesive devices that are used to link sentences together

such as 'reference', 'substitution', 'ellipsis', 'conjunction',

and lexical cohesion. This section then assesses Halliday &

Hasan's approach to cohesion.

Section (3.4) explains why Halliday & Hasan's (1976) notion

of 'lexical cohesion', particularly the notion of 'collocation',

poses some problems. It also attempts to remedy this by

presenting Hasan's (1983) modified version. Section (3.5)

presents Koch's (1982) work on the means of cohesion in Arabic

(i.e. parallelism, repetition, etc.). It illustrates how these

cohesive means contribute to the coherence of argumentative

texts. This brings us to Section (3.6) which summarizes the

analysis and attempts to pinpoint the main characteristics of

these approaches. Above all, all these sections aim at providing

a description of how the concept of 'cohesion' can be utilized.

3.1 Hailiday's systemic model for the anal ysis of texts

Before we turn into the description of the systemic model,

it should be pointed out that Halliday's main interest since the

1970's has been around the notion of meaning, and on language

learning in functional and semantic terms (Halliday 1973, 1975,
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1978, and 1985b). Halliday does not adopt the familiar

psycholinguistic perspective of Chomsky in which language is

viewed in terms of stored knowledge, but always seeks to relate

his work to actual texts.

One may recall that Malinowski (1923) sees language as a

mode of action, and Firth (1957) sees language mainly within its

social context and the situation in which it is used. Given the

relationship between Malinowski and Firth's work and that of

Halliday, one can easily deduce that Halliday's work is

considerably influenced by the Firthian linguistic analysis and

he is therefore called a "neo Firthian" (Robins, 1980); this is

manifested in Halliday & Hasan's work (1985); Halliday (1977).

Halliday sees language from an 'inter-organism' point of

view; he sees language as part of the individual's behaviour in

social communication. Halliday does not see it from an 'intra-

organism' point of view in which language is viewed as linguistic

knowledge stored in the minds of speakers. Instead, he

characterizes language as a form of behaviour and his basic

position (Halliday, 1973, 1974b) can be summarized as follows:

each one of us, as a member of a particular culture, living

within a particular social structure, has a set of options or

alternatives which are accessible to us, a set of behavioural

choices which we can use or employ in particular social

circumstances. This set of behavioural options is called a

'behavioural potential'; this makes up what we 'can do' and

includes non-linguistic as well as linguistic behaviours.
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It seems obvious that Halliday's main interest here is to

study what one 'can do' with language in a given context, about

what meanings are at the disposal of the speaker. According to

Fialliday, 'can mean' is one form of 'can do', and he even states

that 'can mean' is 'can do' when translated into language, that

is, the range of 'meaning potential' available to the speaker.

'Meaning potential' therefore is the linguistic realization of

behaviour potential. It is realized in the language system as

lexico-grammatical potential, or what the speaker 'can say'. In

this connection, Halliday says:

"The potential of language is a meaning potential.
This meaning potential is the linguistic realiza-
ation of the behaviour potential; 'can mean' is
'can do' when translated into language. The
meaning potential is in turn realized in the
language system as lexico-gratnmatical potential,
which is what the speaker 'can say'."

(Halliday 1973: 51)

In an attempt to clarify the implications of 'meaning

potential', Halliday points out that meaning potential is

employed for the potential available to the speaker at a

socio-semantic level. The socio-semantic level is related not

only to a network of behaviour options that are outside language,

but also to the syntax and lexis of the language. The relations

involved are realizational in nature. This notion of meaning

potential is illustrated in the following formula:
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The behavioural potential is realized by the
socio-semantic potential which is realized
by the lexico-grammatical potential.

Diagrammatically, 'meaning potential' is represented as follows:

can do ______ can mean _______ can say

Halliday asserts that meaning choices should relate to

behavioural choices, which can be interpreted on the basis of

some social theory, Halliday in this respect appears to be

influenced by Bernstein's (1968, 1971) notion of language in

which language plays an effective role in the process of

socializing a child. This correlates with Halliday's aim to

provide an account of the meaning potential available in

behavioural surroundings delineated with respect to the

categories or classification provided by a social theory.

As for the systemic model, Halliday (1961, 1968) and

Halliday et al (1964) suggest that the language system is

composed of three strata; these are semantic, lexicogrammatical

and phonological! graphological. In other words, language can be

explained as a multiple coding system; this system is comprised

of semantic (meanings), lexicogrammatical (forms) and

phonological and orthographic (expressions). Meanings are

realized as forms, and forms are realized as expressions.	 The

representation of these three strata is shown below:
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semantic system
	 meaning

Lexicogrammatical
system, grammar,	 wording
v o cabu 1 ary

phonological or
	 sounding

orthographical
systems
	 writing

Diagram (9)
Representation of language system

according to Halliday

Halliday goes on to say that the idea of these three strata,

which make up the language/linguistic system, assume that

language is composed of 'substance', 'form', and 'context'.

'Substance' is the material of language: 'phonic' (audible

noises) or 'graphic' (visible symbols)(Halliday 1961: 243).

'Form' is the organization of the substance into meaningful

events. As for 'context', it is the relationship of the form to

non-linguistic characteristics of the situation in which language

is used.

Halliday justifies this assumption by saying that language

is transmitted by means of sounds and symbols; it can also

display meaningful internal patterns that take place in the world

in which we live. The visible symbols, by which language is

transmitted, constitute the substance of language, which is
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either phonic (audible sounds) or graphic (visible symbols). The

internal meaningful patterns into which the substance is arranged

are called 'forms of language'. For instance, , , , 	 are

considered to be part of the English alphabet; however, when

these letters are arranged, they exhibit the English meaningful

pattern Adam.

Under 'form', grammar can be distinguished from lexis.

According to Halliday, grammar and lexis merge into each other in

the middle; however, these two patterns are different at the

extremes. For example, grammar deals with 'closed relations'

(i.e. the possibilities from which we make grammatical choices

are fixed), whereas lexis deals with 'open relations' (i.e. the

possibilities from which we make lexical choices are open). Put

differently, grammar can be distinct from lexis in several ways.

For example, grammar deals with relations of singular-plural,

active-passive, positive-negative, etc.; thus it distinguishes

'Adam hits Amy' from 'Amy is hit by Adam'. Despite that, there

is no English grammar that can distinguish between 'Adam loves

Amy' and Adam hates Amy', as the verbs, love and hate, have the

same grammatical status.

As for lexis, it can distinguish between lexical items that

are different and lexical items that are similar. Those can be

done through 'collocation' and 'sets'. What is meant by

collocation here is the habitual co-occurrence or association of

individual lexical items (Robins 1980), and sets are the

interrelated lexical items. For example, the lexical item 'cent'

co-occurs or collocates with 'dollar', because both of these
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lexical items share the same linguistic environment (Enkvist,

Spencer, and Gregory 1964: 73).

It follow from this that grammar is different from lexis in

the fact that grammar can deal with what lexis cannot. The

examples demonstrated above are a case in point.

It is worth noting here that language has a close contact

with the world in which we live; it does not occur ui isolation

from the social setting in which it is a part. While different

acts of communications take place between one individual and

another, these kinds of communication acts take on different

types of situations. Situation is defined here as the

extralinguistic setting in which language is used. Thus,

linguistics not only deals with the extralinguistic settings, but

also with the linguistic forms as well. This is in fact what the

systemic model is primarily concerned with.

Furthermore, within this systemic model, there is no

indication of whether or not people must know everything about

the world. However, this systemic model provides constraints on

speech situation through what is called 'field' (a group of acts

and subject-matter), 'mode' ( medium, spoken or written) and

'tenor' ( the relationship among the participants, formal,

colloquial, etc.) For more information on these situational

constraints, see Halliday et al (1964), Enkvist et al (1964),

Gregory (1967), and Gregory and Carrol (1978).

As for the semantic system, Halliday (1970a , 1970b, 1973)

recognizes three functional components of grammar; these are as

follows:
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1. The ideational: this component serves for the expression of

'content'. In other words, it tends to give the experience

of the speaker as reflected in the real world. This also

encompasses the inner world of the speaker's own

consciousness. Two sub-components are subsumed in the

ideational component: the 'experiential', which is mainly

concerned with the expression of processes, participants,

circumstances and qualities; and the 'logical' which provides

for the linguistic expression of such universal relations as

those of 'and', 'or', negation, etc.

2. The interpersonal: this component helps to describe language

functions in terms of social values; it expresses social

roles, including those of the speaker's comments, (i.e.one

among the syntactic complexes which together make up the

social role in language (Halliday 197Db: 355)). Such options

are considered as facilitating devices for expressing the

linguistic roles that can be occupied by the speaker in

situations of communication. This is, of course, in addition

to speech functions, statements, questions and answers,

comments and exclamations, etc., which are taken to show how

things are getting done through the social interaction among

interlocutors (see Halliday 1968).

3. The textual: this component provides the speaker with the

ability to construct coherent and connected stretches of

discourse; these stretches should be contextually related.
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It is the textual component that enables the reader/listener

to distinguish a 'text' from a 'non-text' or a random

sequence of sentences. Within this component, there is

incorporation of meaning patterns; these patterns are

realized outside language. The first pattern of meaning is

'information structure'. Here, there are two functional

roles that are derived from this component and these are

'given' and 'new'. These represent a distribution of

information into that which the speaker takes upon himself to

be accessible to the hearer (i.e. GIVEN) and that which is

being presented as new (i.e.NEW). The other pattern of

meaning is that of 'thematic system' This component

incorporates the functional roles of 'theme' and 'rheme'.

While 'theme' means 'what is being talked about, the point of

departure for the clause as a message'. (Halliday 1985a: 38).

'rheme' constitutes the rest of the sentence/clause. Above

all, the textual component incorporates cohesive devices and

linking tools for creating a text; it also expresses the

structure of information, and the relation of each part of

the discourse to the whole and to the setting.

3.2 Relevance of the s ystemic model to the analysis

Following Halliday's systemic model, we see language as a

set of networks. The speaker chooses what he will do from the

choices of what he can do. The speaker also chooses what he will
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mean from the choices of what he can mean. To evaluate or

explain what the speaker does, one should understand what the

speaker says in a particular situation and what he intends or is

likely to do in that particular situation.

As for the relation of Halliday's systemic model to this

study, it should be emphasized that this model is extremely

important for the analysis of textual cohesion. The systemic

model does not demand a high degree of idealization and is

therefore suited to shedding light on the analysis of actual

text-forms. As Williams (1982) points out, one can more easily

relate 'can do' and 'does' than 'know' and 'does'. Besides, a

systemic model account.s for grammatical structures in terms of

the choices involved in using them. These choices can be

directly related to the context and therefore enhance our ability

to perceive things clearly and deeply on the semantic level.

Another aspect of the systemic model which is relevant is

that it is flexible in terms of the choices available to the

speaker and one can spell out the importance of these choices.

These strata which express 'meaning potential', are referred to

by Halliday as 'wording' and 'meaning'. According to Halliday &

Hasan (1976), 'wording' refers to the lexico-grammatical form,

the choice of words and grammatical structure (lexico-grammatical

system). The term 'meaning' is a concept used to refer to the

function of the whole text (Halliday 1959, 1961 and Halliday et

al 1964); it covers contextual and formal meaning (Halliday 1959,

1961, 1964). It also refers to the component of the social

action and symbolic representation of the structure of the social
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action (Halliday 1975). Therefore, 'meaning potential' and

functional components of grammar are basic to this study.

Meaning potential is concerned with what the speaker intends when

he utters a particular stretch of language. The functional

components of grammar make up the stratum which links socio-

semantic meaning to the surface structure. This stratum consists

of three functional components of grammar which, Halliday argues,

comprise the 'meaning potential' of the language. The grammar is

organized along functional lines. Halliday (1970a, 1970b) claims

that when one examines the 'meaning potential' of the language

itself, one finds that the vast numbers of options embodied in it

combine into a very few relatively independent "networks", and

these networks of options correspond to certain basic functions

of language. 1-lalliday says:

"If we represent the set of options available
to the speaker in the grammar of the English
clause, these options group themselves into
a small number of subsets, distinct from one
another in that, while within each group of
options, there is a very high degree of
interdependence, between any two groups the
amount of interdependence, though by no means
negligible, is very much less. This provides
a syntactic basis for the concept of language
functions, and suggests how the diversity of
functions recognizable at the semantic levels
may be organized in the course of realization."

Halliday (1968: 207)

One may argue that although the functions themselves are

semantic in origin, they are reflected in the grammar as blocks

of options with very few connections between them.
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Furthermore, the importance of functional components of

grammar is to give insight into the semantic and social levels in

which a particular text is used. While this study sheds some

light on Halliday's three functional components of grammar, its

main focus is on the textual component. This component will be

used for the analysis of our texts. This includes the cohesive

devices involved in the analysis which will be used as a means of

identifying the semantic structure of editorials.

Within this component, Halliday (1974a) distinguishes

different types of relations; he distinguishes relations of

presupposition such as 'inference', 'substitution', etc. He also

distinguishes 'reference' relations (e.g. anaphora, cataphora)

between sentences and within sentences. All these types of

relations will help us in analyzing our examined texts and

finding out how Arabic argumentative discourse achieves textual

cohesion. There are other cohesive devices that need to be

illustrated, and these are investigated in the section that

follows.

3.3 Halliday and Hasan's (1976) arrnroach to cohesion

The study of cohesive devices or text-unifying

characteristics is the focus of Halliday & Hasan's (1976) work.

Cohesion is seen as a non-structural semantic relation, as for

example, between a pronoun and its antecedent in a preceding

sentence, expressing at each stage in the discourse the point of
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context with what has gone before. A cohesive device is the

interpretive link between, for example, a pronoun and its

antecedent, or two lexically linked NPs, and a series of such

ties (having the same referent) is referred to as a 'cohesive

chain'.

In clarifying the notion of 'cohesion' and 'cohesive

device', Halliday & Hasan present the following example:

"Wash and core six cooking apples.
Put them into the fireproof dish."

Halliday & Hasan (1976: 1)

According to Halliday & Hasan, it is clear that th in the

second sentence refers back to the six cookin g apples in the

first part of the example. This anaphoric function of j

establishes a cohesive link between the first sentence and the

second one and therefore gives cohesion to the text, so we can

interpret these two sentences as a unified whole. The two

sentences may constitute a text, or they may form part of a text,

and there may be more of that text to follow. However, the

cohesive tie between them and six cookin g apples lies in the fact

that they refer to the same thing. Thus, the two items are

identified through 'reference'; they are co-referential.

In their approach to cohesion, Halliday & Hasan focus on the

study of those cohesive devices which contribute, in a

significant way, to the creation and interpretation of a

connected stretch of languages as opposed to a non-cohesive
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stretch of language, or a random collection of sentences.

Halliday & Hasan believe that language must be approached as a

unified and systematized whole; it cannot be looked at in terms

of scattered words or sentences. To Halliday & Hasan, a text is

any piece of language, spoken or written, that forms a unified

whole; it is a semantic unit, and its creation is the

actualization of meaning potential influenced by the situational

parameters of 'field', 'mode', and 'tenor'. Halliday & Hasan

argue that since native speakers of English are capable of

deciding whether a stretch of language constitutes a text (i.e.

has the property of texture), or not, there must be objective

linguistic characteristics that differentiate between a 'text'

and a 'non-text'. It is these objective linguistic

characteristics that Halliday & Hasan set out to describe. These

characteristics will help us analyze Arabic argumentative text-

forms, (i.e editorials), and indicate the different methods by

which Arabic argumentative discourse achieves textuality.

Halliday & Hasan argue that cohesion is a matter of

presupposition. Certain elements in discourse are dependent upon

one another. This is very similar to Winter's (1977) view that

clauses are completely dependent upon one another, and one clause

therefore cannot be interpreted without reference to the other.

According to Halliday & Hasan, cohesion:

"occurs where the interpretation of some element
in the discourse is dependent on that of another.
The one presupposes the other, in the sense that
it cannot be effectively decoded except by
recourse to it".

I-lalliday & I-Jasan (1976: 4)
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Cohesion is not concerned primarily with the subject matter

of a particular text, for example, nor only with the message of

that text. Cohesion is mainly concerned with the organization of

the message, and because of that, it forms part of the textual

component of the semantic system. However, unlike other textual

resources, (e.g. the thematic, thejue-rheme) and information

distribution (e.g. given-new), cohesion is regarded as a non-

structural relation; that is, cohesive ties are not properties of

any structural unit such as the clause or the sentence, but can

occur either within or between sentences.

Within Halliday & Hasan's approach to cohesion, it is worth

noting that the examples that have been used in this work are

almost all of inter-sentential cohesion, because, as they

demonstrate, cohesive devices between sentences stand out more

clearly as they are the onl y source of texture, whereas within

the sentence, there are structural relations as well. In this

connection, Halliday & I-Iasan say:

"As a general rule, the examples cited in this
book will be cohesion across sentence boundaries,
since the effect is more striking and the meaning
is more clearly because they are the ONLY source
of texture."

Halliday & Hasan (1976: 9)

On the basis of an analysis of English literary texts, and

the intuitions of native speakers of English, Halliday & Hasan

recognize five categories of cohesion. These are 'reference',
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'substitution', 'ellipsis', 'conjunction', and 'lexical'

cohesion. These cohesive categories are illustrated as follows:

3.3.1 Reference

This cohesive device is mainly concerned with the use of

proriominals, demonstratives, and comparatives. As Halliday &

Hasan argue, it occurs where items instead of being interpreted

semantically in their own right, make reference to something else

for their interpretation. To illustrate this category, consider

the following example:

(1) Three blind mice, three blind mice, see
how they run! See how they run.

(2) Doctor Foster went to Gloucester in 	 -
a shower of rain. He stepped in the
puddle right up to his middle and
never went there again.

(3) There were two wrens upon a tree.
Another came, and there went three.

Halliday & Hasan (1976: 31)

From the examples stated above, it will be seen that in

example (1), the pronoun rJi 	 refers back to three blind mice.

In example (2), the pronoun he, in the second part of the

example, refers to Dr. Foster and the diectic form there, in the

second part of the same example, refers to Gloucester. In the

third example, the term another refers to wrens. This kind of

information, that has to be retrieved for full interpretation in
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this type of cohesion, is referred to as 'referential meaning',

the identity of the particular thing or class of things that is

being referred to, When the source of the necessary information

is an item in the text itself, one is dealing with what is called

endophora or 'endophoric reference'. When the source of the

addition information is outside the text, in the context of

situation, one is dealing with 'exophoric reference'.

'Endophoric reference' is divided into two types: first,

anaphoric - when the information needed for the interpretation is

in the preceding bit of text. Second, cataphoric - when the

information needed for the interpretation is to be found in the

part of the text that follows. Examples (1), (2), and (3) above

display anaphoric reference. For cataphoric and exophoric

reference, consider the following examples:

(4) This is how to get the best result. You
let the berries dry in the sun till all
the moisture has gone out of them. Then
you gather them up and chop them very fine.
(cataphoric reference)

Halliday & Hasan (1976: 17)

(5) For he's a jolly good fellow. And so
say all of us. (exophoric reference)

Halliday & ilasan (1976: 32)

It is evident that in example (4), the term	 refers

forward to the following description; therefore, it is

cataphoric, while in (5), the text does not make it clear who the
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pronoun	 refers to, However, the participants in the speech

occasion will know this from the context in which the speech

situation occurs; the information is outside the text and hence

it is exophoric. The diagram that follows demonstrates clearly

what Halliday & Hasan mean by the notion of 'reference':

Reference

I__
I	 I	 I

exophora	 endophora
(situational)	 (textual)

I	 I
I	 I	 I
cataphoric reference	 anaphoric reference
(refers forward to text)	 (refers back to text

Diagram (10)
Notional representation of 'reference'

according to Halliday & Hasan

3.3.2 Substitution

Substitution, being a cohesive relation and a process

occurs within the text, is the replacement of one item by

another. Substitution is a phenomenon which is confined to the

text, and the substituted item and the item which it substitutes,

have the same grammatical function.

In distinguishing between substitution and reference,

Halliday and Hasan argue that substitution is a grammatical
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phenomenon whereas reference is a semantic one. That is,

substitution , as a relation between linguistic items such as

words and phrases, is a relation at the lexicograminatical level,

the level of grammar and vocabulary, whereas reference is a

relation on the semantic level. Also, according to Flalliday and

Hasan, ellipsis is a kind of substitution; this kind of

substitution is defined as substitution by zero. The

representation of these cohesive relations is shown below:

Type of cohesive relation	 Linguistic level

Reference	 semantic

Substitution	 grammatical

Ellipsis = substitution	 graininat i cal
by zero

Diagram (11)
Representation of cohesive relations

While substitution encompasses the use of nominal

substitutes such as the	 and one(s), it can also be via

pronominal type elements (e.g. do, so, etc.). The difference is

that these type elements are not co-referential as pronouns are.

The following examples illustrate 1-lalliday and Hasan's three

types of substitution:
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(1) My car is old.
I must get a new one. (Nominal)

(2) Do you think Adam & Amy know that?
Yes, I think they do. (Verbal)

(3) Have Adam & Amy left to school?
I think so. (Clausal)

3.3.3 Ellipsis

The phenomenon of ellipsis is very closely related to the

relation of 'substitution'. Ellipsis is seen as that form of

substitution in which the item is replaced by (0). It is a term

which is used to denote the lack of repetition of one or more

items that have already been mentioned before; reference to such

items is implied and, according to Halliday & Hasan, is

understood, because ellipted elements are expected to be

retrievable by the addressee from the preceding linguistic

context. As in the case of substitution, Halliday & Hasan

recognize three types of ellipsis. These are: nominal, verbal,

and clausal. These three types are exemplified in my own

following examples. The ellipted items are indicated by (0).

(1) Adam and Amy got back at noon.
Both (0) were very tired. (Nominal)

(2) Wally has already agreed.
Gayle has not (0) yet. (Verbal)

(3) Would you like a cup of coffee?
No (0) for God's sake. (Clausal)
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Halliday & Hasan argue that ellipsis is not only determined

completely by incomplete structure (i.e. some individual elements

of structure are omitted), but also it is signalled by a

particular context. Halliday & Hasan exemplify this case as

follows:

(4) a. Yesterday we went on the river.
We had dinner out too.

b. Can you read the print without your glasses?
No, but I can look at the pictures.

In example (4), the second sentence in (a) has the time

reference to yesterday and the response in (b) has a manner

reference to without my glasses. The sentences merely imply here

in particular context in which they occur, the particular time

manner, etc., referred to in the preceding sentence.

Accordingly, the response in (4b) would imply 'I can look at the

pictures without my glasses'. This sentence has been recovered

by reference to the context.

3.3.4 Conjunctions

This kind of cohesive relation is different from the others

in that conjunctive elements are only cohesive by virtue of their

specific meanings. Unlike other cohesive devices, conjunctive

elements are not primarily devices for reachin g out into what

comes before and what comes after, but they express certain
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meanings which presuppose the presence of other components in the

text.

In terms of surface structure, conjunctions are a diverse

group, including not only the numbers of the form class of

conjunctions, but also simple and compound adverbs, and

prepositional expressions as in as a result of that and in
addition, etc. These kinds of cohesive devices will shed light

on the way clause relations in Arabic are signalled, and how

meaning is manifested through them. Halliday & Hasan distinguish

four basic types of conjunctions: 'additive', 'adversative',

'causal', and 'temporal'. The following examples, which are my

own, illustrate these types; the conjunctive expressions are

underlined.

(1) He was sick and had a mental illness,
so he had to stay at home. (Additive)

(2) He worked very hard. Yet he could
not maintain his job. (Adversative)

(3) He did not cooperate this time,	 he
will have to leave. (Causal)

(4) First, he forgot his friends, Jii
he forgot his mind. (Temporal)

Conjunctions are regarded as important devices that

contribute to the cohesion of the text; they do not only connect

sentences or parts of a sentence together, but they also signal

other kinds of clause relations. While there is an interest in

explaining Halliday & Hasan's types of clause relations and

signalling devices, the study will not use such devices for the
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analysis of our examined argumentative text-forms. This is due

to the fact that Halliday & Hasan's categorization is too

general. Therefore, this study will use Beekman & Callow's

categorization of signalling devices as well as the types of

clause relations because of their exhaustiveness and

comprehensibility.

It should be pointed out here that conjunctive elements lie

within the textual process, and part of the reason at least why

conjunctions function as 'textual ties' is that they relate the

events referred to conceptually. These logical and textual

aspects are not, therefore, fully distinct. Conjunctive cohesion

also serves to relate sentences to each other in various types of

logical relations. Fawcett (1980) argues that this kind of

cohesive relation should be included as another aspect of the

logical component, which he calls "supplementary linkage", this

type of linkage occurs alongside paratactic and hypotactic

constructions.

3.3.5 Lexical cohesion

Lexical cohesion is achieved via the relationship between

lexical items that are identical, or items that are related

semantically. According to Halliday & Hasan , there are five

types of lexical cohesion. These are: 'the same item', 'synonymy

or near-synonymy', 'superordinate', 'general word', and

'collocation'. These sub-types are exemplified as follows:

(1) There is a boy climbing the tree.
The boy 's going to fall if he does
not take care. (Same item)
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(2) The lad's going to fall if he does
not take care. (Synonymy or near synonymy)

(3) The child's going to fall if he
does not take care. (Superordinate)

(4) The idiot's going to fall if he does
not take care. (General word)

(5) Why does this little	 wriggle all
the time. Girls don't wriggle. (Collocation)

As demonstrated by Halliday & Hasan, in (1), the 'same item'

'p' is repeated. In (2), the item 'lad' is used; this is an

example of the category 'synonymy' or 'near synonymy'. In

sentence (3), the item 'child' is used and therefore expresses

the category 'superordinate'. In (4), the item 'idiot' is used

as a 'general word'; and finally in (5), the item 	 and gjJ'

are used as the two words have a collocational interaction

between them. Collocation is achieved through the association of

lexical items that regularly co-occur, such as dollar-cent,

north-south, red-green, etc. All these items are associated with

each other as they occur within the same environment (they

collocate). Also, the items have similar patterns of

collocation. That is, they tend to appear in similar contexts,

and because they do so, they generate a cohesive force when they

occur in adjacent sentences.

It seems clear that Halliday & Hasan's description and

classification of the 'collocation' category is messy, and the

reader can easily confuse one class with another. This category

is very vague, and is too general in terms of what collocates

with what. For example, if one can relate the items

down'; and 'sit up ', to each other because they are realized by

the same lexical item 'sit', it would be hard to decide whether
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or not 'sit up ' and 'stand u p ' are lexically related because of

repetition of the lexical item 'jp'. In terms of Halliday &

Hasan's approach, this category poses many problems and therefore

requires some clarification. Such clarification is

presented in Hasan's (1979, 1983) modification of the 'lexical

cohesion category' (i.e. see 3.4).

Before we go into this modification, it should be noted that

1-lalliday & Hasan's approach has both advantages and

disadvantages. The advantages derive from the abstraction of

patterns of cohesion from a text. For example, within the

cohesive category 'reference', the discourse analyst can easily

see - when the cohesive ties and chains have been plotted -

whether a particular text is cohesively bound or whether the text

is loosely or tightly cohesive. This will be seen in our Arabic

argumentative editorials which will be presented in Chapter (5).

This chapter will also show what kinds of semantic relations

occur within the structure of texts. The category 'reference'

will also be a key part of our analysis of the texts; we shall

attempt to see whether the constituents of an Arabic

argumentative text-form ( editorials ) are linked together or

not, and how such linking affects its textual occurrence. In

addition, the examination of cohesive chains will allow us to see

how this kind of' discourse is structured and how it is organized.

In terms of the disadvantages of in Halliday & Hasan's

approach, I believe that Halliday & Hasan treat the cohesive

device 'conjunction' as basically cohesive in the same sense as

the other four cohesive devices. It is true that 'conjunctions'

do link the clauses they introduce with what has come before, but
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the way conjunctions connect what follows with what has preceded

is completely different from the other cohesive devices. That

is, conjunctions do not create links whereas other types of

cohesion do. One should be reminded that within the cohesive

categories 'reference', 'substitution', 'ellipsis' and 'lexical

cohesion', the cohesive devices occur because the addressee!

listener has used some information from the previous discourse to

interpret an item, whereas in the case of conjunctions, the

reader/listener does not do this. This, according to Winter, is

also true of clause relations, although perhaps not of the

connectors themselves.

Within Halliday & Hasan's approach, there are other problems

that have been raised by Dressier (1978), Morgan and Seilner

(1980), and Brown & Yule (1983). Within the use of the cohesive

category 'reference', Halliday & Hasan use the term in 'a

specific sense ' (ibid: 31) when they talk about items not having

their own semantic interpretation, but being dependent on

'reference' to something else for the interpretation. Morgan and

Seliner (1980) give the following example:

Wash and core six cooking apples.
Put them into a fireproof dish.

In this example, 'them' does not refer back to something

that has gone before, it is rather used by the speaker to refer

to 'six cooking apples' outside the linguistic context, not to

the phrase 'six cookin g apples' stated in the example. Also,

Morgan & Sellner attempt to demonstrate the fact that reference,
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generally speaking, is defined as a relationship between a

linguistic expression arid an entity outside language. However,

Williams (1989) defends Halliday & Hasan's approach by saying

that while this may be true, Brown and Yule would not argue that

there is a lack of continuity. There will be something

incomplete or even incoherent about the following text:

Burn the leaves in an incinerator.
Then spread them on the lawn.

Williams argues here:

"It would be more natural to replace the
pronoun them with 'the ash' as the leaves
have so lost their leafiness as to need
redefining'."

Williams (1989: 45)

The distinction between endophora and exophora made by

Halliday & Hasan also raises some problematic issues; these

issues are raised by Brown & Yule (1983). 1-lalliday & Hasan argue

that, in the case of endophora, the reader has to search back in

the text in order to recognize the identity of the referent.

Brown & Yule observe that it is illogical to assume that the

reader is able to reconstruct the exact form of the same

occurrence, when one interprets an item far into the text. Brown

& Yule suggest that instead of reconstructing the exact form of

the first occurrence, the reader establishes a referent in his

own mental representation of the discourse and relates subsequent

references to that referent back to his mental representation.
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In the case of endophora, the mental representation would be a

representation of the world created by the text, whereas in the

case of exophora, it would be a representation of the world

outside discourse. In both cases the speaker must relate the

item to something outside language. This makes the endophora

/exophora distinction very blurred. However, Brown & Yule

recognize that Halliday & Hasan stress the dynamic nature of the

text and its creation. For example, in their discussion of the

ways in which lexical relatedness contribute to cohesion, Brown

& Yule also raise another question of whether the reader needs

overtly realized cohesive devices in order to interpret the text.

According to Halliday & Hasan, overt cohesive devices are basic

for the interpretation of a text; they believe that a text cannot

be interpreted without such devices. However, Brown & Yule

believe that this is not the case, because there are examples

where the text is coherent and cohesive even without the overtly

realized cohesive devices. Brown & Yule exemplify this point as

follows:

Thank you for your comment about voicing.
I will get back to that lesson.

In addition, according to Brown & Yule, overtly marked

cohesion is no guarantee that a passage will be interpreted as a

coherent text. They believe that texts are what hearers and

readers treat as texts, and when one tries to interpret a

massage in a text, he will try to build a coherent picture of the

series of events being described and fit these events together,

rather than work with verbal connections alone.
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It is easy to understand why Halliday & Hasan's approach to

cohesion poses many problems, and at the same time it is easy to

understand the positions of Morgan & Seliner and Brown & Yule.

However, one can perhaps resolve this issue to some extent by

saying that Halliday & Hasan were mainly concerned with

description and not with explanation. This point has been made

by Dressier (1978) who says that Halliday & Hasan's work is

almost all expository, with little explanation and little

recourse to ill-formed examples. Halliday & Hasan's notion of

lexical cohesion also has great explanatory value. However, as

stated earlier, the notion of lexical cohesion (i.e collocation)

also raises some problems, and these problems are reexamined

below by Hasan (1979, 1983).

3,4 Hasan's 11983) modification of the lexical cohesion
category

Hasan's (1983) work is regarded as a revision of Halliday &

Hasan's (1976) work on the category of lexical cohesion. 1-lasan

introduces new categories and elaborates on some of the

categories that have been established in the (1976) model; she

also excludes the category of "collocation" from her study.

Before introducing the new revision, we need to investigate the

main reasons behind this modification. Hasan says:

"The triumphs of modern linguistics are more
noticeable in the realms of grammar and
phonology; by comparison, lexis is a neglected
area. Despite suggestive leads from different
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approaches (Firth, 1957; Halliday (1966;
Sinclair, 1966; Bendix, 1966; Fillmore, 1971),
the categories for the description of lexis are
no more than a shot in the dark. This has the
consequence of creating problems of decision
making at every step in the analysis. For
example, can it be assumed that word and lexical
token are coextensive? If so, how do sit, sit
down and sit up relate to each other? Is up in
sit up and stand up a realization of the same
lexical category? Indeed, is it valid to use
the term lexical category in relation to the
traditionally "empty" words, up, down, in out,
on and at? And most basic of all, what are the
ways in which a lexical category may be realized?
Are bachelor and unmarried human adult male
alternative realizations of the same lexical
category?"

(Hasan, 1983: 194)

According to Hasan, problems such as these stated in the

quote are difficult to resolve and they affect the analysis of

lexical cohesion at every stage. Hasan insists that any

researcher, no matter what his or her views on cohesion and

coherence are, meets these problems in the course of his or her

analysis. Hasan illustrates the semantic complexity of the

lexical cohesion category by the following examples:

AlO	 1. (there was) there was once a little
girl and a little boy and a dog

2. and the sailor was their daddy
3. and the little doggy was white
4. and they liked the little doggy
5. and they stroke it
6. and they fed it
7. and he run away
8. and then (urn the little dog)

daddy (um) had to go on a ship
9. and the children missed 'em
10. and they began to cry
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All.	 1. there was a girl and a boy
2. there was a dog and a sailor
3. the dog was a furry dog
4. and the girl and the boy were sitting down
5. and the sailor was standing up
6. and the teddy-bear was lying down asleep
7. and the sailor was looking at (the dog) the bear
8. the little girl was laying down too
9. she wasn't asleep
10. and the boy was sitting up
11. he was looking at the bear too

A13	 1. once upon a time (there was two little)
there was a little girl and a boy

2. and they went aboard a ship
3. and the sailor said to them to go

and find a carriage
4. don't go on the ship here because

I'm trying to dive
5. but the dog came along
6. and threw himself into the sea
7. and then he came back
8. and (all) they went home
9. and had a party
10. and they lived happily ever after

Within Hasan's study of coherence, the counting of ties

poses serious problems for the analysis of lexical cohesion.

Hasan exemplifies this by saying that repetition leads to the

creation of a tie, as does collocation. When we examine examples

(3)-(8) in table (Al3), it is very hard to decide whether there

are four or five ties. Hasan argues that no matter what the

answer is, there are three ties of repetition. These ties are

represented as follows:

go2 ____ go4

go2____ go8

come_______ 7
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There are also two ties of collocation between 'come' and 'go'.

These are represented as follows:

come5 ____ go4

come7 ____ go8

According to Hasan, the problem arises from the fact that

reiteration and collocation belong to two different dimensions.

In this connection, Hasan says:

"Tokens may enter into these relations at one
and the same time, so that it is possible, if
one wishes, to count them as constituting ties
both through the relation of reiteration and
that of collocation."

Hasan (1983: 195)

As a result, the notion of collocation is problematic; on

what grounds does one accept or reject the claim when one is

confronted with collocational ties between dive (4) and sea (6)

in (A13). In addition, the 1976 model of lexical cohesion does

not take certain semantic bonds into account. An example of this

is the relation of equivalence between sailor and the children's

daddy in (AlO). Accordingly, this leads Hasan to a modification

of the lexical categories of cohesion. In her revision, Hasan

lists the following general lexical cohesive categories:

1. repetition: e.g. leave - leaving

2. synonymy: e.g. leave - depart
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3. antonymy: e.g. leave - arrive

4. hyponymy (including co-hyponyiny): travel - leave

5. meronymy (including co-meronymy): dollar - cent

hand - finger, and finger - thumb.

1-lasan also lists other instantial types of lexical cohesion:

'equivalence' (i.e. the sailor was their dadd y ); naming (i.e. he

was named), and 'semblance' (i.e. the 	 was like a

The difference between general and instantial lexical

cohesion is that the former is text independent whereas the

latter is text dependent. That is, instantial lexical relations

are text-bound, and the validity of such relations lies within

the text. Thus instantial lexical relations attain their

validity not from the lexical system as a whole but from and

through the linguistic context of that utterance.

Another basic difference between the 1976 model and that of

Hasan (1983) is that the latter recognizes the differences

between similarity and difference, and including and included.

These relations are included in the 1976 model under s ynonymy and

superordinate. The category of collocation is excluded on

account of its lack of clarity and elusive character.

Further modification in 1-lasan's 1983 work includes the study

of Identity Chains (IC's) and Similarity Chains (SC's). These

chains are extremely important for signalling unity and

connectedness within the text. However, before going any

further, one needs to define and clarify the concepts of 'chain',
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'identity' and 'similarity' chains. The definition of each

cohesive tie is presented below.

3.4.1 Definition of chain

From a textual point of view, a chain can be defined as a

connected, flexible series of links that has the power of

binding, connecting and relating items to each other. It is a

thread of continuity running through the whole text (Hasan 1983,

1985). Hasan points out that a chain is formed by a set of items

each of which is related to the others in terms of semantic

relations. These semantic relations are co-referentiality, co-

classification, and co-extension. Such semantic relations

describe the operation of many cohesive chains, each of which

delimits the field of meaning for the others.

Taking this type of relation into consideration, we can sub-

categorize chains into two types: identity chains and similarity

chains. These chains will be defined in the following sub-

sections.

3.4.1.1 Identit y chain

The identity chain is a chain that has to do with

co-referentiality. That is, every member of a chain refers to

the same thing , event, attribute or relation. For example, 	 jj

and he (if he refers to Adam, rather than anyone else) form an

identity chain, since the relationship between these two items is
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that of co-reference. As Hasan (1979, 1983) points out, identity

chains can be realized by devices of reference such as

pronominals (i.e. he, she, it, etc.), and demonstratives (i.e.

this, these, etc.). The relation of co-referentiality can also

be realized by other devices such as comparatives. Typically,

however, co-referentiality is realized by devices of reference.

This notion of co-referentiality can be developed further. As

Hasan argues, items such as 'I', 'my', and 'me ' make an identity

chain, if and only if each item in the chain refers to the same

person. If this criterion is fulfilled, then all of these

variants of the first person singular pronoun will form but one

identity chain.

3.4.1.2 Similarity chain

The similarity chain is a chain that has to do with either

co-classification or co-extension. In this chain, members are

related to each other by the above two categories:

co-classification (i.e. repetition of the same item), and

co-extension (i.e. any other cohesive device stated in the later

model). In co-classification relations, Hasan argues that things

and processes, to which two members refer, belong to an identical

class, whereas in co-extension, the two members refer to

something within the same general field of meaning.

The number of identity and similarity chains indicates the

coherence of the text, as well as the number of tokens embodied

in such chains. Hasan suggests that another indication of the



coherence of a text is the interaction of chains, in which

identity chains (IC's) and similarity chains (SC's) are in a

constant semantic relationship with one another. The IC's and

SC's utilize certain tokens, and these tokens are called

'relevant tokens' (RT). Relevant tokens (RT), those which enter

into identity and similarity chains, are divided into: central

tokens, (i.e.relevant tokens that interact); non-central tokens

(NCT) which are tokens that do not interact; and peripheral

tokens (PT) which are the tokens that fall outside chains and do

not enter into any kind of chain. For more information on these

tokens, see Halliday & Hasan (1985). The processes of

interaction which appear to be in a constant ideational

relationship are called central tokens (CT). All these tokens

play an important role in the unity and coherence of the text.

It should be emphasized at this stage that identity and

similarity chains will be relevant to our textual analysis. In

this analysis, these chains will shed light on whether Arabic

argumentative text-forms are cohesive or not, and how such

chains-including tokens-contribute to the connectedness of the

text.

3.5 Koch's (1982) approach to cohesion in Arabic

Unlike Winter (1977), Koch distinguishes between the

semantic and formal aspects of cohesion. According to Koch,

formal parallelism should be divorced from semantic parallelism.
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This distinction is valuable to her work and based on a

Saussurean notion. Looking at the development of language, Koch

says:

"In particular, there are two things about
De Saussure's discussion which will be
important in this discussion and which need
to be underlined again, even at the risk of
repetition. The first is the elasticit y of
the associative axis of lan guage. For
De Saussure, associative relations are not
simply relations of this kind. Associative
relations can be relations of semantic cognition
or morphological or phonological similarity as
well as relations based on similarity of
syntactic function. The second key feature of
De Saussure's discussion is the dialectical
interplay between the two axes of language in
discourse. This is the idea that syntagmatic
and associative relationships depend on one
another and continually create and destroy one
another in the flow of discourse."

Koch (1982: 16-17)

According to Koch, two relations have to be investigated:

paradigmatic relations in which one item is substitutable by

another and syntagmatic relations which are represented by the a

string of constituents. There is a constant interaction between

syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. Koch argues that in

Arabic, for example, words are almost always used in a

paradigmatic form in a repeated frame; each one of these words

becoming, in one way or another, a paradigm of another.

Koch argues that parallelism can be used as a structuring

device of discourse. This is contrary to the studies which

succeeded De Saussure, the main concern of which was to consider

parallelism only as a structure and not as a process of
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organizing or structuring of texts. According to Koch,

parallelism is not a matter of embellishment, nor is it a static

structure; rather, it is an important means of structuring

discourse. The text-producer uses these devices to show how

already used structure is reused for the purpose of emphasis,

creating a rhetorical effect on the reader. Clarifying the

notion of Parallelism in Arabic, Koch says:

"Parallelism is always hierarchical; it always
involves repetition on the higher level, and the
evocation and creation of paradigmatic structure
on the lower level. To say that two linguistic
structures are parallel is to say that they share
a common structural frame, and that within this
frame, some element or elements differ in form.
What is, on the face of it, most curious, is that
the elements that differ always stand in a close
relationship to one another. They can be phono-
logical, morphological, register, or dialect
variants, synonyms or antonyms, metaphorical
versions of one another, or any of a number of
other things. It is, in fact, very difficult to
specify how the elements are related, although,
especially in the case of dyadic couplets,
considerable efforts have been made to do so.
Most generally, they are members of the same
linguistic subsystem, or paradigm. The two (or
more) differing elements in repeated frames evoke
the paradigm of which they are both (or all)
members. And a crucial corollary of this
observation is this: the fact that the differing
elements in parallel structures are members of the
same paradigm is not accidental; parallelism is
precisely the way paradigms are created. Elements
which are members of the class of "things that
differ in a repeated frame" are interpreted by
readers and listeners as also being members of
a common higher level class, or paradigm, of
some kind."

Koch (1982: 49-50)
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evidence. For example, she argues that Arabic argumentation is

persuasive because of its repeated presentation of the same idea

over and over again and 'not the logical structure'. While this

may partially be true, we actually wonder, taking into account

the lack of clarification of what 'logical structure' means, how

such repeated presentation tends to persuade without being

conveyed through a logical structure. Also, Koch's study is

based on the description of texts in which time, place,

occasions, situations and audience, under which the texts were

produced, have not been considered. Despite these shortcomings,

it should be pointed out that the amount and the type of data

used by Koch were more comprehensive than those of Kaplan, and

therefore one would expect that the generalizations she has made

may well be applicable to the texts she has dealt with as well as

the Arabic language as a whole.

One may agree with Koch as well as with Kaplan (1966), that

the Semitic languages, of which Arabic is one, tend to expand the

paragraph as the basis of parallel construction and their work or

analyses on the use of repetition and parallelism are important

for this thesis. For the investigation of repetition and

parallelism, Koch's approach will be used to analyze these two

textual phenomena; this approach will demonstrate the way the

intended argumentative text-form (i.e. editorials) is structured

and how it is organized cohesively.
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relation. Thus, structure lies within sentences as well as

within texts; however, one expects the kind of relations between

sentences to be different from those between texts.

In defining a text, Halliday & Hasan suggest that a text is

a sum of units of meaning-sentences or clauses; the relation

between these units gives the text its meaning. Therefore, text

is not a structural unit, but a semantic one which functions in a

context (Halliday 1959, 1977).

The preceding sections have also demonstrated the semantic

relations that will be found in our editorials; this is one of

the main focuses of this thesis. At the same time, our interest

is not only in explicit semantic relations or cohesive devices,

but also in implicit ones, as well as other structures such as

paraphrase and parallelism. All these semantic relations will be

used as tools to analyze our argumentative text-forms

(editorials).
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CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

4.0 Introduction

In the last chapter, an attempt was made to investigate the

notion of cohesion in Arabic as well as in English. This attempt

has been made to discover the ways in which texts are structured

and organized. This chapter attempts to give an account of the

means and methods used in the analysis and to describe the

particular type of discourse this study deals with; it presents

the source of my data and the reasons behind its selection. To

this end, this chapter is divided into seven sections. Section

(1) describes the source of my text-forms; it describes the

spring from which my corpus has been taken. Section (2)

identifies the text-form under discussion and the reasons behind

its selection. Following this is Section (3) which defines the

minimum unit used in the analysis; it also explains the main

reasons behind the choice of this analytical unit, and why the

sentence unit poses some problems in Arabic which makes it

unsuitable for the purposes of this study.

Section (4) indicates the approach (i.e. means and methods)

that will be employed for the analysis of the selected text-

forms. It also indicates the process by which this analysis is

carried out. Section (5) facilitates this study by introducing a
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'rank and indentation system'. This system is utilized to show

diagrammatically the way in which clauses are arranged. That is,

how close the relationship between one clause and another is, and

what function this system performs for this type of analysis.

Section (6) presents the list of clause relations adopted for

this study; it demonstrates why other lists of clause relations

(e.g. Winter, 1977) do not suit the purpose of this thesis.

Section (7) identifies our approach to cohesion (i,e. lexical

cohesion, identity and similarity chains, types of processes,

parallelism, etc.) This section demonstrate how editorials

achieve textual coherence and how this phenomenon plays a

significant role for the text-receiver . All these issues will

be investigated respectively in the following sections.

4.1 Source of data

The data for this study will be taken from three different

Arabic newspapers. These newspapers have more or less the same

political, social and cultural positions. The first newspaper is

j	 a Jordanian newspaper. The second newspaper is Al-

Watan, a Kuwaiti newspaper. The third one is A1-Ahrãm, an

Egyptian newspaper.

From these three newspapers, samples were taken randomly to

achieve more generalizable results. Articles written in

different times, but within the same decade, were chosen for this

study to ensure comprehensibility. These articles evolve around

political and social issues of the interest in the country in
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which the newspaper appears. The articles I have used for this

study are typical of editorials as a whole and the sample I have

analyzed throughout this thesis is also typical of the text-forms

I have chosen as a whole. The emphasis on the text-forms used as

well as the text-forms in the appendices is based on the fact

that these text-forms display explicit and wide manifestations of

meaning through which their generic structure and type of clause

relations can be easily demonstrated.

Even though the analysis has been done on the basis of the

analysis of almost forty editorials, only twenty-one editorial

text-forms were subjected to this analysis. The restriction of

this analysis to only 21 editorials does not, in any way, affect

the result of this study as the analysis of the excluded text-

forms has proven to display the same structure, and the validity

of this study does not really rest on the quantity as much as the

quality of the data analyzed.

As for the place of these editorials, they are taken from

the same place in which they appear in the newspaper. For

example, in A1-Ahräm, the editorial text-form almost always

appears on the sixth page. In Al-Ra' y , it appears always on the

first page, and in Al-Watan, the editorial text-form always

appears also on the first page. Editorials are normally written

by the editor and not by more than one person or committee. It

is the basic objective of this thesis to investigate these

unsigned text-forms and explain the meanings of the connections

and the main constituents of the argumentative discourse used,

and the problems they raise for translation as well as for

interpretation.
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Before we move on to the next section which introduces the

reasons behind the selection of these text-forms, it should be

pointed out that one of the limitations of this study is that it

excludes other text-forms such as signed articles, brochures or

pamphlets. Such text-forms are excluded as they may appear in

different places and have different purposes.

4.2 Selection of editorials

The text-forms that are subjected to this kind of analysis

are argumentative. This study therefore investigates the

argumentative text-type in general and the 'editorial' as an

argumentative text-form in particular.

It should be pointed out that giving a complete and adequate

definition of an editorial is an important objective of this

thesis. But unfortunately, from the Arabic sources I have looked

at, a complete and adequate definition is far from being found.

Here is an example demonstrating this point:

s Editorial:	 talrIriy,	 maqlah ra'Isiyyah fi majallah
editorializing, article main 	 in magazine

aw	 ahifah,	 iftitAliyyah.
or newspaper, leading article.

The above definition does not really specify what is an

editorial. It does not even state the purpose for which the

* The Concise Oxford En glish-Arabic Dictionary of Current Usage,
edited by N.S. Doniach, Oxford University Press, 1982.
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article is written. This is found in most of the Arabic sources.

Because of this drawback (i.e. lack of finding a complete and

adequate definition) a personal definition will be given instead

which is based on different types of reading - Arabic or English.

To this effect, editorials will be treated here as statements of

opinions (Dijk 1989); they are text-forms written to be read and

not to be spoken. Editorials tend to appear in a fixed position,

and like many other argumentative text-forms, they are the

product of a specific cultural environment. Editorials are

normally written by the editor - not by more than one person or

by a board of committee. Editorials express the point of view of

the newspaper within the community in which it appears. All

these observations tend to give editorials their essential

situational characteristics and establish their unequivocal

significance within argumentation.

The reason behind the choice of editorials, particularly

from a translator's point of view, is that the ways and means

languages use to present their own argumentative discourse are

different (Kaplan 1966, 1983; Koch 1982, 1983). This study

therefore examines the way the Arabic language presents its

argumentative discourse; it also examines Koch's claim that

Arabic persuades by 'weight of presentation' (Koch, 1982, 1983).

This examination aims at finding out whether different methods of

persuading may stem from the social background or the linguistic

system in which a language is used.
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It is worth noting here that while one of the main objective

of argumentation is to persuade, argumentation is different from

persuasion in the fact that argumentation is the presentation and

elaboration of an argument and that is through reasoning,

while persuasion is a psychological state which is mainly

concerned with actions.

Furthermore, the study examines whether claims by Kaplan and

Koch coincide with those of Al-Khafajiy (1982: 49-50) when he

suggests that when the Arabic language is translated into another

language, it tends to lose its comprehensibility and

effectiveness, but when other languages are translated into

Arabic, they gain more effectiveness. Al-Khafajiy ascribes this

to linguistic factors. Arabic has a rich vocabulary system and

it can easily accommodate other languages, as the linguistic

system is wide enough to cover all different kinds of meaning in

the other languages. This point has also been reinforced by

Justice (1987) who suggests that there is a lexical richness in

the Arabic language. Justice demonstrates this by giving the

example 'Arm'; he notes that lexical expressions like this are a

problem for the non-native learner of the Arabic language, as the

above lexical expression can have many different possible

translations such as sãcid, dirãc , C adud, zind, etc.

Justice presents many different examples demonstrating this

point. By contrast, many other languages have a relatively

limited system of vocabulary and cannot therefore accommodate the

Arabic language. These problems become particularly acute within

the discourse of argumentation, Argumentative texts are culture-
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bound (Longacre 1974c, 1983), so that arguments are presented

differently from one language to another. Arguments are shaped

by the culture and social conventions of a particular community.

Thus, editorials as an argumentative text-form are not ambiguous

or vague to the native speaker of Arabic, but when translated

literaly, they acquire different and sometimes odd meanings for

the English reader. This oddity stems from the factors stated

above, in addition to the fact that, as Kaplan suggests, a native

speaker of a particular language, Arabic for example, employs

linguistic patterns, a rhetoric and a sequence of thought which

are different from those of other languages, and this violates

the expectations of the foreign reader.

Another reason behind the choice of this form of

argumentative discourse is the complexity and the range of the

subject-matter offered in this form of argumentation. There is a

great variety of linguistic phenomena offered in editorials. For

example, one tends to find stretches of expository, narrative,

descriptive, and argumentative passages. However, despite this

diversity, and because evaluativeness predominates, editorials

tend to be dominated by argumentative passages. These passages

constitute the central core of editorials. All these

observations will be investigated through a structural, semantic-

pragmatic and translational study of the text-form under

discussion.
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4.3 Minimum unit of analysis

Having identified the source of my corpus and presented the

reasons behind the choice of these text-forms, the next thing to

do is to select a unit for the analysis. The best-known

analytical unit for splitting the text is that of the sentences.

While this causes no problems in English, I have reason to

believe that this does cause problems in Arabic, as Arabic does

not have capital letters in addition to the fact that Arabic

contains among its constituents many adverbial clauses which in

turn makes it very hard to draw the line between what a sentence

or a clause is. Some linguists (e.g. Williams 1982, 1989) have

attempted to analyze Arabic textually but were confronted with

the difficulty of defining or delimiting the sentence in Arabic.

For example, the following sentence, which is translated

literally from a punctuation point of view, demonstrates this

point:

(16) wa ziyãdatu al-sukkni 	 fi haddi dãtiha Cmjlun
and increase the-population in limit itself factor

ljãbiy	 mm	 Cawãmjlj al-qiyãs	 fi quwati
positive	 from factors the-measuring in power

al-dawlah, (17) fa al-mawridu al-bahriy yakädu yakünu
the-state	 as the-source the-human almost be

ahhamma	 masdiri al-tanmiyah	 (18) id ahsann
more important sources the-development 	 if make-good-we

* Since we are dealing solely with written texts, it is
sufficient to characterize a sentence, at least in a language
like English, as a group of words which starts with a capital
letter and ends with a full-stop.
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istitmärahu	 fi istiglãli	 sä'iri al-mawãrid
investment-its in exploiting all	 the-resources

al_abiciyyah (19) bal wa alcama1i al-ibtikäriy
the-natural	 but and the-work the-creative

Cal	 ijadi	 mawärida siniyyah mukammilah,
on	 finding resources industrial complementary,

(20) wa huwa	 al-asäsu	 fi dafci s'iri

	

and is-it the-base	 in push all

al_C awmili (21) li taküna marãkiza haqiqiyyah
the-factors	 to be	 centers	 real

li	 al-quwati mitla mashati al-ardi 	 wa
for the-power like area	 the-land and

mukawwintihä mm	 al-tarwäti al_macdaniyyati
components-its from the-wealth the-mineral

wa al_ziräc iyyati,	 wa al-numuw	 al-sinä'iy	 wa

and the-agricultural, and the-growth the-industrial and

al-tijäriy	 bi iqqayyh	 al-istihläkiy wa

the-commercial in two-half-its the-consumptive and

al-tasdiriy, wa al-qudurãti 	 al_Caskariyyati
the-exportive and the-capabilities the-military

wa al-tiknulojiyyah, (22) bal huwa al_Cämilu
and the-technological,	 but is-it the-factor

al-darüriy	 aydan fi al-injãzi	 al_macnawiy

the-necessary too	 in the-accomplishing the-moral

Calä al-mahAwiri al-siyãsiyyati wa
on	 the-centers the-political 	 and

al-ijtimãiyyati wa al-hadäriyyah Cmmah.
the-social	 and the-cultural	 general.

(Appendix Bi)

(16) The increase of population could of itself be a positive
factor in determining the strength of the country, (17) since
human resources are almost the most important reservoir for
development, (18) if were to be invested properly in exploiting
all natural resources of the country, (19) or even if were to be
invested in the innovative work creating complementary industrial
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resources, (20) and this is the basis on which to build (21) to
utilize the country's vast resources in terms of 'land area',
with its wealth of mineral and farmland, and to develop the
industrial and commercial growth in the consumer and the export
sectors, together with military and technological capabilities,
(22) it is also an essential factor for moral achievement
political1y, socially, and culturally.

It can be easily seen that the above sentence is very long.

There are many coordinated clauses introduced in this example;

these clauses are connected simply by wa and fa. As Beeston

(1970: 97) argues,	 and fa are ambivalent; that is, they have

the characteristic of indecisiveness in that the function of each

one of these conjunctions is not really fixed. Despite all

efforts, even in English, there is no agreement as to what is the

best way of defining a sentence. All that has been done so far

is to define the sentence through different procedures. Some

(e.g. Lyons 1968) define it in semantic terms; some (e.g. Chomsky

1957) define it in syntactic terms; and others (e.g. Winter 1982)

define it in terms of the punctuation system. This shows that

the notion "sentence" has been interpreted in many different ways

(see Lyons, 1968: Ch.5). Therefore, if the sentence in English

has not yet been delimited, no one would be surprised that the

delimitation and demarcation of the sentence in Arabic is far

from being decided.

To avoid the possibility of falling into the difficult y of

the delimitation and demarcation of the Arabic sentence, this

study will adopt a different unit for the analysis. This unit is

the clause. According to Halliday (1961, 1973, 1985a), the term
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'clause' is used to refer to any number of word groups combining

to express a 'process', relating either explicitly or implicitly,

an 'agent' and an 'affected' (see also Halliday 1973: 40).

Clauses can be defining and non-defining. Defining relative

clauses and noun clauses functioning as subjects and complements

of relational processes will not be analyzed but would be

regarded as part of the containing clause; while non-defining

relative clauses and noun clauses functioning as complements of

verbal processes will be analyzed separately. The only aspect on

which we differ from Halliday is in distinguishing between

adverbial clauses which are to be regarded as rankshif ted and

functioning as adverbial groups within the containing clause and

those adverbial clauses which are to be regarded as non-

rankshifted; Halliday, on the other hand, insists on regarding

all adverbial clauses as non-rankshif ted. We make our

distinction on the basis that rankshifted adverbial clauses

contain known information (i.e. information not derivable from

context) and are cohesive in function, whereas non-rankshifted

clauses contain unknown information and are therefore not

cohesive in function.

It follows from this that there are two types of clauses:

rankshifted and non-rankshifted clauses. According to Halliday,

a rankshifted clause is a clause that is filling a slot

characteristically occupied by a given unit to a lower rank. The

process of rankshifting can occur from a higher rank to a lower

one but not vise versa; it does not allow for upward shift. In

other words, a rankshifted clause is a clause which is shifted
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down the scale of rank to form part of another clause either of

lower rank than itself or of equal rank to itself. According to

Halliday, there are three types of rankshif ted clauses:

(1) A clause which functions as a defining relative clause.

e.g. The only plan which might have succeeded.
defining relative clause

(2) A clause which functions as a subject.

e.g. What I believe is the following.
subj ect

(3) A clause which functions as a complement.

e.g. It is what I told you.
complement

The above clauses are considered to be rankshifted.

However, a rankshifted clause cannot introduce a verbal process

where the function of the clause is that of a sayer; these

clauses are treated differently.

In order to clarify these three types of rankshifted

clauses, we may consider the following example from Arabic:

(4) wa mimm yu'akkidu	 ahammiyyata al-taqrir annahu
and what confirms-it importance the-report that-it is

sadara fi acqàbi al-ittihämãt	 allatI waradat fi
issued in ends the-accusations which came	 in

taqriri al-lijän	 al-amr]kiyyah al_mudãficah cax

report the-committees the-American defendant 	 about

huqiiq	 al-insän
rights the-human being

(Appendix B7)
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(4) The important thing about this report is that it came after
the accusations which have been issued by the American Councils
for the protection of human rights.

As the above example shows, the clause allatl waradat fi

tag rri al-li.lãni al-amriki yyah is regarded as a defining

relative clause. It is so because it specifies a particular

subset of the general class of 'accusations'. Therefore, this

defining clause is part of the main clause. Unlike a rankshifted

clause, a non-rankshifted clause does not specify a particular

subset of a general class, but it rather, as Halliday (1985a:

204) states, "adds a further characterization of something that

is taken to be already fully specific. This "something"

therefore is not necessarily just a noun; the domain of a non-

defining relative clause may be a whole clause or any of its

constituents". 1-fere is an Arabic example elucidating this point:

(8) li dälika	 qübila ittifãqu	 atray
for this reason met	 agreement two-halves

al-yamari bi al-tafã'uli wa al-farah mm
the-Yemen in the-optimism and the-joy from

aqäri	 al_c uribati wa mm	 al_ucübi	 al_carabiyyah
regions the-Arabic and from the nations the-Arab

allatl qãsat	 wa tuqãsi kam qãs	 al-yaman
which suffered and suffer as 	 suffered the-Yemen

mm	 al-furqati	 wa	 al-tanhur...
from the-separation and the-conflict

(Appendix B15)
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(8) For this reason, the agreement between the two parts of Yemen
has been welcomed with optimism and joy by Arab nations which
have similarly suffered and suffer still the pain of separation,
conflict and fratricide.

As shown above, the clause allati gãsat wa tup si kamã pãsã

al-yaman mm al-furcjati wa al-tanhur is a non-defining relative

clause, because it does not specify something specific out of a

general class, but what it does in fact is adding a further

characterization over something that has already been made

specific. Therefore, this clause forms a separate clause from

the main clause. The way these clauses split will indeed be

shown later in the section 'rank and indentation'.

Before we demonstrate the hierarchical representation of

these clauses (i.e. through a rank and indentation system), it

is necessary to identify the means and the methods used for this

analysis. This aspect is presented below.

4.4 Means and methods of analysis

As indicated earlier, I have started out with the

hypothesis that:

1. Editorials as an argumentative text-form have their own

generic structure. This structure exhibits the following

aspects:

a. Editorials display, iii a dominant way, a particular

type of clause relations.
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b. Lexical repetition has a rhetorical effect and

cohesive role in the continuity of editorials.

c. Parallelism has a persuasive function on the text-reader;

it also affects text-structure.

d. Editorials' theme-rheme structure has underlying

rhetorical and pragmatic functions.

In addition, it has been suggested that editorials as a

discourse genre have their own generic structure. This discourse

genre has macro-linguistic characteristics (cohesion,

restructuring, etc.) inherent within its structure. This

structure leads to some kind of ambiguity and vagueness when

translated literall y into English.

To tackle this form of argumentation, some aspects of the

approaches of Winter (1977) and Beekman & Callow (1988) will be

used to identify the main constituents of editorials; these

approaches will also be used to demonstrate the type of clause

relations typical of this kind of discourse. For the analysis of

cohesion (i.e. repetition, parallelism, cohesive chains, etc.),

the approaches of Halliday & Hasan 	 (1976) and Hasan (1983) will

be used to show how editorial texts are textually coherent and

what devices are important for their connectivity and meaning

continuity. This, of course, entails the investigation of the

linking devices, signalling expressions, connectives, &nd

conjunctions by which the 'editorial text' is put together.
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From Winter's approach, only the question-answer technique

will be employed to identify the implicit relations embodied

within this discourse, because, as Crombie (1985) argues, there

are some problems with Winter's (1977) approach. First, there is

some kind of confusion as far as the 'three vocabularies' set is

concerned. These sets tend to overlap and in turn create some

kind of ambiguity as to which 'vocabulary set' has actually been

used. Second, the list of clause relations in Winter's approach

is less comprehensive and conclusive than that of Beekman and

Callow. Third, Winter's approach is based on the semantic

analysis of the surface structure in which some very important

formal and textual activities are missed out. Because of these

shortcomings, our analysis will not use all of Winter's (1977)

approach but just that of his 'question-answer' technique. Even

within this technique, there are some limitations. As Jordan

(1988) notes, however complete and accurate Winter's list of

clause relations of textual meaning and continuity is, it can

never identify all types of relations between clauses unless one

elaborates on the question sufficiently. This is in fact one cf

the limitations of Winter's question-answer technique. Examples

of this problem are given as follows:

(1) Question: limãdã lam tadhab ilä al-madrasah?
(Why did not you go to school?)

Answer:	 ii annarit kuntu maridan
(Because I was sick.)
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(2) Question: ljmãdã tadhabu ilã al-madrasah?
(Why do you go to school?)

Answer:	 ii atacallam

(To be educated.)

Answern

The examples clearly show that the question-answer technique

does not always distinguish between all types of relations. The

first relation signalled above is that of 'cause' whereas the

other is that of 'purpose'. To avoid this problem, this study

will not consider only the explicit utilization of the question-

answer technique, but it will also pay great attention to the

signalling expressions such as 'because', 'in order to', 'to',

etc. These expressions in addition to the question-answer

technique will enable us to see clearly the type of relation

involved.

Because of the fact that the list of clause relations in

Winter's approach is not conclusive and exhaustive, and because

of the shortcomings stated above, this study will not adopt

his list of clause relations, but that of Beekman & Callow. As

noted earlier, this latter list is exhaustive and comprehensive,

and therefore suits the purpose of this analysis.

As for the semantic relations and other cohesive devices

between the constituents of the text, Halliday & Hasan (1976) and

Hasan (1983) will be used to investigate these relations. This

investigation will not be restricted to the application of a
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semantic approach, but will include a pragmatic approach as well.

The latter approach will be used to identify the intended

meanings (Searle, 1969; Leech, 1981; and Grice 1975), and the

communicative and social functions underlying such discourse.

After the analysis of these semantic relations and other

cohesive devices inherent within the structure of editorials, we

shall be in a position to discuss the macro-linguistic problems

found among the constituents of this form of discourse. These

macro-linguistic problems will be highlighted, and the

significance of these problems for the translator and interpreter

will be emphasized. An appropriate and effective approach to

translating this form of argumentation will then be suggested.

The approach will be presented and its efficiency and

appropriateness will be tested by native speakers of English.

4.5 Rank and indentation system

Having distinguished between rankshi f ted and non-rankshi f ted

clauses (see pp. 152-154), and having stated the methodological

frameworks that will be used for this analysis, the next thing to

do is to divide clauses into two types of clauses:

'developmental' clauses and 'support' clauses. These clauses

will be presented through a rank and indentation system. Rank

and indentation system is defined as the hierarchical

organization of linguistic units and the manner in which these
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units are indented). The way these clauses are presented will be

shown later (see p. 236). According to Beekman & Callow (1988),

developmental clauses are related to one another by 'addition'

relations whereas support clauses are related to one another by

one of the 'associative' or 'causal' relations such as 'grounds-

conclusion', 'means-purpose', 'reason-result', etc. While this

may sometimes be true, I do not think that developmental clauses

are always related to one another by 'addition' relations. In

this study therefore, developmental clauses do not have to be

associated with 'addition' relations, instead, they can be

supportive clauses in which one clause is related to another by

one of the 'associative relations'. This in fact can be

determined by the context in which a particular clause is used.

Although I am using for this analysis the rank and

indentation system, it should be emphasized that developmental

clauses are all of equal rank semantically (i.e. they are neither

subordinate nor superordinate to one another); therefore, they

will not be indented to the right or to the left. Support

clauses, on the other hand, are not of equal rank; they are

subordinate to the clause they support. Support clauses relating

to whole clauses will be moved one unit to the right; those

relating to part clauses are moved two indentation units to the

right. Finally, clauses of a modal nature (e.g. wa gani yyun Can

al-Qawl, 'needless to say'), are moved one indentation unit to the

left, since they are regarded as superordinate to the information

they comment on.
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It is worth mentioning that the 'rank and indentation

system' is a facilitatory device, because it shows, in general

terms, that any semantic unit, whether it is a clause, sentence

or paragraph displays a structure which is different from all

lower semantic units. The structure of the clause is different

from the structure of the paragraph as far as relations, patterns

of construction, etc. are concerned, even though they are similar

in being semantic units. The text-producer, for instance, when

arguing, starts giving background information about what he is

trying to argue. Within this background information, there are

main clauses and, subordinate clauses. In this study, main

clauses are typically 'developmental'. These clauses are used by

the text-producer to develop the argument. Each developmental

clause may be followed by supporting clauses, and these clauses

normally serve to support or clarify another clause by explaining

and highlighting it (Beekman & Callow, 1988). The rank and

indentation system thus has a facilitatory power in showing which

clauses are developmental and which are supportive. Consider the

following text:

(1) akkada	 al-ra'Ts	 husni mub.rak
confirmed-he the-president Husni Mubarak

fi mu'tamari	 alducàh
in conference the_ducah

(2) anna al-katara alladl yuhaddihu al_mujtamac
that the-danger which threatens the-society
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al-miriy	 ulãtiyu	 al-taa'ub:

the-Egyptian threefold	 the ramifications:

(3) al-taarrufu	 wa	 al-mukaddirãtu wa
the-fundamentalism and the-drugs 	 and

al-infijäru	 al-sukkãniy,
the-explosion the-population,

(4) wa huwa	 anrun yumkinu sac	 istifhJuh
and is-it matter could	 with becoming-grave-its

an	 yiidi.	 bi mustaqbali al-bilädi
will lead	 in future	 the-country

bimä	 yufdi ilayhi mm	 Cawãqjba	 waklmah
in what lead to-it	 from consequences terrible

(5) wa hiya Calã al-tartib:	 al-irhãbu
and are	 on	 the-arrangement, the-terrorism

wa al-ijrãmu wa	 al-karãb
and the crime and the-destruction

(6) wa	 al_waqicu anna

and the-fact that

(7) al-infij.ra	 al-sukkãniy	 yumkinu

the-explosion	 the population could

an yaküna mufajjira kulla al-makil
to be	 exploding all	 the-problems

Cjbra	 silsilatin sin	 rudüdi	 al_afcäl

through series	 from reactions the-deeds

(8) kullun minhä	 yabmilu nudura	 al-katari
each	 from-them carries warning the-danger

fi haddi	 d5t-ih.
in end	 self-it.

(9) fa	 huwa	 yu'addi mac	 giybi	 al-kitati
because is-it lead to with absence the-plans

al-tahassubiyyah wa qusiiri	 al-muraqabati	 wa
the-expectation and short 	 the-supervision and

iftiqäri al-idarati 	 il	 al_fãciliyyah	 il
lack	 the-administration to the-effectiveness to
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yubihu	 al-güla	 alladi yaftarisu
what	 look like	 the-beast which devours

ki yãria	 al_mujtamac,
entity	 the-society,

(10)	 fa	 huwa yuzldu	 al-batlah
because is-it increase the-unemployment

(11) wa	 yulhibu al-tadakkum
and	 inflame the-inflation

(12) wa	 yUSlCU	 a1-fasd,
and spreads out the-corruption,

(16) wa ziyädatu	 al-sukkni	 fi haddi
and increase	 the-population in end

dtiha C milun ijbiy	 mm	 cawãmjli
self-it factor	 positive from factors

a1-qiys	 fi quwati al-dawlah
the-measuring in power the-state

(17) fa	 al-mawridu	 al-baariy yakãdu
because the-resources the-human could almost -

yakünu ahhamma	 masädiri	 al-tanmiyah...
be	 more important resources the-development

(Appendix Bl)

(1) The Egyptian President, Husni Mubarak, affirmed in the
conference of Duah (2) that there are three dangers which
threaten the Egyptian society: (3) namely Fundamentalism, drugs,
and explosion of population. (4) These kinds of danger could, if
they become grave, lead in the future to drastic results, (5)
such as terrorism, crime, and ruination.

(6) In fact, (7) the explosion of population could, through a
chain reaction, break up all these problems (8) with each one
bearing its own harbinger of danger. (9) Because, with the
absence of appropriate planning, deficiency of supervision, and
lack of effective administration, (10) the explosion of
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population could become an impoverishing ineffective bureaucracy
which makes society like a monster ravishing itself; it will also
increase unemployment; (11) it inflames inflation (12) and it
spreads corruption.....

(16) The increase in population could of itself be a positive
factor in determining the strength of the country, (17) since
human resources are almost the most important reservoir for
development...

Notice here that clause (1) is the starting point. Clause

(2), which is indented one unit to the right, is a clause that is

related to a whole clause (i.e. clause 1). Thus, this clause

serves to support the preceding one by completing it. Clause (3)

is indented two units to the right because it is related to a

part clause (i.e. clause 2). Therefore, its relation to the

previous clause is that of support. The same operation can also

be applied to clauses (4) and (5).

As for clause (6), it is a modal clause. Therefore, it is

indented one unit to the left. In fact one of shortcomings of

Beekman & Callow's approach is that they do not introduce 'modal

clauses'. A modal clause is treated here in accordance with

}Jodge & Kress's definition. According to them, a modal is:

"a term which describes the stance of participants in
the 1 semiosic process towards the state and the status
of the system of classification of the 2 mimetic plane.
These include the categorizations of social persons,
places, and sets of relations, which are from this
point of view cultural places or values like any others."

Hodge & Kress (1988: 122)

1. Semiosic process is the social process by which meaning is
constructed and exchanged.

2. Mimetic plane is the plane in which the message which exists
outside itself is connected to a world to which it refers, and
its meaning derives from this mimetic function it performs
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(1)

( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)

( 6)
( 7)
( 8)
( 9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

(16)
(17)

Clause (7) is a support clause and it is indented one unit

to the right. Following this is clauses (8 & 9) which support a

part clause (i.e. clause 7) and therefore they are indented two

units to the right. Clause (10) is of equal rank semantically

with clause (9); therefore it will not be indented in relation to

that clause. These clauses are typically related to one another

in a relation of 'addition'.

This process goes on up to clause (16) in which a

developmental clause has been introduced. This clause is not

indented to the right nor the left, as its main function is to

develop the argument by taking it into a different kind of

discussion.

In order to understand the organization of the clauses under

discussion, and the way in which the whole text is split into

smaller units (i.e. clauses) and larger units (i.e. paragraphs),

we ought to demonstrate these clauses as follows:

support 'whole clause'
support 'part clause'
support 'part clause'
support 'part clause'

modal
main clause
support 'part clause'
support 'part clause'
support 'part clause'
support 'part clause'
support 'part clause'

developmental
support 'whole clause'
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The above diagram shows that there are 14 clauses that are

arranged lineally in such a way that the distance between one

clause and another has a significance. The diagram also shows

that these clauses are divided into 3 larger semantic units: the

first unit is from (1) to (5); the second is from (6) to (12);

and the third one is from (16) to (17). The division between one

larger unit and another is shown above in the double spacing.

Each one of these larger units is thematically or semantically

related.

It should be pointed out here that, throughout this

analysis, all our actual texts will be indented and analyzed

according to the 'rank and indentation system' demonstrated

above (see also Appendix A). However, before we present the

analysis, we need to introduce the set of relations adopted; this

set of relations is presented below.

4.6 Set of clause relations

Having divided the text into units, and established the

methodological frameworks used for this analysis, we need

afterwards to analyze or identify the type of relations involved

between one clause and another.

On the basis of Beekman & Callow's approach, clauses can be

classified into two sub-types: developmental clauses and support

clauses. Developmental clauses are related to one another by

'addition' relations, whereas support clauses are related to each
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other by association. Addition relations are categorized into

the following:

1. Chronological sequence; one event follows another.

2. Simultaneity: two events overlap with one another.

3. Alternation: this can be contrastive or supplementary. The

contrastive always occurs in pairs with which are antonyms,

i.e. hayvun aw mayyit 'alive or dead', or it can occur in

pairs which are situational opposites such as bi al-bahr aw

bi al-.iaw 'by land or by sea'. Supplementary forms, on the

other hand, can occur with a series of two or more choices in

which these choices stay within the same domain. For

example, if one says: mdã na'kulu aw macla narub 'what

do we eat or drink', one is still talking within the same

subject-matter (i.e. the domain of consuming sustenance).

4. Conversational exchange: when a particular kind of

relation describes two halves of a conversation. One

adds to what the other has said.

5. Matched support clauses: two or more clauses have the same

relation to some other clauses which they support.

As for the associative or 'support' relations, they have the

four following sub-types:

1. Support b clarification (using a clause with distinct

information. Three relations stem from this sub-types:
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al_nawc iyyati
the-quality

al_carabiy.
the-Arab.

A. Manner

This relation will be determined by telling how it took place

and in what way it happened. In terms of Winter's question-

answer technique, this relation answers the question: 'How did

the event take place?' Consider the following example:

(18) wa	 kãna mm	 al_tablciy
and was from the natural

(19) (wa al-h1atu hädihi),
(and the-case this),

(20) an yu'akkida jalãlatuhu ariirata C awdati mir
to confirm-he Majesty-his necessity return Egypt

al-aqiqah ilä al_jãmicati	 al_Carabiyyah,

the-sister to the-League 	 the-Arab,

(21) wa	 an yadcu	 ilä tac dili mltãqi a1_jmicah,
and to call	 to amend charter the-League,

(22)	 Ca1 al-nahw alladi yansajimu maca
on the-way which conform with

al-mumayyazah	 ii al-ada'
the-distinguished to performance

(Appendix B13)

(18) It was natural (19) in this particular instance (20) for
His Majesty King Hussein to affirm the necessity of the return of
Egypt to the Arab League (21) and call for the modification of
the Arab league charter (22) in such a way that conforms with
those characteristics needed for the Arab action.

Notice here that clauses (22) is related to the preceding

clauses through a relation of 'manner'. This clause supports the

preceding clauses by telling the way it will happen. All
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'manner' relations will be determined according to the criterion

stated above,

B. Comparison

This relation can be determined by whether there is some

point of similarity between two things or not. Also, both sides

of the comparison must be positive and there must be at least one

point of difference. This relation will frequently be signalled

through surface structure forms such as 'like' or 'as'. The

following examples demonstrate this point:

(17) inna ahadan lã yastaticu an yunkira
emph. one	 not could	 to deny

(18) anna mili.yati amal al-muwäliyyata ii süriyy
that Militias Amal the-loyal 	 to Syria

tuniattilu ra'sa harbatin lahä
represent head spear	 to-it

(19) niilamã tumattilu mulIy.tu hizbi allah
as/like represent Militias party God

ra'sa harbatin li	 Iran
head	 spear	 to Iran

(Appendix B6)

(17) No one can deny (18) that the Amal Militias, which are
loyal to Syria, represent a spearhead for it (19) just as
the Hjzbullah Militias which are loyal to Iran represent a
spearhead for Iran.

As shown above, clause (19) is connected with clause (18) by

a comparison relation. This relation is expressed through the
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connective mitlamã 'like'. There are two things that have been

compared with each other: mi1ivat amal and milivt hizbu al1h.

The 'likeness' between these two things is rasu harbah. This

relation can be determined according to the criteria given above.

C. Contrast

When two propositions have at least two points of

difference, there is a relation of 'contrast' between them. This

relation occurs also if one of the points of difference is a

positive-negative opposition. Here is an example:

(6) inna inas'üliyyata	 inajlisi al-amni	 al-dawliy
inna responsibility council the-security the-Int'l

all	 yaqifa Cinda jarimati isqti	 al-t'irah,...
is-not stop	 at	 crime	 shooting-down the-aeroplane,

(8) bal an yanzura	 ilayha	 wa	 yatani.walahä	 bi
but is look	 to-it	 and deal-it	 in

al-baliti	 mm	 haytu	 kawnuhä	 juz'an	 mm
the discussion	 from as	 being	 part	 from

hdihi al-harbi al-mustamirrah bayna al_ciräq wa Iran.
this	 the-war the-continuous between the-Iraq and Iran.

(Appendix B9)

(6) The responsibility of the international Security Council
should not to stop at the shooting down of the (Iranian)
aeroplane (7) (...) (8) rather it should see it and deal with
it as part and parcel of the continuing war between Iraq and
Iran.
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It is clear that clause (8) states something which is

opposite to what has been stated in clause (6). This clause (i.e

clause 8) stands in the support relation of contrast to clause

(6), i.e being signalled by	 'but'. This relation therefore

will, be determined according to whether there is a positive-

negative opposition or there are at least two points of

difference.

2. Suuort by clarification (using a clause with similar

information). There are three kinds of relation:

A. Ecuivalence

This relation is mainly concerned with the fact that two

clauses give the same meaning. The relation in question occurs

in two forms:

1. Synonymous expressions: if words or expressions

express the same content such as:

tamattac wa kun sac idan
enjoy	 and be happy

(Enjoy it and be happy)

2. Negated antonyms: if the content of the supporting clause

occurs in the form of antonym that has been negated. The

following example is a case in point:
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qul al-sidqa	 wa l	 takdib
say the-truth and not	 lie

(Say the truth and do not lie)

It should be pointed out that the relation of equivalence

would seem to involve, for the pragmatic purpose of emphasis,

semantic repetition. However, this relation may be confused with

the 'contrast relation', particularly if one considers the

following examples to be also expressing an equivalence relation:

(1) aria lam	 t1	 ii udammir wa
I	 did not come to destroy and

läkinna-niy ji'tu U
but-I	 came	 to build

(I did not come to destroy but (I came) to build.)

(2) 1. kunta tasduguni,	 fa	 lä	 takdib
if were tell-truth-me then not	 lie

(If you always tell the truth, don't lie.)

As seen above, the 'equivalence relation' may be confused

with the 'contrast' relation and that of the 'condition-

consequence' relation (c.f. p.180). To avoid such a confusion,

this relation will be substituted with the 'paraphrase' relation,

a modification which seems necessary to Beekman & Callow's list

of clause relations. It follows from this therefore that the

'paraphrase' relation will be determined according to whether the

two clauses give a similar meaning or not.
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B. Generic-specific

This relation will be understood if one clause is stated

generically and the other is stated specifically. Consider the

following example:

j'a-niy il	 al-bayti	 yami	 Cal	 rijlay-hi
came-he to the-house walking on 	 feet-his

(Re came to the house walking.)

In this example, .iã'aniy 'cane' is stated generically and

yami 'walking' is stated specifically. Therefore, this relation

will be determined if one clause is stated generally and another

is stated specifically.

C. Amplif icat ion-contraction/summary

This amplification-contraction relation involves the

provision of more information in one clause than in the other.

That is to say, one of the clauses expresses the semantic content

with less detail. For example:

(26) wa Cjndam	 tata'azzamu	 al_awçI C	ii
and when	 be in crisis the-circumstances to

asbäbin attà,
reasons whatever,

(27) fa	 lbudda	 an	 tiiçiaca al-awlawiyyt,
then	 must	 to	 put	 the-priorities,
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(28) maãki1a wa Cj 1ãjt jn fi maknj}	 ai-sahih.
problems and solutions in place-their the-right.

(29) id	 lan	 yaktina mm	 al-mufldi badlu
because will not be 	 from the-useful bestow

kulla al-juhdi	 wa al_c anä'i fi maj.lti
all	 the-effort and endeavour in fields

al-tanmiyah	 ii ta'tiya al-ziyãdtu
the-development to come	 the-increases

al-sukkaniyyatu fa	 taltahima al-tamarãt
the-population so that swallow 	 the- fruition

awwalan	 bi awwal	 wa tucida

gradually in gradually and restores

al-hula	 ilã ma	 huwa aswa'.
the-situation to	 what is	 worse.

(30) Cjnda'jdifl	 yakiinu al_camalu al-jaddu
when that happens be	 the-action the-serious

al-mustamitu bimatbati hartin fi al-bahr.
the-fatal	 as	 plowing in the-sea.

(Appendix Bi)

(26) When crisis looms for whatever reason, (27) priorities must
be made: (28) problems and how to deal with them must be put in
correct perspective, (29) because it would be futile to waste
time and effort in development projects only to see population
growth swamp the achievements leaving us worse off than before.
(30) When that happens, any serious action becomes like ploughing
in the sea.

Notice here that there are five clauses. The relation of

clause (28) to clause (27) is that of 'amplification'. That is,

clause (28) gives more information, particularly the information

that has been already mentioned in clause (27). There is a

'grounds' relation in clause (29), followed by a 'contraction'

relation expressed in clause (30) through the contracted form

C inda' Id in
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3. Sunnort by argument

These clauses, which argue for one another, are classified

into the following categories:

A. Reason-result

Here, the 'reason' states why the particular result came

about. It also expresses whether this 'reason' arose by the

action of an agent or by something else. In terms of Winter's

question-answer technique, this relation answers the question

'why'. Consider the examples below:

(13) wa l.kinna-hä	 Mãtun
and but	 they evils

(14) yatawalladu maca_hi	 al-tatarruf
originate	 wi tb-them the-extremism

(Appendix Bl)

(13) But all these are evils (14) that lead to fundamentalism.

In the above examples, the 'reason-result' relation has been

expressed. Clause (13) states the reason jjt 'evils', followed

by the 'result' which is stated in clause (14) as yatawalladu

macah. al-tatarruf 'lead to fundamentalism'.

It is worth adding that this relation can be signalled by

explicit connectives such as 'because', 'since', etc; it can also

be signalled by implicit connectives. A result relation may be
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brought about by different reasons, or a reason may be related to

several results.

B. Means-result

In this relaUon, the 'means' states how a particular kind

of result is accomplished. That is, it answers the question

'how'. For example:

lagad anqada Ca].jyyun al-walada bi
laqad save	 All	 the-boy	 by

sib.hati-hi	 al-mähirah
swimming-his	 the-skillful

(Au saved the boy by his skillful swimming.)

As shown above, h1 sibhatihi al-mhirah 'by his skillful

swimming' is regarded as a 'means', and the 'result' is ingäd

al-walad '(he) saved the boy'. However, this relation should not

be confused with 'instrument relation', as 'instrument relation'

usually deals with an inanimate object which is used to do

something. Consider the example below:

fataha	 Caljyyun al-biba	 bi	 al-muftäh
opened-he Au	 the-door with the-key

(Ali opened the door with a key.)

Notice here that there is an inanimate object, and that is

the muftãh 'key'. This relation does not answer the question

'how' but rather 'by what instrument'. Hence, 'means-result'
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relation will be identified according to the criterion stated

above.

C. Means-purpose

This relation can be easily confused with the preceding one.

Both of these relations have 'means' and both state the action

which has been taken to accomplish the result. However, in the

'means-result relation', the result is accomplished whereas in

the 'means-purpose relation', the result is coveted. This

'coveted result' is stated whether it has been accomplished or

not. Therefore, the emphasis is on the intention rather than the

accomplishment. Consider the following examples:

(20) wa huwa al-assu	 fi dafci	 sä'iri al_cawãmili
and it	 the-basis in pushing all 	 the-factors

(21) li takilna markiza haqrqiyyah ii al-quwati
to be	 centers real	 to the-power

mitla mashati al-ardi wa mukawwiiIâtiha mm
like area	 the-land and components-its from

al-tarwati al-ma'daniyyati wa al_ziräciyyati,
the wealth the-mineral 	 and the-agricultural,

wa al-numuw	 alina'iy	 wa al-tijãriy
and the-growth the-industrial and the-commercial

bi	 iqqayh al-istih1kiy	 wa	 al-tasdiriy,
in halves	 the-consumptive and the-exportive,

wa al-quduräti	 al_c askariyyati wa
and the-capabilities the-military 	 and

al-tiknuloj iyyah,
the-technological,

(Appendix Bi)
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(20) This is the basis on which to build (21) to utilize the
country's vast resources in terms of land-area and with its
wealth of mineral and farmland, and to develop the industrial
and commercial growth in the consumer and export sectors,
together with military and technological capabilities.

It can be seen that the connection between the above two

clauses is that of 'means-purpose'. This relation is signalled

through the linking particle jj 'in order to'. However, the

'means-purpose relation' can also be signalled by other

connecting particles such as win aUi 'for the purpose', likay

'in order to', etc.

It should be emphasized that explicit connection can often

be misleading, and in this study, therefore, one cannot rely

simply on the connector nor on the surface structure, but must

also consider the underlying structure as well.

It follows from all this that 'means-purpose relation' will

be determined according to whether the result is desired or not.

The purpose expressed in this type of relation does not have to

take place, as the emphasis in this relation is on the intention

of the speaker rather than on its achievement.

D. Condition-Consequence

The criterion for this sort of relation will be determined

if the 'consequence' is dependent upon a realizable or non-

realizable 'condition' or a hypothetical contingency. In this

relation, the speaker indicates the event referred to in the
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conditional clause; that conditional clause has never actually

taken place, and it is not important whether the facts are true

or false. The process of determining whether these facts are

true or false or this conditional proposition has taken place or

not, will be determined by the context. The consequence clause

states what the text-producer supposes will happen. The

following example demonstrates this point:

(1) ida qarrarat al-wilayãtu al-muttahidatu wa
if decide	 the-States the-United	 and

al-ittihdu al-sofyati wa faransã wa
the-Union	 the-Soviet and France and

birit,nyã wa	 al-sin	 an yadur qarãran
Britain	 and the-China to issue decision

yafridu al_cuqiibãt	 Ca1 al-nizam	 ai-iraniy,
impose the-penalties on the-regime the-Iranian,

(2) fa	 inna hää al-qarãr	 yuqbalu
then inna this the-resolution be accepted -

sin qibali mucdam al- duwal	 al-ukra
from by	 most	 the-countries the-others

(Based on clauses 23-27)

(Appendix B9)

(1) If the United States, or the Soviet Union or France,
Britain, and China decided to issue a resolution that imposes
sanctions on the Iranian regime (2) then, this resolution will
be accepted by almost all other countries.

As showii above, clause (2) supports clause (1) by providing

the 'consequence' of the 'condition' which has been stated in

clause (1). Therefore, clause (1) is related to clause (2) in a
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relation of 'condition-consequence'. This relation is often but

not always realized by the particles ida 'if' and	 'then'.

a. Concession-Contra-expectation

This relation involves an unexpected result. That is, the

effect occurs in a form in which the result is unexpected. In

this relation, the concession clause conveys the impression that

this is not the result that has been expected, but it is rather

an unexpected one. It is this component of expected versus

unexpected that characterizes this kind of relation. Here is an

exemplification of this case:

(11) wa	 Ida kunnã	 sac	 idänati
and	 if	 were	 with	 condemnation

al-jarlmati al-amarlkiyyah
the-crime	 the-American

(12) hi i c tibärihã camalan	 mufjican
in being	 action	 horrific

(13) wa	 maca al-tandidi	 bi tawjihi
and with the-condemnation of directing

al-sawärIk	 al-amarikiyyah ha tä'iratin
the-missiles the-American	 to aeroplane

madaniyyah,
civilian,

(14) fa	 innana maca darürati an takilna
then we	 with necessity to be

a1-munsabatu	 fursatan amama majiisi
the-opportunity chance 	 before Council

al-amn	 ii mutãbac ati qarrihi	 raqam
the-Security to follow up resolution-its number
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598 wa al_mutac alliqi bi	 al-harb
598 and the-belong	 in the-war

al_C irqiyyah al-irniyyah,
the-Iraqi	 the-Iranian,

(Appendix B9)

(11) And if one agrees with the condemnation of the American
crime (of the shooting down of the civilian Iranian areoplane)
(12) as being a horrific act (13) and with the condemnation of
directing the American sissies towards a civilian areoplane, (14)
then one would agree that this has to be an occasion for the
Security Council to follow up its resolution number 598 regarding
the Iran-Iraq war...

Notice here that clauses (11) and (13) provide the

concession relation, and these two clauses are followed by a

contra-expectation relation. We may realize that the first two

clauses begin with wa (hatt) id 	 kunnã 'even if we were...'

followed by clause (14) which expresses the unexpected result.

Clauses (11) and (13) do not express 'conditional' relations as

these clauses have, in relation to clause (14), a point of

difference: 'past time' versus 'now'. There are of course

explicit markers that signal this type of relation; some of these

markers are bi a1-raimi sin 'although, in spite of', hattL

'even', etc. Here is another example, which is my own,

demonstrating this point:

(1) hatta wa in kunnã	 namliku al-katlra
even and if were-we have	 the-lots

sin	 al-nuqiid
from	 the-money
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(2)	 fa innanã gayru qädirin Calä	 ir'i bayt
fa are-we not	 able	 on	 buying house

((1) Even though we have a lot of money (2) we are unable
to buy a house.)

The above example demonstrates that there is unexpected

result, stemming from clause (1). That is, it might be

reasonably supposed that possession of large amount of money

would enable one to buy a house. However, as clause (2)

demonstrates, this is not the case. This is therefore a case of

contra-expectation.

It follows from this, that the 'concession-contra

expectation relation' will be determined when the truth of the

element, which is counter to our expectations, is directly denied

or not.

F. Grounds-Conclusion

This relation is based on whether there is a deduction drawn

on the basis of some kind of observation or not. If there is a

deduction drawn from an observation, then there is a 'grounds-

conclusion' relation. More specifically, our main concern in

this kind of relation is that one clause states an observation

and a conclusion is drawn from it. Consider the example below:

That man knows everything about cars;
so/therefore/I conclude that he is a mechanic.
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It can be noted here that the observation represents the

grounds' whereas the inference/deduction represents the

'conclusion. As the above example shows, a prior connection has

been established between 'knowing everything about cars' and that

of a 'mechanic'. These assumptions tend to be culturally

oriented. Let us take an example from our actual texts to

elucidate this point:

(31) wa	 id	 käna	 al-infijãru	 al-sukkniy
and if were-it the-explosion the-population

Calã hãdã al'-nahw huwa al-tahaddr
on	 this the-form is	 the-challenge

al-akbaru	 ii C uqildin	 qädimah,
the-largest to generations coming,

(32) fa inna al_cajza	 can	 mulajatihi
then the the-failure about tackeling-it

yu'addl bi	 al-darürati	 11	 Cajzin
leads	 in the-necessity to	 failure

fi muwãjahati	 sL'iri al-tahaddiyãt
in confronting all	 the-challenges

(Appendix Bi)

(31) If the explosion of population will be the greatest
challenge facing future generations, (32) then, the inability
to tackle it will lead to failure in coping with any other
challenges.

Notice here that clause (3t) signals the 'grounds relation',

whereas clause (32) is connected with the preceding clause

through a 'conclusion' relation. This conclusion is drawn or

deduced from an observation given in clause (31). Therefore, as
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was demonstrated above, the 'grounds-conclusion relation' will be

determined according to whether a conclusion is deduced from an

observation/fact or not.

4. Surniort b orientation

These types of relations will be used in this study to

provide background information for other clauses. As Beekman &

Callow note, support b orientation clauses provide orientation

in terms of time, space, and some other accompanying event.

Three types of relations emerge from this category:

A. Time

This relation concerns the time when a particular event

takes place. In terms of Winter's question-answer technique,

this relation answers the question 'when'. Consider the example

below:

(26) wa C indam	 tata'azzamu	 al-awç1
and when	 be in crisis	 the-situations

ii asbbin attã
to reasons whatever

(27) fa	 lãbudda ann	 tüdac al-awlawiyyãt
then must	 to	 put	 the-priorities

(Appendix Bi)

(26) When crisis looms for whatever reason, (27) priorities
must be made.
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In terms of Winter's question-answer technique, clause (26)

answers the question 'when' which, among other things, supports

it by giving its temporal occurrence. For example, if one asks

the question: when must Driorities be made?, then the answer

would be: when crisis looms for whatever reason. The connection

therefore between these two clauses is that of 'time'.

It is worth noting at this stage that this relation may

precede or follow the supported one in time, or it may be

simultaneous with it. However, all these types of relations

simply orientate one another. This time relation will be used in

this analysis according to whether it expresses time at which a

proposition takes place or not, and it should answer the question

'when' without confusing the conditional 'when' with the temporal

'when'.

B. Location

Like the preceding relation, this relation provides

background information. However, the difference between them is

that the previous one provides time whereas this one provides the

place. In terms of Winter's question-answer technique, this

relation answers the question 'where'. Here is an example

demonstrating this point.

(1) akkada	 al-ra'is	 husnT mubãrak fi
affirmed-he the-president Husni Mubarak in

mu' tamari	 al-duh
conference the_Ducah
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(2)	 anna al-atara allai yuhaddidu
that the-danger which threatens

al_mujtamac al-misriy	 tulätiy	 al_taaCub:
the-society the-Egyptian threefold the-ramifications:

(Appendix Bi)

(1) President Husni Mubarak affirmed in the Du c äh Conference (2)
that there are three dangers which threaten the Egyptian society:

Using Winter's question-answer technique, we may present a

spatial relation by the following question:

Question:	 ayna akkada	 al-ra'Is	 liusnl mubarak
where affirmed the-president Husni Mubarak

anna al-katara allaI yuhaddidu al_mujtamac
that the-danger which threatens the-society

al-misriy	 tulãtiy	 al-taaub?
the-Egyptian	 threefold	 the-ramifications

Where did the President Husni Mubarak affirm that there are
three dangers which threaten the Egyptian society?

Answer:	 fi mu'tamar	 al-duh
in conference the_Ducãh

In the Duc ãh conference.

It follows from all the above that this relation will be

determined according to whether the location, where the event has

taken place, is identified or not. It should also answer the

question 'where'.
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C. Circumstance

This relation centers around an event. It answers the

question 'what else?' However, this relation is not properly

distinguishable from the 'content' relation at one periphery or

from the 'manner' relation at the other. Even if were to

recognize the distinction between these relations, there is no

practical disadvantages in eliminating this relation.

There are however other types of suirnort relations which are

related, not to the main clause, but to the nart clause. These

are as follows:

1. Identification

This relation serves to identify one thing or event in

contrast with another. It singles it out semantically. From a

semantic point of view, it is equivalent to the defining relative

clause; and it almost always occurs in this form. It can occur

separately or in the general flow of discourse. Here is an

example that shows what I am talking about:

(2)	 anna al-katara allaI yuhaddidu
that the-danger which threatens

al_mujtamac	al-miriy	 tulãtiy
the-society	 the-Egypt Ian threefold

altaaCCub:
the ramifications:

(Appendix Bi)
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(2) The danger, which threatens the Egyptian society, is
of threefold ramifications:

In this example, alladi yuhaddidu aj_mu.jtamac is a

defining relative clause; this clause singles out the katar

'danger' from all other sorts of aktãr 'dangers'. However, in

all our actual texts, these clauses will not be listed separately

from their preceding clause, as they are closely related to their

preceding ones, and are therefore regarded as forming part of the

main clause.

2. Comment

This relation is regarded as the least well-defined kind of

relation in Beekman & Callow's list of clause relations. This is

so because most clauses, in one way or another can be 'comments'.

According to Beekman & Callow, a 'comment relation' is simply

concerned with giving information about something. It is the

semantic equivalent of a non-restrictive relative clause. This

relation is used to describe a person or a thing that has already

been identified. Consider the following example:

rabbi alladi kalaqani wa zawwadanT	 Cjlm
God-my who	 created-me and provide-me	 knowledge

(God who created me and provides me with knowledge.)

In the above example, it can be realized that there are two

comments on God:	 JJadI kalaciani 'who created me', and alladt
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zawwadani C ilm 'who provided me with knowledge'. To avoid the

problem of over-inclusion, the comment relation will be

classified into two types: evaluative comment, which is an

expression of opinion, and non-evaluative comment, which simply

provides information on something. Here is an example from our

texts:

(8) ii	 älika	 qübila ittifãqu	 aray al-yaman
therefore	 met	 agreement half-two the-Yemen

bi al-tafã'uli	 wa al-farah mm	 aqtri
in the-optimism and the-joy from regions

al-°uriibati wa mm	 al_uc iibi	 al_Carabiyyah

the-Arab	 and from the-nations the-Arab

(9) allatI qäsat	 wa tuqsT	 kam qãs
which	 suffered and still suffering as	 suffered

al-yaman mm al-furqati	 wa al-tanähur
the-Yemen from the-separation and the-conflict

wa al-iqtitii.	 al_C adamiy bayna	 al-aiqq' -
and the-killing the-fatal between the-brothers

(Appendix B15)

(8) For this reason, the agreement between the two-parts of Yemen
has been welcomed with optimism and joy by all Arab nations (9)
which have similarly suffered and suffer still the pain of
separation, conflict and fratricide.

Notice here the function of clause (9); it is that of a

'comment'. It is, of course, a non-defining relative clause in

which less evaluation has been provided. If we compare this

clause with an example which has the expressions 'beautiful',

'skillful', etc., one can see that these expressions tend to be

more evaluative than p sat wa tuQsT. It follows from this then
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that the above clause is a non-evaluative comment; rather it adds

some information on the preceding clause. The way this relation

is identified will depend on whether the clause gives more

information on the preceding clause or not.

3. Content

This relation tends to complete the preceding clause by

answering the question 'what'. In English, it is always followed

by 'that'. In Arabic however, 'content' relation often occurs

after modal clauses, the particle anna 'that', etc. Although

this relation often occurs in this form, it does not necessarily

exclude other forms. Here is an elaboration on this kind of

relation:

(6) wa	 al_wqicu	 anna
and the-reality that

(7) al-infi,jra	 al-sukkãniy	 yumkinu
the-explosion the-population could

an yaktina inufajjira kulla al-makil
to be	 exploding all	 the-problems

C jbra	 silsilatin mm	 rudüdi	 al.afcãl
through series	 from reactions the-actioiis

(8) kullun minh	 yahmilu nudura al-katari fi
each	 from-them carries warning the-danger in

haddi dtih.
end	 self-it.

(Appendix Bl)

(6) In fact, (7) the explosion of population could, through a
chain reaction, instigate all these problems (8) with each one
bearing its own harbinger of danger.
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As the example shows, clause (7) provides the 'content' of

clause (6) which is a modal. Modal clauses express the viewpoint

of the speaker, and as suggested earlier, these clauses are often

followed by 'content clauses'. The relation of 'content'

expressed in clause (7) is signalled through the particle jj

'that'. This particle almost always expresses a 'content

relation'.

4.7 Analysis of textual cohesion

In the previous section, we have demonstrated the set of

clause relations adopted for this study. This section

identifies the our approach to cohesion. Cohesion involves

possibilities that make the text hang together; it is expressed

partly through the grammar and partly through vocabulary.

Therefore, when we talk about cohesion, we are in fact referring

to grammatical and lexical cohesion.

In order to analyze the ties that exist within our editorial

text-forms, this study will follow Halliday & Hasan (1976) and

Hasan (1983, 1984a). However, it should be pointed out that the

focus of this study will not be on grammatical cohesion, but

rather on lexical cohesion. The way this category is treated is

presented below:

4.7.1 Lexical cohesion

It was suggested earlier (see Chapter 3) that lexical

cohesion involves the selection of lexical items. According to
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Hasan (1983), lexical cohesion can be categorized into two

categories: general category such as repetition, synonymy,

antonymy, hyponomy, and meronymy, and instantial category such as

equivalence, naming, and semblance. These categories are

investigated in Section (3.3.5).

Within these categories, an attempt will be made to

demonstrate how Repetition of Lexical Items, Identity and

Similarity chains and types of processes are treated in this

study. These aspects will be presented bellow:

4.7.1.1 Repetition of lexical items

Repetition of lexical items will be treated in this study as

the reoccurrence of the same or a semantically related lexical

item. The following text, which is taken from our actual

editorials, demonstrates this point:

	

(1) ta'tI munãqaatu majlisi al-amni 	 al-dawliy
come discussion Council the-security the-international

ii isqti	 al-tä'irati al-Irniyyah fursatan ukrA
to shooting-down the-areoplane the-Iranian chance another

likay yaqif a al-majlisu maca mas'üliyyãti-hi	 wa
to	 stand the-Council with responsibilities-its and

wa iltizãmãti-hi	 wa al-andãfi al-haqiqiyyati allatT
and commitments-its and the-goals the-real 	 which

knat war.'a in'i	 hay'ati	 al-umami
were behind establishment organization the-nations

al-muttahidati	 kulli-h.
the-united	 all-it.

(Appendix B9)
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(1) The international Security Council's discussion of the
shooting down of the Iranian aeroplane is another chance for the
Council to stand by the principles, duties and responsibilities
upon which the whole organization of the United Nations is based.

It is very evident from the above text that items that are

repeated connect parts of the text together, and the occurrence

of one item cannot be interpreted without reference to the other.

For example, ma.ilisu al-amni al-dawli y has been lexically

repeated four times. This provides meaning continuity to the

whole text.	 The repetition of lexical items is shown as

follows:

majlisu al-amni al-dawliy

1'
al-maj us

If
mas ' uliyyat-hi

If
iltizamati-hi

Based on the previous discussion, the repetition of lexical

items will be treated as the reoccurrence of the same word

or words that are semantically related.

4.7.1.2 Identit y and similarity chains

As was suggested earlier (see Ch.3), chains are means for

achieving textual coherence; these chains are created in two

forms: first, chains in which the relation between the members of
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the text is identified through the identit y of situational

meaning, (i.e Identity Chain (IC)). This category is typically

realized by co-reference. For example,	 hj and the
suffixed-hu create an identity chain as these items are co-

referential with one another and therefore refer to the same

identity, (i.e Adam).

The second type of chain is that in which the relation is

created through the identification of similarity of situational

meaning, (i.e Similarity Chain (SC)). This kind of chain can be

realized through synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy (including co-

hyponomy), and meronymy (including co-meronymy). Any item that

stands in any of these relations to the other creates a

similarity chain. Here is an example demonstrating this point:

(26) atnmã al-musrahatu wa al-mukafatu fa hiya
but the-honesty and the-uncovering then is

tu'addinu kamã zaharat fi qimmati al_jämicah
promise as appeared in summit the-League

hi Candin jadldin Li hdã al_carnal
in era	 new	 in this the-action

(27) aktara tiqatan	 wa midqiyyah wa
more	 confidence and authenticity and

abc aa °ala al-ihtirmi wa al-jiddiyyah,
worthy on	 the-respect and the-seriousness,

wa aktara tacblran	 Can	 harakati
and more	 expressive about movement

a14awäriC I al_c arabiyyah,
the-streets the-Arab,

(Appendix B4)
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(26) However, through the openness and honesty which has been
shown in the Arab League Summit, (27) a new era of confidence and
honesty, more in keeping with current developments in the Arab
world, has emerged.

In this example, there is a similarity chain which connects

members of the text together. This chain is realized through

repetition in a synonymous relation. For example, al-musãrahatu

and al-mukäafatu are connected by reiteration. This same

connection occurs between ti pah and misdcii yyatu. However, there

is a causal relation between inisdãg i yyatu and ticiah, and the same

relation occurs between al-mukã.afatu and misdãci yyatu. At the

same time, there is a synonymous relation between al-inusãrahatu

and al-mukafatu. Diagrammatically, this similarity chain is

represented as follows:

eration

al-mukäsafatu	 al-musrahatu

synonymy	

>1
misdãqiyyah	 iqah

Diagram (12)
Manifestation of Similarity Chain

Based on the above discussion, the IC and SC will be treated

according to whether or not there is an identity or similarity of

situational meaning.
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4.7.1.3	 Types of process

Types of process will be analyzed according to Halliday

(1985a). A process is a representation of meaning; it is meaning

in the sense of content. It refers to anything that is expressed

in by a verb, event (whether it is a physical event or not), a

state or relation. A process consists of three components: the

process itself, the participant in the process and the

circumstances associated with the process.

According to Halliday, there are three basic types of

processes. First, there is material process, i.e a process of

doing such as the verbs shoot, throw, etc. Second, there is a

mental process, (i.e a process of sensing such as the verbs like,

see, please, etc). Third, there is a relational process, (i.e. a

process of being such as the verbs is, was, etc).

Accordingly, a process can be mental (see, please, believe,

say); action (throw, shoot); and it can be relational (is, was).

These types of processes will be investigated later. However,

for the time being, the way a process is treated is shown in the

following example:

(1) bi al-amsi zra 	 shibu al-sumw	 amiru
in yesterday visited-he owner the-highness Emir

al-bilãdi qäidatay Calj al-slim wa ahmad
the-country two-bases Au the-Salim and Ahmad

al-jbir al-jawwiyyatayn
the-Jabir the- air
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(2) wa qEbala ikwäna-hu 	 mm	 kibri dubbãti
and met-he brothers-his from big	 officers

al-jay	 wa al-quwwäti al-musallahah.
the-army and the-forces the-armed.

(3) wa in kna tabl c iyyan an yaqilma säiibu
and if was natural	 to stand owner

al-sumw	 bi mitli hãihi al-ziyrah ii...
the-highness in like this	 the-visit	 to...

(Appendix B21)

(1) His highness, Prince Jabir Al-Ahmad, paid a visit yesterday
to the two-air bases of Au Al-Salim and Jabir Al-Ahmad (2) where
he met his senior officers in the armed forces.

(3) Even if it was natural that Prince Jabir makes such a visit
to inspect this important sector of the country,

The above example shows that there is a material process

embodied within the text through the lexical items ja 'he

visited', g bala 'he met', and yagilmu 'he makes (a visit). There

are other types of processes embodied throughout the whole text

(see the whole text under discussion in Appendix D21), and all

these represent the text-producer's realization of the content.

However, the process that is manifested in the above text

represents actions performed by the Emir. The way this process

is represented is shown below:
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shibu
al-sumw

sahibu ____
al-sumw

shibu
al-sumw

> zãra

> qAbala

yaqilmu

Actor-Process relation

Material
process

Diagram (13)
Actor-process relation

4.8 The study of Darallelism

For investigating the role parallelism plays in Arabic

editorials, Koch's (1982) approach will be used to demonstrate

this phenomenon. There are two kinds of parallelism involved:

complete parallelism where there is a complete manifestation of

the same linguistic forms, and listing parallelism where there is

a mixture of lexical cohesion and syntactic cohesion (Koch, 1982:

170). This approach will be used to show how parallel

constructions are manipulated for the purpose of persuasion, and

how these two types of parallelism highlight and serve textual

and rhetorical functions of the text. To this effect, the

duplication of similar parallel constructions makes the effect

more intensive. Here is an example demonstrating this point:
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(28) wa	 sa	 yadkuru al-tank,	 bi al_i c zäzi wa	 fakãr
and will mention the-history, in the-glory and pride

jamic a al- qadati	 al_carab, allad-ina yurik-üna
all	 the-leaders the-Arab, who-they participate-they

fi iqmati	 al-kiyani	 al- maniid..
in establish the-entity the-wanted..

(29) wa sa	 yadkuru al-tank	 anna al-husayna bin
and will mention the-history that the-Hussein son

talãl.. kãna al-dI	 wa al-munassiqa	 ii aczami

Talal.. was	 the-caller and the-coordinator to greatest

injäzin	 qawmiy	 fi al-huqbati al_mucãirah.
achievement national in the-period the-modern.

(Appendix B13)

(28) History will record in honor and glory all the Arab leaders
who participated in establishing this wanted entity. (29) History
will also record the fact that it was His Majesty King Hussein
Bin Talal who called for and coordinated the biggest Arab
achievement in modern time.

The above example shows that clause (28) is parallel to

clause (29). This is realized through the parallel constructions

wa sa vadkuru al-tärlk 'history will remember'. This clause

(i.e. clause 29) has been reused for rhetorical purposes such as

emphasis, assertion, etc. All our parallel constructions will be

analyzed according to whether there is a complete manifestation

of linguistic forms or a mixture of lexical or syntactic

cohesion.

4.9 Summary

The previous chapter attempted to give an account of the

means and methods that will be employed for the analysis of the
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selected text-forms. It also attempted to present the set of

clause relations adopted for this study and demonstrate why other

lists of clause relations (e.g. Winter 1977) do not suit the

purpose of this thesis. This chapter identified weaknesses of

Beekman & Callow's (1988) set of clause relations and modified

these shortcomings so as to suit the analysis of our actual

texts. In addition, an attempt was made to identify our approach

to cohesion (i.e. lexical cohesion, identity and similarity

chains, types of processes, parallelism, etc.) in order to

describe how editorial text-forms achieve textual coherence and

how they establish the overall cohesion within their main

constituents.



CHAPTER 5

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE CONSTITUENTS OF
EDITORIALS AT BOTH HIGH AND LOW LEVELS

5.0 Introduction

In the last chapter, we demonstrated the approaches and set

of clause relations that will be applied to our argumentative

text-forms. We also identified weaknesses of Beekman & Callow's

(1988) set of relations and modified these shortcomings so as to

suit the analysis of our actual text-forms. This was carried out

through the methodological frameworks indicated in the preceding

chapter. This chapter investigates the relations between the

constituents of editorials at both high and low levels. High

level means entities larger than a single clause, (i.e a complex

of clauses, paragraph, etc). Low level means entities up to and

including a single clause. These two levels make up the whole

text. All this will be manifested through a detailed description

of the main constituents of editorial text-forms. The chapter

also uses these same methodological frameworks to analyze

argumentative editorials and show their generic and semantic

structure. What is meant here by 'semantic structure' is the

type of connection, clause relations, cohesive devices, types of

processes, patterns of construction, building blocks, etc. that.

constitute editorial text-forms. The purpose of this description

is to provide the reader with an overall picture of this form of

argumentation, (i.e editorials). This is a necessary step before
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identifying the main constituents of these text-forms, and

demonstrating how the constituents of these text-forms shed some

light on the way in which these texts should be translated.

In order to identify the main constituents of editorials as

well as the typical types of clause relations, an attempt will be

made to analyze a single text-form step by step, while referring

from time to time to others. We believe that by analyzing a

single text-form, one can reflect the general through a

particular. As Becker (1981) argues, a single text or even a

single sentence can mirror a whole culture. This is true,

because in order to understand a text, one has to understand the

culture surrounding it. But at the same time, one should also be

in a position to show how that particular text reflects the whole

language. For the time being, let us analyze an editorial text-

form step by step in order to see how each clause is interwoven

with what precedes as well as with what follows; this il1 enable

us, in turn, to identify the type of relations as well as the

main constituents typical of this form of argumentation.

5.1 Relations between constituents of editorials

In any process of writing, a speaker or text-producer is not

only interested in stating his perception of the world, but

deducing what is going on as well, (i.e is the text-producer

describing something or attempting to persuade the reader, etc?)

For example, the following text is about King Hussein's speech

which points out, as the text producer sees it, that Jordan,

under all circumstances, supports the people of Palestine. This
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is evident in its title al_urdun... C alä al-and 'Jordan...keeps

its promise'. Therefore, this text-form can be characterized as

a 'pro-argument'. A pro-argument means here that the text-

producer is interested to show the positive aspect of this

speech; therefore, he is defending the main thesis of the text.

In this text-form, as in other ones as well, a text-producer

in argumentation deduces something out of what he sees and

perceives; he makes his own assumptions about certain things; he

evaluates these things systematically in terms of whether they

are good or bad; whether they are successful or not (Hoey 1979).

As a result, the text-producer may feel that some lexical

expressions need to be reiterated; others need to be made

explicit; he may want to mould them into a coherent vision and

use them for particular ends. All these can be utilized by the

text-producer for pragmatic or rhetorical purposes, i.e.

emphasis, assertion, etc. for this reason, analyzing editorials

in terms of their main constituents may shed some light on the

way these text-forms should be interpreted and translated. This

process will be carried out later in Chapter (7).

Moreover, a speaker/writer may make his organization of the

text explicit; he may use certain words to explain and clarify

the train of thought; other words, on the other hand, are put to

develop this train of thought. It is these words that should be

taken as the central keys in the process of translation. Such

words tend to represent the text-producer's specification of his

content of the text and the exchange of his thought with others;

To this effect, the text-producer may specify the function of

this content by using relations and cohesive devices.
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In order to see how these elements are organized in our

actual editorial text-forms, we need to analyze them in terms of

relations between the constituents of editorials at a low level

(i.e. relations and cohesive devices between one clause and

another) and relations between the constituents of editorials at

a high level (i.e. relations and cohesive devices between one

paragraph and another). This will enable us to identify the type

of relations typical of this argumentative discourse, and the

main constituents of such a text-form. As Thompson & Mann (1987,

1988) argue, describing the relationships holding between parts

of a text is unequivocally important for showing the kinds of

constituents a text can have, and how these parts are connected

to make the text function as a coherent and unified unit. This,

according to Thompson & Mann, is called the Rhetorical structure

Theory (RST). According to Thompson & Mann, RST is a theory

about text-organization; it is a theory which characterizes text-

structure in terms of relations that hold parts of the text

together. All this, for translation purposes, tends to reflect

the semantic structure of the text-form under discussion.

It is worthwhile noting at this stage that according to

rank and indentation system and Halliday's (1985a) criterion of

rankshifted and non-rankshif ted clauses, which was presented in

Chapter (4) above, the editorial text-form, that is being

subjected to the analysis, has 36 smaller semantic units (36

clauses) and 8 larger semantic units (8 units larger than the

clause) (see Appendix A8). In order to understand the system of

relations among these clauses and the connections holding between

them and between paragraphs, we need first to analyze the
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semantic structure of this text-form in terms of the relations

between one clause and another, and then recognize the connection

between one paragraph and another and how these clauses make up

the whole constituent. All these issues will be investigated

respectively in the following sections.

5.1.1 Relations between constituents of editorials
at a low level

It should be pointed out that an investigation of the

semantic structure or the relations between the constituents of

any text is doomed to be incomplete without an analysis of how

one clause is related to another (Beekman & Callow, 1988).

Similarly, Halliday (1977); Hasan (1973, 1975); Jacobsen (1957)

suggest that the best way to understand a text is to describe its

generic structure. In doing so, we are able to see how the

constituents of the text are connected, and which connectives

play an essential role in signalling these constituents. From a

translation perspective, sometimes, there are explicit relators

in our editorials in terms of which we could label the type of

relation inlvolved; at other times, this particular relation has

to be inferred from the content of the clause.

For convenience of reference, our analysis will be carried

out in two phases: the first phase is identifying the relations

* The analysis throughout this chapter has been focusing on
one editorial; this text-form that has been subjected to the
analysis is the text-form presented in Appendix B8, unless
otherwise indicated.
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between one clause and another, and the second phase is

specifying the overall relation of the unit within the larger

semantic unit (i.e. paragraph, section, etc.). The analysis of

the relations between smaller semantic units is presented below:

Clauses (1)-(5)

The text-producer here attempts to achieve his main

objectives by showing the reader the positive aspect of this

editorial text-form, (i.e. Jordan still keeps its promise); he

wants the reader to agree with him on the points he is arguing,

etc. In order to give an impression of authenticity to the

reader, the text-producer chooses to focus on the speech and the

means by which the speech is broadcast (i.e. al-idPah

al-biritniyyah 'The British 8roadcasting Corporation'. This

means, by which the speech is broadcast, has unequivocal

significance in the Arab mind as well as in the Arab world. All

this, from the text-producer's perspective, highlights his main

rhetorical purposes. Consider the following clauses:

1. fi	 haditi	 al-husayn	 alladi	 battat-hu
in	 speech	 the Hussein which	 transmit-it

al_i .äcati	 al-birIt.niyyah,
the broadcasting corporation 	 the British

akiran,	 akkada	 jallatu-hu
lately	 affirmed majesty-his

2. calã anna al_calãqãt	 al-urduniyyata
on	 that the relations	 the Jordanian

al-filistiniyyah mumayyazah
the Palestinian	 special
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3.

4.

5.

wa kãssatan	 wa anna al-urdunna
and particularly	 and that the-Jordan

fi	 jamic	 al-ahwäli	 lam
in all	 the-circumstances	 did not

yatakallã Can	 abnã'i	 filistln
abandon	 about	 children	 Palestine

wa lan	 yatakall	 Can_hum,	 aw
and will not abandon	 about-them, or

Can	 wjibi-hi	 nahwa-hum,
about duty-it	 towards-them,

ili.	 an	 yastacidi	 huciiqa-hum
till	 that	 restore-them rights-them

al-kmilah,	 Calã turãbi-him al-wataniy
the-complete, on	 dust-their the-national

(1) In his recent speech, broadcast by the B.B.C., his Majesty
King Hussein of Jordan affirmed (2) that the Jordanian-
Palestinian relation is very special (3) since Jordan, under all
circumstances, has not abandoned (4) and will not abandon the
Palestinian people (5) until they are granted their full rights
on their own national territory.

An examination of the above clauses shows that these clauses

are related in terms of content. Thus, clause (1) opens with the

presentation of the event fi hãdit al-husayri 'in

Al-Hussein's speech'; it also opens with the presentation of a

temporal reference akiran 	 and the means al_idãcah

al-biritni yyah 'the B.B.C.', by which this event has come about.

These characteristics are given here to supply the significant

background information for the preparation of what comes next,

which is the 'thesis'. It was suggested in Chapter (4) that

according to Beekman & Callow (1988), clauses that express

spatial or temporal meanings are clauses that orientate the
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reader by making him expect that an argument is about to follow.

Similarly, Winter (1977), Hoey (1983), and Jordan (1980, 1988)

(see Chapter 1) argue that time and location/space references are

typical characteristics of background information. In this

study, this background information will be referred to as

'situation'. This constituent is presented in the Diagram

that follows:

Situation

I	 I

temporal	 information	 spatial
(e.g. when,	 (e.g. content,	 (e.g. where,
8 o'clock, etc.)	 facts, words.)	 university,

Jordan, etc.)

I	 I	 i
time	 event	 place, space,

etc.

Diagram (14)
Manifestation of the constituent 'situation'.

It should be remarked that the above clauses are related in

terms of their elaborating on the content of the speech. Between

these clauses, there is also a system of relations. For example,

clause (1) is linked with clause (2) through a 'content

relation'. This relation is signalled by 	 'that'. According

to Beekman & Callow (1979, 1988); Cantarino (1975), the particle

anna 'that' often introduces a statement; its function is to
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complete the preceding clause by answering the question 'what'.

Using Winter's (1977) question-answer technique, this relation

can be manifested through the following question:

Question: What was broadcast by the B.B.C. recently?

Answer:	 King Hussein's speech. (event)

The above question-answer technique is used only for the

sake of exposition. Other characteristics such as space and time

can also be manifested through the same technique. As for the

relation of 'content', it frequently occurs in this form.

Clause (2) is connected with clause (3) through a relation

of 'reason-result'. The 'reason' relation is wa kãssatan wa anna

al-urdunna... 'since Jordan...', and the result is Cai anna

al_C alãqät al-urduni yyah al-f ilistini yyah mumaazah 'that the

Jordanian-Palestinian relation is very special'. Thi relation

is signalled by the expressions wa kassatan wa anna 'since'.

Within these clauses, there is a parallel construction

between clauses (2) and (3); this parallel construction is

realized through the expressions anna al_calãt and wa anna

al-urdunna. It has been suggested in Chapter 3 (see p. 137) that

the text-producer, in cases like these, uses these devices to

show how already used structure and patterns can be reused for

the purpose of emphasis (De Beaugrande & Dressier, 1981). This

creates a rhetorical effect on the reader by underlining the

relatedness of one clause to another. Such relatedness is

relayed by a relation of coordination rather than subordination.

Also, between clauses (3) and (4), the expressions lam vatakallä
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Can abn' filistn 'did not abandon the people of Palestine' and

lan yatakaIl Canhum ' will not abandon them', utilize

syntactically and phonologically parallel structures which have

contrasting meanings in terms of tense: the first makes use of

lam 'did not' in which past tense is expressed; and the second

uses jn 'will not' in which future tense is expressed. The

parallel frame of this clause is (particle + V + PP): particle

lam 'did not'; the verb yatakall. 'abandon' and the prepositional

phrase abn' filistin 'people of Palestine'. Through this

syntactic parallelism, the text-producer expresses coordinate

ideas in coordinated forms. This is done by using the simplest

form of parallelism, (i.e. putting equivalent units in a series

of similar grammatical construction). This kind of parallelism

involves a series of items that can emphasize or create certainty

and confidence within the text. As Koch (1982) argues,

parallelism signals the fact that clauses which are different in

content are similar in purpose of discourse. This kind of

parallelism expresses the paradigmatic structure within the text.

Koch says:

"Parallelism of this sort is perhaps the
clearest example of paradigmatic patterning
in discourse; items which are similar in
syntactic form are interpreted as members of
a common paradigmatic class of items."

Koch (1982: 177)

Clauses (4) and (5) are connected by a relation of

'temporality'. The temporal relation is signalled here by the

preposition jj 'to' or 'till'. As Cantarino (1975, 2: 290-291)
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argues, jj "expresses the direction to or toward an aim or

goal"; therefore, it can sometimes refer to a 'purpose relation'.

However, ha in the above clause does not refer to persons or

goals, but to the point in time up to which (X) lasts. Using the

rank and indentation system presented in Chapter 4 (pp. 159-166),

all the above relations are represented as follows:

(1)
(2) content
(3) reason-result
(4) reason-result
(5) temporal

Clauses (6)-(121

Turning to this semantic unit, it can be realized that these

clauses add further information to the 'event'. That is, they

tend to develop the argument and take it one step further.

Before we go further into the analysis, we need to present the

clauses in question; these clauses are listed below:

6. wa	 jã'a hada al-hadit
and came	 this the-speech

7. tacbiran	 Can	 al-ta'yidi	 al-mustamir
expression about the-support 	 the-continuous

ii	 al-intifãdah,
to	 the-uprising,

8. wa hiya tadkulu	 cäma_hã	 al-ãni..
and it	 enter	 year-its	 the-second..

9. wa	 difPan	 Can	 mariidiati_hã,
and defence	 about legitimacy-its,

10. wa daCwatan ii al-damir	 al_calamiy,
and call	 to the-conscience the-world,
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11. ii	 yutarjima	 tatufuhu
in order to	 translate	 sympathy-its

mac ahã,	 il	 camalin	 yuc ajjilu	 Caq

with-it, to	 action	 hurry up	 hold

al-mu' tainari	 al-dawliy
the-conference	 the- international

12. ii	 yatasannã tanfidu
in order to able 	 carry out

al-hal	 al-haqiqiy,	 alladi
the-solution	 the-real,	 which

yudidu	 al-salãtua wa	 al-istiqrära
restore the-peace and the-stability

i1	 al-mintaqah..
to	 the-region.,

(6) The King's speech came as (7) an expression of Jordan's
continuing support for the uprising (8) which is entering its
second year, (9) a defence of its legitimacy, (10) and a call to
the conscience of the international community (11) to translate
its sympathy with the uprising into urgent action (12) to convene
an international conference that leads to a genuine solution
and the restoration of peace and stability in the region.

It is very clear that the text-producer in clause (6)

recourses to the event of the preceding clauses through the

expression hãdã al-hadit. This clause is followed by clause (7)

which adds more information by presenting the purpose of what

comes in clause (6). Clause (8) is an embedded clause which also

clarifies and completes the preceding clause (i.e. clause 7).

The former is followed by clauses (9) and (10) which are related

by purpose to clause (7). These two clauses are followed by

clauses (11) and (12) which are supportive clauses whose main

function is to provide the main purpose, as the text-producer
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sees it, behind the 'call to the conscience of the International

community', dac watan ii a].-damir al1amj y , as implemented

through the King's speech.

It has been suggested in Chapter 3 that support clauses are

extremely significant in argumentative discourse, particularly in

material where one argues and attempts to prove a point. This is

evident in the above clauses where each developmental clause - as

it develops or clarifies the argument - is followed by clauses

that substantiate it. This kind of substantiation comes as a

result of presenting purposes and reasons why a particular event

has taken place. The diagram that follows shows the hierarchical

structure of these clauses with respect to one another and the

type of relation involved:

(6)
(7) purpose
(8) temporal
(9) purpose
(10) purpose
(11) purpose
(12) purpose

Clauses (13)-(16)

While the first two semantic units provide the reader with

an introduction to the subject, which indicate that the

discussion has just begun, the following two units develop the

argument further. These clauses open with wa tara al-husayn

'Al Hussein chose..', indicating an expression of modality. It
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was suggested that modal clauses express the text-producer's

point of view (see Section 4.5). As Lodge (1977: 46) and Hodge &

Kress (1988) argue, a modal clause is mainly concerned with the

attitudes of the text-producer towards the 'information content'.

It describes the stance of the participant towards an event.

However, in the above clauses, the text-producer expresses his

opinion explicitly, while expressing the content of the speech

implicitly, because the internal structure of these clauses is

not the text-producer's evaluation but that of presenting the

content. In the light of this, consider the following clauses:

13. wa àtara al-husayn,
and chose	 the-Hussein,

14. an	 yunabbiha	 mujaddidan
that warn-he	 newly

15. ilã	 anna	 al_iràc	 al-niiba	 fi
to	 that the-conflict the-ongoing in

al-mintaqah là	 yuhaddidu-hä.. wanda-hã
the-region	 not	 threaten-it.,	 alone-it

16.	 wa	 innamä yuhaddidu al-salãma al-'ãlamiy..
and but	 threaten the-peace the-world..

(13) King Hussein took the opportunity (14) to repeat his warning
once again (15) that the ongoing conflict does not just threaten
the region alone (16) but it threatens the whole world peace.

As pointed out, clause (13) is a modal clause; this clause is

followed by clause 14) which introduces the content; it directs

the attention of the reader to a certain part of the speech. In

the same way, clause (15) is linked with the preceding clauses
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through a 'content relation'; this clause adds more information

about the speech particularly about King Hussein's warning, and

iii so doing contributes to the further development of the

argument.

It can be seen that the above clauses present, among other

things, the King's speech as perceived by the text-producer; they

also develop the text-producer's argument by taking it to a

different kind of discussion, (i.e. the King's warning and not

the Jordanian-Palestinian relation). Moreover, there is a

contrast relation between clauses (15) and (16); this relation is

signalled by the particle innamà 'but'. Although there is a

contrast relation among these two clauses, clause (16) expands

also on clause (15), in which the function of the formula 'not

only ...but also' is likely to be emphatic. As Al-Jurjani (1983)

argues, innama has a pragmatic function; it emphasizes the point

it introduces. Also, Cantarino (1975, 3: 207) argues, apart from

being an emphatic particle, innam 'but' signals to the reader

that the proposition* in clause (16) is an emphatic restatement

of the proposition in clause (15). The particle inflamE is not an

adverb as Wright (1967, 1: 285) points out, because it connects

two structurally independent clauses. Also, the slot that this

particle fills can also be filled by other coordinating

conjunctions such as 'bal', 'lakinna', 'but', 'however', etc.

The interrelation between the clauses under discussion is

represented as follows:

* A proposition is defined here as the minimal semantic unit
consisting of a concept or a combination of concepts which
communicates an Event or Relation (Beekman & Callow 1979,
1988).
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(13) modal
(14) content
(15) content
(16) contrast

Clause (fl

As for this clause, it is developmental, because it aims,

among other things, at extending the theme of the article by

clarifying and highlighting the previous four clauses, indicating

that the King has given his warning a number of times to various

branches of the international media. Here is the clause under

discussion:

17. wa	 kna jalälatu-hu,	 qad	 wajjaha al-tandira
and was	 Majesty-his, just address the-warning

däta-hu,	 gayra	 inarratin kiläla al-anditi	 allati.
self-it,	 not only once	 during the-speeches which

afdä bi-h...	 mm	 qabi	 ilä	 C adadjn	 win
gave in-them., from before 	 to	 number	 from

al-suhufi wa al_i C ti	 wa	 abakti
the-papers and the-broadcast corp. and networks

al-tilfizyawn	 alCälamiyah..
the-television	 the-world..

(17) King Hussein has given this same warning repeatedly on
previous occasions to a number of international newspapers,
radio stations, and television networks.
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The above clause is developmental; it is connected with the

preceding clauses by certain cohesive devices; these devices

sometimes link many clauses cataphorically (i.e. forward) and

sometimes anaphorically (i.e. backward). Clause (17) is linked

anaphorically with the previous clause through the repetition of

the lexical items al-tandira dãtuhu 'the same warning'. Also,

this clause is connected by the repetition of the lexical item

.jalãlatu-hu 'His Majesty'. As Halliday & Hasan (1976); Hasan

(1978, 1979, 1980, 1984a) point out ( see Chapter 3), these

reiterated lexical items serve to tie the elements of the text

together and establish continuity and coherence within it. This

notion of lexical repetition will be investigated in more detail

in the next chapter. Meanwhile, according to the rank and

indentation system, clause (17) is represented as follows:

(17)
	

developmental

Looking at the above clauses from a different angle, it can

be seen that the Interaction of elements permeates the structure

of these clauses. There is a continuous representation of our

conception of reality; a representation of our habits of doing,

sensing, feeling things. All this takes the form of a process.

The term 'process' is used here to cover all phenomena to which a

specification of time may be attached (Kress, 1976). Kress

argues that the term 'process' refers to anything that is

expressed by a verb, event (whether it is a physical event or
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al-husayn

'I,
al- jdãCah

j alãlatuhu

al-husayn

al-husayn

hadi t

battat	 E

akkada	 B

ãtara	 L

wajjaha

not), state or relation. This notion of 'process' is clarified

in the following examples:

(1) Can you see the airplane? (mental-perception)
(2) Adam is shooting the ball. (action-actor)
(3) Amy is a nurse. (relational-attribute)

Accordingly, a process can be mental (see, please, believe,

say); action (throw, shoot, etc.); and it can be relational

(equative, attribute). There are however some relational

phenomena which are not processes and a specification of time can

not be attached to them. The example 'two and two equals four'

is a case in point. These processes enable us to see the

interaction of the text-producer with the text; they also enable

us to see the interplay within the text-producer's mind. Some of

these types of processes are realized in the above clauses; this

realization is presented as follows:

Actor-Process Relation

Diagram (15)
Representation of Actor-Process relation

in the text-form under discussion
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It is clear from the above clauses that a mental process is

employed throughout the preceding clauses. A mental process

contains, within itself, different types of processes such as

perception, reaction, cognition, and verbalization. However, as

the above diagram shows, the type of process involved here is

verbal (i.e. batta 1 akkad	 hadit, etc.).

Clauses (18-25)

It can be seen that these clauses open with a modal. As was

suggested earlier, this indicates the text-producer's personal

judgement. Thus, the clause, wa ani yyun Can al- gawl 'needless

to say', expresses the text-producer's attitude towards the

speech made (I-lodge & Kress, 1988; Lodge, 1977). This type of

modality is chosen by the text-producer to express his evaluation

of the event (i.e. the King's speech). Similarly, Halliday

(1970b) argues that modality is an assessment of probability; it

is a form of participation by the speaker in the speech event.

Halliday argues that through modality, the speaker associates

with a thesis an indication of its status in his own judgeinent;

he intrudes, and takes up a position (Halliday 1970b: 335). For

the sake of exposition, let us look at the clauses in question:

18. wa	 ganiyyun can al-qawl,
and needless	 to	 the-saying,

19. anna hãdã kulluh huwa tajsidun	 11
that this all	 is	 embodiment	 to
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al-iltizãmi	 al-qawmiy	 alladi
the-commitment	 the-national	 which

yatamassaku bi-hi	 al-urdun..	 wa
holds	 in-it	 the-Jordan.. and

alladi	 ya'kudu	 madâ.-hu	 sin
which	 take	 dimension-it	 from

kiläli	 tanqiyati al-ajwã'i 	 al_carabiyyah,
through purifying the-climates the-Arabic,

wa	 al_camali	 al-jäd	 Cali
and the-action the-serious 	 on

hadi	 a1-tqäti	 al_carabiyyah..
assemble	 the-resources	 the-Arabic..

20. wa	 qad	 tabaddã häã al_Camal
and verily manifest this the-action

awdaha	 ma yakflnu fi al_mascã
clearest ma is	 in the-endeavour

allad! yaqümu	 bi-hi	 jalálatu-hu
which	 makes-he	 in-it	 Majesty-his

21. li	 iqämati	 kiyãnin Carabiyin
in order to establish 	 entity	 Arab

yadummu al-duwala al_c arabiyyah	 arqiy

	

include the-states the-Arabic 	 eastern

	

al-bahri al-abyad	 al-mutawassit
the-sea the-white the-middle

22. wa alladI mm	 a'ni-hi	 an	 yabcata

and which	 from sake-its to	 send

al-jabhata al-arqiyyah
the-front	 the-eastern

23. wa	 yutlha ii	 al_Carab	 an
and	 allow	 to	 the-Arabs that

yumarisi	 al-kayarat	 al-munãsibah
exercise-they the-choices	 the-suitable

24. li	 isticãdati huqüqi-him
in order to	 restore	 rights-their
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25.	 wa	 jrsä'i	 al-saläm	 al_cädili
and establish the-peace the-just

wa ai4ãmiii	 fi minaqati-him.
and the-comprehensive in region-their

(18) Needless to say, (19) all this underlies Jordan's steadfast
commitment to the Arab nations whose goal is to clear the air in
the Arab world, and to take serious steps to mobilize Arab
resources (20) This is demonstrated most clearly in His
Majesty's endeavour (21) to establish an Arab entity comprising
the East Mediterrannean Arab countries (22) with the aim of
reviving the Eastern front (23) and providing Arabs with
appropriate choices (24) to restore their rights (25) and to
establish a just and comprehensive peace in the region.

Here, the text-producer is specifying more precisely what

his position is. Also, through these clauses, he expresses his

own assessment or evaluation of the King's speech. What is meant

by 'evaluation' here is the assessment of whether 'something' is

good or bad (Leech, 1981; Hoey 1979, 1983, and Jordan, 1980,

1988). It can also be seen as whether something is suócessful or

not (Hoey 1983). Evaluation stems from whether the topic is

interpreted positively or negatively by the text-producer; it

attempts to present to the reader the truth of the statement

made. Here, the text-producer attempts to show the good aspects

of the speech; he evaluates this speech, as he perceives of' it,

through its semiotic values (i.e its cultural and signifying

implications) and presents it to the reader as signs, signs of

agreement or rebuttal. As suggested in Chapter 3, according to

Jakobson (1971: 698) 'every message is made up of signs', and

therefore, as far as the reader is concerned, this 'editorial

J
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text-form' stands as a positive sign, sign of debate,

presentation of truth. This is what makes editorials have an

affect on the reader, because the reader attempts to assess the

text-producer's intentional or pragmatic meaning and the

attachment of his personal judgement. In this respect, Newmark

(1988) argues that when one investigates the purpose of the text,

particularly from the author's point of view, one is in fact

investigating the pragmatic meaning of the text. For example,

from clauses (18-25), the text-producer's main focus here is on

the purpose of Jordan's support for the uprising. There is an

exposition of all the reasons that make the presented speech

positive. For instance, in addition to the internal structure of

clause (18), which is in itself an expression of the text-

producer's attitude, clause (19) has positive and evaluative

expressions that illuminate his main position. The expressions

taisidun 'embodiment', tanQi yah 'purification', and	 'serious'

are all positive evaluative expressions which bring out the

evaluative element of this editorial text-form. Also, there are

other quality-attributing expressions in clauses (20-24); these

expressions are awdah 'clearer', masca 'endeavour'. These

expressions indicate again that the text-producer injects his own

personal and positive assessment of the speech. However,

evaluation here has not only been looked at in terms of

evaluative lexical items, but also in terms of the internal

evaluative structure of the text. This evaluation is implemented

through certain signalling and communicative devices such as the

modal clauses and the internal propositional content of the text.
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In other words, clauses (19) and (20) evaluate the speech

positively; these two clauses are followed by clause (21) which

supports and substantiates the preceding clauses by presenting

the purpose of 'Jordan's commitment' towards the Arabs in general

and the Palestinians in particular. The text-producer here

presents this kind of purpose as a justification for what he

claims. Therefore, the constituent 'substantiation' of the text-

producer seems to be indispensable in order to justify the claims

made. To culminate this kind of effect, the same phenomenon is

repeated again between clauses (22) and clauses (23-25), as these

clauses aim at supporting the main clause.

While the text-producer's evaluation of this text-form is

positive (i.e. he is arguing for the thesis), there are other

cases where his evaluation of a certain thesis is negative (i.e.

he is counter-arguing). The following editorial, which is about

an incident in which the Americans shot down a civiliah Iranian

aeroplane, is a case in point:

6. inna	 mas'iiliyyata	 majlisi	 al-amni
inna responsibility council 	 the-security

al-dawliy all	 yaqif a C inda	 jarimati

the-intl.	 is-not stand	 about	 crime

isqti	 a1-t'irah
shooting	 the-aeroplane

7. wa	 an yukassisa waqta hu	wa

and to deoLs	 time-its	 and

munäqati-hi	 la-hã
discussions-its	 to-it,
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8. bal an yanzura ilayh	 wa	 yatanAwala-hã
but to looks	 to-it	 and deals with-it

bi al-bahti	 sin	 haytu kawnu-h
by the-discussion from	 s	 being-its

juz'an sin hdihi	 al-harb al-mustamirrati
part	 from this	 the-war the-continuous

bayna	 al-°irqi wa	 iran,
between	 the-Iraq and	 Iran,

9. wa an yanzura ilayhã wa yatanwala-hã
and to look	 to-it	 and deal with-it

aydan mm	 mawqif I al_cirq
also	 from stance the-Iraq

10. alladI yamuddu yada-hu	 ii	 al-salami
which stretch hand-its	 to the-peace

wa al-istiqrãr	 wa mawqifi	 al-nizmi
and the-stability and stance the-regime

al-irniy,	 al-rafidi	 ii	 ha
the-Iranian, the-rejecting to	 this

al-salami	 wa	 hd	 al-istiqrär.
the-peace and	 this	 the-stability.

(Appendix B9)

(6) The responsibility of the International Security Council
should not stop at the crime of the shooting down of this
aeroplane, (7) nor at devoting its time and discussion to it,
(8) rather it should see it and deal with it as part and parcel
of the continuing war between Iraq and Iran. (9) The Council
should also look into it in terms of the Iraqi's position, (10)
which seeks peace and stability as opposed to the contrary
stance of the Iranian regime.

It is obvious from the above clauses that the text-producer

restates the responsibilities of the International Security

Council (ISC) in an evaluative manner. He comments on this issue
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by saying that the responsibility of the ISC does not stop at the

crime of the shooting down of the aeroplane, but should take into

account other activities that have contributed to the Incident.

We can see that this kind of evaluation is negative as the text-

producer is not content with the performance of the ISO.

Therefore, he is counter-arguing. In general, the text-producer,

while arguing, has two alternatives: he can argue for a

particular 'event' or he can argue against it. In both cases,

the text-producer's main concern is to show the negative or the

positive aspects of the event. Following this is, of course, his

own substantiation. These two types of evaluation are presented

as follows:

Text-producer's evaluation

I	 I
pro-argument	 counter-argument 1(i.e. positive,	 (i.e. negative,
assertive, etc.)	 oppositional, etc.)

Diagram (16)
Types of Evaluation

Returning to our analysis of the editorial text-form, there

is a process involved within this constituent: namely 'material

process'. This and other types of processes show what is

involved within the text (i.e. agents, participants, affecting

and affected entities). The following diagram shows the lexical

expressions as well as the type of relation involveth
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between clauses (22)-(25). These kinds of semantic relations

holding between clauses (18)-(25) are represented as follows:

(18) modal
(19) content
(20) content
(21) purpose
(22) purpose
(23) purpose
(24) purpose
(25) purpose

Clauses (26)-(291

These clauses open with wa hkadã 'accordingly', indicating

that the main constituent of these clauses is that of a

'conclusion'. The text-producer attempts here to wrap up the

whole text-form by summarizing the main arguments; he also

supplies the reader with the main purpose of Jordan's support for

the uprising. In specific terms, clause (26) indicates a

concluding remark, followed by clause (27) which gives the

purpose for Al-Hussein's adherence to the uprising. Clause (28)

indicates again a conclusion within a conclusion; this is

expressed through the expression wa bidãlika 'hence' (i.e. based

on clause 27). Following clause (28), there is clause (29) and

(30) whose main function is to express 'time'. Here are the

clauses under discussion:

26. wa	 häkadã, yadkulu	 al-ta'yi.du	 ii
and so	 enters	 the-support to

al-intifãdah alladl yumärisu-hu	 al-husayn,
the-uprising which 	 exercises-it	 the-Hussein,

tawran jadldan, yatamattalu 	 fi ta'hili
stage new,	 represented	 in qualify
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J-quwati	 al-dãtiyyah al_Carabiyyah,

the-power	 the-self	 the-Arabic,

27. ii takiina	 al-ah1ra, alladl	 yuC1_hä

to is/be	 the-backer, which	 give-it

dac man,	 cia	 fahwã	 jadid..
support, which has	 aim	 new..

28. wa	 bi	 dalika	 yaki:inu	 al-husayn,
and	 in	 so	 is	 the-Hussein,

qad	 andã al-intif4ata
verily gave the-uprising

29. (wa hiya tadiculu 'kma-h.	 al-tãnl)
and it	 enters year-its the-second

28.	 juhdan mumayyazan fi	 hãdã
effort	 special	 in	 this

al-ittijãh..
the-direction..

(26) Accordingly, King Hussein's support for the uprising has
entered a new phase (27) which gives new import to autonomous
Arab power. (28) In doing so, King Hussein has given the
uprising (29) which is now entering its second year (28) a
significant boost.

Within this dependent semantic unit (i.e. it is dependent

upon the preceding clauses), various devices are important means

for signalling the semantic content of this text-form. These

include the relations holding between one clause and another.

For example, the unifying relation between clauses (26) and (27)

is that of 'purpose'; this relation is manifested through the

signalling particle 11 'in order to'. As Wright (1967, 2: 150)

argues, the particle ii, originally a preposition, indicates the
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intentions of the text-producer, and therefore expresses a

'purpose' relation.

There is another type of relation between clauses (27) and

(28); this relation is that of 'means-result'. These clauses are

followed by two supporting clauses: one is an embedded clause

which is realized by the conjunction 	 followed by the pronoun

hi and signals a 'temporal' relation. The other is a

complementary kind of relation, since it is connected with (28)

and considered to be part of it. Therefore, it completes it.

The relations in question are hierarchically and lineally

represented as follows:

(26) ____________________	 conclusion
(27) ____________________	 purpose
(28) ___________________ means-result
(29) ____________________ temporal

1auses (30)-(33)

It can be seen that these clauses also indicate concluding

remarks. However, the concluding remarks here are different from

the preceding ones in that clauses (26)-(29) summarize the whole

argument, whereas clauses (30)-(33) emphasize the main point and

give some kind of implication behind Jordan's stand towards the

uprising. That is, they express the fact that this stand should

be an example for all Arab countries to follow. For ease of

reference, here are the relevant clauses:
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30. laqad hna al-waqt,
einph.	 come	 the-time,

31. ii	 yagduwa al-ta'yldu	 alcarabiy	 ii
to become	 the-support the-Arab	 to

al-intif4ah c alã al-mustawã al-jadidi
the-uprising on	 the-level	 the-new

al-manüd..
the-wanted..	 -.

32. wa	 huwa al-inustawA alladI yahrisu
and this the-level which covet eagerly

al-urdunnu c alã tahqiq-ih,	 wa
the-Jordan on	 accomplish -it,	 and

yasc ã	 fi	 sabili-hi, wa	 fi	 sablli
make effort for sake-its, 	 and for sake

bin'1	 al_waqic	 al_Carabiy al-mu'ahhal
establish the-reality the-Arab	 the-qualified

33. ii	 muwäjahati al-tahaddiyãt	 ilã iqmati
to confront the-challenges to establish

al-kiyn	 al-qawmiy,	 alladl	 yadcu

the-entity the-national, which 	 call

al-husaynu	 ilayh..
the-Hussein	 to-it..

(30) The time has now come for the Arabs (31) to increase their
level of support for the uprising Jordan is working to achieve,
(32) and to bring about a situation in the Arab world, (33) in
order to confront the challenges in the way of establishing the
national entity which King Hussein is calling for.

It is obvious that these clauses attempt to emphasize

certain aspects of this form of text. This is represented by the

particle	 This particle adds certainty to the text-

producer's intention of the whole argument. As Wright (1967)

points out, this particle, being 'aspectual', is often called by

the grammarians 'the particle of expectation', and it is said to

be used to indicate assertion and certainty.
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There is a set of relations holding between these clauses.

Clause (30) stresses what follows in clauses (31)-(33) by

expressing 'time'. Although this clause is, superficially, a

time expression, it seems to be functioning like a modal here

simply because it expresses the text-producer's opinion. This

clause is followed by a supporting clause which provides a

purpose for this emphasis. Also, the text-producer here draws

some implications as what should be done; he attempts to draw his

implications in an amplified and exhortative manner; this is done

by providing support for his statement.

On the basis of the above observations, it can be seen that

there are two kinds of conclusion: first, there is a conclusion

which summarizes the main arguments; this is manifested in

clauses (26)-(29). Second, there is a conclusion by

argumentation (i.e. implication, inference, etc.). In this type

of conclusion, the text-producer does not summarize his main

arguments, nor does he repeats his main objectives. Rather, he

gives advice to the reader; he recommends to him certain things

or examples that go along with his basic goals. All these are

manifested in clauses (30)-(33). These two types of exhortative

conclusions are represented as follows:

Exhortative Conclusion

I	 I	 I

	

I	 I
by summary	 by argumentation
(i.e. summary of	 (i.e. implication,

	

the main arguments)	 inference, etc.)

Diagram (18)
Types of Exhortative Conclusions
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Within clauses (30)-(33), there are different levels of

connection involved. These levels correspond to different levels

of communication. For example, in clause (30), the relation of

conclusion is in its emphatic form la ciad hãna al-wacit' time has

now come'; this clause emphasizes and expresses a temporal

meaning (Cantarino, 1975, 1: 67-68). This same clause is linked

with that which follows through a 'purpose' relation, and this

relation, as suggested before, is signalled by the particle jj

'in order to'. According to Cantarino, ii can perform several

functions: it introduces a dependent clause; if the verb is

finite, it is in the subjunctive ; it can also be used to

introduce the intention of the agent. However, the particle jj

in the above clause introduces a subordinate clause which does

not introduce the agent's intention, but the result of the action

or circumstance created by the action of the clause. One can see

therefore that the particle .jJ. is used here to express a

'purpose' or the effect of the action of the preceding clause.

Following clause (31) is clause (32) which develops the

argument by adding more information to it. This clause is

connected with the preceding one through the repetition of the

expressions wa hdä huwa al-mustawa, in which the two clauses are

cohesively linked together. Clause (32) is considered here to

comment on what comes in clause (31), and its relation to the

preceding clause is that of 'comment'. There is another relation

holding between clauses (32) and (33); this relation is that of

'purpose'. All these clauses are represented as follows:
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(30)
(31)
	

purpose
(32)
	

comment
(33)
	

purpose

Clauses (34)-(36)

These clauses draw some kind of implication in an

exhortative manner; while they are also concluding remarks, they

attempt to persuade the text-reader of all the arguments in the

text. Here are the clauses in question:

34. irma	 al-urdunna
emph.	 the-Jordan

35. (alladl käna wa l	 yazãlu qalcatan	 ii
which was and not still	 bastion	 to

al-sumid)..
the-resistance..

34.	 yu'attiru ka Cãdati_hi	 an	 yaküna fi
choose	 as habit-its	 to	 is/be	 in

al_tali c ah, tatwiran	 ii al-ada'
the-lead,	 developing	 to the-performance

al C arabiy..
the-Arab..

36. wa hädã huwa al_ C amalu alladl yatajawazu
and this	 is	 the-action which transcend

al_tac blra	 Can	 al_maäCir	 ììã
the-expression about the-feelings to

a1_Ca'i	 al-haqiqiy..
the-giving	 the-real..

(34) Jordan (35) which was a bastion of resistance continues to
be so; (34) it has chosen, as usual, to take the lead in
developing Arab capabilities. (36) In doing so, (Jordan) has
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transcended mere sentiment, and has made a genuine and practical
contribution to the Arab cause.

This semantic unit opens with an emphatic particle ja;

this particle emphasizes the clause it introduces without any

connecting value (Al-Jurjaniy 1983). As Cantarino (1975, 2: 232)

argues, ja can be used at"the very beginning of the sentence as

long as its emphatic character permits it, and it can be combined

with coordinating conjunction without any change in meaning."

There is an embedded clause following clause (34) whose main

function is to comment on one element of the preceding one.

Clause (35) is linked with clause (34) through the relative

pronoun alladl 'which', followed by part of clause (34) which in

turn completes the previous clauses by clarifying them. Clause

(36) is an exhortative one; it attempts to remind the reader of

the argument by commenting on it. This clause is linked with the

preceding one through an anaphoric cohesive device ga 'this',

by which these two clauses are connected (Halliday & Hasan 1976).

Using rank and indentation, these clauses are represented as

follows:

(34) emphatic
(35) comment
(34)
(36) comment

To sum up, this analysis has been made to investigate the

semantic structure of editorials. An attempt has been made to

identify the propositional content as well as the main
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constituents of these texts. To this effect, relations between

smaller semantic units have been identified, as well as the

relationship of these units to one another. These relations are

represented in Diagram (19) on the following page.

As the diagram shows, editorials cohere through the use of

causal relations. These relations are defined here in terms of

reason-result, means-purpose, condition-consequence, contrast,

concession-contraexpectation, and grounds-conclusion, Sometimes

causal relations are called 'Associative' relations in Beekinan &

Callow's sense. All these relations are clearly indicated in the

diagram below. For ease of reference , the following table shows

the levels of operations as well as the frequency of these types

of relations:

Level of Frequency

Type of Clause
relation	 Clause	 Paragraph

Comment
	

3
	

2
Content
	

5
	

3
Causal
	

17
	

6
Temporal
	

3
	

3
Developmental
	

1
	

1
Modal
	

3
	

4
Emphatic
	

2
	

2

Table (3)
Levels of Operation and Frequency

of Types of Clause Relations

As the table shows, causal relations are typical relations

of argumentation, especially editorials. Beekman & Callow
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COliterit

reason

reason

temporal

modal

purpose

temporal

purpose

purpose

purpose

purpose

modal

content

content

contrast

developmental

modal

content

content

purpose

purpose

purpose

purpose

purpose

conclusion

purpose

means-result

temporal

emphatic

purpose

comment

purpose

emphatic

comment

comment

(1)

(2)

(3) Wa kassatan wa anna

(4)

(5) ila

-(6)

-(7)

-(8) _____________________

-(9)

(10) Ii

(11) ii

(12) _____________________

(13) -

(14)

(15) L1a

(16) iflflamä

(17) ______________________

(18) _____________________

(19)

(20)

(21) Ii

(22) _______________________

(23) _______________________

(24) Ii

(25) ___________________________

(26) wa häkadâ

(27) ii

(28) wa bidãljka

(29) ___________________________

(28)	 ___________________________

(30) laqad häna al-waqt

(31) ii

(32)

(33) ii

(34) inna

(35)

(34)

(36) _____________________-

Diagram (19)

Linear representation and type

of clause relations of text
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(1988: 289) argue that in texts or in material in which

argumentation or proving a point is involved, causal relations

will be the means by which both larger and smaller semantic units

of text will be connected. Similarly, Rudolph (1988) argues that

causal relations are typical relations found in argumentation.

He states:

"Causal and conditional relations are used in
argumentation, the subordinate clause expressing
the argument; not because - but because, .ij. The
consequence of the argument is presented as a result;
hence."

Rudolph (1988: 124)

In explaining other causal connecting relations, Rudolph

points out that causality has great value in argumentative

discourse, as these relations have a psychological impact on the

cognitive operations of the text-reader.

Furthermore, Kress & Hodge (1979: 17) argue that editorials

are "the place where the process of selection and assimilation of

rewriting and transformation are most dense". That is, editorial

text-producers tend to highlight participant relations that

strengthen their arguments (e.g. the ultimate goal of the

shooting down of the aeroplane), and obscure those participant

relations that weaken their arguments.	 For example, clauses (11

13) (see Appendix B9) tend to focus on the Iranian regime as the

main cause of the aeroplane shooting, while putting less emphasis

on the United States, which committed the crime.
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From a different perspective, there are various kinds of

information presented in editorials. Therefore, for translation

purposes, a text-producer must learn information and understand

it thoroughly in order to be able to convey it convincingly to

the outside reader. Kress & Hodge (1979) argue that editorials

are complex and revealing text-forms; they present a complex

judgement or process. Kress & Ilodge (1979) go further in saying

that in order to understand any process, causality is of decisive

significance. Even though Kress & Hodge make the point that

editorials do not alwa ys show this particular feature, they argue

that when the causal steps are clearly indicated (those who

started an action are specified, the effects are shown, and those

affected by such actions are mentioned) then we, as text-

receivers, can be sure that our judgement is clearly justified

and made on 'reasonably secure grounds' (ibid: 18). This can

easily be seen in our editorial text-forms where these kinds of

processes and this type of causal relations have a significant

role to play. This kind of causality Kress & Hodge are talking

about is very evident in our examined editorials. For example,

the editorial text-form B9, (See Appendix B9), deals with the

incident of the Americans shooting down of an Iranian civilian

aeroplane. Here, the text-producer attempts to show the reader

that there are two 'causes' for the shooting down of the Iranian

airplane: the 'immediate cause' of the shooting down al-wilayit

al-muttahidah 'United States', and the 'ultimate cause' al-nizirn

al-Trniy 'the Iranian regime' -that which caused the U.S. to do
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this. The relation that is manifested in this process is

represented as follows:

ultimate cause __, immediate cause	 result

al-nizrn1 causes al-wilayãt 	 actor-goal isqãt
al iraniYj _^	 al muttahidahi	 al_ä'irah]

___,

-	 C

(aentl	 çH I	 I
/	 ' I munäqasat

/	 al-mauls

Two causes	 Effect

Diagram (20)
Representation of a causal process

5.1.2	 elations between the constituents of editorials
at a high level

In this section, an attempt will be made to analyze the

larger semantic structure of the text-form under scrutiny. That

is, how the larger units (i.e. units beyond the clause, etc.) are

related to one another and what kind of relations hold between

them (see p. 201 and p. 236). However, before getting down to

this analysis, it should be pointed out that this text-form has

eight larger semantic units; these units are investigated in

Section 5.1.1, and demonstrated clearly in Diagram (19) above.
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In what follows, then, an attempt will be made to specify the

main constituent contained within each larger semantic unit.

Such specification will be carried out as follows:

Clauses (1)-(5)

(1) In his recent speech, broadcast by the B.B.C., his Majesty
King Hussein of Jordan affirmed (2) that the Jordanian-
Palestinian relation is very special (3) since Jordan, under all
circumstances, has not abandoned (4) and will not abandon the
Palestinian people (5) until they are granted their full rights
on their own national territory.

This semantic unit is mainly concerned with the content of

the speech. This is to say that the main theme or idea of this

semantic unit is that of content. While background information

is provided by clause (1), the other remaining clause evolves

around the content of the speech. Thus, the constituents

'situation' and 'thesis' occur simultaneously. From a different

angle, it should be emphasized that the content of this semantic

unit has been provided by the text-producer so as to provide

background information for the reader; it also serves as

preliminary information on which the reader relies to comprehend

and follow the argument. Here is a representation of this basic

constituent:

(2)Background information and
content of the speech
(thesis).
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Clauses (6)-ft2)

(6) The King's speech came as (7) an expression of Jordan's
continuing support for the uprising (8) which is entering its
second year, (9) a defence. of its legitimacy, (10) and a call to
the conscience of the international community (11) to translate
its sympathy with the uprising into urgent action (12) to convene
an international conference that leads to a genuine solution and
the restoration of peace and stability in the region.

In this section, the text-producer attempts to create a

stronger effect on the reader by introducing the main purpose of

the speech. He shows, from his own perspective, that some of

the purposes of the speech are: supporting the uprising,

protecting its legitimacy and calling for a real solution. All

these purposes attempt to create an inclination within the reader

that the speech is genuine and therefore creates a stronger and

more passionate effect. Above all, all these issues, as

implemented through the text-producer's intention, attract the

reader's attention and make him ask for more information about

the speech. However, what has been presented in the first

semantic unit (i.e. 1-5) is only part of the content of the

speech. Therefore, the reader is still eager to know more about

the content. The following representation shows what this

semantic unit is mainly concerned with:

(7)
(8)
(9) Purpose of the speech
(10)
(11)
(12)
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Clauses (13)-(16)

(13) King Hussein took the opportunity (14) to repeat his warning
once again (15) that the ongoing conflict does not just threaten
the region alone (16) but that it threatens the whole world.

The text-producer here goes back to stating the remaining

part of the speech. One needs to emphasize here that this

semantic unit is parallel with the semantic unit (1-5). This is

mainly manifested through the text-producer's lexical choice

akkada .jalãlatuhu 'his majesty affirmed' and ätara al-husayn

'Hussein chose'. This kind of parallelism, being a rhetorical as

well as text-building device (see Section 3.5), keeps the text

receiver tuned to a definite perspective while simultaneously

attracting new information or material to it. The cumulation of

these parallel constructions acts as a reminder of the text

producer's argument. The overall internal thematic sttZucture of

this semantic unit is shown below:

(13)
Content

(16)

Clause (17)

(17) king Hussein has given this same warning repeatedly on
previous occasions to a number of international newspapers,
radio stations, and television networks.

It can be seen that this clause is dependent upon clauses

(13-16). Also, it. attempts to develop the argument by

summarizing the observations that have preceded and taking them
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onto a different level of argumentation. While this clause is

dependent indirectly on all the preceding ones, such dependence

is primarily directed towards clauses (13-16). Even though there

is an element of 'dependency' between this clause and the

preceding ones, the relation between this clause and the others

is that of 'addition', as the text-producer is aiming at the

development of his own argument. This has been done by

explaining it and adding more information to it.

It follows from the preceding discussion that these semantic

units are mainly concerned with the following aspects:

(1) Setting the scene for the main argument.

(i.e. situation)

(2) Presenting the content of the speech.

(i.e. thesis)

(3) Just ifying the main purpose of the speech.

(i.e. substantiation)

clauses (l8)-(25)

(18) Needless to say, (19) all this underlies Jordan's steadfast
commitment to the Arab nations, whose goal is to clear the air in
the Arab world, and to take serious steps to mobilize Arab
resources (20) This is demonstrated most clearly by King
Hussein's endeavour (21) to establish an Arab entity comprising
the East Mediterranean Arab countries (22) with the aim of
reviving the eastern front (23) and providing Arabs with
appropriate choices (24) to restore their rights (25) and to
establish a just and comprehensive peace in the region.
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This section shows an interesting shift in focus; this shift

does not occur only because of the employment of the modal clause

wa gani yyun can al-ciawl 'needless to say', but also because of

the internal evaluative structure of this constituent. It was

suggested earlier (see Section 4.5) that modality is the

speaker's participation in the speech; it is his assessment of

the validity of what is he saying. Modality functions as to

express the attitude and the feelings of the text-producer, but

without the internal evaluative structure of the constituent

itself, it will not be regarded as evaluative. If the internal

structure is evaluative, the attitudes of the text-producer come

as a result of the evaluativeness of the speech and as he

perceives of it. Of course, evaluation permeates the structure

of the whole text, but one has to delimit it within a particular

constituent. For example, within this unit, there is an injection

of personal judgernent manifested in internal evaluative

expressions such as tan g i yat al ajwã' al_Carabiyyah 'clearing the

air in the Arab world', al_Carnal al-.jãçl 'serious action', etc, in

addition to the text-producer's modality. All these structures

indicate the fact that the text-producer is evaluating the thesis

and arguing for it. This he does from his own perception of

reality.

It should be emphasized at this stage that evaluation and

modality lie within Halliday's interpersonal component; they both

express attitudes of the speaker; they can also express

assessment of certain events.	 However, within this constituent,
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Text-producer's
evaluation

(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

evaluation is scattered all over this form of text; it tends to

be amplified in this constituent. There is a frequent use of

evaluative words whose main function is to reflect the text-

producer's attitudes. At other times, there are words such as

these that are used to present the content of the speech; or they

may have been used within the King's speech; there is no

involvement of the text-producer which usually stems from

rhetorical devices or other expressive devices such as modal

clauses and the evaluative propositional content. However,

within this constituent, there is an involvement of the text

producer, which is manifested in the employment of modal clauses

and the internal evaluative structure of this unit. The

following is a representation of this constituent:

Clauses (26)-(29)

(26) Accordingly, King Hussein's support for the uprising
has entered a new phase (27) which gives new import to
autonomous Arab power (28) In doing so, King Hussein has
given the uprising, (29) which is now entering its second
year, (28) a significant boost.

This semantic unit comes in the form of an exhortative

conclusion which has been signalled by cohesive devices such as
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wa häkadã. What is meant by exhortative conclusion here is that

the text-producer attempts to culminate the effect of his message

by summarizing the main arguments in a way that aims at

encouraging, persuading, advising, and reminding the reader of

his position. He also pinpoints briefly the main points he is

trying to deliver. These goals can be easily achieved by

reminding the reader of the purposes of the speech and the

positive implications drawn from his perception of it. The

representation of this semantic unit is shown below:

The text-producer's

(by summary)
exhortative conclusion

Clauses (30)-(33)

(30) The time has now come for the Arabs (31) to increase their
level of support for the uprising Jordan is working to achieve,
(32) and to bring about a situation in the Arab world, (33) in
order to confront the challenges in the way of establishing the
national entity which King Hussein is calling for.

This concluding semantic unit has a similar function to the

preceding one. That is, it is also exhortative. However, the

difference between this semantic unit and the preceding one is

that the former is a conclusion by summary whereas the latter is

a conclusion by argumentation. Also, one is inclined to believe

that these clauses involve the provision of the reason of

Jordan's support for the uprising. It is therefore considered to
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be the most emphatic unit of this editorial, as the text-producer

insists that time has come for all Arab countries to support the

uprising. This is realized by the particle laciad in la pad hna

al-wagt which signals a definite modal and temporal meaning. The

opening modal is employed here to stress certain aspects of

'time' with the effect that the text-producer's comments become

exhortative. Here is a representation of this conclusion:

(30)
Text-producer's exhortative

(32)' conclusion (by argumentation)
(33)

Clauses (34)-(36)

(34) Jordan (35) which was a bastion of resistance continues
to be so; (34) it has chosen, as usual, to take the lead in
developing Arab capabilities. (36) In doing so, (Jordan) has
transcended mere sentiment, and has made a genuine and
practical contribution to the Arab cause.

This section attempts to emphasize a point, That is, the

text-producer picks up here as well as in the preceding two units

the main idea to stress it to the reader. The main arguments are

stated briefly in the opening semantic units (i.e. 1-5, 6-16, and

17); here the text-producer is reiterating his arguments so as to

emphasize them again. This emphasis is achieved by stating that

all Arab countries now urgently need to follow Jordan in

supporting the uprising. While this unit is emphatic by its very

nature, it, in turn, creates exhortation whose main function is
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to make the reader, at the final stage, believe in the main

argument. The diagram that follows shows what this semantic unit

is mainly talking about:

Emphasis of
the conclusion
with exhortative
commentary

It should be pointed out here that the last two semantic

units are both exhortative. The text-producer, in this final

section, aims at culminating the rhetorical effect through

different persuasive devices. The purpose of devices such as

emphasis and assertion is to make the reader commit himself more

fully to a new viewpoint.

To sum up, the analysis of this editorial text-form has been

conducted at two levels: at a low level (i.e. relations between

clauses), and at a high level (i.e. relations between units

larger than the clause). This analysis has been carried out to

show the main constituents or the building blocks of editorials

and the kind of clause relations typical of this form of

argumentation; it has also been carried out to investigate the

significance of these constituents for the process of

translation. This aspect will be investigated more thoroughly in

Chapter 7. Diagram (21) below demonstrates the semantic

structure as well as the main constituents of the editorial text-

form under discussion.
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Editorial text

Situation and	 evaluation	 Exhortative

tb,<///\\\\\\Conclu9ionusion

(1)-(5)	 (6)-(12)	 (13)-(16)	 (17)	 (lB)-(25)	 (26)-(293

background	 purpose of provision	 text-prod, text-prod. text- prod.

information content 	 of content coment	 evaluation concluding

and content	 renarks

(37)-(33}	 (3)-(36)

concluding	 text-producer's

renarks	 emphasis of the

concluding

remarks

Diagram (21)

Representation of the Seiantic

structure of the Editorial Text

under discussion

5.1.3 Cohesion manifestation of editorials

Ira order to account for all aspects of cohesion within

editorial text—forms, attention should be paid not only to

surface lexical cohesion (i.e markers, etc.), but also to the

propositional content or its coherence in which surface lexical

items are cohesively related to the underlying structure. Of

equal importance is also how cohesion expresses and relates one
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constituent of the text to another. This is, in fact, what makes

editorials hang together as connected and coherent texts-form.

To reflect on the manifestation of cohesion in editorials,

it can be pointed out that there are certain aspects of cohesion

within each constituent that have a great bearing on the meaning

of editorials. For example, within the constituent 'situation

and thesis', cohesion is manifested through elements of

specificity and information density. That is, the text-producer

attempts here to specify or single out the content or the

Hallidayan ideational component of the text-form; he also

attracts the text-reader by presenting new material to him.

These elements are represented through the relations of content.

As for the constituent 'evaluation', cohesion is manifested

through forms of 'judgement and assessment'; these are indicative

elements of the text-producer's viewpoint of the external world.

These forms of social expressions are represented by 'modality'

and 'parallelism'.

The final constituent is the exhortative conclusion; this

constituent is manifested through rhetorical and cohesive devices

of emphasis, assertion, and notional repetition. In this

constituent, the text-producer tends to reiterate his main points

in an emphatic manner so as to create confidence and certainty

within the editorial. As for the notions of repetition and

parallelism, these rhetorical and cohesive devices will be

demonstrated later.
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Based on the preceding analysis, it can be argued that

editorials, as an argumentative text-form, have their own

constituents structure. These constituents appear to be taking

the following form:

obligatory.
information and thesis

tiation

Pro-argument
—ounter-argument

antiation

Exhortative
conclusion of arguments

optional

obligatory

obligatory

obligatory

Diagram ( 22
The pattern of the text-producer's

argumentation

It was suggested earlier (see p. 68) that editorials are

statements of opinion; they express the text-producer's point of

view as he conceives it within the community in which he appears.

While there are expository passages in editorials, there are

other argumentative passages too. As Brooks & Warren (1970: 58)
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explain, the process of mixing in any type of discourse is never

irresponsible. They argue that "the class report will always be,

by its very nature, a piece of description. The novel, no matter

how much exposition, description, or argument it may contain,

will always be an example of narration". This means, as they

suggest, that in a good piece of writing, the writer resorts to

all kind of discourses so as to prove or effectively deliver his

point. This is evident in our editorials where we find all kinds

of discourses. However, the general discourse these text-forms

manifest is that of argumentation. The complexity of these

various kinds of information shows that these persuasive text-

forms affect the reader by keeping him tuned to the argument

through parallelism and repetition; this, in turn, influences his

judgement and his perception of it.
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CHAPTER 6

REPETITION IN ARGUMENTATIVE
EDITORIAL TEXT-FORMS

6.0 Introduction

In the preceding chapter, it was demonstrated that editorial

text-forms tend to cohere through causal relations. This was

demonstrated through the analysis of clause relations and the

interrelation between smaller units (i.e. clauses) and larger

units (i.e. units larger than a clause), which make up the main

constituents of editorials. This chapter attempts to investigate

a textual phenomenon that is embodied within argumentative

editorial text-forms, (i.e. repetition); it attempts to

demonstrate later how repetition is regarded as a significant

textual phenomenon in translation.

To this effect, this chapter is divided into three sections.

Section (1) investigates the manifestations of repetition; it

includes an examination of the role of Identity and Similarity

Chains in the organization of editorials. Section (2) explains

the psychological interpretation of repetition and the persuasive

function it has upon the text-reader. Section (3) studies the

nature and the function of parallelism; it also elucidates the

significance of this textual phenomenon and its effect on the

organization of the text as well as on the reader. All this is

an attempt to give an account of the nature and the function of

repetition, and to see what type of repetition these
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argumentative text-forms employ in order to obtain effectiveness,

coherence, and persuasion, and how such phenomena can be

accounted for in translation.

The motive behind the exploration of these phenomena is that

repetition, in general, plays an essential role in the continuity

and coherence of editorials. While there are a few studies that

have touched upon the notion of repetition (i.e. Koch 1982,

1983, Al-Jubouri 1983, Williams 1982, 1989), these studies have

dealt with repetition within the clause level. This study

attempts to avoid this because of the fact that the connection

between clauses and that of paragraphs seems to be more

revealing.

It is also to be noted that these studies have looked at

repetition in terms of sporadic occurrences (i.e. see Al-Jubouri

1983, Koch 1982); they have not also demonstrated how to approach

this phenomenon from a translation perspective. While these

studies have in fact contributed to the manifestation of

discourse connections in Arabic, they are still considered to be

limited to intersentential or clausal connections. This imposes

a considerable limitation on the discussion of the way in which

cohesion in Arabic discourse is manifested and how these

manifestations are correlated within the underlying structure of

this discourse.

Furthermore, the studies that have been conducted on Arabic

discourse have not studied thoroughly two or three essential

cohesive and linking devices; these are the Identity Chain (IC)
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and Similarity Chain (Sc), and the repetition of the exact

lexical item. It is the objective of this chapter to indicate

that chains are a means for putting paragraphs together whereas

the repetition of the exact lexical item is a means for putting

together, not the paragraph, but the whole editorial text-form as

a unified whole. All these are essential devices for ensuring

connectivity within editorials, and understanding text-

organization for translation purposes.

Before we go any further and investigate how repetition

should be tackled in translation, it is to be emphasized that

repetition is a means of cohesion. As Koch (1982, 1983) argues,

repetition in Arabic is an important means of achieving

connectedness among the constituents of texts; she argues that,

apart from the linguistic effect of repetition, there is another

rhetorical effect which is mainly concerned with repeating the

same idea over and over again. This is what is called

'repetition of content' (De Beaugrande & Dressier 1981, Koch

1982, 1983). Repetition is an important means of persuasion in

Arabic, and as she argues, repeating the argument and

paraphrasing it is what persuades the text-reader. This is what

is called 'presentation'.

Koch (1982: 195) claims that Arabic argumentation is

persuasive because of its repeated presentation of the same idea

over and over again and "not the logical structure". While this

may partially be true, we actually wonder, taking into account

the lack of clarification of what 'logical structure' means, how

such repeated presentation tends to persuade without being
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conveyed through a logical structure. Koch makes many

generalizations that lack evidence. For example, throughout her

descriptive study, Koch does not take into account the time,

space and circumstances under which the texts she has dealt with

were produced. These shortcomings have already been dealt with

in (Section 3.5).

It should be emphasized here that Koch's claims can be

partially applied to English as well as Arabic. As De l3eaugrande

(1980) points out, repeating the same lexical item has a

psychological effect on the person's way of thinking; he argues

that this tendency seems to enforce and emphasize the presented

idea upon the text-reader's mind. Regarding this, De Beaugrande

says:

"Psychologically, recurrence should disturb
attention away from their components...if
frequency principles of learning apply,
the recurrent elements should be impressed
on memory."

De Beaugrande (1980: 135)

Repetition facilitates text comprehension (Manelis &

Yekovich 1976). This facilitation stems from the fact that the

exact lexical item (i.e. the same word) or a variant (i.e. co-

referentiality - he' for the lexical item 'Adam') has been

reiterated and in turn makes the text more easy to understand.

These aspects of repetition contribute significantly to the

cohesion and coherence of texts.



While these cohesive devices occur in almost all written

texts, the occurrence of these devices tends to be subject to

some kind of variation. That is, some textual and cohesive

devices occur more frequently in some texts than others and they

in turn contribute more to the semanticity and the continuity of

texts. However, in this chapter, the main focus is not to

investigate all cohesive devices in our editorials, but two

important devices that have an effect upon the textuality and

coherence of this argumentative text-form. These devices are the

Identity and Similarity Chains and the Re petition of the Same

L.exical Item. These two kinds of repetition bring together the

basic elements of editorials. For example, the following text-

form utilizes all kinds of repetition; but, one tends to see that

there are certain kinds of repetition that occur frequently in

our examined editorials text-forms. Here is the text-form

exemplifying this point:

1. al-ittifãqu	 alladi tamma	 al-tawassulu
the-agreement
	

which	 was completed the- reaching

ilayh	 bayna	 atray	 al-yainan	 ii
to-it	 between two-parts the-Yemen to

hal	 al-masä'ili	 al-hudüdiyyati al_mucallaqati
solve the-matters the-boundaries the-hanging

wa	 al-istitmãru	 al-mutaraku ii al-nafti
and	 the-investment	 the-joint	 to the-oil

bayna	 al-baladayn	 huwa kutwatun hãmmatun
between the-two-countries is 	 step	 important

fi	 masirati al-yamani	 bi	 arayh,
in	 course	 the-Yemen	 in	 two-parts,

2. wa	 huwa	 intisirun li irãdati	 al_Caqli
and	 it-is	 victory	 to will	 the-mind
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C a1	 al-jahl,
on	 the-ignorance,

3. wa	 ii	 irädati	 al-mahabbati Calã
and to will	 the-love	 on

al-karãhiyyah,
the-hatred,

4. Ia	 ahlu	 wa	 ahlu	 san' bi

	

because people Aden	 and people	 Sanaa in

hjatin ilã al_camali al-wandawiy al-mutarak
need	 to the-action the-unifying the-joint

5. wa bi hãjatin mãssah il	 amwAli al-naft
and in need	 urgent to	 money the-oil

6. mm	 ajli	 binã'i	 watanihim	 alladi
from sake building home-their which

qsã	 wa Cfl	 al-asrayn
suffered and took pain the-two bitter-things

tllata sanawtin	 tawllah mm	 al-h.jati
along years	 long	 from the-need

wa	 al-fãqah.
and	 the-need.

7. wa al-jabhatu al_ c arabiyyatu lam	 takun bi
and the-front	 the-Arabic	 not were	 in

häjatin ilã nazI in	 jadidin yudãfu	 ha
need	 to drainage	 new	 be added to

al-nazfi	 al-°arabiy	 al-mustamir.
the-drainage the-Arab 	 the-continuous.

8. 11	 dãlika qiibila	 ittifqu	 atray
to this	 met	 agreement	 two-halves

al-yaman bi	 al-tafã'uli	 wa al-farah
the-Yemen by the-optimism and the-joy

mm	 aqtri al_curiThati wa mm al_uCübi
from all	 the-Arab	 and from the-nations

al_c arabiyyah
the-Arab
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9.	 allatl qsat	 wa	 tuqäsl	 kam
which	 suffered and	 suffer	 as

qãsä	 al-yaman	 mm	 al-furqati
suffered the-Yemen from the-division

wa al-tanãhur	 wa	 al-iqtitäl
and the-conflict and	 the-killing

al_C adamiy	 bayna	 a1-aiqqä'.
the-exterminating between the-brothers.

10. inna	 nafta al-yaman	 huwa quwwatun
emphatic oil	 the-Yemen is	 power

ii	 al_Carab.
to	 the-Arabs.

11. wa huwa kayrun	 li	 acbi	 al-yaman
and is	 good	 to people the-Yemen

12. wa 1	 yajiizu an yaküna al-kayru
and not must	 to be	 the-good

càmila furqatin	 wa	 tanähurin
factor separation and conflict

bayna	 abnã'i al-watan al-wãid.
between sons	 the-hone the-one.

13. bal	 anna al-istitmLra	 al-mutarak
but that the-investment the-joint

ii	 al-nafti	 fi al-man.tiqi	 al_mutanzaC
to the-oil	 in the-districts the-disputed

Ca1ayh sa	 yudifu quwwatan ii al-riihi
on it	 will add	 power	 to the-spirit

al-wandawiyyati a11at yad Iuhã abnä'u al-yaman,
the-unifying	 which live	 people the-Yemen,

14. wa alladlna yarilna fi wujiidi	 atrayni
and who-they see	 in existence two-parts

li	 watanin wãhid kãritatan	 wataniyyatari
to home	 one	 catastrophy national

wa	 qawmiyyah.
and Arab-wide.
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15. inna	 yamanan faqiran muwahhadan huwa
emphatic Yemen	 poor	 unified	 is

afçlalu alfa	 marratan sin watanin
better thousand one-time from country

ganiyin mutaqatil,
rich	 fighting,

16. fa	 dainu	 abnã'i al-yaman	 aglä
because blood sons	 the-Yemen more expensive

sin al-naft
from the-oil

17. wa	 wihdatuhum	 wa	 karäinatuhuin
and unity -their	 and	 dignity-their

ahammu	 mina	 al-dülrät.
more important	 from	 the-dollars.

18. fa	 kayfa

	

then imagine	 how

19. 1a ittafaqa abnVu al-yamani Cai

	

if agree	 sons	 the-Yemen on

al-jstitmäri	 al-mutaraki ii kayrtihim
the-investment the-joint	 to goods-their

20. wa waddafu hdihi al-kayrt ii 	 ã1ihi
and employ	 these the-goods to sake

ac bihim	 wa ii	 iqämati	 tanmiyyatin
people-their and to establish development

wataniyyah
national

21. tarfacu	 mustawä inacIati	 al-nãs
raises	 level	 living	 the-people

22. wa	 tuwaffiru	 lahum	 al-had
and make-available to-them the-level

	

al-adnä	 win	 ojutatallabti al-hayti
the-lowest from demands	 the-life

aJ-karimah.
the-dignified.
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23. ii	 älik	 kulli.h	 qübila	 jttifãqu
to	 this	 all	 met	 agreement

tray	 al-yaman bi al-farhati wa
two-parts the-Yemen by the-jo r	and

al-igtibi	 fi	 sufüfi al_acbi
the-pleasance in lines the-people

al-yamaniy wa	 al_uCiib	 al_carabiyyah
the-Yemeni and the-peoples the-Arab

24. wa cala amali an	 yakiina hdâ al-ittifiq
and on	 hope that is	 this the-agreement

fätihatan	 11 ittifqiyyãtin ukrã
preface	 to agreements	 others

bayna	 a1-4rayn
between the-two-parts

25. tudidu	 11 al-watani al-yamaniy
restores to the-home the-Yemeni

al-inujazza'	 karmatahu
the-divided	 dignity-its

26. wa li al_acbi	 ai-yamaniy	 urüa
and to the-people the-Yemeni 	 conditions

hayãtin karlmatiri wa	 nazlfah.
life	 dignified	 and	 clean.

(Appendix B15)

(1) The agreement which has been reached between the two parts of
Yemen for resolving their disputes and working out joint
investment is an important step for the future of both sides of
Yemen. (2) This agreement represents a triumph of good sense
over ignorance (3) and attachment over hatred, (4) because the
people of Aden and the people of Sanaa are in need of combined
work together towards unity. (5) They desperately need the oil
revenues (6) to build their country which has suffered so much
for so long from poverty and need.

(7) The Arab alliance did not need new bloodletting to be added
to the continuing Arab bloodshed, (8) and for this reason, the
agreement between the two parts of Yemen has been welcomed with
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optimism and joy by all Arab nations, (9) which have similarly
suffered and suffer still the pain of separation, conflict, and
fratricide.

(10) [It should be emphasized that] Yemen's oil is strength for
the Arabs. (11) It is also good for the people of Yemen, (12)
and as such it should not be allowed to become a factor for
separation and antagonism between people of the same country.
(13) On the contrary, the joint investment in the disputed areas
should add strength to the unifying spirit which embodies the
people of Yemen, (14) who recognize that the division of their
country is indeed a national and pan-Arab disaster.

(15) [It should be emphasized that] a united Yemen that is poor
is much better than a rich Yemen that is at war with itself, (16)
because the blood of Yemenis is worth more than oil, (17) and
their dignity is more important than dollars. (18) Imagine how
wonderful it would be (19) if the people of Yemen agree on joint
investment (20) and employ these benefits for the good of their
own people and for establishing national development programs
(21) to raise the standards of living (22) and provide the people
with the minimum requirements for a dignified life.

(23) For these reasons then, the agreement between the two
parts of Yemen has been welcomed with open arms b y both the
people of Yemen and Arabia, (24) in the hope that this agreement
becomes a preface for other agreements between them, (25) which
restore unity to the divided country (26) and provide the people
with a pure and dignified way of life.

6.1 Manifestation of repetition

An examination of the above editorial text-form shows that

repetition occurs at every level (i.e. clause level, paragraph

level, and the text level). This repetition actually takes two

forms: first, it occurs in the form of Identity and Similarity

Chains. Second, it takes the form of repeating the exact lexical

item. These two cohesive devices are investigated below:
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6.1.1 The identity chain

It has been explained in Section (3.4.1.1) that this linking

device has to do with co-referentiality. That is, every member

of this chain refers to the same thing, event, attribute or

relation. For instance,	 and his form an identity chain

if and only if all these words refer to the same entity. This is

so since the relationship between these three items is that of

co-reference. As Hasan (1985) points out, identity chains can be

realized by devices of reference such as the pronominals 	 ,

it, etc. and demonstratives such as this,	 these, etc. The

relation of co-referentiality can also be realized by other

devices such as comparatives (i.e. bigger than, taller than,

etc.). However, co-referentiality is typically realized by

devices of reference. This notion of co referentiality can be

developed further. For example, Hasan points out that items such

as j., y ,	 make an identity chain if and only if each item in

the chain refers to the same person. If we take the criterion of

'referring to the same person', then all of these variants of the

first person singular pronoun will form but one identity chain.

This chain is working within the text as an integrative device

that makes the text hang together. There is of course a

cumulation or build-up of these chains in the text-form under

discussion. For example, within almost each paragraph there is a

cumulation of members formation which takes the form of a chain;

this kind of formation is shown as follows:
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(1) al-ittifaq	 huwa c-- huwa —(0)huwa

(2) al4ucüb al_C arabiyyah '	 allati i- qãsat

(3) al-naft .- huwa i- huwa	 yaküna

(4) abnã' al-yaman-'*---- wihdata-hum-4----karämata-hum

-	 -	 V
kayratihim-i	 waddafu -	 sacblhlm

Diagram (23)
Chain Formation

It is obvious from the above diagram that there is a

formation of the identity chain. This cohesive relation links

all its members within a paragraph together through the process

of co-referentiality. Within this relation, each item forms part

of a chain. For example, within chain (1), the relation between

al-ittifãci and huwa is that of coreferentiality, where h3 	 is a

non-suffixed or independent pronoun that refers back to

al-ittif g . A similar process occurs between the members of (2),

(3), (4), and (5) in which each member within a group refers back

to the preceding one. Therefore, the cohesive device that holds

the constituents of each paragraph together is that of co-

ref erentiality.

6.1.2	 Similarity chain

Looking at the text-form from a different angle, it can be

seen that there are other interactions of elements that create

another type of chain. This chain is the Similarity Chain (SC).
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It has been suggested in section (3.4.1.2) that the (Sc) has

to do with classification or co-extension. In this chain, members

are related to each other by either co-classification or co-

extension. In the co-classification relation, the things and

processes, to which two members refer, belong to a single or

identical class, whereas in co-extension, the two items refer to

something within the same general field of meaning. Hence, the

(Sc) can be reaiized through synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy

(including co-hyponomy), meronymy (including co-meronymy). These

unifying relations are manifested in our text-form as follows:

aI-ittifãq -	 . reiteration	 al-ittifãq

antonymy	 / Jf	 '\	 antonymy

antonymy

UI
al-nazf

al-tanhur -	 -, reiteration!	 al-furqah
synonymy

Diagram (24)
Interaction of elements within Similarity Chain

As shown above, the nature of this unifying relation is

semantic. That is, the two members of any tie are connected

together through some kind of semantic affinity in which these
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chains are regarded as basic means of cohesion. Also, within

these meaning relations, there is a creation and formation of

textual unity whose realization takes place through

co-referentiality. These chains tend to be localized within the

paragraphs so as to tie their main constituents together and

attain text-coherence.

Furthermore, the above diagram shows that this (Sc) may

sometimes be realized through the relation of reiteration. As

ilasan (1979, 1985) points out, reiteration involves the

occurrence of a particular set of elements more than once; it

also indicates the fact that the editorial text-form has a web of

meaning relations which contributes to its textual unity.

In the same way, Halliday & Hasan (1976) and Quirk et al

(1972) suggest that reiteration is a cohesive characteristic of

language involving the repeated use of lexical items, and the use

of synonymous items which are also utilized as a means of linking

all parts of paragraph or text together. Accordingly, the

lexical item al-ittifQ 'the agreement', as shown in the above

diagram, forms a synonymous relation with ittifã g 'agreement',

whereas this same lexical item forms an antonymous relation with

the item furciah 'separation'. This same synonymous relation can

be manifested between al-furciah 'separation' and al-tanãhur

'conflict', as the latter shares part of the former's meaning.

The relationship between these two items and that of al-nazaf

'bloodshed' is one of potential causality as conflicts and

separation can cause bloodshed. A similar interrelation can be

explained in terms of the bond between al-ittifãg , 'agreement'
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and that of al-farab 'happiness'.

It follows from this that the identity chain and similarity

chain are powerful as integrative devices, and the presence of

these devices is extremely significant for the cohesion and

coherence of texts. As Hasan (1979, 1984a) argues, chains can be

constructed in such a way that the relation between the members

is not that of identity of situational meaning; they can be

constructed in such a way that the relation between the members

is that of similarity of situational meaning. The importance of

chain interaction is indicated in the fact that the members of

each paragraph cohere because of the formation and the creation

of these chains; the interaction of chains and their deep

synthesis lie within the grammatical and lexical componential

cohesion (Pappas 1985). Chain interaction includes the same

structural role configuration; it also maps, as Pappas argues,

these roles onto similar classes of items. This coincides with

1-lasan (Halliday & Hasan 1985) who argue that the interaction of

chains is a deep synthesis of componential cohesion at the

grammatical and the lexical levels.

6.1.3 Repetition of exact lexical items in editorials

In this section, an attempt will be made to investigate

the repetition of lexical items that is embodied within the

structure of editorials, and how such repetition contributes to

the coherence of the selected text-forms. Lexical repetition is

part of Identity Chains; however, in this section, repetition of
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lexical items is dealt with more specifically as the repetition

of the exact word. At the same time, Identity chains can

presumably involve different lexical items, provided there are

co-referential, as in my own example: 'Get that dog away from me.

'You know I hate animals'.

It has been suggested above that identity and similarity

chains are mainl y used as devices for linking parts of the

paragraphs together, whereas repeating the exact lexical item

contributes not only to the coherence of this form of text, but

also to the effectiveness and persuasiveness of such a text-form.

It is the objective of this section to argue that the repetition

of the exact lexical item contributes to the coherence of the

editorial text-form as a whole, whereas identity and similarity

chains, as has been demonstrated, contribute to the coherence of

paragraphs. This is not to say that identity and similarity

chains are not important for the coherence of the editorial, but

rather, their contribution tends to be localized within the

paragraph. Unlike identity and similarity chains, the repetition

of the exact lexical item tends to link not only the members of

the paragraph together, but rather the whole text-form as a

unified whole. A cursory look at the above editorial text-form

indicates the fact that this form of text utilizes all kinds of

repetition, but one tends to see certain kinds of repetition more

than others. That is, there is a thread of continuity running

from the beginning of the text-form to the end. This thread

functions through the repetition of the exact lexical items. For

example, the lexical item al- yaman 'Yemen' is repeatecj twelve
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times and nineteen times with its variants. The lexical item

ittifãci 'the agreement' is reiterated five times and seven times

with its variants, etc. There are other repeated lexical items

that have almost the same manifestation.

It follows from this that the kind of repetition which is

dominant at the text level is that of the exact lexical item; it

is not co-referential repetition nor the repetition of content.

Although these two types of repetition are also used, they are

typically used in short cohesive chains ( see Section 6.1). What

is typically employed at the text level and for coherence

purposes is the repetition of the exact lexical item. This

feature is also specifically assigned to some rhetorical purposes

such as emphasis, assertion, persuasion, etc.

Exact lexical repetition occurs at all levels throughout the

whole editorial text-form. As has been noted, the lexical item

al-ittifãQ 'the agreement' is repeated five times, aiid seven

times with all its variant forms. Similarly, al- yaman 'Yemen' is

repeated twelve times and nineteen times with all its variants.

The same process occurs with expressions such as atray 'two

halves', al .c arabiyyah 'the Arabic', etc. These exact lexical

items are reiterated in an attempt to affect and remind the

reader of the argument and, in turn, to persuade him of the

thematic element of the text-form which is indicated in the fact

that the ittifãg 'the agreement' between atray al-vaman 'two

parts of Yemen' means power and strength for the Arabs. Diagram

(25) on the following page shows how the above editorial text-

form coheres through exact lexical repetition and how the

identity and similarity chains are situated in paragraphs and in

short cohesive chains.
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al-is titsr

al -su'ta talc

al-is titmr

al-mu 8tarak

a1-istitmr

a1-mutarak

naft

naft

huwa

1'
hay

yakün

'1'
naft

ahlu cadan
1'	 -,

ahlu 8anca

-

1.
alladi

1 a1-ittifq

I
2. huwa

I
3. huwa(0)

4,

5,

6.

7,

8.	 ittifq

9,	 1

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

11.

18

19. ittafaq

20.

21.

22.

23. ittifq

t
24. a1-ittfq

25.

26.

aray

VI
sat ray

at ray

sa.rayn

attay

al-atrayn

al-yaman

t
al-yaman

t
qasa

I
al-yaman

abn' al-yamanI
alladin

I -

yamanan

abnt' al-yaman

I
hum

- hu

1'

abn	 al-yamanI
wazaf

1k'.
- hiI

al-yaman

I
al-yamaniy

al-yamaniy

al_carabiyyah

'1'
al lat. j

1'

qäsat

a1-'arabiyyah

al-yaman

It'
al-yaman

1'
- hi

(0) ellipted items.

() refers back to the previous usage 	

fliagram (25)

Manifestation of Repetition
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It can be seen from the diagram that there is a semantic

continuity throughout the whole text-form. This continuity is

displayed through the use of all kinds of repetition. It is

indeed the case that the repetition of these exact lexical items

emphasizes and highlights the main subject.

In the light of this demonstration, it should be pointed out

that at the text level, the repetition of the exact lexical item

plays an important role in the coherence of editorials. At the

clause or paragraph level, prononiinal co-reference (e.g. identity

chains which include cases of reiteration and similarity chains)

is the means by which the elements of the clause and paragraph

are held together. This does not mean that pronominal co-

reference within editorial text-forms does not occur; rather it

does occur, but it tends to be localized or to occur between

adjacent or nearly adjacent clauses.

6.2 Repetition and persuasion

It was suggested earlier that repetition in all its forms

has assertion and emphasis as its two major motivations or

effects. Persuasion is different from repetition in the fact

that persuasion is a psychological concept. Persuasion describes

the process of interpersonal action and imply direction of

influence. This feature can be manipulated in many different

ways. For example, the persuasive function of repetition is not

only to emphasize, assert and remind the text-reader of the main

arguments, but also to make these repeated items have a musical

effect particularly when they are joined with parallel
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constructions. This in fact enhances the effect upon the text-

reader by tuning him into such structure and in turn making him

adhere to the text-producer's viewpoint.

Furthermore, repetition, as has been demonstrated, is not

limited to the paragraph, but it rather permeates the whole

editorial text-form. It is exact lexical repetition that

frequently joins one paragraph with another, thus establishing

the overall cohesion of a text. Here is an example from our

examined editorial text-forms:

Paragraph (11

tawätarat al-anbä'u mu'akkaran Can mariic in amriykiyyin
came	 the-news lately	 about project American

There have been intermittent reports recently about the
preliminary stages of an American project...)

Paragraph (2)

wa ahammu	 Canãsiru al_marüC
and most-important elements the-project

The most important elements of this proiect..)

Paragraph (3)

wa bigaddi	 al-nazari Can	 tabicati al_marfic
and regardless the-sight about nature 	 the-project

Regardless of the nature of this project....)

Paragraph (4)

ammä Can	 fahwã	 al_mariic
but about purpose the-project

( However, as far as the main objectives of this project....)

(Appendix B5)
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It should be pointed out here that the above editorial

text-form is made up of six paragraphs. In four of these

paragraphs, the lexical item al_marüc 'the project', or al-

marüC, accompanied by a modifying noun, initiates the paragraph.

This is in addition to the abundant repetition of other lexical

items such as wazlr al-kãri.jiyyah al-amrikiy Baker, the American

Foreign Minister Baker; isrä'il, Israel; al-amariki y 'American',

etc.

To this effect, lexical items tend to be repeated in Arabic

at different stages. As Koch (1983) argues, in Arabic, linguistic

cohesion relies heavily on repetition. This not only holds the

elements of the text-form together but bring out their rhetorical

effectiveness.

6.3 Parallelism

It is axiomatic that parallelism occurs in Arabic as well as

English. This has been observed in all text-types in general and

editorials or argumentative text-types in particular. The form

that parallelism in English takes is exemplified in the following

example:

For quartering large bodies of troops. . .For protecting
them...For cutting off our trade... For imposing
taxes...For depriving us...For trans porting us. .-.For
abolishin g the free system...

De Beaugrande & Dressler (1981: 57)

As De Beaugrande & Dressler argue, there is some

kind of relatedness among these actions (all abuses of power)
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which is emphasized by the parallelism of form.

While this study does not attempt to make a comparative

study of parallelism between Arabic and English, the above

example is given to demonstrate how the notion of parallelism in

English is treated. Parallelism involves the employment of

certain syntactic and semantic arrangements more than once. It

involves the creation of new items which, according to Koch,

highlight the rhetorical effect of parallelism. Koch says:

"Textually, parallelism adds new items to
the same class; rhetorically, it creates
new broader classes."

Koch (1983: 178)

6.3.1 The nature of parallelism

It has been suggested in Chapter (3) that parallelism can be

a rhetorical device; it can also be a text-building device.

However, these two functions of parallelism cannot be totally

separated from one another. Koch (1982, 1983) goes on to say

that when the paradigmatic class of items gets larger, the

rhetorical effect gets more forceful. Each parallel construction

joins with another creating another form with more echo than

with the one before. This is what keeps the text-reader to a

definite point of view. This function of parallelism is

extremely important in editorials as these text-forms aim at

persuading the text-listener and winning him to the text-

producer's side.
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Parallelism can be divided into two types: complete

parallelism, where there is total or almost total syntactic

and semantic configuration, and cumulative parallelism in which

the syntactic and semantic structures are less similar and have a

different kind of force (Koch 1982). Complete parallelism is a

total correspondence between linguistic forms. Cumulative

parallelism, on the other hand, is manifested where there is a

partial correspondence between linguistic forms. This kind of

parallelism is a mixture of lexical cohesion and syntactic

cohesion.

In order to see the way parallelism is structured in our

examined editorials, let us consider the following text-form:

1. yabdü
it seems

2. anna bacda al-mutagilina	 bi a1-siysah
that some	 the-practitioners in the-politics

fi al-arqi al-awsat	 qad ihtarafü
in the-east the-middle qad mastered

iktiyãra al_mawqici al-kata'	 wa
choice	 the-place the-wrong and

al-wasilati al-kãti 'ah
the-means	 the-wrong

3. ii yumirisii hawiyyätihim	 al-nidàliyyah.
to practice identities-their the-struggle.

4. wa	 yabdü
and	 it seems

5. anna uslilba katfi	 al-tä'irãti	 qad
that method hijacking the-aeroplanes has
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asbaha al-aktara rawãjan	 wa al-aktara
become the-most	 circulation and the-most

gubülan	 ladä	 hã'ulä',
acceptable to	 those,

6. fa	 al- amru	 yashabuhu qadarun
because the-matter accompany quantity

mandüdun mm	 aslihati	 al-tandid
limited	 from weapons	 the- threat

7. wa qadarun kablrun sin	 aslihati
and quantity larger	 from weapons

al_dicãyati	 wa	 al-ilm.
the-publicity and	 the-information.

8. wa	 hlna yusbihu al-iktiyãru shata al-kuwayt,
and when becomes	 the-choice arena the-Kuwait,

9. wa hlna	 takünu	 al-adãtu	 tã'iratan fi
and when	 is	 the-instrument aeroplane in

al-jaw	 tangulu	 al-abriyã'a	 al_Cuzzal..
the-air transports the-innocents the- unarmed..

al-atfla	 wa	 al-nisA'..
the-children and the-women..

10. wa lJna yakünu dãlika huwa al-iktiyär
and when is	 that	 is	 the-choice

11. fa	 inna	 al-su'ãla	 al_tabiciy:
then truly the-question the-natural:

12. ma	 danbu alladlna hakamat	 Calayhum

what fault those	 destined on-them

al-aqdäru wa sãqathum al-sudfatu 	 ii
the-fates and driven	 the-coincidence to

tä'iratin	 sayyi'ati al-haz?
aeroplane	 bad	 the-luck?

13. Wa	 bi	 sarfj	 al-nazari	 Can	 al-dahaya
and	 in dissuade the-sight about the-victims

al-abriya',
the-innocent,
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14.	 fa inna al-su'ala	 al-aham
îa truly the-question the-important

allad_i	 yanbagi	 an natrahahu C alä huw.ti
which	 should	 to we ask	 on	 amateurs

ai.-nidãli	 a1-tã'ir:
the-strife the-flying:

15.	 ma hiya fa'idatu dãlik?
what is	 use	 this?

16.	 wa ma hiya al-sawàbiqu	 allatI kãna
and what is	 the-precedings which were

fiha al-irhabu	 wasliatan li tagylrin
in-it the-terrorism a means to change

siyãsiy	 aw Camaljn	 tawriyin	 kabir?
political or action	 revolutionary great?

17. inria	 talaqäti al-rasäsi	 allatl	 tantaliqu
emph.	 bullets the-copper which	 are shot off

bi al-zalãm, wa a1-ta'irti 	 allatI tuktatafu
in the-dark, and the-aeroplane which hijacked

fi	 al-mama', wa al-qanãbiia allati tudassu
in the-sky,	 and the-bombs which slip

fi	 al-muna'at
in	 the-establishment

18. tastati cu ann tasnaca dawiyyan
could	 to	 make	 a sound

wa ihtimãman
and attention

18.	 wa	 takliqa al_Caaräti mm	 al-qisasi
and create	 the-tens	 from the-stories

al-muhzinati wa al-musalliyati	 wa
the-sad	 and the-entertaining and

al-mutirah..
the-exciting..
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20.	 wa	 läkin.. hal	 yasna°u	 dlika	 ay'an
and but..	 would create	 this	 anything

haqiqiyyan fi qadiyyati	 talirlr	 aw

real	 in issue	 liberation or

qadiyyati	 tagyir?
issue	 change?

21. tilka	 hiya al-qadiyyah,
this	 is	 the-issue,

22. wa	 Ida	 ta'akkadat	 al-abna'	 allati taqill
and if	 make sure	 the-news	 which says

anna matãliba al-muktatifina hi ya al-ifrãju
that demands	 the-hijackers are the-release

Camman	 udinü	 fi qadãya al-tafjirti
of whom sentenced in issues the-explosions

bi	 al-kuwayt
in	 the-Kuwait

23. fa	 inna	 su'ãlan	 äkara	 yudãf:
then truly question another 	 be added:

24. hal	 yumkinu an yaküna al-tandidu
would possible to is	 the-threatening

wa al-ibtizãzu	 wasilatan ii al-raddi
and the-exploitation a means 	 to the-react

C alä	 hakmin	 qad'iyyin	 Cadil?..
on	 ruling	 executive	 just?..

25. wa hal fäta	 man	 udlnü	 ayyu
and would passed whoever sentenced any

fursatin
chance

26. ii	 a1-difi	 wa	 taqdlmi
to the-defence and present

ma	 yaa'ina	 sin	 dufüC?
whatever want-they from defence?
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27. al- as'ilatu katlratun wa
	

ku).luha	 taqili:

the-questions a lot	 and
	

all-they say:

28. al- iktiyãru al-kata'	 ii
	

wasilati')	 ct1 'ah..

the-choice	 the-wrong to	 a means	 wrong..

11	 mawqiin	 ti'.
in	 place	 wrong.

(Appendix B16)

(1) It seems obvious (2) that there are some politicians in the
Middle East who have mastered the art of choosing the wrong means
in the wrong place (3) in order to identify themselves with the
struggle.

(4) It also seems obvious (5) that hijacking aeroplanes has
become an acceptable method for those people, (6) since it
involves little by way of weapons (7) but much in the way of
publicity and recognition.

(8) When they choose Kuwait as their platform (9) and (when they)
choose an aeroplane carrying innocent civilians-including women
and children-as their target, (10) when this becomes their
decision, (11) then, the natural question is: (12) what crime
are those people, who just happen to be unlucky enough to be on
that plane, guilty of?

(13) Putting aside the innocent victims, (14) a more
important question to be asked of those 'hijacking cadets' is:
(15) what good could possibly come out of it? (16) What great
revolutionary political change has ever been brought about by
terrorism?

(17) [It should be emphasized thati night time shooting,
hijackings, bombing property (18) may get a reaction (19) and be
the stuff of many sad, thrilling, and exciting stories. (20)
But, could it have any effect in furthering the cause of
liberation?

(21) This is the real issue, (22) and if the news reports
confirm that the hijackers demands are for the release of those
sentenced for bombings in Kuwait, (23) then the other question
that needs answering is: (24) should threats and bombings be used
as a way of reacting to a just judicial system? (25) Also, is it
too late for those sentenced (26) to have an opprtunity of
putting their cases and defending themselves by submitting
whatever they want?

(27) There are many questions to be answered, but each one
gives the same response: (28) this is the wrong choice with the
wrong means in the wrong place.
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The above text-form, which is somewhat lengthy, is divided

into three parts. In the first part, clauses (1) and (4) have

the same semantic and grammatical status. These clauses form a

parallel frame through the modal clause yabdü 'it seems'. In the

second part of this form of text, clauses (2) and (5) have also

a parallel construction in which each clause starts with particle

+ NP + .... In the third part, clauses (8), (9) and (10) follow

each other in parallel through the temporal particle hina 'when',

followed by the predicates yusbih 'becomes', takün 'is' and yakün

'is' respectively. These are followed by N, All these

occurrences indicate the fact that complete parallelism does have

its own manifestation in our text-forms. Also, there is

cumulative parallelism manifested in this same editorial. For

example, clauses (1), (2) (4), and (5) represent cumulative

parallelism where these clauses have no total syntactic and

semantic configuration, but are fairly similar syntactically and

semantically to one another. The remaining clauses do in fact

represent in one way or another some sort of cumulative

parallelism. Complete parallelism is represented here through

clauses (8), (9), and (10), in which the semantic and syntactic

units are the same. Each clause consists of the adverb hina

taktin ' subject-predicate' and complement.....

There are of course other examples in our examined text-

forms, which show that editorials have the potential for

establishing parallelism, and the significance that Arabic

editorials tend to place on parallel constructions is indicated

in the fact that these text-forms are persuasive. Moreover,
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editorials focus on different kinds of information, representing

different kinds of realities which, among other things, take the

expression of different events to be the focal point. Thus, the

consistency in expressing the tense or expressing the form of a

particular clause on more than one occasion is considered to be a

cohesive and persuasive device. As De Beaugrande (1980) argues,

diversity in using lexical forms can be ascribed to cultural and

social factors. That is, some cultures express the meaning of a

particular form in few lexical items; others tend to use more

forms for the expression.

It was suggested in Chapter 3 that Arabic tends to make the

argument present either by repetition of content or repetition of

form. As a result, parallel constructions are employed for

persuasive purposes. The editorial text-form that follows

attempts to shed more light on this point.

32. fa bidüni	 al-intifãdah m kãna 11 hädã
fa without the-uprising not was 	 to this

al_i d lãfli	 an	 yatim,
the-declaration to	 complete,

33. Wa bidilni	 al-intifãdah	 ma käna li hãdã
and without the-uprising 	 not was to this

al-intisãri	 an yandut
the-victory	 an happen

34. wa bjdiinj	 al-intifãdah	 m kãna li hdihi
and without the-uprising 	 not was to this

al-farhati al-saglrati an taksir tawqa al_cadb....
the-joy	 the-small to break chain the-suffering

(Appendix B17)
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..(32) because, without the uprising, the declaration of this
Palestinian State could not have made. (33) Without the
uprising, this victory could not have happened, (3) and without
the uprising, this joy and happiness could not have broken the
chain of suffering...

It can be seen that these clauses run in parallel to one

another. This parallelism is achieved through the repetition of

the coordinating conjunction wa 'and', and through the formal

repetition of bi dun al-intifdah m kãna ii hdã

Parallelism, which is achieved through the use of the

coordinating conjunctions wa or fa, will be avoided in this

study, as these lie within the domain of the clause. Therefore,

the investigation of parallelism through the coordinating

conjunctions wa or fa is not relevant for showing the true

function as well as the nature of parallelism beyond the clause

level. While these coordinating conjunctions are important in

showing this textual aspect, the concentration here will be on

the reoccurrences of formally and grammatically parallel

structures.

As shown above, the text-form makes the occurrence of

parallelism clear at every clause. There are three parallel

constructions in three clauses. The repeated sequences, forms,

and devices are employed by the text-producer in order to

emphasize or assert the importance of the al-intifdah 'the

uprising', and indicate that bidiin al-intifãdah 'without the

uprising', the iCln 'declaration', intisr 'victory', and farhah

'joy', would have never been achieved. In order to persuade the

reader of the importance of the uprising, many parallel frames
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are used within these clauses. For example, the above extract

represents a listing parallelism which indicates that new items

have textually and rhetorically equal values (Koch 1982). The

phrase bidiin al-intifãdah, 'without the uprising', is repeated in

all clauses, and this phrase requires the same level of

generality in all its occurrences. To achieve such generality,

the phrase has to be utilized in parallel.

Accordingly, parallelism is a device for organizing a text.

Such organization is manifested in our actual editorial text-

form. For example, in clause (32) the word iCln 'declaration'

has been used. In clause (33), a new word, which is

grammatically parallel to the previous one, has a10 been used.

In clause (34), another new item, (i.e. al-intisãr), has been

introduced, which is also grammatically parallel with the

previous two forms. These new items tend to reflect the content

of the whole text-form by introducing a new semantic class of

items. This in fact enhances the connectivity and effectiveness

of the editorial. All these uses of parallelism indicate the

fact that editorials have the potential to accommodate easily

this contextual phenomenon and even with a much larger number of

semantic and syntactic constructions. The table that follows

shows the frequency of parallelism among the constituents of our

examined editorial text-forms at two levels: at the clause level

and at the paragraph level. It also indicates that the use of

parallelism is related to the text-producer's evaluation and his

intention to produce a particular effect on the text-receiver by

using recurrent and rhythmic parallel constructions.
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Levels of Frequency

constituent	 clause	 paragraph

situation &	 33	 9
thesis

Evaluation	 I	 85	 I	 36

Exhortative	 18	 10
conclusion

Table (4)
Frequency of parallelism at the
clause and paragraph levels

The above table shows that grammatical and formal

parallelism are utilized throughout our editorials. However, one

tends to see that this cohesive and structuring device is

localized within the constituent 'evaluation'. It can also be

found in the 'exhortative conclusion', but one may wonder why the

constituent 'exhortative conclusion' does not employ this

cohesive device as much as the constituent 'evaluation'. The

explanation is that the constituent 'exhortative conclusion'

tends to compensate for its non-use of repetition through the use

of emphatic particles such as inna, which, by their very nature,

serve to emphasize or enforce the argument. It should be noted

here that the notion of repetition and the particle jja may give

different types of emphasis. The particle ja emphasizes the
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whole argument whereas the repetition of a lexical item impresses

the item itself in the text-receiver's mind. Parallelism, within

the constituent 'evaluation', is more dominant at the clause

level than at the paragraph level. The significance of

parallelism at both levels, clause and paragraph, is investigated

below.

6.3.2 The si gnificance of parallelism

Central to the analysis in this chapter is the question of

the function parallelism plays in the persuasiveness and

effectiveness of editorials. To suggest that it is only a text

building device as well as a rhetorical device is not a complete

solution to this question. The question one needs to ask is: do

parallel constructions have a persuasive function? and how can

this function be manipulated for translation purposes? To

provide an answer to this question, it is important to look at

this phenomenon from a psycholinguistic and socio-linguistic

aspect, and consider the effect which parallelism has on the mind

of the text-reader as well as on his social attitudes. All this

indicates that parallelism, through Its cohesive function,

implements its recurrent forms and tends to keep the text-reader

to a definite point of view (Koch 1983).

Al-Jubouri (1983) goes along with Kaplan (1966) in

suggesting that Arabic, as one of the Semitic languages, has a

tendency to develop the paragraph on the basis of a complex

series of parallel constructions (Al-Jubouri 1983: 107). He
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argues that parallel constructions tend to create a forceful

effect, through the use of syndeton (i.e. where clauses are

connected together with a connective such as	 'and'). Also,

through the use of this text-building device, the text-producer

transmits information from his mind to that of the text-receiver

in such a way that the intensification of parallel recurrences

aims at creating new material with equal importance and equal

forcefulness. By doing so, the text-producer seeks to arouse in

the addressee emotions of support for the statement made. In

other words, in repeating a word or a syntactic construction, the

text-producer creates a marked and rhythmic effect, and arouses

and reinforces emotions among readers as well as listeners.

From a cohesive perspective, parallelism creates textual

unity which is essential for the coherence of texts. As Halliday

& Hasan (1976) point out, parallelism is extremely important in

creating textual semantic unity. Similarly, De Beaugrande (1980)

explains that parallelism, from a grammatical point of view, is a

means of affecting the text-reader. He says:

"The effectiveness of grammatical parallelism
lies in freeing attention away from parsing
surface structures, so that conceptual-
relational content can receive greater
concentration."

De Beaugrande (1980: 127)

To reflect on the differences between Koch's idea of

parallelism and that of De Beaugrande, it is worthwhile noting

that Koch sees parallelism as a rhetorical device within the

rhetoric or conventions of Arabic, whereas De Beaugrande
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considers it as a device which has a universal psychological

effect. Both views are valid, because Koch looks at the

conventional element of Parallelism, whereas De Beaugraride

considers the general effect of it regardless of language related

conventions.

Moreover, De Beaugrande argues that through parallel

constructions, a text-producer aims at strengthening the content

of text, and this kind of strengthening is more forceful whenever

he moves from one parallel form into another. This is also

evident in Koch (1982, 1983) where parallelism is described as a

means of cohesion. Koch suggests that Arabic discourse derives

much cohesion from repeated syntactic and semantic forms. Also,

the fact that Arabic utilizes parallelism and repetition has been

acknowledged by other linguists such as Williams (1982, 1989);

and Al-Jubouri (1983).

The most descriptive and analytic study on Arabi parallelism

has been carried out by Koch (1982). While other studies have

touched upon parallelism in Arabic, they did not really look at

it as a text-structuring device. In an attempt to study

persuasion in Arabic argumentative discourse, Koch suggests that

there are two types of constraint on Arabic discourse: syntactic

and rhetorical. These two constraints correspond with grammar

and culture; the syntactic necessity is imposed by grammar

whereas the rhetorical necessity is imposed by culture. These

characteristics tend to place the nature as well as the

significance of both repetition and parallelism, not only within

editorials, but within the whole argumentative discourse.
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CHAPTER 7

THE TRANSLATION OF ARABIC EDITORIALS

7.0 Introduction

I have suggested in Chapter (2) that the best way of dealing

with a text is through the identification of its main

constituents. Hasan (1984a), Halliday (1977), and Jacobsen

(1957) argue, the best way of handling a text, specially from a

translation perspective, is through analyzing it into its main

components. Jacobsen argues that dealing with a text requires

understanding it by means of various tools of analysis, from a

simple art of learning the letters to a more complex art of

evaluating the larger aspects of the author's skills.

Having investigated the relations between the constituents

of editorials (see Chapter 5, and also Appendix A) and analyzed

the cohesive devices and signalling expressions that are

essential for the connectivity of this kind of discourse, we are

now in a position to tackle certain strands (i.e. texture,

structure, etc.) within this type of discourse. That is, taking

into account the semantic structure of editorials and their main

building blocks or constituents, and how they are coherently and

cohesively linked together, we can actually identify the

characteristics inherent in this form of argumentation and show

how these characteristics (e.g. preservation or deletion of

lexical items, vagueness of thought, rhetorical function of

certain structures, paragraphing, etc.), hinder the translator
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from understanding such a discourse. All these, if not accounted

for in translation, could violate the expectations of the

English native speaker. The most workable approach to

translating editorials is, as was suggested in Chapter (2), a

pragma-semio-textual approach. This approach is investigated

below:

7.1 Pragma-semio--t,extual approach to translating editorials

It was suggested in Chapter (2) that, for translation

purposes, one should look at Arabic editorials in the light of

the following factors:

1. Pragmatics: the purposes for which editorials are used;

the intention of the text-producer and the action they

perform on the environment,

2. Semiotics: that which presents the text-form as a sign; it

is the interaction of various elements of text-form as signs.

Above all, it is the interaction between the text-producer of

these signs and the implicated reader or text-receiver. This

involves the social, cultural, and psychological backgrounds

of the text-producer.

3. Contextual variables: the relation of the text-form to its

environment. This includes the time and the place in which

the text-form is produced and received.
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It is worth mentioning here that a. consideration of the

pragmatic dimension under which the text-form is produced is

essential. This also involves the semiotic dimension in which

the text-form is represented as sign, a sign of a pro-argument,

rebuttal or counter-argumentation. The interaction of one sign

with another yields a particular kind of communicative effect,

indicating the time, place, function of the text-form as

implemented by the text-producer. These contextual domains do

not exclude the linguistic and the socio-cultural components;

rather they give them practical significance.

It has been suggested earlier that one of the important

purposes of this chapter is to investigate the translation

difficulties that result from the semantic and structural

ambiguities of Arabic argumentative editorials. These

ambiguities stem from the fact that most of our misunderstanding

of other people and their misunderstanding of us are not due to

any inability to understand each other's sentences or words.

Rather, they stem from one's inability to understand the

speaker's intentions in his socio-cultural habitat. This gives

rise to the fact that cross-cultural miscommunications are

originally observations that arise from cross cultural

communication (Koch 1980). This kind of miscommunication is the

source of what goes wrong when two people, from two different

cultures with very different norms of communication behaviour and

two different cultural and rhetorical styles of presenting

information, attempt to communicate. The result is of course a

lack of understanding that makes one speaker say 'I don't know
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what he was talking about or I do not think that he knew what I

was talking about'. This breakdown of communication results from

speakers' misunderstanding the intention of one another. Of

course, the speaker's intentions involve the semiotic - cultural

and social- and the contextual situations in which the stretch of

language is used, and these are what gives cross cultural

communication its success or failure.

Before giving any suggestions as to how to modify or

reinterpret the structure of Arabic editorials so as to suit the

expectations of the English reader, an attempt will be made here

to examine allegations that the structure of the Arabic language

is vague. These issues will be highlighted and some of these

allegations will be examined. One of these allegations is made

by Shouby (1952), who says that there is a general vagueness of

Arabic thought, and such vagueness is due to the Arabic language

itself. Shouby states:

"Any Westerner who has attempted to comprehend
Arabic will agree that thoughts expressed in
that language are generally vague and hard
to pin down".

Shouby (1952: 291-292)

Shouby goes on to say that the ambiguity of thought in

Arabic is due to the fact that Modern Literary Arabic (MLA) is

constituted of diffuse, undifferentiated and rigid units of

structures. Against Shouby's view, A1-khafjiy (1982: 49) and

Ya'qoob (1982) argue that Arabic has many advantages over other

languages; these advantages include its ability to accommodate
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other languages owing to the openness of its linguistic system.

Al-khafajiy ascribes this to some linguistic factors; Arabic has

a rich vocabulary system arid it can easily accommodate other

languages, as the linguistic system is wide enough to uncover all

different types of meaning. Many other languages, on the other

hand, have a relatively limited system and cannot therefore

accommodate the Arabic language. This is why Arabic, according

to Al-khafajiy, loses its comprehensibility and effectiveness

when transferred into other languages, whereas other languages

gain more effectiveness when transferred into Arabic. Along

these same lines, Justice (1987) argues that the lexical system

in Arabic is very rich; he suggests that lexical items like

dir	 'arm' may cause ambiguity and confusion when learned by the

English speaker, as this lexical item has a large number of

synonyms and near synonyms such as sãcid, C udud, zind,	 etc.

It is this lexical richness that gives the Arabic language the

freedom to accommodate other languages, and at the same time

creates some kind of vagueness for the English reader. Justice

gives many different examples which demonstrate this point.

Although Justice suggests that there is a richness of

vocabulary in Arabic, this does not qualify one to claim that

Arabic is better than English, or English is better than Arabic.

What should really be pointed out is that all languages have

their own connotative, denotative, and expressive systems, and

the way each language utilizes its own system varies. This makes
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languages different from one another, not better than one

another *

It is true that the vagueness of thought Shouby is talking

about cannot be explained with complete assurance, nor can it be

explained through a linguistic study. It is also true that what

Al-Khafajiy suggests about the Arabic language seems to be right

from his own perspective. However, when it comes to evaluation,

one has to compare one language with another; unfortunately,

neither Shouby nor Al-khafajiy does so. As Shamaa (1978) argues,

the best possible explanation is that all language communities

see their own language as the one that suits them best; they can

communicate with it, they express their feelings in it, they

exchange views through it, and they think in it. For all these

reasons, a native speaker of a language finds his' own language

the clearest, the most expressive, and the most efficient

language.

Of course there is a distinction between a language which is

inherently vague, and that which is just typically used vaguely.

We believe that no language is really inherently vague, although

languages with large vocabularies are likely to encode lexically

a large number of subtle semantic distinctions than languages

with smaller vocabularies. In languages with larger

vocabularies, it is thus likely to be easier to be precise

without using many words. To this degree, these languages may be

said to be less vague unless their speakers/writers are not

always fully competent in them.

Furthermore, in discussing the ambiguity of a language, one

has to relate one language to another; this raises the issue of
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evaluation. What is meant by evaluation here is that a native

speaker of a particular language is in no position to determine

whether his/her own language is better than others, as one can

naturally claim that every native speaker grows up with his

language, expresses his emotions, exchanges his views, and is

conditioned to find his language the only language that is

completely efficient, comprehensible, and available. It is then

natural that he will claim that his language is clearer and

better than others. This applies to Arabic as well as to

English. Those who claim that Arabic is better than English or

English is better than Arabic, without having any linguistic

evidence, are not really qualified to make such an assumption,

because each language has its own cultural, social, and

rhetorical system through which its speakers can easily and

efficiently communicate.

To this effect, Shouby and Al-Khafjiy's claims are invalid

and their assessment of Arabic is not really a linguistic

judgement; it is rather based on their own intuitive

characterization. What should really be stated is that any lack

of understanding of the social, cultural and rhetorical values of

a given structure results in ambiguity in the target language

text. Translators should be the judge of this. This type of

vagueness is found in all types of translations. The fact is

that the source text is translated into the target text; this

will, definitely yield SOME kind of ambiguity, unless the

pragmatic, semiotic-social and cultural and rhetorical values

have been carefully considered. The vagueness of the translated
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text may stem from the direct transference of concepts that are

not familiar to the native speaker of English. If this

phenomenon is repeated several times in a single text, the

English reader may fail to understand the overall text properly.

This is the case in editorials as well as in other text-forms.

It follows from all this that the study of any editorial

text-form has to be carried out in conjunction with the study of

its pragmatic, semiotic, and linguistic environments. These are

essential components that indicate the function of the text.

That is, what is the purpose of the text? What does it seek to

achieve?

It has been suggested that the main function of editorial

text-forms is to persuade. However, to achieve this function,

the translator not only has to rely on the linguistic aspects of

the text-form, but should also have an awareness of the fact that

in terms of purpose (i.e. pragmatic meaning) and function (i.e.

semantic meaning), the source and the target text-forms should

have almost a similar effect on the reader. These aspects are

actually an accumulation of the effect of meaning, grammar,

rhetoric (along with the social, stylistic and cultural values),

and pragmatics (the text-producer's intentions).

In order to arrive at the same function and purpose as the

(ST), there has to be an interaction between the text-form and

the reader; this is inevitable because of the fact that all

aspects of meaning can be derived from such interaction. Also,

in translating Arabic editorials, the translator has to account

for the following:
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1. Rendition

2. Theme-rheme structure

3. Paragraphing

4. Rhetorical style of argumentation

These categories will be investigated in the following sub-

sections:

7.1.1 Rendition

Rendition is an important aspect of translation. That is to

say, the translator has to read the editorial carefully in order

to understand it, then read it again to see what kind of

modification is needed. Callow (1974) argues that 50% of the

process of translation is reading and understanding the source

text. This entails understanding the constraints under which the

text is produced. As a result, the translator may feel that

certain lexical items need to be added; others need to be

deleted. These two processes can proceed as long as the meaning

of the original text is preserved. Jakobson (1959) and Mason

(1982) suggest that in any process of translation, there is

always a loss or gain of information, and the degree of loss or

gain can really be determined by the context of the text. Here

the notion of 'gain' is represented by addition of lexical items,

and the notion of 'loss' is represented by their deletion. There

are some circumstances where the translator should adhere to the

lexis of the text. This notion will be called 'preservation'.

To this effect, the notion of 'rendition' can be classified into

the following:
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1. The preservation of lexical items

2. The addition/deletion and replacement of lexical items

It can be seen at a glance that the above categories seem to

contradict one another. However, the following sections

elucidate the constraints and circumstances under which each

category is applied:

7.1.1.1 The preservation of lexical items

When it comes to translation, the general feeling is that

maintaining lexical items decreases the effectiveness of the

text. However, maintaining certain lexical items in translation

is an important feature, and should be left to the discretion of

the translator as well as the reader. If the original text

contains certain lexical items that are indispensable for the

informativity of the text, the translator must reproduce these

lexical items or their equivalents. This is the case with most

parallel constructions. These items may need to be kept

sometimes in the translated text because of their contribution to

the coherence, cohesion and emphatic function of the text.

Surely, some parallel constructions in Arabic need to be changed

into non-parallel constructions in English, and this depends very

much on the discretion of the talented translator.

It should be pointed out that, in English, repetition is not

favoured in all types of texts. Arabic, however, particularly

editorials, maintains such phenomena for the purpose of coherence
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and cohesion ( see Section 6.1.3). The following examples, which

is translated literally, examines this point:

(3) anna al-mufwadãt	 bayna	 al-baladayni
truly the-negotiations between the-two countries

lan	 taküna yaslrah
will not be	 easy

(4) wa	 lan	 taküna al-turuqu mumahhadatan amãmahã
and will not be the-roads easy	 before-it

wa amm	 al-amini	 al-m	 ii al-umami
and before the-Secretary the-General to the-Nations

al-muttahidah
the-United

(5)	 J.	 rubbamä takünu
indeed perhaps be

marähilihä	 ä' ikatan
stages-its complicated

(Appendix B18)

al-inufãwadãtu	 fi	 badi
the-negotiations in	 some

wa	 mucaqqadah
and complex

(3) [It should be emphasized that] these ne gotiations, between
the two countries, will not be easy, (4) and the roads ahead
will not be prepared for them and for the Secretary General of
the U.N. (5) Indeed the negotiations will perhaps be complicated
and convoluted at times...

As the editorial text-form shows, there is a repetition and

misunderstanding of certain lexical items, and the translator

must decide when to reproduce this kind of repetition and how to

* The examples used throughout this chapter are translated
literally (i.e word for word translation). This has been done to
show the manifestations of certain lexical items in Arabic or
their recurrence in editorial text-forms.
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avoid this misunderstanding. For example, the lexical item

a1-mufwadãt 'negotiations' has been reiterated for purposes of

cohesion and emphasis. If the translator attempts to delete or

change the construction of these clauses, he can produce

ambiguity and vague meaning. In other words, by deleting the

repeated lexical item al-muf.wadät, the editorial text-form may

be rewritten as follows:

(3) [It should be emphasized that) the ne gotiations, between
the two countries, will not be easy, (4) and the roads ahead
will not be prepared for them and for the Secretary General of
the U.N. (5) Indeed they will perhaps be complicated and
convoluted at times...

Notice here that the modified text-form is ambiguous since

'they' in (5) could reasonably be taken as being co-referential

with either 'negotiations' or 'roads'. This ambiguity stems from

the deletion of the lexical item al-wufãwadãt, 'negotiations'.

The translator has to make sure that although this item is

repeated before, it should be reused for reasons of clarity and

informativity.

Also, the above extract shows that repetition is motivated;

it is used for the purpose of emphasis. As Newmark (1981)

argues, a lexical item repeated in a source text must be

correspondingly repeated in the target text, unless the original

text is poorly written. If the translator avoids lexical

repetition in Arabic editorials, there is a chance of. lowering
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the informativity of the text-form and in turn decreasing its

efficiency.

From a different perspective, a translator may mistranslate

certain lexical items and this is due to the fact that the

translator misinterpret such items. For example, the lexical

item bal cannot be translated as 'but', as this is its literal

meaning. The best possible translation to this lexical item is

'indeed'. All these tend to highlight the source of difficulty a

translator might face.

7.1.1.2 Addition/Deletion and re placement of lexical items

This notion is mainly concerned with the deletion and

addition of certain lexical items within the target text.

Sometimes, the presence of these lexical item decreases the

connectivity and coherence of the translated text; therefore,

they should be deleted. At other times, certain lexical items

need to be deleted and replaced by other items to clarify a

certain ambiguity in the target text. Therefore, the process of

deletion/addition and replacement takes two forms: first,

complete deletion of lexical items. Second, deleting a lexical

item and replacing it with a pro-form. The first one occurs

within the domain of the clause as well as beyond the clause

level. That is, there are certain lexical items within or beyond
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the clause that give the same meaning. Here is an example

demonstrating this:

8.	 ii	 1ika qübila	 ittifäqu	 atray	 al-yaman bi
to this	 met	 agreement two-parts	 the-Yemen by

al-taf'uli	 wa al-farah	 mm	 aqtri
the-optimism and the-joy 	 from regions

al_curübati wa mm	 al_uc üb	 al_Carabiyyah
the-Arab	 and from the-nations the-Arab

(Appendix B15)

(8) For this reason, the agreement between the two parts of
Yemen has been welcomed with optimism and joy by all Arab
regions and Arab nations.

As the example shows, there are certain lexical items within

this clause that need to be deleted, because their presence does

not add anything but rather lowers the efficiency of the text-

form. For example, the noun phrases Arab regions and Arab

nations give more or less the same meaning; therefore, one of

them should be deleted by the translator.

There are other cases where a deleted lexical item has to be

replaced by a proform, as the presence of the same lexical item

is not favoured. The following example shows what I mean:

16.	 fa	 damu	 abn'i	 al-yaman agla
because blood Sons 	 the-Yemen wore-expensive

mm	 al- naft
from the-oil
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17	 wa wihdatuhum	 wa karmatuhuin	 ahammu
and unity-their and dignity-their more important

mina a1-diliãrt.
from the-dollars.

18. fa
then imagine

19. ida	 ittafaqa
if	 agree

al-istitmãri
the-investment

(Appendix B15)

kayf a
how

abn'u al-yamani Calã
Sons	 the-Yemen on

a1-mutaraki ii	 kayrätihim...
the-joint	 for goods-their...

...(16) because the blood of the Yemenis is more precious than
oil, (17) and their unity and dignity is more important than
dollars. (18) Imagine how wonderful it would be (19) if
the people of Yemen agreed on joint investment and....

It can be noted that the noun phrase abnã' al-yaman 'the

people of Yemen' in clause (19) adds nothing to the target text;

it rather confuses the text-reader whether the text-producer

means the same noun phrase that has been used in clause (16) or

not. This makes the preservation of this noun phrase in the

target text misleading and therefore decreases the coherence of

the text. To avoid such confusion or ambiguity, the translator

can delete this noun phrase and replace it with a proform or a

different kind of noun. Here is the translation after the

deletion and the replacement of the noun phrase abnã' al-yaman

'the people of Yemen':
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...(16) because the blood of the Yemenis is more precious
than oil, (17) and their unity and dignity is more important than
dollars. (18) Imagine how wonderful it would be (19) if
they were to agree on joint investment and .......

There is another translation problem within editorials that

has to do with the "ambiguity of pronouns". The text-producer

should be very cautious when using pronouns. Even though the use

of pronouns is not favoured in Arabic editorials, it is used to

attain cohesion in other texts such as narrative, etc.

Therefore, a text-producer may produce some sort of ambiguity in

his text if he is not making his reference very clear. Such

ambiguity stems from his use of long series of pronouns. Hence,

there is a preference among editorial writers to use the same

lexical item rather than using a pronoun, as by using pronominal

reference, the text-producer produces a very confusing. series of

reference. Here is an example that demonstrates this:

17. fa al-mawridu	 al-baariy yakdu	 yakinu
as the-resource the-human almost 	 is

ahamma	 masädiri al-tanmiyah
the most important resources the-development

18. ida ahsanna	 istitmãrahu	 fi	 istiglãli
if do well-us investment-its in exploit

sã'iri al-mawärid	 al_abICiyyah

all	 the-resources the-natural

19. ba].	 wa	 al_caillali	 al-ibtikäriy	 CalA
but and the-work	 the-innovative on
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ijdi	 mawrida sinäciyyah mukainmilah,
finding resources industrial complementary,

20. wa huwa al-aslisu fi dafci	 s'iri al_Cawàmili
and it-is the-base in pushing all 	 the-factors

21. .. .

22. bal huwa	 a1'kmilu al-darüriy	 aydan
but is	 the-factor the-necessary also

fi	 al-injãzi	 al_niacnawiy....
in the-achievement the-moral- related

23. Th.kinnahu yanqalibu bi a1-carürati 	 ilä
but-it	 turns-it	 in the-necessity into

Cimjlj	 ihbatin....
factor	 disappointment

(Appendix Bi)

(17)...because the human resource is almost the most important
reservoir for development, (18) if it were to be invested
properly in exploiting all natural resources of the country, and
(19) also, if it were to be invested in innovative work creating
complementary industrial resources. (20) It is the basis on
which to build (21)... (22) It is an essential factor for moral
achievement... (23) However, it will inevitably turn into a
actor of depression and regression

The above example demonstrates that there is an ambiguity

about the use of the pronoun hj	 'it(is)' in clause (20), and

subsequently in clauses (22) and (23).	 This ambiguity results

from the lack of clarity as to what each one of these pronouns is

co-referential with. Each of the pronouns used in the original

text can be co-referential with two or more noun phrases, and

this will produce uncertainty of meaning within the text-reader's
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mind. Here is the confusing series of references within the

above example:

Cadad

al-mawr Id
al-baariy

(4) huwa almal
al- ibtikäriy

(6) huwa7

(7) -hu?

Diagram (26)
Demonstration of the source of confusion

within a series of references

The above characterization shows that in clause (20), huwa

can be co-referential with zi yãdatu C adad al-sukkän 'increase of

population', and at the same time, it can also be co-referential

with al-mawrjd al-baari y 'the human resource' and a1_Cmal

ibtikri y 'the innovative work'. In clauses (22) and (23), iai

and the connected pronominal suffix -hu respectively, the same

cycle repeats itself. The ambiguity here is similar to
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that of the preceding clause (clause 20). The use of pronouns in

Arabic editorials in this particular way can produce confusion

and lack of clarity. In view of this, the translator has to

decide whether to repeat the same lexical item or to clarify the

use of the pronoun and what it refers to. By doing so, the text

producer maintains the coherence and the continuity of the

editorial. These examples have been utilized to show how the

repetition of the same lexical item in editorials serves to keep

the text-form organized and coherent and avoids any confusion

that it may cause to translators as well as text-readers.

7.1.2. Theme-rheme constructions

This section investigates the most frequent thematic

patterns within argumentative editorial text-forms; it also

touches upon the importance of these patterns for translation and

the cognitive as well as the linguistic implications behind them.

Before we go any further and explore the thematic patterns

predominant in editorials, an attempt will be made to provide a

brief account of the nature of thematic constructions. This

aspect will be investigated below:

7.1.2.1 Thematic patterning

In any kind of discourse, thematic patterning or what

may sometimes be called the concatenation of theme-rheme (Danes

1970, 1974), is regarded as a means of organizing and structuring
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discourse. Thematic patterning yields discourse continuity which

arises from the distribution of information over the main

elements of discourse (Dijk 1977). Dijk believes that any clause

or sentence is capable of manifesting the connection between what

is old and what is new.

The notion of theme-rheme has been pursued by both Halliday

and the Prague School. According to Halliday (1970b, 1985a),

theme is the takeoff point of the clause; it is that which comes

first in the clause. Therefore, Halliday assigns a position to

Theme and Rheme, the latter follows the former. However,

Halliday (1985a) believes that the initialness of 'theme' is

simply a fact of English. Therefore, one cannot suppose that

'theme' comes first in all languages. However, Halliday suggests

that 'theme' and 'rheme' combine together to constitute a

message and 'theme' to him is:

" the element which serves as the point of
departure of the message; it is that with which
the clause is concerned. The remainder of the
message, the part in which the Theme is developed,
is called in Prague School terminology the Rheme.
As a message structure, therefore, a clause
consists of a Theme accompanied by a Rheme; and the
structure is expressed by the order-whatever is
chosen as Theme is put first".

Halliday (1985a: 38)

Halliday argues that in the grammar of English, theme is not

necessarily realized in a nominal group. It may occur in a form

of adverbial group or a prepositional phrase. The realization of
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these elements in English is illustrated in the following

examples:

	

L

Once
	

I was like a turtle

	

Theme
	

Rheme

2. Very carefully_J [she put him back on his feet

Theme	 Rheme

3. J 

On Friday
	

I go backward to bed

Theme
	

Rheme

4. [jthe duke gives anYthin.. 
f 

it will be the teapot

Theme	 Rheme

In terms of the functions of Theme and Etheme, thematization

gives a structure to the clause. Within the structure of

English, a speaker organizes his message as a component of

discourse.

Halliday goes on to say that the function of theme can be

considered as the diectic element within the clause structure; it

defines the speaker's perspective of the content. As far as the

association of 'theme-rheme' and 'given- new' is concerned,

}{alliday suggests that 'theme-rheme' can sometimes be associated
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with 'given-new'. The two characteristics however are

independent, The difference, 1-lalliday argues, is that while

'given' means 'what you were talking about', 'theme' means 'what

I am talking about'. Also, 'given-new' (information) structures

the item in such a way as to relate it to the preceding

discourse, whereas 'theme-rheme' (thematization) structures the

item in such a way that is independent of what has gone before.

However, Halliday (1968: 199, 242), suggests that rheme may be

recoverable from context; at the same time, he argues that its

selection is context independent . This lack of consistency

seems to be open for various interpretations. All these subsets

give the clause its significance as a component of a text; they

can also be considered as a reflection of the textual

organization of language.

As for the Prague School, this approach emphasizes the fact

that language can be analyzed in terms of functionally related

units. This approach has been developed by writers such as

Firbas (1966, 1974), Danes (1970, 1974), Svoboda (1974), etc.

Its formulation becomes well-known later as Functional Sentence

Perspective (FSP). One of the main concerns of this approach is

the organization of a particular message into constituents such

as 'theme-transitiori-rheme'.

According to FSP, elements of the clause do not contribute

equally to the advancement of discourse (c.f. Danes 1974). That

is, some elements are more essential in pushing communication
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forward than others; these elements are said to have greater

Communicative Dynamism (CD). According to Firbas, the degree of

(CD) carried by a linguistic element, is:

"the extent to which the element contributes
towards the development of the communication".

Firbas (1974: 19)

Accordingly, basic CD distribution is carried out by a

series of elements opening with the element carrying the very

lowest and gradually passing onto the element carrying the

highest degree of CD. This basic distribution reflects the

movement of the mind (ibid: 22).

Thematic elements are those which contribute least to the

Communicative Dynamism of the clause/utterance. The rest of the

clause/utterance is divided into transition, usually a verb, and

the rheme. The rheme is defined as that which contributes most

to the communicative dynamism of the clause or the utterance.

A complete analysis of the FSP approach and that of Halliday

is beyond the scope of this thesis; however, those who are

interested in knowing more about these two approaches may refer

to Danes (1974), Palkova & Palek (1978), Williams (1988), Aziz

(1988). The following examples are taken from Williams (1988:

79) to demonstrate the organization of the message within the FSP

approach:
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1.L ck1 I shot I	 a lion II	 I	 I
Theme	 Transition	 Rheme

2. When he rang,1 [
4]	

was	 in the bath

Diatheme	 Theme Transition Rheme
Proper

3. A man	 came	 into the room

I	 I	 I
Rheme	 Transition	 Theme

It should be emphasized here that our analysis will follow

the FSP approach, because this approach, as Aziz (1988) argues,

is not confined, as that of Halliday (at least in his puplished

exposition, which all deal with English) to the positional

identification of the theme. That is, whatever comes first,

according to Halliday, is the theme regardless of the importance

of the contextual or situational elements, upon which the whole

essence of communication is built. Plakova & Palek argue that

the selection of theme-rheme in the Hallidayan approach is

independent of context (Plakova & Palek 1978: 215). Above all,

the FSP approach specifies the communicative importance from the

speaker's standpoint and accounts for the fact that communicative

dynamism is "a reflection of aspects of context such as

intentionality and text-type focus, and not just of basic word-

order" (Hatim & Mason 1990: 213),
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Williams (1988) argues that Halliday's definition of theme

does not really and sufficiently handle cases where there is more

than one point of departure (c.f. example 2 above). He argues

that "in most texts, the first element functions contrastively,

whereas the second element is continuative" (ibid: 79). These

types of shortcomings can be avoided by adopting the FSP

approach.

It follows from all this that thematic structures and

thematic functions contribute to meaning continuity and the

organization of discourse (Halliday & Hasan 1976); these

structures are used for rhetorical purposes (i.e. assertion,

emphasis, etc.). The thematic patterning and their manifestation

in argumentative editorial text-forms is illustrated below:

7.1.2.2	 Thematization in Arabic editorials

It should be noted at the outset that the complexity of

subject-matter (i.e. editorials contain different types of

discourse such as expository, narrative, etc.) and the short

range of cohesive chains predominant in editorials may give rise

to the incongruity within the concatenation of theme-rheme

patterns. We believe, therefore, that various thematic patterns

can be found in editorials.

It has been demonstrated that editorials can easily

accommodate the repetition of lexical items. This entails the

repetition of the same theme or reference to previous rheme. The

following editorial text-form investigates the thematic patterns

of editorials:
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(1)	 akkada	 al-ra'Is	 husnl mubrak Li
confirmed-he the-president Husni Mubarak in

mu'tamari al_duc h anna al-katara alladTi yuhaddidu
conference theDucah that the-danger which threatens

al_mujtamac	al-miriy	 tuliyu	 al_taacCub:
the-society	 the-Egyptian	 threefold	 the-ramifications:

(2) al-taarrufu	 wa al-mukaddirãtu wa al-infijru
the-fundamentalism and the-drugs 	 and the-explosion

al-sukkãniy,	 (3) wa	 huwa	 amrun yumkinu	 sac
the-population,	 and	 is-it matter could	 with

istifhluh	 an yudi bi mustaqbali al-bildi 	 bimã
becoming-grave-its to lead in future 	 the-country in what

yufçli ilayhi mm	 cawaqiba	 wakimah	 (4) wa	 hiya Ca].a
lead	 to-It	 from consequences evil	 and are on

al-tartib:	 aI-irhãbu	 wa	 al-ijrämu	 wa
the-arrangement:	 the-terrorism	 and	 the-crime	 and

al-arb.
the-destruction.

(5) wa	 al_wqicu	 anna al-infijãra	 al-sukkãniy
and the-reality that the-explosion the-population

yumkinu an yakina mufajjira kulla al-maäkil 	 Cjbra
could	 to be	 outbreaker all	 the-problems through

silsilatin mm	 rudüdi	 al_afcãl	 kullun	 mm-ha
series	 from reactions the-actions each	 from-them

yahmilu	 nudura al-katari	 fi haddi dãtih.	 (6) fa
carries	 warning the-danger	 in end	 self-it.	 because

huwa yu'addl mac giyãbi al-kitati al-tahassubiyyah wa
is-it lead	 with absence the-plans the-expectation and

quiiri al-murãqabati	 wa iftiqàri al-qudrah	 ilà
short	 the-supervision and lack	 the-ability to

al_fac iliyyah	 ilä ma	 yubihu	 al-güla	 alladI
the-effectiveness	 to	 what look like the-beast which

yaftarisu	 kiyäna almujtama',	 (7) fa	 huca
devours	 entity the-society,	 as a result is-it
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yazidu	 a1-batlah	 (8) wa yulhibu	 al-tadakkum
increase	 the-unemployment	 and 1sf lames the-inflation

(9) wa yuiC u	 a1-fasd.	 (10) wa kullu-hã Uãtun
and spreads the-corruption. 	 and all-them evils

(11) yatawalladu maCa_hi al-tatarrufu	 fi jnibayh:
originate	 with-them the-fundamentalism in sides-two-its:

(12) al_cunfu	 al-irhbiy	 al-näjimu
	 can

the-violence	 the-terrorizing the-sprung
	

from

taktl'	 al_mujtamac	 wa	 al-lawädu
	

bi
put at fault	 the-society	 and	 the-take refuge

	
in

a1-nuküi	 al-f ardiy,	 wa idmãnu	 al-mukaddirt
the-withdraw! the-individualistic, and addiction the-drugs

al-nãjimu	 aylan	 Can al-ya'si	 mm	 al_mujtamac

the-resulted too	 from the-loose hope from the-society

wa	 al-lujii'	 ììã al-tagayyubi
	

al-fardiy.
and the-take refuge	 to	 the-absence

	
the-individual.

(Appendix Bi: based on clauses 1-15)

(1) The Egyptian president, Husni Mubarak, affirmed, in
the conference of 'Duc ah' that there are three dangers which
threaten the Egyptian society. (2) These are fundamentalism,
drugs, and explosion of population. (3) These kinds of danger
could, if they become grave, lead to drastic results. (4) These
are terrorism, crimes, and destruction.

(5) In fact, the population explosion could , through a
chain reaction, break up all these problems with each one bearing
its own harbinger of danger. (6) Because, with the absence of
the expected planning, deficiency of supervision, and lack of
effective administration, the population explosion could turn
society into a monster ravishing itself; (7) it will also
increase unemployment; (8) it will inflame inflation (9) and it
will spread out corruption. (10) All these are evils (11) which
lead to fundamentalism from two sides: (12) one being the
violence of terrorism which stems from laying the blame on
society, and the other being the escapism and drug addiction
born from alienation and desperation of these within society.

It should be pointed out that the translation of the above

editorial text-form is made to allow certain lexical items to be

repeated to show their connections with previous clauses. Also,
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the translation does not conform with the rank and indentation

system used for this analysis, as this system does not help us

reveal any real patterns of thematicity. Moreover, the modal

clauses have been conjoined with the following clause as these

clauses do not contain theme-rheme elements (i.e. * wa al_waqic,

'in fact'). All these have been done in this particular way to

show the thematic patterns more clearly.

As the text-form shows, clause (1), (2), (3) and (4)

manifest a 'Simple Linear Thematic Progression' (SLTP) (Danes

1970). This means that each clause repeats the same previous and

adjacent rheme, generating a new theme. The pattern of

thematicity is represented as follows:

Ti	 Ri
T2	 R2

T3	 R3
T4	 R4

(Tz = Ri)
(T3 = R2)
(T4 = R3)

Looking at the remaining clauses of the same text, and

starting from clause (6), it can be seen that clauses (6), (7),

(8), (9), (10) and (11) repeat the main previous theme of the

paragraph (i.e. explosion of population or a co-referential

proform). This

* Since we are following the FSP approach, we can ignore the
fact that the modal clause a al_wcic ' in fact' is. a theme
in Arabic, and jLa clause is its rheme. This is at least in
Hallidayan terms.
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pattern, according to Danes (1974), represents the Thematic

Progression with Continuous Theme (TPCT). The representation of

this thematic pattern within the above text-form is shown as

follows:

T6 -R6
T7	 —Ri
T8	 R8
Ta	 -R9
Tio	 Rio
Tii	 Ru

(T6 = T7 = T8 = T9 = T1O = Til)

It follows from the preceding analysis that editorials, like

other Arabic texts, have a tendency to repeat the same theme in

successive sentence or themes derived from previous rhernes.

While these two types of thematic patterns are found in Arabic

argumentation, one finds thematic progression of themes derived

from previous rhemes more predominant. This is manifested in

editorials as well as other argumentative written Arabic texts.

The justification for finding different thematic progression is

also due to the fact that editorials as well as other texts are

part of the Arabic written language, and one would expect to find

different thematic constructions. As Williams says:

"Written Arabic tends to repeat the theme in
successive clauses .... In written Arabic, the
theme of a clause tends to have the same referent
as the theme or rheme of the previous clause."

Williams (1982: 46)
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From a cohesion perspective, thematization enhances the

cohesion of the whole editorial text-form by giving meaning

continuity to the it; such continuity has unequivocal

significance in the overall coherence of the editorials.

7.1.2.3	 Thematic constructions in translation

For translation purposes, translators as well as

interpreters should be aware of the fact that translating from

Arabic, which enjoys a relatively free word-order, into English,

which has a word-order that is controlled by rigid grammatical

rules involves reordering of thematic patterns. Also, in the

repetition of the same themes or previous rhemes, the text

producer highlights, to a large extent, the basic objective of

his argument; he also identifies the relative importance of his

subject-matter in order to persuade the text-receiver.

To this effect, the translator has to be aware of the

thematic patterns of each text since each text-type relays these

thematic patterns differently. What is important in editorials

is the realization that certain thematic or rhematic elements are

emphasized for a rhetorical purpose; this kind of emphasis should

be matched and conveyed into the target text.

Moreover, in producing a text, certain thematic or rhematic

elements are highlighted by the writer, as constructing a text is

a unique act by itself in which the writer demonstrates different

strategies and different patterns of thought. This not only

reflects the process of writing the text, but also the speaker or
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the text-producer's intentionality behind emphasizing these

rhematic or thematic elements.

Of equal importance is also the fact that theme-rheme

structures of the original sentence must be compared with the

translated sentences, as changing the order of theme-rheme

structures from one language to another yields a change of

emphasis.

Furthermore, the translator should pay great attention to

the Thematic Progression (TP) of editorials. What is meant by

thematic progression is "the concatenation of particular Ts and

their connection with the text, its subparts and situation"

(Danes 1970: 137). To this effect, the translator should realize

that in the thematic pattern (SLTP), as in clauses (1), (2), (3),

(4), emphasis has been placed on the rhematic element of each

clause which, according to FSP, carries the highest degree of CD.

This is what pushes communication forward and puts more

evaluation on the rhematic elements. If there is a manifestation

of the thematic pattern (TPCT), as in clauses (5), (6), (7), (8),

(9), (10), (11), the translator should realize that the emphasis,

highlighted by the text-producer, is shifted from rhematic

elements into thematic elements. This means that repeating the

same previous theme tends to persuade the text-producer of the

main argument. Above all, the translator should be aware of the

fact that each thematic pattern has a particular rhetorical

purpose, arising from the intentionality of the text-producer.

Therefore, any failure in realizing the exact rhetorical intent

and its function may give rise to a distortion of' the textual

meaning of the original text.
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7.1.3. Paragraphing

Paragraphing is also an important graphological device which

is used sometimes idiosyncratically in Arabic editorials. It is

not used as a division of thought. Duff (1981) argues that a

paragraph is more likely to be an independent unit of meaning,

because it contains a complete body of thought. Similarly,

Brooks & Warren (1952) commenting on the paragraph as a

'convenience to the reader' argue that the paragraph is a

division of composition which signals to the reader that the

division which is set off constitutes a unit of thought; it also

makes the divisions of the writer's thoughts visible. Brooks &

Warren go further in saying that this division, for the reader,

is a convenience.

On the psychological reality of the paragraph, Koen, Becker,

and Young (1969) compare the paragraph with the sentence; they

argue that if the importance of grasping the underlying structure

of the sentence contributes to its understanding, then, the

perception of the paragraph performs a similar function. Also,

Kieras (1978) suggests that the role of the paragraph is to

minimize memory load: the text-reader does not have to burden his

memory by the different kinds of information presented in the

text. Kieras goes on to say that the function of the paragraph

is to make it easy on the reader to digest the content of the

text. Therefore, common sense dictates that lack of paragraphing

of this type in Arabic editorials is a genuine problem for the

English reader, as this graphological device is sometimes used in
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Arabic for stylistic reasons. Here is an example from our actual

editorial text-forms that shows what I mean. The text-form will

be left as in the original form. The division between paragraphs

is indicated in the double (double spacing):

tamaiyan maca al_c alãqati	 al-akawiyyati
according with the-relations the-brotherly

bayna	 Cammäna Wa bagdãd, ji'at ziyAratu
between Amman	 and Baghdad, came	 visit

al_camali al_sarl catu, allati q.rna bihã dawlatu
the work the-quick, 	 which made in-it excellency

al-ra'ls	 zayd al-rifiy, ilã	 al_cirqi
the president	 Zayd Al_Rifac iy, to	 the-Iraq

a1-aq1qi	 ams,	 haytu istaqbala-hu
the-brother yesterday, where received-him

siyädatu al-ra'is	 sadd.m husayn wa haytu
mister	 the-president Saddam Hussein and where

ajr	 al-sayyidu al_rifäc iy	 mac	 al-sayyid thà
made the mister A1_Rifac iy	 with the-mister Taha

yãsln	 ramaciAn	 iuuh.datãtin bannã'ah.....
Yaseen Ramadan	 talks	 constructive....

(Appendix D12)

The short working visit which Prime Minister
Zaid Al-Rifa'y paid to Baghdad yesterday was in
accord with the strong fraternal relations existing
between Jordan and Iraq during which he was received

by President Saddam Hussein and held constructive
talks with Mr. Taha Yaseen Ramadan.....

As shown above, the layout of the above text-form has been

made exactly like the layout of the original (i.e. see Appendix
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D12). Also the translation has been made to conform with the

original text-form to show how confusing the division of

paragraphs in Arabic is. While there are some Arabic newspapers

that have the paragraph occasionally as a division of thought,

they are still inconsistent in using this device. This causes

uncertainty in the text-reader as to when or where one uses this

device. The solution to this problem is that the translator has

to stick to the paragraph as a division of thought, since this

matches the expectations of the English reader.

Whether the above form of text has one or two paragraphs,

the main important point here is that a paragraph has to contain

a complete unit of meaning. If one considers the above text-form

as consisting of one unit of meaning, which I personally do,

then, it would be presented as follows:

The short working visit which Prime Minister
Zaid Al-Rifa'y paid to Baghdad yesterday was in
accord with the strong fraternal relations existing
between Jordan and Iraq during which he was received
by President Saddam Hussein and held constructive
talks with Mr. Taha Yaseen Ramadan.....

If one considers the text-form as having two units of meaning,

then it would be presented as follows:

The short working visit which Prime Minister
Zaid Al-Rifa'y paid to Baghdad yesterday was in
accord with the strong fraternal relations existing
between Jordan and Iraq during which he was received
by President Saddam Hussein.

Mr. Al-Rifa'iy held constructive talks with Mr.
Taha Yaseen Ramadan and .
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In order to clarify the significance of paragraphing in

translation and the uncertainty it causes to the English reader,

here is another text-form which also manifests the same problem

discussed earlier:

(13) inna jäbira al-ahmad kna wãdihan Cjndamã
emp. Jabir Al-Ahmad was clear 	 when

akkada	 ahammiyyata taczjzi	 al-quwti
affirmed	 importance strengthen the-forces

al-musallahah (14) wa ahammiyyata jCädat al-nazari
the-armed	 and importance return the-look

11 imkäniyyäti hãdihi al-quwt	 al-musallahah,
in capabilities these the-forces the-armed,

(15) bi	 hayt	 takünu	 al_dirca	 al-waqil
in a way	 be	 the-armour the-protector

li al-kuwayt
to the-Kuwait

(16) wa	 al-ta'kida	 fi al-waqti nafsih Ca1
and the-confirmation in the-time itself on

iltizäm	 al-kuwayt tijha	 aqiqtih	 al_Carabiyyat.
commitment the-Kuwait towards sisters-its the-Arab.

(Appendix D21)

(13) Prince Jabir Al-Ahmad spelled out clearly the importance
of strengthening the armed forces, (14) and the importance of
reexamining their capabilities (15) so as to be the protecting
armour of Kuwait.

(16) And at the same time confirming Kuwait's commitment towards
the Arab countries...

It was pointed out earlier that paragraphing should help the

reader to perceive that each paragraph expresses a different
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theme or sub-theme. These motivated divisions which native

speakers of English expect to find in all written texts are

significant ones for the reader as well as the writer.

7.1.4	 Rhetorical and cultural style of argumentation

Hatim (1989) is the first attempt of its kind to study

Arabic argumentative discourse, despite the fact that his

analysis naturally does not discuss all affinities and

complexities of Arabic discourse. Hatini makes some interesting

observations on argumentation although he does not investigate

complete Arabic texts. One of the shortcomings of Hatim's study

is that he concentrates on making observations on argumentation

through translated Arabic texts. Hatim does not attempt to

present Arabic texts in order to show how argumentationwithin

both languages can be differentiated. This thesis claims that

citing the outcome of Arabic translated texts tends to miss out

on the complexities and meaning multiplicities of certain

structures of the text-forms under discussion. Although we have

some reservations about Hatim's conclusions, in particular the

claim that the use of the SVO nominal structure is always

evaluative whereas the "VSO verbal structures are used	 when

the verbal element is semanticall y empty" (my underlining) (Hatim

1989: 29), his work has some useful insights.

It should be pointed out that one of the main objective of

this section is to show how the argumentative strategies of both

languages are the product of the rhetorical and cultural styles
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of argumentation. This study suggests that acquaintance with

these strategies in both languages yields a better understanding

and translatability of these text-forms. This aspect of the

analysis will be illustrated later.

Before going any further, it should be reiterated that any

attempt to produce replicas of Arabic editorials will be doomed

to fail to convey the intended meaning of the original.

Therefore, the message has to be restructured according to the

rhetorical and cultural conventions associated with the target

language. Because of the fact that Arabic and English are

culturally distant languages, each language has a quite

distinctive rhetorical and cultural style of argumentation. This

is the view of Sapir (1956); Kaplan (1966, 1983); and Koch (1980,

1982). These scholars hold the position that each language has

its own separate structure, and this structure represents a

different kind of reality. Sapir states:

"The fact of the matter is that the 'real world'
is to a large extent built up on the language
habits of the group. No two languages are ever
sufficiently similar to be considered as
representing the same social reality. The worlds
in which different societies live are distinct
worlds, not merely the same world with different
labels attached."

Sapir (1956: 69)

Similarly, Kaplan (1966, 1983) suggests that the way

languages present their structures is different from one another

and this is due to the fact that speakers of different languages
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be presented only for the sake of exposition.

Before we go further and explore the main constituents of

English argumentative discourse (i.e. editorial text-forms), it

should be emphasized here that this section does not intend to

present a general semantic and structural analysis of Arabic and

English, but rather attempts to show that Arabic and English

adhere to different patterns of construction. These different

patterns are a result of the different rhetorical and cultural

style of argumentation. Therefore, an English editorial text-

form will be presented only to explain this point and demonstrate

the main text-form constituents. After that, an attempt will be

made to show how the Arabic rhetorical strategy of argumentation

is different from that of English. This strategy is a source of

misapprehension of the meaning potential of argumentative

editorial text-forms.

It has been demonstrated ( see Section 5.1.1) that Arabic

has two basic forms of argumentation: a pro-argument and a

counter-argument. A pro-argument involves a 'thesis', followed

by the text-producer's extensive substantiation. Because of the

fact that a 'pro-argument' in Arabic is characterized by a

similar structure to that of the English (i.e. present a thesis,

show agreement, and then substantiate it) and because of the fact

that this form of argumentation does not cause the same

translational problems as far as misunderstanding the intended

meaning, there is no need to go further into this argumentative

feature. Rowever, it should be pointed out that Arabic has a

tendency to use a similar structure in a pro-argument to English,
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whereas in a counter-argument, Arabic tends to use a different

structure, and this causes difficulty for English speakers. A

counter-argument involves a refutation of a thesis. In English,

the text-producer does not present his own thesis first but that

of his adversary. In other words, the English counter-argument

goes in line with what Coulthard calls the "Strawman argument"

(Coulthard 1987). According to Coulthard, the Strawman argument

is:

"A false assertion followed by a denial and
justification or explanation of the denial

Coulthard (1987: 188)

Coulthard argues that the strawman argument is a strategy

used by the text-producer. This strategy has its own

implications as far as acknowledging the adversary's main

statement. To illustrate what is meant by a strawman argument,

Coulthard present the following example:

"(1) Most diabetics think that food will be a
problem when travelling. (2) However, food
in any country consists of the same basic
ingredients. (3) Potatoes, rice, and other
starchy vegetables,...are the main source of
carbohydrates.	 (4).....	 (5).....".

Coulthard (1987: 188)

According to Coulthard, sentence (1) presents the writer's

false assertion, followed by sentence (2), a denial. The

sentences that follow are used as justification and explanation

of that kind of denial. These sentences are utilized by the text
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producer to support and validate his denial of the unreliable

assertion.

In order to clarify the typical structure of a counter-

argument in both English and Arabic, consider the following

diagram:

Arabic:	 Text-producer', Thesis	 Text-producer's	 Text-producer's	 Text-producer's

with Optional Background	 Evaluatioa ,i,e, his	 Obligatory	 Exhortative

lsioriatioa _______________ conuter-arguient 	 Substantiation - Conclusion

Buglish:	 Text-producers	 Text-	 Text-	 TexL-

Opponent's Thesis	 producer's	 producer's	 producer's

with Optioaal Back-	 Coanter-	 Obligatory	 Conclusion

ground inror.atioa	 claiw	 __________	 Substantiation

Accordingly, in Arabic, the text-producer, in constructing

his argumentative editorial text-form, goes through stages that

are different from those of English. These stages are

manifestations of the rhetorical and cultural format each

language adheres to. Consider tine editorial t.exL-forui on the

following page.

It can be seen from the above editorial that the text-

producer starts with his opponent's thesis (i.e. Mr. Hurd's

cautious start), leaving his statement to take second place. For

an Arabic speaker, this form of text is very problematic, because

the Arabic reader may confuse the opponent's thesis with that of

the text-producer's. That is, the Arabic speaker may think that

the thesis presented first is the text-producer's thesis aend not

the opponent's. Therefore, this text-form may be thought of by
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DOUGLAS HURD's two speeches on Europe in the past two

days say well attract less attention in the British

Press than his forthcoming visit to Bong Kong. They

deserve at least as much. 	 (....)

Speaking In Oxfordshire on Monday, Mr. Eurd committed

the British Government to the principle of making "a

strenuous and imaginative response to the extra-

ordinary effort which is being made by the people of

Eastern Europe". And he was right to emphasize the

ways In which many diUerent kinds of Individual

British people can help. Re mentioned bankers,

parliamentarians, English teacher, even journalists.

(...)

Background information

and the opponent's

thesis

But In terms of political arrangements 1 Mr. Rurd vent

no farther in his first speech than to suggest the 	 I	 The text-producer's
European nations should be invited to join 	 evaluation (his

Council of Europe. That does not go very far. 	 counter claim), and his

	

.....J	 nodification of it

Yesterday, to a mixed gathering of members of the US

Congress and the European Parliament in London, Mr.

Burd went further.	 or a start, he put the future of

Eastern Europe in the context of the developing

European Community. Be rightly said that events in the

East presented the BC with its greatest opportunity.

Be even wheeled out the European Free Trade Association,

that relic of the timidity of a previous generation of

British politicians. (...)

Be has not, however, gone far enough. The long-term

goal of East European is clear enough, They want to

rejoin Europe.	 (...)

That can he done, of course, only if all the European

partners together confront three major interlocking

issues on which Britain is well-placed to give

leadership. The first (...). The second (...).

And the third (...). On all these great questions,

Mr. Rurd should spell out the Government's position

clearly and soon, beginning perhaps when he visits East

Berlin in a fortnight's time. Re will be listened to

with all the more attention because of the lead he has

already begun to give.

(appendix Cl)

The text-producer's

substantiation of

his counter-claim

The text-producer's

conclusion
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an Arabic speaker as a pro-argument, when it is in fact a counter

argument. This is due to the fact that the Arabic speaker is

conditioned to see the text-producer's thesis cited first and not

the opponent's. One can even go further and say that the text-

producer in Arabic counter-argument attempts to ignore the

opponent's thesis, owing to the social and political situations,

and by doing so, he avoids any kind of confrontation with whoever

his adversary is. These are constraints rooted in the Arabic

social, cultural and rhetorical systems.

In Arabic then, the text-producer's thesis is presented

first, followed by a pro- or counter-argument. In English, it is

the other way around: the opponent's thesis is presented first,

followed by the text-producer's pro or counter claim. Both of

these cases are followed by obligatory substantiation. The

confusion of the opponent's thesis with the text-producer's

thesis can lead to serious problems in translation. It is this

rhetorical and cultural strategy of argumentation that should be

considered carefully in translation; otherwise, the translator

may produce an editorial which has a completely different meaning

to that of the original.

In terms of the preceding observations, it should be

emphasized that the presentation of an adversary's thesis is tied

with English language conventions. It is uncommon for Arabic to

present the adversary's view and then refute it. Because of the

social and political systems, this is considered to be some sort

of confrontation, which is actually not favoured.
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It follows from all this that the way these two languages

present their counter-argumentation causes some translation

problems, and ignoring the fact that these rhetorical and

linguistic styles are rooted in the social and cultural values of

each language is indeed very serious. If these styles show

anything, they show the fact that text-producers in both

languages are affected by their own social and cultural

backgrounds.

7.1.5. Cop ing with Arabic-En glish counter-argument

Because of the fact that Arabic and English utilize

different rhetorical style for conveying their counter-

argumentation, the Arabic reader is likely to misapprehend

English counter-argument, and vice versa. However, the awareness

of these rhetorical styles of both languages within the field of

argumentation resolves this communicative problem. That is, the

Arabic text-producer has to be aware of the intended meaning and

the pattern of construction of the original text. Also, the

translator should not allow the text structure to mislead him

into misunderstanding the text-function or the intended meaning.

As Callow (1974) argues, understanding the source text in

translation is essential, and any misunderstanding is likely to

be caused by misreading it and lacking the knowledge of the text-

producer's patterns of thoughts. Therefore, when it comes to

translating a text from Arabic into English, recognizing the

structure as well as the function of the text in its pragmatic,

semiotic, and communicative environments is indispensable.
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To recap, aspects that could be the source of misapprehension

are as follows:

1. An Arabic native speaker may see an English counter argument

as a pro-argument being misguided by certain pragmatic

characteristics (e.g. in the above editorial text-form: 'he

was right', 'he rightly said'... etc.)

2. A native Arabic translator may be misguided by the English

counter-argument format.

3. An English translator may misapprehend certain rhetorical

notions in an Arabic counter-argument; he may think that the

'thesis' cited first is the text-producer's adversary's

thesis, but in fact it is the text-producer's thesis itself.

In all the above cases, the misapprehension of the methods

of construction, rhetorical function of certain lexical items,

(i.e. emphasis, etc.), and patterns of thought may lead the

translator to distort the original text; it may also cause a

failure to realize the meaning as well as the function of the

text. This is important in all aspects of translation. In the

case of Arabic argumentation and editorials in particular, the

translator should be aware of the fact that in a counter-

argument, the adversary's thesis should be cited first, then the

text-producer's counter-claim. In this way, the text-producer
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is establishing a pattern of construction and a style of

argumentation that matches the pattern and style of argumentation

in English.
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CHAPTER 8

CON CLUS I OMS

8.0 Introduction

The main purpose of this thesis has been to investigate

Arabic argumentative discourse in general and Arabic

argumentative editorial text-forms in particular. This thesis

has attempted to shed more light on the descriptive as well as

the analytical and the methodical models of argumentation in

Arabic.

Owing to the fact that argumentation is held to be culture-

specific (Longacre 1974c, 1983), structural, semantic as well as

pragma-semio-textual analyses have been applied to these text-

forms. The main reason behind the analysis of these editorials

is to find out whether or not these argumentative text-forms pose

problems when translated literally into English. To this effect,

samples were taken from three different Arabic newspapers: Al-

Ahram, Al-Ra'y, and Al-Watan. The samples have been analyzed in

an attempt to identify the generic structure of editorials, the

type of clause relations typical of this form of argumentation,

the effect of repetition and parallelism, and the underlying

function of theme-rheme constituency, and the types of problems

this discourse raises for translators.
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Furthermore, this study has endeavored to ascertain the

contribution of causal relations, repetition, parallelism, theme

rheme, and other semantic relations within this form of

argumentation. The results of the analyses can be summarized as

follows:

8.1 The generic structure of editorials

The preceding analysis has indicated that editorials, as an

argumentative text-form within an argumentative text-type, have

their own generic structure; this generic structure is presented

in three or four stages: in the first stage, the text-producer

presents background information regarding his argument (see

Sinclair et al, 1987). This is done by providing either time or

space or information references in respect to his topic. In the

second stage, the text-producer presents his thesis. This may or

may not be presented within the references to background

information; most of the time, however, the thesis is presented

implicitly. In the third stage, the text-producer evaluates his

topic positively (i.e. pro-argument) or negatively (i.e. counter-

argument). This is followed by an obligatory substantiation of

his claim. Substantiation can take different forms such as

presenting purposes, reasons, etc, so as to clarify and support

the statement made.

In the fourth and final stage, these issues are summarized

and argued, through an exhortative conclusion whose main function
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Text-producer's
	

Text-producer' s

Situation
	

Thesis

Structural

AnalysIs —9

is to remind, urge, emphasize, and, above all, persuade the

reader of the text—producer's main point. This is done by

summarizing the main arguments and drawing some inferences or

implications as to what should happen and how it should happen.

All these elements are represented in the following diagram:

Editorial

Text-producer's	 Text-pràducer's

Evaluation	 Exhortative

Conclusion

'A'
Pro-	 Counter-	 By	 By

argueot	 argument	 suuary argumentation

I	 II	 I
Subst.	 Subst.	 1mph.	 1mph.

Manifestation
	

Specificity	 Modality	 emphasis,

of Cohesion .-+
	

Information-	 Parallelism	 Assertion

Density	 Notional-

repetition

Diagram (21')

Constituents of Editorials

The above diagram shows the main constiluents of the

argumentative text—form 'editorials'. The constituents are

presented through a notation system, adopted from Lockwood (1982)

"Introduction to Startificational Linguistics". As shown above,
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the constituent 'situation' is realized as r 
,4	 j ). This

means that the diagram describes this constituent as having

either a temporal component, a spatial component, or an

informational component. These components are the three

alternative realizations of the constituent 'situation'. The

notation system also shows that either one, or two or all three

of these components may occur simultaneously in a particular

text. This simultaneity is shown within Temp., Spat., and Infor.

through the linking symbol ( Nj,').

As for the constituent 'thesis', it is realized by the

notation system 
t.	

which means that 'substantiation' is

an optional component. The thesis may here be followed by

substantiation or it may not. There is a link (/"s) between the

constituent 'situation' and that of the 'thesis'. This link

implies that these two constituents may sometimes be presented as

one constituent.	 -

The third constituent is the 'text-producer's evaluation'.

This is presented as t
	 This means that an editorial

text-form may be a pro-argument or it may be a counter-argument.

Both of these sub-components are followed by obligatory

substantiation.

The final constituent is that of the 'text-producer's'

exhortative conclusion. This is represented as 
t

This means that a conclusion can be 'by summary' or 'by

argumentation'. The text-producer either summarizes the main

arguments or draws some conclusions by argumentation. Both of

these sub-components should draw implications as to what it is

that the text-producer is trying to accomplish. There is a link
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between these two sub-components, which is represented by the

symbol ( \/ ); this means that these two elements may occur

simultaneously within this constituent.

This is only as far as the main constituents of editorials

are concerned; however in terms of the manifestation of cohesion,

the analysis has shown that the constituents 'situation and

thesis', are characterized by specificity (i.e. focusing on

specific social and cultural events) and information density

(i.e. they include an account of the main arguments). The

constituent 'evaluation' is realized by modality and parallelism.

The final constituent which is conclusion is realized by

emphasis, assertion, and notional repetition. All these aspects

are shown in the above diagram. For the manifestations of the

main constituents of our editorials and the types of relation

involved, see Appendix A.

8.2 Types of clause relations

It has been shown that editorials are dominated by semantic

causal relations. These are demonstrated in Diagram 19 (page

236) and Table 3 (page 235). It was noted earlier that according

to Kress & Hodge (1979: 17), editorials are 'the place where the

process of selection and assimilation of rewriting and

transformation are most dense'. That is, the writers of

editorials highlight participant relations that strengthen their

argument, and obscure those participant relations that weaken
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their argument (see pp. 237-239 for exemplification). For

translation purposes, the reader/translator must know the

information and understand it thoroughly in order to convey it

convincingly to the outside reader, since each text-type relays

these relations differently. Kress & Hodge argue that editorials

are complex and revealing; they present a complex judgement or

process; they argue that in order to understand any process,

causality is of decisive significance. Even though Kress & Hodge

make the point that editorials do not always show this particular

feature, they argue that when the causal steps are clearly

indicated - those who started an action are specified, the

effects are shown - and those affected by such actions are

mentioned, then, we, as text-receivers, can be sure that our

judgement, whether we believe the text-producer's assessment of

the topic or not, is clearly justified and made on 'reasonably

secure grounds' (Kress & Hodge 1979: 18). This, in Kress &

Hodge's sense, can easily be seen in our editorials where those

affecting and those affected are clearly identified.

8.3 The effect of lexical repetition

It has been demonstrated that lexical repetition is an

essential element in editorials. The conclusion drawn from the

previous analyses is that these argumentative text-forms favor

the cohesive type of lexical repetition; they do not favor

pronomina]. co-reference as this phenomenon creates confusion

within the text-form (see Section 7.1.1.2). This feature -
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pronominal co-reference - is frequently used in expository texts,

(i.e. novels, stories, etc). Even where pronominal reference is

used in editorials, it tends to be short. 	 Diagram 25 (p. 270)

above shows exactly what I mean.

8.4 The persuasive function of parallelism

Parallelism as a form of repetition has a persuasive

function in editorials. As was suggested in Chapter (6),

parallelism is used as a rhetorical and text-building device.

Three types of parallelism have been investigated: listing

parallelism, which involves the repetition of the same lexical

item; cumulative parallelism which involves lexical items that

are semantically related, and the grammatical parallelism which

shows that the grammatical status of the repeated lexical item is

equal to that of the preceding. All these kinds of parallelism

provide textual unity and persuasive force; they also indicate

that the value of these parallel frames is the same, which, in

turn, keeps the text-reader tuned to the argument and contribute

rhetorically. As a result, the text-reader perceives a logical,

cohesive, and forceful text. This can also be achieved by

attracting new material in every recurrent clause.

8.5 Approach to translating editorials

It was suggested earlier that editorials have a semantic

structure and stylistic characteristics that cause problems for

the English reader (see Section 7.4). These characteristics
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require attention during the process of translation. Because of

the fact that Arabic editorials cannot be translated without

reference to the rhetorical and cultural elements that constitute

their central core, overt translation in House's (1977) sense,

which is tied up to the rhetoric and culture of that community,

would shed light on this type of discourse.

Moreover, in translating Arabic editorials, the translator

has to go through different stages. First, he has to read and

analyze the text-from a semantic, structural, and stylistic point

of view. Then, while decoding these text-forms into the target

language, the translator should be aware of various functional

components: the semiotic (i.e. cultural and rhetorical),

pragmatic (i.e. the speaker's intentions and the effect and

purpose of the ST), and the communicative (i.e. the function of

the editorial text-form and the pattern of construction). Within

the category of communicative function, the style, manner, and

the method of construing the meaning of these text-forms have to

be accounted for. Communicative function also touches upon

notions such as how the text-form is initiated, what strategy the

translator uses, and whether these notions have been utilized for

stylistic or pragmatic reasons.

After these contextual factors have been accounted for, the

translator has to re-assess these text-forms in order to fit them

within the expectations of target language speakers. This

requires a modification process where certain items need to be

inserted for purposes of clarity, while other items need to be

deleted because of their redundancy. Finally, there are certain

items that need to be maintained as in the original as these

items clarify the speaker's train of thought. This modification
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process bring us to the translation product in which the two

languages concerned have been studied and approximated to one

another in terms of all the contextual factors mentioned above.

All these stages which are involved within the process of

translating Arabic editorials are summarized in the following

diagram:

Source texts

(57)

ditorlala	 Cohesive relations
Sesantic 

fl Surface structure iarhers

Analysis	

Structural - structural constituents
and building blocks

StyUatic .....Situatlonal features and

choices eade by the

speaker

Decoding

Culture

1llIl

[ Pragsatica	
Intended effect of the (ST)

Speakers Intentions

LCoesunic	 -
Function

Text functios

StyleText-pattern o
construction	

Hanner

Addition of Lexical Itens

I	
Rendition	 [ Deletion of Lexical Itens

Preservation of Lexical Items

Eodlflcatlon 

-L atchlng the rhetorical pattern of thought

Translation Product - Arabic editorini translated Into English

(T7)

Diagraun (28)

The process of translating Arabic

argunientative texts
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The stages shown in the above diagram are intended here to

facilitate the process of translating Arabic editorials. This

strategy is not only applicable to this form of argumentation but

it may be applied to other Arabic argumentative text-forms as

well. The emphasis throughout is on all aspects that have an

intrinsic effect on translation so that the contexts of the

original texts are carefully studied and conveyed into the target

texts.

8.6 Implications for future research

It is axiomatic that this thesis cannot, in fact, give

resolutions to all problems or issues raised here. Therefore,

future research must be conducted to explore the effects of these

same and other rhetorical and cohesive devices on these text-

forms as well as other argumentative text-forms such as political

speeches, sermons, etc. Of equal importance is a demonstration

of the cohesive manifestations of these text-forms as well as

their effectiveness. For instance, do surface structure elements

contribute to the coherence of these text-forms? Is repetition a

rhetorical as well as a cohesive device in other argumentative

text-forms too? Above all, is it homogeneous or is it a variable

dictated by the type of text involved? All these provide

insights into the ways in which different text-types tend to be

structured and organized; they also provide, from a pedagogical

perspective, ways of specifying as well as teaching the

differences between one language and another.
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Furthermore, it may prove beneficial to explore other ways

of deinystifying argumentative text-forms in Arabic through the

different textual standards as demonstrated by De Beaugrande &

Dressier (1981). These standards ensure connectedness of logical

relations, situations, our knowledge of the world, events, etc.

This particular framework would seem to provide a revealing and

worthwhile basis for future research on forms of argumentation.

One final point that needs to be raised here is the

contextual variables of any text - including editorial text-

forms. These are pragmatics, semiotics arid their contribution,

not only to translation, but also to cross-cultural and communal

interaction. All these may prove useful and illuminating in

minimizing the difficulties in cross-cultural communication; they

may also give insights into the best way of approaching a text.
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ABBREV I AT IONS

The following abbreviations are used throughout Appendix A:

Ampi-Contrac:
Develop:
NDC:
Rhet:
Emph:
MS:
Gen-Spec:
Contra-Expect:
Temp/Conclusion:
Mod:
Condition-Sem:
Consequence-Prag:
Consequence-Sem:
Counter-Exp-Prug:

Amplification-Contraction
Developmental
Non-defining clause
Rhetorical
Emphatic
Matching support
Generic-Specific
Contra-Expec tat ion
Temporal in a form of conclusion
Modal
Condition from a semantic point of view
Consequence from a pragmatic point of view
Consequence from a semantic point of view
Counter-expectation from a pragmatic point
of view
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Appendix A

Analysis of Arabic editorials

tJj_ kl-khi' 612 I 1069

lird i1-lvtiJ2r

I,	 aikads al-ra"v bua't adbink IL au'taiati ;l.duClt
2.	 avia a1-0arv alladi yuhaddida ai.aujtiaa c al•miçriy

&ailI y u a1 . taaccub: ...................................................
2.	 •ta$jarraiu vi v1-ivaddirltu va al-infijlru ai .ankküiy .............
1.	 vi lava airun yuiklnu vac Ivtifjillub inn yu'addiya bi vuataqball

al-blildi bivi iafT ilnybi iii C aviqiba vab iaah ........................
5.	 vi hia	 al-tat'Ib: al-tklba vu il-irliu vi al-karib ............

6. vi al-vul va inn.........................................................
7. al-infijira al-iukkiniy yuikiau ii yaklna aufaijira

kuhn al-valilti c ibn etlatiatta iii rudTadi al-if cj],
builun ainhi yaitlu naura nl -kanrt ft addi fattb

8. 11 bun yu'addI ia glylbi ak-0i%ai a1-taauubiyyah vi
qaçOrt al-aurliababti vi iftiqirt al-ladirati iii al-flCtiiyyab
ill vi yuibihv al-lila a1iaI yaftariva ktyha al-vajtava c .............

9. Ia lucia yanida a1-ba61ah ............................................
10. vi yulbtbia al-tanui ................................................
11. vi ylcOl ca al-livid
12. vi kulluhi ifhtan ..................................................
13. yatiailiada vacahi a1-taarruta ft j'inibayh:
14. il.eunfu al-irhibty al-nijivu can tatt' al .iujtaaac vi

ai-1avin bi ai-nuküei al-tardiy ii idalnu al-vuladdirOt
al-nijiva ay4aa ci al- yasi mm al-iujtviac vi al-lujil'
iiiai-tagayyubj al-fardly .....................................

15. vi ciyidatu al-vokküi ft adi OtIh1 4iilan 1ibiy via
C aviajit al-qlyia ft quvati al-dailab ....................................

16. Ia al-,avrida al-balarty yakidu ynkllna
ahhuia1a9idtri al-tanatyab ............................................

IT.	 ii aaanni letituirabu ft Ivtigl'ili
vi'IrI a1-aavOrid a1-ab1 c iyyah .......................................

ii.	 bal iv al- vault al-ibtikirly C all 14111
pinicijyib aukaivilab .................................................

19.	 va lava al-ansi	 ft dud el'tri al-Caulilli ......................
29.	 ii takilna aarikiza aq!qiyyab ii al-quvati

villa •asiati ai-arI vi aukavinitiha via al-larvOti
al . ia cdanlyyatl vi al-zirO'iyyiti vi al-nuaav al-piriidly
vi al-tijirty hi siqqayyb al-tvtihiikty vi a1-tadtriy
vi al-qadariti a1cavkariyyati vu al-tiknulojtyyah ................

21. bal lava al- chili al-dandy aydan ft al-injaul
al .va c navly ciii al-vabiviri al-viyasiyyati vi
al-I jtIuiCiyyati vi a1-adiriyyatt iaiah .............................

22. lOkianahu yangaliba bi al-4arirati iii chili lbitin vi badain
vitakallufin vi saibin aalaq .......................................

23. ia Infahata dna Øvabia tatanivabu 10c

vacaddaliti al-tansiyab ft sk'ir al-ia hilt .........................
24. bal tobIbu jc'ij a1 -Aatrita Clailia vutsidan It

hlgihi al_vocadilit call n Oun yadlilu al-aujtau c a ft
divE Ira vat ragab tu'addt bitt ill al-inhIdirt vi al-tiraddt
va hutiRri al-tav4a vi hui'liutl tutu ibditu al-taqadilum cibra
tatitiut ai-aaulqit a1-fadiyyati ii ai-ijttü e iyyatt ad layqet
al-labililt it al-javinibi aL—ta cieultyyah ............................

25. Va Cindaul tata maya al-av4i c ii avbibin lit...........................
26. Ia ii bodda inn tTa Ca al-aalnviyyit ....................................
21.	 naUtili in c itijittin ft ubir.ihl al-çalb ..........................
28.	 t ian yakina iii al-vufidi balu lviii

al-johdt vu al- C anI't ft sajiliti al-tanutyab
ii ta'tiya al-utyadata aI-aakkIniata In
taltabtia al-taunt auualan bi anal vi tueldi
al-Oh ill vi ban ian' .............................................

26.	 Ctnda'ijn yakilna al-Caualu ai-jldu al-austacitu bi
sa ,abati hartin it al-bar ..........................................

20. ii tk klan ul-infijira al-sukkinly call h1I al-naOv
lava al-tabaddt al-albaro it cnqdj qid taut -----------------------------

21. Ia lana al- v ain van uu cilijatihi yi'addt bi al-lanrnti Ill
C i lnIn ft auvijahati ,i'trt al-tahaddiyit -------------------------------

32.	 atti vi in banal biri clva ft aL-tapaddt hill -------------------------

teuporal
coniequence
anpitftcation

ground a
Text-

contraction ProdaceYa
fohortat iv a
Conclusion

gronada

revult
concession
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OL. Lllhrii 20 / 11/ 1988

ii. i c tirIfu varratayn

1. layvi vIa al.eailbl
2. iv tadara ita al-kalivlti taqñban iii taut abib vi ñIinua

iS al-tibitul ala a'vi qirlñti al-ia'taaari a1-vaaaty al-f iliittnly
3. Ii tu linia al-daviati varfid .........................................
4. vi al-ta cathuda bi iabi a1-irblbt gaya'n kilt.......................
6.	 vi ibbln il-qararayu 242 vi 338 glildna jidda......................
6.	 vi al-tttriin hi jan'11 iubhaaun ii al-glyab ......................

7.	 vi idIkOnat vubarninita al-naii mutailvitak bayna al-3nlbay.........
0.	 Ia tuna al-angiata vlidab u biligata al-tanvlt vi at-tanlcnq .......
9, vi layaa al- cuba .......................................................

10. it an yakTina bualka aiim h3I al-taiUu...............................
11. d diii hunbka tailutna iatñtljiy bayna al-daviatay................
12. 1 a1an tan alftyyiti ii a clinni al-tinkly al	 riati bajnahuü--
13. vi likinna al-cuba al-farik...........................................
14. bava a1-a cnu ft al-qañrbti bi ualtabi iii liv yaqna'nhi

iv via qana'abi vs 104a bi inkiniki c all al-aila' ....................

15. toiun viik •.--'.......................................................
16. in tallia auc4ui al-qaninitl iatijibatan Ii ragabitta

urIkiyyatta iutaqalltbab vs anafanidab call audi sanavitl.n lunl ......
17. uiia ya'tt al-kudlinu il-subla via jinibi vituua vafeibi ............
18. attl na'iyól al-aut4iddta bi italat a1-inijiyyati

al-ainlkiyyah yatad4 a1n racviyyan ..................................
19. ii taIi ra'yia abdibu al-na'ls rayqaa it

iviniht ai c .afty ...............................................
20. 'i.ndaü sn'ila .....................................................
21. carnal 141 that asriki aiata c iddatua al-la ii

a1-duiilI ft bialnin ha a1-.una;aaah ...........................
22. bacda qublitbi It qsnaniy al-iaavj al-antt4tdak ..............
23. vi buss a1-8arc al-unrUly al-vau rtaf ............................
24. fa gil.............................................................
25. anna bO1 a1-auaü c qayda al-bai al-in ..........................
26. Va tuni tadnkala al-sataaditn ...................................
21.	 ii yil1na ......................................................
28,	 anna al-na'Ts yaquda .........................................
29.	 anna qaniniti al-vajilvi hOyt aUnt!

junbajnbI al-in .........................................

30. Va rnuj.aln al-savqiti al-ainitty ........................................
31. anna al-qar)rltt al-filia1niyyah tabdd au aJ jjc ah .....................
$2.	 vi latinuahl gayni kflhyabtta ..........................................
33. 11 tagyIrl bIa al-vavqii ............................................
34. va b145 sa tnibu tatv1u al-al	 al-siliiy vu

iaaic ih iii anatagbalta aajbil .....................................
35. vi itiatu funiqia akbar aaiaa iui'Il ............................
36. ii tuviIla ac4attatihi Ii al-ijhbl al-aa'itali

call ai-intufi4ah vu tat1ti al-acbi ............................
37. (ailadi juu'a 11 ki4arnvi ai1ljb call al-ianati) .............
38. hI I c liui u1-dav1a ..............................................
$2.	 hatt	 y k•In0	 1fl in yu1g c all 0114m g ..................iv.	 uaaa nacn ui-nina univ ii -bnauaat t aL-jaldab ft shinun .....
41.	 Ii tataaiivaka bi itt al-vauqif ...............................
12.	 bi I t tibinthi tattdidaa ii aiyltatj a1-1bj il-$ uahintj .....
43.	 iv hatti ua c i iuniva tac jlni,yahtia jadidab ................

44, kayta billibi ii yakinu hunika lctinlfua unrIbun
bijul'11 ft al-qaninit ...............................................

15.	 vi gad vanada itbi badala al-aarati sarratayn .........................
46.	 •amnatun ft faqnatt 1lin al-daviab ................................
17.	 (aUatt tautanidu 111 ar C i yyatt quint al-taqalsi c	 47) ........
40.	 vi bu48 la tnibu ul-tiallia hi vujidi at-4a1aLi al-yabidijyab
19.	 vu sarnatna ft faqrati qubil al-qarirayni ...........................
50. (alluayni yata4aarnaainl il-ictlnifa

ay4anbi al-saudi al-tari'liiy ) ..................................
51. vi lacallahi varratun iltjab ayan tilka allati aina fihi quinn

t t llnl al-davlatj Ill taciyuiihi ft villain vat jaaIc duvalt
al-vtntaqab vi duvali al- tilant ajaac ...............................

52. urban bi narita al-aabi8i't vi al-aijivail al-au c lanati aydan
53. iv tataiala can al-a q alladi iOu yatraqu abibahi

btni 'aa call talablbi Va hi unUti....................................
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ha;. hl-Airlu - 13121 1969

liqI' al-tajasmuc

1. tabdau gadan H asnlna a1-ivadaätu a1_rubi c iyyatn ii ru'auYi
vaairati dusall al-tajainu c i al-iqt1idiy al-jadid sipra sa 	 1
al-urdunna sa al-ciriq sa al-yams ai-daiäli yyah ..........................content	 Test

2. ii tadIdi al-i1ri a1-tan1aiy ii al-ta jammuuj ..........................purpose 	 _.... Producer's
3. tauhIdan 11 eu'taseri al-qiasati al-rubI c iy .............................purpose	 Situatios &
4. (a1ia1 yucqadu U bagdida Ii asiiri al-ahrj al-il1) ...............consent ._..J 	 Thesis

5.
6.
7.

us ragua anna al-tajanmoca iqtipidiyo al. iacilio ...........................
mis ajil taqlqi dara jatin akbar sin al-tahisul ....................
jill anna inO'ahu lisa hi a1-4arrati qarlran
siyislyjan call a c li al-nustasa ...................................

sa its jauma Ia inns uuntalaqitthi al-siyisiyyab t.u1'u bi
a1-arlrati c ars raghatin 11 al- c anal al-satl'iy al-muitarat .....

(allal tahkuiuhu al-irOdatu al-siyiuiyyah bial ia'kudu
iii tuqasuimtt al-manfac ati al-intabidalab ii çalit
t4qlqi abdlfis istritlipyatin culyl) .........................

10. us iimm 10 iaka ilk .......................................................
11. anna al-tajanuca buss cibiratun can ta c blrun aqTqiy Can taa1luciti

u c b1 al-dn,ali al-multarakak It nuetaqbali rukan a!6a1 ...................
12. ba cda nash arin kabtrin cia acbl'i saulgila

qasmiyyatinlrijiyyah ....................................................
13. us ii yaklna kalika adita ta cinulin jadid sac

al-takattuliti a1-tqtiidiyyati Ii orobbi sa asriki .....................
14. us nadalan 9ahThan ii taavuuñti al-sallal

al-murtaqabati it a1-iinaqah us ii
tajurcuhu sin tabi citi al_ c asahl aI-jiddiy va aL-nat ................

15. mis sill tahyiatis afal ii asi sasiriti al4ayih
liii baqiya iii bI& al-qarn sa awlilu al-qarni al-qidim ...........

16. sa tataaatta cu al-dusalu al-arba cu hi nasirida
basariyyatia vs ab'Iyyatin us p1.nl c1yyatin hi'llah .......................

17. ta,j calu al-subula maftlatan aihahl ......................................
18. ii takqIqi aujuhis muta caddidatin its al-takiul

It aarS c atin jauülriyyatls as ayaniyyak ..............................
19. bi ai-iivati ill uahi catin qantyjatin culyl ka al_pinicati

al- caskariyyati us al-tiknulojiyyati vs tatuiri al-tiqab ................
20. vi b11bi al-mairi catu sin a'nihl an

tunflara lahi masiridu saqdiyyatnn kabirab .............................
21. Ii istibdiuiba 11 uazldis sin barhiji al-casalt

saluraçi al-talgil ...................................................
22. bi0 110 is tubyyiubu its tukiniti al-tanifus 11 al-ellis

al-kirijiy us taqIqi icr0tin a1a1 11 al-tabidult al-ttjiriy
us tan1ni manual at-uadfü4t vs lktisibi qusatlu us taciuIytin
ayan Ii al-ta'jtri al-styisiy ii pi1ii al-qa4lyi al-qasutyyah .........

23. us ysetauldu al-tajanucu qusatahu ka01jka its
al4urUli sa al-furOriti al-uavdl e iyyah ....................................

24. (aliatI ja c alat qlyimahs auras m4tUmaa dna militia as
josi piqiauarI'i auzijatin 1ajyyah) .....................................

25. hi hayu yuakinu al-qaulu annahu jia
26. 11 yasudda farigan .....................................................
25.	 sahas yati busa its fang ..............................................
2.	 sa husa yu c addu aydan iatikiSlaa ii uusiti al-tajanmu c al.carabiy

va tan4imitibi al-qfisati as a1-unidati uila unjust
al-tu cisunt al-kalljiy vs nairuc t ol-sagnibi al-kabin ----------------------

28. kaul annals laysa haykahan taniiusi yyan Ii al-itiri al- c arabiy .............
29. sa likinnahu iaftT4un 11 al-iltigi'i va

al- indimimi sin j inibi itrifin url --------------------------------------
80.	 sa husa takidun jadtdun call imkintyyiti

at- taa?nuki aI- tanabiy It	 tti al-saihlat ---------------------------
31.	 miii yuetI	 ratan afdal va midIq1yyatan akbar

hi usd1 al-quduriti a1- canabiyyah call al_taficuli
sac nustajadditi al- c apr vs istlniqi ifiqi sl-mumtaqbal -------------
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£L. hl-Lhrim 26 / 5 / 1989

is1atatu a1-3imicah

1. qimmatu nl-mullaati ma al-vihdah.. qimmatu easdati ii9r.. qimatu
tanqiyati a1-ajmi .. i1 gari h8 	 sin a1-musamiayät allati
uiiqat cal3 ijtiul c ati al-Jimicati al c arabiyyab Li al-fan albaydl'

2. ma kullubi padalls c all anna qiamata al-lsi c ab qad
c ämadatiktielba al-qamI c idi al-baqiqiyyab ------------------------------------

3. (allati tuahhiluhi ii al- canali al-carabiy
al-aulair Li maralatia ma1n1yyah) ------------------------------------------

4. ma aak1an an anUqa call al-qisnati issan Ikara
rubbail bIns altars daillatan ma somillan ---------------------------------------

5. bi ic tibIni anna amdata mi6r LI addi
lt1habloat amran suataqirran tlmanan ----------------------------------------

6. ma buma qiamatu al-sublafati ma a1-muraah -------------------------------
7. ma qad ta c addadat al-liqiItu al-jlnlbiyyatu Li hl al-ilni

ma lasalat itnifan cadtdah un al-qldati al- carab call n4min
3a calahl Li bidiyatihl al-na4ijah ma Li amltiuib a1-uubaãlrah

baha bi ;lhiratin fanidatin itaqat bill hiihi al-qimmatu bi al-it --------
8. ma sin aI-nlhiyati a1-himiiyyah tu c addu hI1bI

al-ligritu akbara ma t4aqqaqa mm jnj z jn ----------------------------------
9. ij ic taharalbl maqaddimatan tab c au call al-its'alu

al4aqlqiy bi al-nisbati ii nayni al-muniqaFati ma
sintanma uduru al-qarlrt ------------------------------------------------

10. ma qad tamayyazat a1-1IqlItu a1-miriyyatu bi mlini al-itrIfi
al-ma cniyyati fi iini a1-talfl bi hlihi al-suslrasati
a1-al.imati Li tanimuli al-.avdii clti al-kiliiyyah -----------------------------develop.

11. 11 anna al-raIsa .ubãrak yatabannl hiIhI al-elylnata
dl'inan Li •u c llajatihi ii al- umüni ailati tuhimsu

a cba uir d iliyyan ma klrijiyyan -------------------------------------------reason

12.
13.

14.

Is.
16.

17.

18.

19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
24.

25.

maal-nIqi cu ....................................................................
anna mabdaa al-iurlr4ati ft al-ta clauli sac
kIffatial-qadlyl al- c arabiyyah yanbagi ________________________________________

ann yakina daydlna al-siynati al- chuati ii al-dumali ai-carabiyyab
Li ittialiltihl ma mulamarltihl al-suntamirrah -------------------------------
ma an yablna ma adata Li al-qiumati qudmatun lahi ala bacd -----------------

Id anna al-mukllatata Li addi At1hl hlya al-sabilu a1-waidu
ii binii al-mamiqifi a1-nutarakati call unusin mamdlclyyatiu
is tuattiru fill nuilbanitu al-9urlfi am ugl.0 al-mIqic ------------------

attl al-uaklmifn nafmuhj niel'ua bloat haqlqiyyatan am
mutamahhauah juukinu bi al-mu9lrahati nra tatabaddadI
an taqillu iddatuhi am takuda damanitihI al-il? iyah --------------------
ma In tu9bihu c aylgila tankasiru calayhl juhdu ml-mitlq
am tatasarrabu uinhi tlqatu al- canali al-aultarak ------------------------
fa1an can aranahi il muniyat	 dlna illgin am mukiafatin -------------

ycukinu an takbura ma tuad1 Iii amlhina gain ab1ciyyah
mitla al-biiui ma al .cuolati ma al-tafanrud ma nabbasi
al-9uniiht UI tttili manlqifa moglyiral ------------------------------

hattima in abiba al-aaoiq ..........................................
bI4J ill anna ai-iiqi'iti sac mujild al-ramlaibi
am istimrini mujldiha dIna macyin III iknijihi
qad yaluqu 9ihlran 11 ya c kimu aq1qata al-bamitin --------------------

ma ala tana Ia yakInu fa tcilan am mua.iran ------------------------
ma la calla it anlitatin slbiqatin ii al-camali
al - curably lamihida call	 lik -----------------------------------------

ayu lam yakun ii baci al-bayiniti
al-mutarakati nati'iju tukar ---------------------------------------

26. amul al-musiraatu ma al-muilbafatu La hiya tu'adinu bail zaharat
Ii qiumati al-jlsi cah bi candjn jadidin Li hadl al- c anal _______________________

27. abaru tiqatan ma .idiqiyataa ma abcq.ta t all al-thtiniui
ma al-jiddiyyati ma altars tac blran c	 harakati
al-iaüni c i ai- carabiyyah -----------------------------------------------------

28. ma sin tuna aqdara call iqhlni al-aiibati ma aL-mihdatt
mi-baaiqiyyah Li tabanat al-qadil ma sutlbac ati a1-uqlq -------------------

29. ay&u tu8bIu at-am).htrs 4na al-bamiin ma al-atcilu
dillatan 'al' al•aqmll ma a1-uuünauatu ala Iam1 al-tat ---------------
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£l-lhrh - 21/2/ 1989

1. tavitarat al-anbiu sa4arLn c ii sa8r5cia
asrfllyytn ft asrt al-balsarall

2. 11 daf1 i1-arakat1 ft qadtyyatt a1-hrqi al-a,sa
3. 11 yaqia sUlra .1-lrjjtyatt JorJ baiter bi

ar1bt kilila 11l't al-za clsati call bbl8i
taiIt al-i.bar4or il-ylbhly al-riil btrobt&o .................

4. ii 111ka 11 isti1lct a1-rayt qabla
tas&l1 511111 al-tttilllt .....................................

5. 11 bahtibj raaii yiai uc auttalaft al-atraf ...................
5. at ubasia cu1tra al-aair c tail na9irat ft iara1atibi

a1-ibtidiiyyab lisa iqraiCs linus bi bifI 1v8n1s sac
{anlira filtsTaiiyab its al-tffatt vi auah tabl bi
taytdi auu59aiati al-t4nlr vi tualflqu call ijr9l

sac ta'flht i7t 1tq1ta baju a1-sutli
al-iirl'Uiyiia u plain cunaflt ft al-sutasanl
al-dully it il-sills ................................................

	7. 	 nayaiI tojnl bl1bi al-uravadit ...................................
9. vi bi a41 al-aa;arl c	 tubi c itl al-sahi c t tatstb ..................
9.	 ft tonahi yabdo jc15ia c ragbatt al4utl.atl

al-airftiyyatl al-ladldah ft al-sailnakati
il-ubakklrsti ft •uqtanalti haul ai-qa1yyah ......................

19.	 vi 0lika ft itlni iiblqio •ahiidia talhidobi
al-allato al-daaltyyah iii 'iddati atrlf is
klnijlyi atiaIt1 jiqal --------------------------------------------

11. 11 itblt i jadinatihi bi al-ishlit ft al-taarnuk
al-cilasty iliad! najalat •una;aaats al-tintr
bi subIdaratilal al-klsiati at-iaciaiati ft 3inayv
Clilnsttkl -----------------------------------------------------

12. bi ha y t.v 19b4a al-takalisfi cii al-uinakatt
ft 1141 at-jald kaslrstaa vi cjb' call
al-atrlft al-u'alyyab -----------------------------------------

13. ii nulibii its tasriblti bipler natslk ir9abu C all ihpi't
al-dasri al-airitip bi suidla sin al-satIba cati vi al-ar
'all vaai.a paul 'as vI.5iaoi lubbata takalliba ca
al-istljibati hi ti c illyjatti II al-mostajaddlti al-kiasuti hi
al-qatpyab as Lubbuta ishiyioibl 11 al-jiotbi si-isnillI p ft
iovljabatt ayyiti tauuaritla I jiblypat -----------------------------

Il.	 ft qad a c lasa -------------------------------------------------------
15.	 annaba its qaddasa 114111 al-silica fi c las ii shan't

krij iyyatt al-iajiicatt al-orobiyyab killia
otyiratibi al-aklnab 11 dauali tlf I al-4lanl! -------------------

IS.	 a,tu 6s41u III aL-tanyst ft syi tahanukts
kassin bibis vi C adait taqdlai sobIdarltlo jadidab ----------------

17. qabla an yattaqiya bi al-ra'lsi submit ft zijlratiki
laca al-dalton ciasat 'abdt aliajld 11 sUtiajoi uiaa
istiqblltbt 11 lablq ilnir ba'di 41111 --------------------------

18. vs las patti al-ta c jtla Ii sr1 al-afklnt il-airlilpyak
tacvlqau flu yabda ii al-jubmdl al-orobjyjab ........................

19. hal raddan vabilinan 'all as c araaba vozari'u
ai-kinijijyati Call bayk,r via satl'jja acijjtcah
tava96alat tlaybl al-lajuats al-juli&t y yab ft
juvlatihi ul- ailrab bi al-iaaiqak ----------------------------------

20. al-airs alla4l iatihav stilt 'au	 addi qasli
stoUtinijiyyati bolts..........................................

21. 111 asia il-vaqta qid bIn .......................................
21.	 11 aI-qlyht bI asbldantin 3a4ldah ...........................
23.	 tio'addl ill 1sf mum baqtq lyp is ft at-iaaqlf ...............
21.	 va 1141 ya'iktifo asia urIbl tan its baqqibi

ann tabda'a lips bi il-isbldanati .................................
25.	 ii ta4allu c ihl al-kfl ft al-soikilab ............................
28.	 IltInnahi Is taslis tatana9pado finasa

al-tjtiii c i bi al-alnif -------------------------------------------
2?.	 ia qad yajidu al-stain al-asnitty farpatan tu'uyyida

•avqifabu flU Ilabahu blbi uozarl's sl-17ntjiyyati
ai-onobbiyysna ala 4aninati iihihi buia akstyyaa hi
aipirutis 11 al-itataqak ft asraci vaqtta auth
hail fa c alahu ulafahu olt .......................................

28. ausi cii libsi ai-sahi c fa tonahu iii tI-sibiqi
11 avInil babubs hi al-ab c ..............................

29. 11 sushi In yatuna ha'da ia4'abt ft
al-1gati ai-sikl'lyyah ----------------------------------

34.	 vi likiona at-tllha ti- cilaily 'all 'aqdt al-uu'tasant
al-davily ii sartats tint al-tttislllti ailati toyassirn
4llika tad tajeats via al-suat4asant iktiplra sartalati
ai-ivini al-iani'tlip al-fillittuty al-dIkilty ii aaqtihl
111 ittipIlitti aubitrattu 11c5 ai-auna;;avati ditill

21.	 ii diut al-qiyidita al-diiliiyats tuaaliuu
hial-tart tallihi tall ................................

cootriit']

reason
I	 Text

_ Producer's

Conclusion
cocatrait

condlttj
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groondu

groaadv

coaciasloa	
Teat-
nodac,rs

Sltaatioa
OOkOlIiliOO	

Thsvis
conaeit
covivat
parlous

avail
coaneit

coadttlai

purpose
coin eqocaCe

nsaaon
purpose

coocluaioo
purpons
nodal
civtcnt

conterit	 Text-
Producer' a

coiteot	 kbortattoe
concbuatoa	 Coaclauioo

develop.
parDon

punpoas

caacvsiioi

modal -

couteit
purpose
purpiva

parpoas -

modal

coateat

coaparlsav
couivt

coiieii

Text-
Prodacen'
Ivaloatlon

AD_I LI-ibri. • 20/ 5/1908

vacjku al. iya C A. . .va atijci	 karlv

I.	 vi a11i! tüh aiity0tu a1-iyaati ii 	 ta0iri c iti ft libala
ala Ictivrkl hIih1 al-va0rik1 gayri al-aaftiaatt vilati taha4dida
bi itt1v c i al,iqi a1-arbi a1-ahliyatl al-libnlalyyati varrataa ulrO?

2. bal yuahtau an yaiaddlia ahadia aviv bIiht il-.uüraeIti tiadara aj
iaaitlnlu labaialyylva ar1diaa al-lain 11 vaaa1h1.?

3. lava b4Ih1 al-la c inik, tutu 'kdan 11 uiqi c i ul_cavilati
vi cadivi al-tatlait via 3ialbi hI1b1 al-vilIlilt ii aa14;ti
davalia ajoabiyi.tia ii tardu 11 bi0 il-balidi iv yaviaridda
Cjf tyatabi vi iv yaaqoioa istiqrinah .....................................

4. b.libi kuilahI av'ilataa fana4at vafuall ha'da ills ilati
a1 .aa carlkj a1-animah alliti d.lnvt hUb al-ayyiij
al-aidlyab bayva i1li2it1 aii'	 il_i	 0a 11 Tr5. (oaal-1a'1na yatilquaa 'cli u.o!uuiatv Iv y	tzba viii

vi •1llyitc al.1yvCati al-.uailToa 11 (antyyi) ........................
6. (iv a1-latua yu11qUu cvii aifavibla lava 'anakat1 aaa1) ...........
7. via aj ll al-i,tUi't call vl-4avli al-Julblyyati ii bayrlt ........

8. Lava h0ihi al-aa'lnlka tackivo vajida aua atla kabT1n ..................
9. yautabdifo aaoi vu nibat, ii i,tiqriri boboi............................

10. vi tahiti vadi togylot v1-.a6llii al-iqflalyyatl
iiblue via diaaqa vu ahnia ...........................................

11. vtti las addi al-nra UI baninl taniuio 'aitqta
bayaaboii 11 yattaf iii vi Lilly aa;iblni al-taisiqi
al-vuitanakl bayaabo.i ft aaanvhi abdi1 al-hrq
i1-aivi hi vklts cij vi al-vaar4l al-lobüaiy
'all ujbi i1ij	 .....................................................

12.	 va ft i ctiqidiol ............................................................
1$.	 viva blthi al-tv4avnnitt vl-aovitab yanbagt

ii tally bi vuallati janet la, ariv ......................................
04.	 yuqLo al- caiitna i1-vaaaLyyata a1lobüiyyata il-lanifab ...............
15. ILkay tataarnaka diina 1bi
16. iii ajIt 4arbi hI0 al •vukaflai vl-jahaooaaiy al1at

yovtabdifa t4vfla lobü.n lii qonbolatta ualtatia
dl'liati al-tafijir fi al- clint al- c urably yvadI
al-davya al-ystuir it tafljiritlbi al-autauiltyab
ill lafti a1-aalnl bacTdao c aay tokaio laha kuhn via
diaa9qa i abnla didda a1-ui1ii ai-qavvi;;ati
al- colya 11 al-anvIl al-'anabtyyab ....................................

17. toni 4adau 11 yaatatco an yunklr.........................................
18. viva sil1yiti nil al-ioviliyyat; it

sinLyyI tialiLtili nasa arbvtln ii......................................
18.	 ailaai tusultila milisylta ivbt allah

nsa arbatia 11 •lrli ....................................................
20. cv ktilboal yacaalo 11 lvlb1 Ivylith ala irtji lubai .................
21. vi yulauoiba ivara al-aaqlaaub a1-aaaalyyab

al-hnlfab Li al-janib idda al-vojidi al-ivnilliy .....................
22. bi ca.allyatt IktitUtn qatnah ft bayrIt vi baci

al-audavi ai-lcbabiyyatl al-aini 11 bac di al-radii
al-vjbib tibia vitl.ri al-iaui .......................................

22.	 tahitI iafri4ahu aulUto tlibi al-ailU yit) ........................

21.	 vi t8 b3oat iiith yita oval tai ci 11 tuibltl
al-vajidi al-airly 11 lobril................................................

25. vii ajli taatldt aah ai4 al i vl-4ai vu tahqtql
boutsiniyyi al-kibri ..................................................

26. fa uric atlUyOti tabo allah tor'tdo vi hova altana iii ilik ..............
27. 11 arinati us d1 Ila tabvlli labnlaa bt hlailibi ill uulyyatin

traniyyah yaikioa tvtlkdiaaba lv qi c idatia autaqaddivab ..................
20.	 It arbi al-aisati al- cvrabiyyvh ala dli1lhi ............................

29.	 cv bika2 dv lana bitht a1-slityiti al- c aillab tiabiju
c oo cjIJ an jabilab ft tahyati lobaua ...................................

30,	 lItay yatiiaa laqiutaa l'tgab ft hahn v1-iai cIa iv iv akianabua ........
31. vi ii yabua aidlivan ........................................................
32. aviv unit lan tataXalil ba'd can aatlnicjha Li laboli -------------------
32.	 vi vi ailat tatati9u hi ni'vi jianin dlii

yuiva,i	 al-bialma ab-aanly di al-jaoiib ----------------------------------

	

34.	 ft hal cv tailqina ala gayyikua ayyuba al-nataqltilu1 ---------------------

	

25.	 bIa bova al-null ---------------------------------------------------------
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• 12/2 / 1898

idiit

1. •kIru aiadatv al-kiriJi y ,ato il-airtktyyatu ft bvyhibi
il-sanaviy cii u4iqi aituln aca il- c ilait tcu
tuili bt uapflh8 ivitibikatan ii ti1.hi a1-aq
ftal-añdT a1-iutai1ah ................................................

2. iv bun cajain aaiUd it austahailt t abdI ai-ra'ta boO -----------------
3. yucauivu ak-tqata ft titiutyvtt takifu ai-naratt

al-airlktyyati til ai .abd2i a1-jlrtyab ..............................

4. vi itli yu'akktdu abaaatyyata ai-tarTr aauubu adara
ft aibt ai-tttibüti allati aaradat Li taqriri ai-1121ni
ai-aarIkL, yab al-iwlifi c ab cii uqqt il-main ..........................

5. vi vajabatWi iii ukOiati al-ri lii al-câbiq ra ygdn ...................
8.	 bi annabi n2diraa 'a qiaat bi tünatt lntibakitt uq9qt al-ucla

Li al-duvall ai 9adqab ft anqibilt tdlnattba al-autakarrirab
it bi4tbI al-intibikit Li ii- doult ai-Oi,i c ty,ab ...................

7.	 vi açpa al-taqrtru biibt al-it in bi ai-iktrt iadau
tdhatt al-tnttb'at&tt ativt turtutibubi tarlil 41d4L
al-f titatintypias ft ai-ar241 al-auhtaliab ..............................

8. vi tanabbu al-tdlnata al-aarlktyyab it icrOli ft taqarirt
a1-9rLjtyyah cvii asilibi al- cuft akivtt taijain tlajbi bt
ayrt iubarrtr Li availabatt a1-tnttfiab vi anibarltL

a1-ijirah aliati yaiuu bibi afl1 .....................................content
9. va tajivanat tattidila at-quit vi iattdin a1-ral5itj

al-bilstikiyyat iv taciba al-au c taqalin vi tad.lra al-aaaizilt
vi gaiqihi vi tabiyuii aI-4kiui al-pidirati 4idda al-auntauttoin
iv tdda a1-fi1ic1atyj1n G ail aaatn çirt ............................conteit

10. bat vi tafidi ai-tdinatt bi al-qaflt Li iiltin 	 b1tah ..............contract

11. vi tadaivana aI-taqrlro al-aartkty ttyyittn auaddadah atahi
qatlu 336 ftiicttaiyyan va tpibata 20 alLan bt Jirib vi naifa 54
nantian vi Igliqu ititia u.r0 ii aolarradi al-Lltibib .................content

12. vi iiaba ai-taqrlru tsri1I bt arratt al-talalil
tan biihL al-asiuibi al-giutaab.........................................content

13. (ailati LI tattafiqu 'ac aujrayiti ai-abdit) ..........................tlCcoiient
11.	 Ii annabi tu c adda tatihikan ii uqiqi al-tub ai-itlietIniy ..........reason

content
coaiant

coiaent

conteot
content

coiieit

conteit Text-
rrodocsr a
Thea iv

15. iv yattafiqu t c limu bia ai-taqrtr aa o&ra baylnin racily can
al-intifidab actanahu tvIq eta vaniro ai-dtil c .......................

16. vi ;atadaiaaaa bi dairibi icji'iyyItia ii yonkinu .......................
17. i0 qbrinat bi vi-taqeirt al-airitty ...........................
18. liii I c ttbiruha t c tirlfan 8arTan bi tutibiki nqOqi al-tub..........
19. La qad aciana ribi......................................................
20. anna ivaaiiata ahiy 5 al-tuttLidab
21. (allatI akaaiat 6abrabi al .riblca 'a%ar) ............................
20.	 htya 360 qatIlan vi 7 him larihin (iaqat( bi a1-ibfatj

111 22 vifi au c taqal ufrija cii bacihia ..............................
22. vi (ii
23. ian 60 bi il-ai'ah iii al-aot9hhlrtv

alia1aayaqifuna ai-alrih .........................................
22.	 ku atu al-atfilt bayaa B sanacitin vi 14 unit .........................

develop.
content
condttioi
consequence
deoclop.

ODC-coaient

content

content
content

Text-
Produceri
balution

24.

25.

26.
27.
20.

29.
20.

31.

vi ribtn lib tan ta 6itbu aiyuaaU al-tuacidi
al-intajaddid 844& a1-iutif.iah ......................................
vi bun allajr ac lana ivakaran c 60 uiulbt qaicta
jadidab ta c taatdu call al-tacacan c i ft tatikdj,j
a1-ra9ipitt ai-blictIktyyatt al-iattikab ................................

vi iulra4att ai-junbdt ii ai-çtbyati bibi ............................
atti c lqri dirihia .................................................

U tav0l{a c uqubitiv jaalc tyyatta c all avTh1a bi null
•aaiztltbla va iqthi vi fari gariaittn hihiattn calaybil ............
tailLiii qad a c lana ft i1tke ai-T....................................

anna ai-jala Ictaqala 29 aIta tttta.tnty
hula a1-tatifiab baqtya itnh, it aI-ajz
5600 fa1an can 4 hum ibarta auctaqalh ............................

qablaindili c i •1-intiuiab..........................................

32. vi bt aistnatibta yudtnhna aafuaabui bt
intibikt hnqqi ai-tacü 1

develop.

content
content Icontent
develop.

coateil
teiporal

Tent-

coseent II- 
Prodacer$
Babortative
Coaciasiun
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L Al-Ray 11112 I 1998

al-urdunna. '113 a1-'and

1. di padrI a1-usayn allafl baathu ai-1,3'at1
aI-biriiniyyah aklran akada jal3latuhn

2. 'all anna	 al-'aIiqt	 al-urduniyyata	 a1-liIisTniyyah	 muaayyaoah
3. ci	 3ssatan	 en	 anna	 al-urdunna	 11 jasi	 al-awlIi

lam yatsiIll 'an abn3'L tilisn ma lan yataa11T 'anhu-----------
4. as 'an wijibihi naheahu---------------------------------------------------

.	 1I	 an yuota'Tdu uqqahus a1-hi.iIah 'i13 tur3bhu. aI-eamniy- .----

6. ci	 jl'a	 hT al-hndT --------------------------------------------------
7. ta'bTran "an al-tayrdi al-auctamir Ii aI-lntifçIah -------------------------
8. ci hiya (ilium q.ahl aI-toT -----------------------------------------
9. we dif3'an 'an aarii'lyyatihT ----------------------------------------------
10, ma da'watan IL aI-netr aI-'21a.1--------------------------------------------
11. II yutarjima tu'3ufuhu .a'ahl LiT 'amalin

yuajjllu'aQda al-mW tamari al-dash-------------------------------------
12. II yitasanni tanfiu ah-aI a1-aqTqiy nhIat yu'rdu

al-nalka ci al-istiqr3ra LIT al-sintaqah -----------------------------

content

reas nfl
mba0

Tent-temporal

Situation

tmipOra	

Producere

&purpose
Thesis

purpoø
purpose

purpoSe

purpose

13, Wa	 are	 al-usayn --------------------------------------------------------sodal
14, an yunabbiha sujaddidun ----------------------------------------------------content
1.	 lIT anna al-Lri' a1-oliba AL aI-eintnqah 11 yuhaddiduhi wnhdahi --	 content
16. ma	 boasT yuhaddidu al-saFTac aI-'TIaaL-----------------------------contramt

17. wa klna jalTlatuhu qad waijaha al-tah4tra 	 Ttahu gayra sarratin
ll31a sI-a3diil allati •f8 bihT sin qabl uT	 adadin sin at- ujuti

ci n1-l3TtL ma	 abikTti al-tuhhizyon aI-'Tlasiyah -----------------------develOP..

18. wa qanlyyun • an al-qaci ____________________________________________________
19. anna higS toIlet visa tajoidun hi al-iltioTai al-qawejy

allagt yntimacçaku bihi al-urdun wa eIlatt yi'hudu
sedate sin	 iIiIi tanqiynti a1-ajw3f	 il-'rabiyyah en

aI-'amalt II-jad 'a13 hadi al-tgTtL al-'arnbiyyah --------------------------
20. ci	 qad tnbaddT h19 aI-'aaal anaha mYyakunu

dial-sas'T al1ar yaqTmu bihu jaITlatuh---------------------------------
21. Ii iqlmati kiyinin • arabiyin yaQusu al-duwala

al-'arabiyyah arqiy a1-bari a1-nbya	 al-sutawnsoL ------------------
22. wa allni sin 'a'nihl an yab'ata al-jabhnta nh-urqLyyah -----------
23. we yutTa Ii al-'arab an yuslris a1-ayirTt al-munlsibah
24. Ii isti'Tdati uqTqihi------------------------------------------------
2.	 we irsT'i ul-al3s	 aI-'3dihl we aI-.iIt di einaqatihi------

modal

Tent-
contmnt	 Producer's

Evaluation
content

purpose
purpose
purpose
purpose

26. Wa h3kaj yadu1u aI-ta'yldu ii nI-lntiflpih 	 ahIaT
yumTrisuhu al-Jvisnyn	 tamran jndidao yatasaa1u	 IL
tabTIt al-queatl	 al-itiyyah	 al-'nrabiyah ------------------------------conclucion

27,	 11 takoa al-zuhira aIlaT yu'ihI da'eun 	 T fawf jadtd ------------purpose	 -
29.	 an bi dTlika y1hnu a1-uoayn qad abdi ul-intiflIat-----------------means-result
29,	 (Cl hiya tn&tulu 'Tmahi	 a1-int) ----------------------------------temporal
28.	 jandan musayyazan U h1T al-ittijib

30. leqad	 bina	 al-waqt .......................................................
31. Ii	 yaqduwa al-tayidu al-'arabsy !.

al-intifTfah 'all al-suntuwa al-jadudi al-eanlud ------------------------
32, Wa huwa nI-mustawa aIIa	 yariyu al-urdunnu

'alT ta(iqiqih en yas'i Ii sabilihi an Ii
sabtli	 bini'i bI-wl' •I-'arabiy al-muahhal__________________________

33, II ouw3jahat	 ah-tauddiyit ill lqisatj
al-kiyin al-qawsjy aIIaT yad'u al-usayou ulayh -------------------

34. moe	 al-ur
3.	 IallagT tine wa	 IT	 yuoilu	 qal'atan Ii al-sumd) ...................34, yu'airu ha 'idatihj an yaUioa Ii al-talT'u

ta tesran_ lu al-all' el-'arabiy36.	 we	 hadl	 huwa	 a11a,T yatajiwazual-ta bin	 'an al-sn . ir	 itT al-'ati'j	 l qTqiy ..................

soda

purpose

comment
Ten 1-

purpose Producer's
Exhortetivm
Conclusion

coewent

comment
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condition
I	 Text-
L..... Prodacer'a
I	 Sitnation
I	 I

Thenis
conu ego S DCC

grounds

comsent

6$

contrast
8$

consent

reason	 Teat-
Producer's

conceamlon	 Onluatlom

contra-SX?tCt.
grounda
content

content

grounds
grounda
content

purpose

8k L1-hy 1.4 /7/1988

a1-atIsatu a1-ugr
al-Jarliata a1•kubr

1. t! •uniqaatu sajliai al-anal addawli 11 iaqaI
a1-a'1rat1 a1-Trniyab turatao ul likay yaqifa
al- ia3ltsu •aca saa'i1Iyit1bl ii jltIziñtihi na
al-abdifi al- hajlqiyyatl aliati kinat vari'a ini'i
bay'atl al-omit al-mutt4tdati kallih'i

2. fa Ii liii icqu al-vilayiti a1-mutta1dati ii i'iratjn
madailyyatin 9arlaataa taata1qqu at-tandida ma al-idinab

3. La lana ii yajiba an yuiira ilayb	 va yuakkadn
calayb	 boon anna al-aiiea al-'lraoiy unbana
Ii milsilati muuiraütibi ma Li poltibi 	 ma

am ii iriribt	 ali istiariri
al- arb 11 al-tuihldi ii Jarl'aati iaqii al-i'9rah
ma 11 anqi1 taarjtj al-jañ'ji al-muaihilah .....................

4. ma yakfl an mocira luau Iii aa'siti malkata
61 mansint a1-aj	 al-nh ma 111 C asaliyyiti al-qati
al-suetauirrah ii al-asra al-ciñqiyyin ma Iii dafci
i1ifI aI-afill Iii m'bbatt al-mast ft	 arb1 ....................

5. uqalla ma yuskino an tipafa bill annabi
maInnatun ma fialdab .............................................

6.	 Lana saulilijynta iaIliai al-amat al-damity
alli	 yaqifa c inda jarTiati is qi1.i a1-i'icah

1.	 ma in yukaptpa maqtmhu U muniqatjhi labi .....................
8.	 bal as yanpura ilaybi ma yatanimulahi hi a1-babj

miri haytu kannuhi jnn'arc itra hiihi	 al-harbi
al-mastamirrati ba ysa al-ciriqi ma Tña .............................

6. mm no yanura 11ayl U Yatmniftiahi m,4an sin samqifi al- u n9 .........
10.	 allagI yamuddu yadabu ii al-saint ma al-Iatiqrar

ma mutt nl-mi;ul at-Trimly il-riftj 1
1140 al-sailul ma 1141 al-ietlqrir ................................

11. mm 141 knmn maca idinati al-jarTmti al-aurlklyyah
12. bi l'tlbirlha camalan muLjt c im .......................................
11. ma aaa ai-tandrdi bI tasithi al-Bamiclj

ai-uartkiyyak [11 ti'intta madantryg .............................
12. Ca mmmi maca 4arirati am takha

si-sanleabatu iuratnm uiia saj [tat a-
ii mnt'iba c ati qaririhi	 raqms 598 ma al- sotacalliqi
hial-arbt al-c iriqiyyak at-tràiyyah .............................

14. Cu bi4	 al-qararu yaaan qariatan ...............................
15. 'iii innili al-uqibiti bi a1-araft al-r.iti4i. It aaqtt at-had
16. no ali faci a1-ipiri al-tulIhiy ma

al-iqtiçidty cali al-tarafi alla4,1 Ii yabaIa hilt .............
17. ma att al-h La lana al-miIaa ai-Inniy

il yazila canda samqlithl sin rai4i al-qarir
ma 'anda mauqifihi mm	 tatliriri al-barb ..........................

18. ussa ta'tT al-atbiru ...............................................
29.	 'an iaiaqitim taullybipatin jadtdah tu'quda socahu .............
20.	 bi badafi taditri al-uinaqah ma fari

kalla ak'ili attabaiyatj 'alaybi ..............................

21. ma ualayb Ciii jalfl am yopdira najitmu alaaa
qariran bi al-tandidi no al-Idinati ii
anualijati luqit	 al-i'irah ..........................................

22. mm likimom mas'iliyyitibl tafrt4m 'alaybi
mayapdtra manna jadTdaa ..........................................

23. ainidn aI-nqibiti c all al-ai;iai al-trimly ......................
24. ma Ii uaummu ..........................................................
25. anna qariran situ 1140 ya'oba i8diruj ...........................
16.	 i4 qarrarat al-milayita ai-auttaidata ma

al-ittihidu al-sofyati ma faransi
nobLri1ma ma al-çTu an yaadur ................................

27. ma LI 1241 mi cyirun ii mipdiqiyati nanqifi 114111 al-dumalt
aL-hntqiy aim al-bath al-'[raqiyati. aI-iraniyab ..................

28. no aid h140 yanolin [alma imtibllkl,am ........................
29. jmstamjibu al-idhata Ii miii taafj

ya'ualu aubihratam am bE airatim layri
iob1tratln t all lattarirt al-barb ................................
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L1I. £i-la' y 4/12 / 1988

i1-uliis.. . ,ivi'i1 py stui dsil1yi

I.	 ntis jisi'att ti,ibrij
2.	 (vi bill vii a C riqi Jisiciti i1- cjit, vs iii acovil

a1-ia1ti11 al-'2lvvi yy.b iakhata ft al-111r1 vi il-iqifvb	 .	 Coziest
I.	 taadaa islilatu ;I-usspm illa p lot. qublu al-diyuh 	 .	 critait
1.	 vi buss ft dlylisti s1-aubat1 iii 	 ul'vzfukklrlov vu

i1-,uaqqafTss u1-b1ri2o1pyTo	 . teaporal	 Producer s
4.	 ft kiabs il- c aqia il-issboip	 a v1-avir; ul-'liaMp	 SItOItIOD

Ma	 i1ilibii vi labia silajias	 'aibu. so yui!iu 'a1
al-saihi Vs e1-a42rst1 a1-laebalypab 11 •1uaqaUaa 	 P10,11
ti ii Jail'! biq2'! al.Giia............................................

5. vi qad taaaelat ft a1-suiarati allot! 	 -
ul.qbbv ol'ivaoyo &1-soçruatu o-vi.ab 11
al-aarati	 at-davilpyob bI ai-aq1qat1)...................................idvitif

6. (allah	 yatu'ayyioa 'ala ybi an tudrjbsb2).................................conent
1, vi btyu anal (tyybbs al-unit via

ilr4aqattaa vi al-ta c oasota at't.ri'Ilty
6.	 (allaji yapirro tati u1-ttiib9i	 bi sl-ar1	 al-aataiiab( ...........coa,et
9. (Ia yabb al-i'tirbfa ) .................................................coiiut
10. bi uaa al-valkilatu il-filistlatypab

toabsca tt-otab't ai-'urubtp il-hurilijy bI si-Idituth ii.!
aI-tjrsiaatt u1-avaviyyati il-iari'tljyyah..............................conteol

1.	 hIps Caubitba tobaddtda lb 	 srbta ebivmtpyati	 ,akab ...................coatet
11. il iii yattalib al-'itato 11 sartb tJri't1u baiyyab ...............COOd.
12. 11 taaalyatt al-oIzbc ft al-siataqab It vkiia ajh2't...............purpo!,

13. kadlilka av4a al-u,sja .................................................audit
14. taos ai-canba btiaa tilts tutajavata

it-tabrir stit(bvtatppsb s4 s'cshi 'as
titicdidibti lb tauvaait aaeiil ypittbt ................................cutlett

15. vi 4511k, alt ktiiIi tabri c t fl, vi ai'qartratj
aiiM! udirubi al-vujitsa ai-taaaty
alfill.(Taty ft ab-Jazi'tr .............................................cunci.

II.	 vs aunt al-nra yativtqqafa
'alt tacitly i1-aajtasat al-dully ...................................conteat

11.	 likay yoaialla Isrilt 'alt al-lIttilat
hIs1-suqtti auivih ...............................................purpose

16. vu ii yatasainl bi al-tilt taqda ul-sataitrt al-dully ........purpoli
19	 11 iii1t il-vita. it ul4arqi al-ivstt .......................purpose
20. vi dIlika 'sib asial at-iai1ib al-iariiliy

alakiitatt al-arbt al-autallab .................................
1L	 vi sut ut-;'b vL-tiLttttip it-farsits ....................... sister

it aaairesati baqqtbt it tsqrlri
21. al-tapIr fava al-toribi al-flIlatlajy ..........................porpoac

23. vi qad	 urisv al-buoys ..................................................audi!
24. cur as yaua44ia ........................................................castest
25. aunt al-badafa its sl-au'tuarj al-daulty butt

al-tttiflqu bails il-uilThi vu ol-tariuqi allot! yajIba lttibl'obt--- conteat
28.	 ii tioltjt bitfiti boodt al-qoriñt

bhllataavs bi	 nal slush ........................................purpose
21	 ii ulil ul-qadlypati at-illtittolyyah vs

ainizict a1-'arbiy al-lsn'Tlll tin kifati jauhtbtb .........purpu

28. vi bt4f ya'aj ..............................................................eo4al
29. InnS al-vataur ii Ynikbta 50 tiaa ibbatan

11 ai-aasivavati 'ill a1-vqtqj alflluitiniyyab ........................costut
3!. vi luau al-ilipyotu ab-aaotata blU tistioo at-itliahttu

ala .aiiraaatt bi4lhi al-uqtq laiqa taribibli al-aatint..............cootraa

Pert-
._,...Prodacer'l
I- Ivututtot

31. vi Ii balka .................................................................soul
32. tuna it vans bidi al-tavt lb pada'a vajiiaa 	 I Iii al-aahbsalbt sl-teritltypab ...........................................cuiteit
33. (allot! tandlla jib tafrig al-aa'taur) ala uutavib ..................coastal
It.	 vi tabalitbt Ill aflt	 rttluty as lii	 Ibutabatia Li &L-saabsnatt si-ustiuib ...............................aosseJ

15.	 taos al'ta4Trs alla4l vajishobu al-asaya lit
al-osratl al-davliyvb Ito favqi stolid Jiii'att
kapsbrlj Jadtru bt vu piubarrlka Jail'
a1-votbbIaa ii al-vaIn it al- cblai ....................................eipb.

28.	 it yuürl,a daarabaa ii balsarati	
Producer','asalta dal1yyia aqTqiy paa tv addun	 tabortattysLi&1-'idvbat ai-tiri'lht ..............................................paopoaa	
Coacivaloa31.	 vs yaitaz al-iiiqi ......................................................parpuae

38.	 It treit al-salbat il- cIdIlt vs
al-ilatit it al-iiovab ...............................................purpoat

19.	 11 aaoa ii 4lltki sql4otsu It al-avratt
al-davitypatt julithi .................................................raaaua

40. vs 4aainaa bt as Ia tataTpara its ,iataqattnu il-barara ...............reuoa
41. (ilIad! ia4rliv al-airs fuvqa kuvkubtna) .........................coitint
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ti-tatarruf al-lsri'Ifly

1 yagapyiru La1!uu

1. lu takoft al-intikbtu al-ier'Tliyjatu rihnan
cabiypu ft jauin mm al-ajyi

2. u 11	 ft mom al-eati'i j a allati aefarat
canh aI.lram 11 tadu1a diana hiabti
ai-ribi u al-aarati sail ai-a'idt al-sarabty ---------------------

3. va inn kinat là t4la mm al-ivaaairati --------------------------
t.	 (aliati Ia yuikinu igfiIuha) ......................................
5,	 aa ft talicatiha anna hiihi al-nati'ija aharat

at-uaiia III att&anv.f I tdda 'aii1iyati I-aaiaa ..............
6.	 aa uhat hi anna aliartqa Ilayk apbaba akara

iurnbataaun aft aatin mada......................................

auit 1
concsio I
coueat

._.. Producer'a

	

gao.- mpec,I	 Situation

	

I	 £
	comment ..._I	 Thesis

7. ye ft	 'i hihi al-.ahetlah tata'akkada a1-qaüatu
bi 4arirati tonIii al-aia1i a1-arabiy al-gauiy al-muaahhad
a1 al-u4.si a11st yaCaluhu mu'ahhalan Ii mnuarasati
atti al-kayañti

8. jflami annahi tandiin ft m1-aihayah ill irü'j
Ilillali al- cidili ma al-Suill al-mainly
Cj iatjjdatj a1. uqqi ml-mugtaçbatj ................................temporal

9. ma taikini s1-acbi al-iiliitlniy mm mumaramati
beqigibi al-oatsniyyati taaqa ardjh .....................................temporal

19,	 mm maui yakun akle al-sultati allatt
ma tata'aliafu It al-ityjlnt ai-auhyio1y
aatljatani i al-intibtj al-aktraji .....................................

11. ti iOU &1*ami1a at'arabiy
12. (allati yuI1ibà hi c aqdi al-iu'taaari al-daoliy

ft1*ULalRdt hi at-aniityyit1 al-kamilati) ...........................
11,	 an yab.a tibitan la yatagayjar .......................................
13. kadilika ma yabqa aI-usqlfii aI-urduaiyyu aj-qaujyy
14. (al_dicT iii bini'i ai-iimat1 at- tiyyati al- carabiyyah) .............
15. (ma al-rifiu ii'an yakuan al-urdanna badflaa

an alac bi al-iilimttniy it caaaliyyatt al-saiim
ammunatilan lake) ..................................................

13.	 ibitan duna tagyr ....................................................
16. ma ft aI-vaqti	 tib	 ma yosarilu al-urdunnu

al-q lyama bi dasrihi al-Ijibip tahia
al-madallati al_ e arablyyatt ii sabfli
isti c idati aI'aaliii al-haqTqiy ii aliintaqah ........................

17. ma buma al-cause alIadt 11 juaklnu an yataaqaqa ................
18	 dilna an yamtaida al4acbu aL-ttltsTnIyu

huqqabsI asqa ar4ih ...............................................

19. ma	 yasni hi kohl suduhin ........................................
20. UnL iyira al-salait hai mabdaha aI-mntriIu arabio.a ..............
21. wa annabu l	 sajala ii al-mualvamati calayb sia

qibali ai 8ult.atl.n tataaakk.lu it a1-Uyini aL-uhjhiy ..............

22. ma ganipyon 1an sl-tatkrr ...............................................
23. anna al-mamqtfa al-tLrdunjy	 bi hjdi a1-a'ln

boamaagitiin	 ibit .....................................................
24. Ia qad barhanat al-tajirubu c ali annahu aqol III

builtal-dugi'i allati tac arrada	 mba .................................
25. an ma yabql
26. (kàii ya cadabu al-carab) ..............................................
25,	 rinian ii yatazaaac ...................................................
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alL £1-Vay - 25 I 9 / 1988

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11,
12,

13.
11.

uaaiajoa .ur1q

1. tauaiyaa Inca ai- c aicjiti a1-4aviyati bayna
in bngd5	 Yat alyiratu ni-c anail at-aareatu

allah qua bibu daviatu ai-ra'Ie aayd a1-ciiiiy
iii nL-tüqi ai-aqtqt au

2. ayu iataqbalahu iiyidatu a1-ra1.a naddum	 oaayn --------------------
3. an hay .0 ai ai-aayyldu at-rifiy inc al-eayytd

tihu jisin raiain mu datia baicntak ..................................
4. ii tac zIzi ai_tac wnn a1-iutaraki bayna al-baladayn al4aqtqaya .......
5. wa tabuduli al-ray hi ani ai-uc ct al- e arably ai-ñbln ______________

vaqad	 ara al-aayyjd ra'Ta al-auaari' -------------------------------
anyacabbira nujadidan --------------------------------------------------

can ta'y'di ai-urdnnn	 Ii al-ciriqi ji nauqitibi
itiniaaatj jinay ..................................................

aaan yu'aklida .........................................................
anna in aqaqaha ai- c irqiy,iiva am thtisiritin
iaj9dah loan iaaucu , .jttjüzj ala bill carably -------------------

muacda ...............................................................
bi irat aI-aan'ITta ti at-baladayn Caj
jidi iaj flutia jadrdah -----------------------------------------------
iiivaialatl a1-tacaunj al-lnni't---------------------------------

tanfigan ii tanjihiti ja11at1 al-.alib a1-uaaya
anaiyadati al-ra'Ia 9addui nsayn ------------------------------

15. an hka.i ytarjian al-ordannu an al- c iñ1u al-iltinia
al-qaaiiy aliaE yaknia caliqatihliu tin inairanatia
qaniyyatin •uataairrah t4tallu maknaha Ia nuiui.aJia
ioriq an mar11 Iiu yanbagi an takion camayhi
al- caliqitu al .carabiy,ab ------------------------------------------------comient

18.	 vi ganiyun can a1-takTr -----------------------------------------------
17. ann hit al-naüdaja qad raaaka winrahu Li ai-ta'jidi

al-urdnniy ai1iibd0di Ii al-drag an ft al.tacävanj
al-dir3qiy a1iiad5di an 0 al-urdun .....................................

18. a lion a1-naiaju gitub an ii yazilu iu'airan -------------------
19. cali anna a1-vaa al .darabiy yuiktnu an yasinva

liial-iakinati ai-iar$uvati laIn -----------------------------------
28.	 a anna al-titlzina al- carably bi ai-iaelliyyati

al- carabtyyah II tstl4i catihl an yuagiqa h1I at-hadaf ...........

ii.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.
ZT.

inn al-aaüira at- a arabiyynb ..........................................
(vi hiya tan Li al- caiigiti al-urduniyyati
ii-'triqtyyiti tacjnmatan ninatan It
tatatlu citlhi tin viqIcia earabiln jadid) ---------------------------

in yanacubi hi an tuakttd.a da Cvataij Iii t4qiqi
al-mauldi ala ai-taIiuii ni- earably aiia4i
jatajinanua1.' 1 diratt iii il-Iuujranat ---------------------------------

falika anna ai-ta1iuna ai-manid bun alladi
ala a'aihi an yutIa ii al-earabi
muvijahata ai-taaddiyiti aliati tuhaddiduhu --------------------------

a ,utI1a lahun an yniarisu diana aüntjyaa
it tahrlki manirati al-salbi ft al-iinaqnh dali al-nahv ...........

(a1lat yu'tdn Ilaylcia nqiqabun aL-iugtaabab -----------------
in yajnim al-alutaqati aiatu it
al'nani an al-tsttqrir ........................................
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&IL. b1-&ay - 24/8 I 1988

aurahibo bi al-t arruk a1-iibaiy

1. bi irtiyhin no .iqatin Ii ia'zIol al. cn1qitt a1-nduaiyyoi
a1-ñbnti,ntt al- aayyanh unraibu bi ztirati a1-onyj1i
sek1 nu anatri Lki j lyati a1-jbin a11a.t aa9ala 111 'anaa

2. ft niiqi al-janlati allatt yaqilia bill iii al-aintaqab ...............content

Tent-
I I-.Jroduc

Thesie

content

content

coLlect

nodal

	

3,	 inca b'gihl n1-ziyrab an al-auldatati allat'I jarat
i1l1uha bayna aqaun al-aitr hanan dill jaIUatt

alaalib valiyu al-'abd an bayna al-dayfi al-yblniy
aa tuba allati dlrat bayna al•aayyid ra'te
al-auzarE an a1-aayyi lou ................................................
fa1an 'aini dlra bayna aajraj lrijyyatt al-urdun
an al-pablo an al-aafdaynt a1laayni yar'aainihlai ........................

	

5.	 kuhn ilika kina tatahac Ii al- juhdi al-nijibati
aI-.utairnb allati baa1ahi auiuv al-our	 anaa
ihila al-ziyärati al-akirak aflatt qin bill Ill

al-ylbln an ahlati lata Ca ,ihi1abi ann yufi
'all al-'aliqiti al-urdunipynti al-ylbiciyyab
ai-uaatü ala al-quaatt an a1-tl't1yab ..................................

8. an ala boon yatabaddi bi audü ....................................
7. anna al-cajlha alladi haoaao&ha mijunul

Ii tilka il-oiyirLhbnaa ito al- taai.t1l al-aaaaiyyak ....................content
8. (allatI aajjacat tokyo ill al-iqtiribi lie qaayi

a1-alnaqah an al-qiyiii bi al-t4arruki allaI yaqidohu
al-aayyid lou fasqa aiatjhi ................................................6DC-GOa

9. sa gaoiyyun 'an a1-tad,krr ................................................... jodil
10. anna a1-qara al-ylbinly ii alurdna bum	 tarjaiatun

ii tafahbuai al-ylbia ii caniqiii al-urdun 	 1-'a1iniyyatj
ma al-iojl'ah ha quilti l'tidliin ma istiqrlria ft al-nintaqah
ma t'bTrin Can al-'aliqltl a1-vaiqati bayna al-bahadayo ..................content

11. an alla1 ha akka fib ..................................................... iodal
12. anna al-taarruka nl-kbiaty aUa 	 badan ft al-uinaqah

bun ta'btdun 'all ihtiñai al-ylbin bi al-anditi allati
tairt faaqa siatlhI an borhiouc qamiy call al-il9dlqjyyati
allati tatamatta cu bihi ma al- cani allat tatahalla bibi .................

13. ii inalealati in takfi an tatatri juhOdihi
al-dubluiloiyyah ............................................................

14. 11 da'ui 'analiyyati al-mimi ft nl-ilaaqab .........................
15. an bI1 hitch yajcalu 'in ni-ylbia qunatan qidiratan

'all al-aii&ihaiatl al-fa"ilatl ft t4qiqi al-sailot
al-'idili va al-iiiihi ft al-arqi al-aoeat ................................

18. no ft il biihi al-auqayiti jail'ibi yumki0ii al-qawl .................
17. anna al-taarruka	 tuh bun au'asairon Ijibty ...........................
18. ma jnakkldu anna qa4iyyata al-eallol ft al-nintaqab

qad tetaqabat [11 jinibihO qumatan 9ina'iyyatan kubra
ft calamini a1-io'lpir •uaatt.alatao ft al-yibin ..........................

19. an noon hi4tht al-quank hi tatcihi
al-iqtildij	 ai-anmayyaz ................................................

20. taataT'u an tomirisa davran aqTqiyya..............................
21,	 11 tldnti al-ealiat an al-tnttqriri 111 al-mintaqab ..............
22.	 an yo'aizu al-qani'ata bi bidI al-door .............................
22.	 anna ii al-ylbini uaaiqifa	 bitab

tad c u tin Inaihibi isriila am
jail c i al-arId! al-'arabiyyatj al-aubtahlab
ma toll' al-harbi al-'irlqlyyatl al-triniyyati
bidint ta'ir.........................................................

20.	 sarratan ukri nuraiib hi al-aayyid niolit
maalruirijlyyatt al-ylbin .................................................

25. an nu'abbtru 'an al-tiqati ft ai-nuataqbaii a1-inriq ....................
26. (allat an yuzIdn al-caliqiti al-urduniyyota

al-ylbinlypata qumab) ......................................................
2T.	 an an yozido al-'a1jtt al-carabjyyata

al-yiblnlyynta 'a'aa ma nanian ........................................
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24
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26.

Al-hau- 6/611988

ittifãqu al-yamauiyy'ia.,.
qussatus 11 al-carab

1. al-itti!qu al1aT tame a1-tavau1u ilayb bayna 	 aray
al-yaman ii ball al-mastili a1-udiidiyyat1 al-nucallaqab
ma al-Istlimira al-muitaraku 11 al-nafti bapana al-baladayn huwa	 Text-
kuvatun bheatun 11 masiratl al-yamanl bi 	 atrayh .................... content 	 Producer

2. na huwa intiarun ii irdat1 al .caqli call al-Jahl -----------------grounds	 Thesis
3. we 11 irdati al-eahabbati c all	 al-karibiyyah ---------------------grounds

4. Ia able cadana we able quad ' bi ljatin
ill al-cawali al-vandaviy al-cutarak

5. va hi	 ãJatin masuah ill awelli al-naft .............................
6. cIa ali binl'i waanibi. allad qisI pa dafli

al-airayn	 Tlata sanawitbn tavilab win
a1-lJati pa al-flgah

we al-Jabbatu al-carabiyyatu lan tatun bi hIjatin 111
nanfin jadidia yulfu ill al-each aI- c aabiy' al-eustanir--------------develop.
11 llika qb1la ittifIqu atrej al-yatan bi
al-tail'uli wa al-iar4 mm aqtlri al- c urubati vu
winal4uciihi al- c arabiyyab --------------------------------------------conclusiOn.

allatT qlsat Pa tuqlsi kanI qel al-yuan win
al-furgati u al-tanItur wa al-iqtttll al-eadaijy
baynaal-aiqqr -----------------------------------------------------couent

10. lane nafta al-yuan hues quweatun ii al-arab .....................
11. vakuwa kayrun 11 6abl al-yanu -----------------------------------
12. vu Ii yajilnu an yakna al-kayru della fugratin

vu tanlurin bayna abnIi al-vaae al-v.hid -----------------------
13. bal anna al-istliira al-iutarak ii

al-nafi ii al-iantiqi al-mutanzee
calaybi an yutfu quevatan Ii al-rüi
al-e4davlyyati allatt ,acUuh abate al-yanan --------------------

14. va allaIna yarna ft vujdi natraynt 19. watanja
wlhid krjatan vataniyyatan vu qauciyyah ----------------------

15. lana yamanan faqrau iuvaaden husa aldalu
alfa iarraan win vaauin ganiyin wutaqitil -----------------------

16. Ia dame bnti al-yuan aglI win al-naf -------------------------
11.	 we vidatnhum en karinatuhum chance nina at-cjjitprt ---------------
18. Ia	 ayta ------------------------------------------------------------
19. ia ittafaqe abate al-yamani dali al-istitmlrt

al-wtaraki ii kayrtibii
20. vu vadafi hiihi al-kayñt ii 11ibi acbjhii

vu it tqlmatf, tanwlyyatln wa'an1yyah ---------------------------
21. terfacu muetava •adIati ni-ne ...............................
22. we tuvaffire labuw al-bad al-adne win

•etetallablti al-hayltt al-kartiab -------------------------------

11 diik kuliih qblla ittitiqu atraj ai-yauu bi al-faratt
wa al-igttbI1 Ii qutft a1-n c bt al-yamanly vu
al-udiib1 ai_ c arabtyyah .................................................
vi cali null an yakua bII aI-ittiilq fltiatan
ii ittifigiyyitin ukr bayna al-atray-----------------------------

tucTdu ii a1-vaani al-ja.aniy al-wujauna' karlmatebu -------------
vu ii al-6ac bi al- yamanjy ura bayitin
kariwatin pa nazifak ___________________________________________

comment I
Text-
Producer's

couent	 tealnation

contrast

couent

eupb
reason
reanon
conseqoenCe

condition

condition
result

result

resul'l

purpo	
Text-

e	 Producer's
result	 tchortat toe
resui,,j Conclusion
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0.LL. Al-Ontan - 25 / 12/1984

al-usl'b al-kate ' .. .19.
al-iavqi c al-kate'

I. iabd	 -
2. anna ba4a al-mustagillue bi al-oiyiaah ft al-hrqt

al-amsa% qad itarai	 iktiy ra al-meoqiol al-kata'
maal-mamflati al-k i ' ah ----------------------------------------------

3. 11 yuücimh bamiyytihtm al-niliy;ah -----------------------------

4. ma yabd ................................................................
5, anna . usiba katt a1-'irtj qad aBb4a a1-akn

ramijan ma al-akara qublan ladi hi'uli' ------------------------
6.	 Ia al-aeru yapabuhu qadarun ianddun

etaasliati al-tandld -----------------------------------------------
1.	 ma qadarun kabirun ha aslihati al-diciyati

maal-ic lin ........................................................

modal

purpose
content	

Tezt-

modal	 Prodncer'e

content	
Thesis

groundo

grounds

8.
9.

10.
11.
12,

13.
14.

15.
16.

ma	 tna jubihu a1-i,t1yiru	 ahata al-umayt .......................tolD/Coal
ma Tna taknu al-idatu ti'iratan Ii al-jam
tanqulu	 a1-abri7i'a al- cuanal,. al-atfila ma al-nisi' ................tempora
matna yakürni d1ika boon a1-ik.ttyr ------------------------------temporal

intuna	 al-su'ala al-tablc iy: -------------------------------------modal
mi anku al1ana akilat c alayhum al-aqdiru ma
&äqathu. al-sudiatu 11 	 'iratin sayyi'ati al-har? ---------------content

ma bi earfi a1-naari can a1-ahiyi al-abripi' ---------------------modal
Ia inna al-eu'ila al-aham alladt yanbagi an

nat rahahu	 c all humiti al-nidili al-ti'jr ----------------------------reault
ii hiya fi'idatu	 ilik1 ------------------------------------------- content

ma ni hiya al-samibiqu allatt lion fihI
al-irhibu maullatan ii tagytrin siyiaiy
am camilin £amrly in kabtr? .......................................content

17. lana talaqiti al-rapipi allati tantaliqu bi al-zalim
ma al-ti'iriti allati tuktatafu ii al-nali' ma
al-qanibila allatT tudammu it al-nuna'at -----------------------------conclusion

18. tastaTcu ann ta!nac a daviyyau ma ihtimiman .......................grounds.
19. ma takltqa al- c alariti mln al-qisai

al-mnhztnatt ma al-musailtyati oa al-euttrah .......................groonde
26.	 ma lain hat yasnacu dilika ay'an haqiqiyyan

ii qaiyyati tahrtr am qadlyyatt tagytri

21,	 thIn hiya al-qa4iyyah ------------------------------------------------content
22. ma 1 .i ta'akkadat al-abni'	 allatT taqil

anna •a'çiliba al-iuktattiina hiya al-ifriju
camean udtn	 ii qaiyi aL-taiIciti Ii al-kumayt ....................condittoD

23. Ia tuna su'ilan ira yuif;--------------------------------------
24. hal yumkinu an yakioa al-tandTdu ma

a1-ibtiizu mastlatan 11 al-raddi Call
hakainqai'iyyiu	 c idji? ---------------------------------------content

25. ma hal fita man udTn ayyu furatia --------------------------content
26. It al-dif5 c i ma taqdlmi ma yanilna mm dui. c ? -----------------purpose -

Tent-
Producer's
Ovaluation

27. al-ae'ilato	 katrratun ma kulluhi taq1:------------------------------conclusto'l	 Text-
28. a1-itiyiru al-kata' ii uasflatin kit'ah	 Producer'e

ii lasqi c in kätt' ----------------------------------------------------comment 	 I	 Enhortative
-	

.........J	 Conclusion
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&1.2.. £i4au - II / 11/ Ins

ur)iDu 14
Illit i1-bt1I4a1

1. lu yitiri4tid ii'14u vL-tiliilTiiy it lt1It ft4.*t114
bi 5111* &1&iviitt i1-Iitisltii,iiti iliutiiil1ib

I.	 La 11th h1ih.t i1.sjblrltj al-garibiti a1-uu't
'Lu LI1UL 11ft.lIJbtiiflat j5'it it tt2at üt4.itii
iii ibaui durtt ai-uJhIt aL-uuii i1-iUilbtii, .........

I.	 Li t4a it-'II.au 'ai	 IQitti gib	 'uhi
tiatiu vi tutlu 1144a&	 .-.-...-..•-..---.--.--...-......

4, vi uii au* 11 kILt aL-lisbt ahaa'ijab1 ii-qia 11

	

iu wititt il-i uiy7att 1.1 uitqihiih	 ........... @otiit	 S

. a. id	 '4 av1t*i rlfi1tik 1a1'flg tand.4i4i1 144
LulL biuldu 'U artiitt al-vajhli vwa ih-14t1i1
d- tdtrI Ii iililtIii i1-uitaitllA ..........................

5, ihia 1iuin ut*iMt*v 11414t1 ;1iUttiti it
w.tt vI-1tIL2lt ai•üyiiij hull utul ii4t

Ll51T4 slut! 5sq	 nil's i*Ijiiilti libib is
iii 111111 ti u blrtli it-isrit *11411 Ur*44i1*t 'ill
i1.iutt sl-iilIiltIiy,Ii it klUiti ulLIvi 1*2141111)	 .... SIC/c

ha14itii 11	 - I
ii-tus5 Lu yitar&44a41 it tjtlilp11I -.-.-_...-.... COvifli

I,	 rqu sh-siI11 ai-;usly U sl-iüi41't it i1-art	 I
il-iULs5Islyistt sh-.*ts11.A ......-.-.....-..._._.._._..__..

5	 vinisi ,.L-tit(tit d-tstVttty vt-uituiz IL
ukJy7ultt lulbi libili -..--...-.-*.--..--....-

SI. vi vigu iSsra ati *b4itt* llgtiiyiitIi a. utri yA 	 1
II ai.t ithuatu ft viJSj sL-iiLiitsty 144 vi bulL	 --

U, flkiiu i1-s4i1v ih-ftU4Tityi vt-'.jT. Lu iskiv ft
1.11* a1-tattfll it ts14itti ltLiibtiirntiv u&rrIfttii t4ub ...--. CUt?ut

12. 141 ilu s$u ft (hIts it-is' vi tIlts
shltT_ ib&1it bill &h-iau;5u4i a1-ut4siitgits uahh a1-bijlLl
il'itiuli alilft jadua Sn .1-sa)Liii *1-,aui -........•.....•...

11,	 ii in. ahisbIli Si sutt 5V41C1 ah-MaUilystt
ii n' s1-qhibiyab us dui ubldintt	 ILV
ill al-*s1'ab vi idIjil Sasbid 1-fth1uiTii ii
danlutt I1. tTl'Ltt vi ah-itsh'atl yu4tih* b14Iatu
LI uriiltii JadIdatti vii .1.'auit 4-tt1t4tty
lust's ianitu vi UI al-sW hints iqti4ht
s1-sati lviii d4..hI •l-ukhi Li t4rti itliitb ...--....." CCIuLt

14. vi 11 akU -.-.......-.---....-..-..-...-..-...-.-....-....... util 	 Pr4i

II. viva S1	 al-utah sjuvia al-duuats a1-satTd*ta a blhsta_s ...-....-. ctitiit
LI.	 14111 vii dIusil al- Shut alLstt
11.	 011sf t4grn'at St tigLsbhti al-lihU sJit vi

tul4uLkii ii Ii$i'ikii UI sj-vi11 --------..-.--.-...... tupont
II.	 Li a1it kjWittSta	 P5XPOI

is. u 11 hIts baads jIUL
20. uu killi ai-far5ats il-h'blypots SL-iiliibtaind vi

al-wultyjiti aL-u.uiyyvb vii hull sl-viupooutt liii
il-villa *h-vigTv it lL1U il-sail p.11st ta lluhi bitt
al-ua'Wu il-airtityjhs ii ka ah-uobblyjhu vi' Sif
al-tills ...............................................................coit*vt

21. laulaiT ugi.a aL-U5tn iii lsJa)ttIt s Larrt's.ili •--.----

12.. nil LultL ft aid idrakat tailui ab1ntyjatL	 .-
S1si-ti lls ........-...............-............-....- ................ oost,rut

20.	 a1Is! IL&1I14 ya'tu ausrl il-lydia
U.h Ii waIt biLaatu it *11*11*11 111111
i1-ithtiti.iyyti 4ids t.it • h1 .-.--------.--.. .......-.-.-.-..-.....

24.sa y Lusts kihl1ti Si al-list atalstn JadIlatu •----....-... vidh I
25. a. Layvi aiblyata al-uhf.......-........................-......CoitUt I

tO. btday&tu It urthsttv 4adtditta vii iL-shill hI tILLi
pv aibatu U vhlratu sa lull' in aL-url5tLi sL-u1bIak ......... COICUt I

21. ii ii bbs al-rifiu siaLa Ujhbt aI-Aavalt	 L1
vvklhTis hi vutfttli	 ...... CU

20.	 hush yatth St qvbtts ttti4tslyjts 11151 tIllati) ........._	 ODC/COI)W I
20. ha lvii iii J*'tatIdLU 51 UlI ihilfili a4 iatth	 I Iii itsrib its it-stItyat II iatiUhu i.'I" .....- ......-.- Ou
II. is siävial ,1 ills jaUn utagiius lvii thu dt'tiu •---- viuihvi1

Lrodac.r's
Lztoststtv,t4iftIaa Ii 1I11 'a4iri •sdtdatti hi salts

It. bidlyata aara1vttv 1aTdab vi ivtlpbu gTrvi	

1lvii L4U4U ii abrauall tsttfhiata Ia'bhI
Il-ithLs)tsty ft al-arit a1-a4tallat -.---.-...-.---....-.. ..........-.

11. ft 5161*1 d-hvttth4ak ii thu U thfL
al-lu tist as yitii.--...........---............................ PUSS

II, is 5161*1 al-isttCiak ii bin it bidS
al- ivtiplrt ii iabdat. -----............---.-.....--.- ................ rim

14, us btdhh al-istifilib 4 thu Ii hIIhI
sl-iariti al-ijtrat1 U titihr si	 si- Satib iiitltitity
,a tata.atlahs ill qsliSiti* ...................................	 .riasm
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L1L. £1-Wien - 24 / 8 / 1988

al-iyyimu aI-Ja,TIah

1.	 gadaa tabdi	 ft a1-c4tiatt al-iiviirtiyah a1-av1atu
a1-1	 ft iuh4atati a1-ialIp i	 -iubitlrati ba,u
v1-'itqi iv tr3v bi 1rfL at-nuvi al-sntt4ldab
Va 4iTflhbi Li- e S. 	 fryt di knvayiar }

.nt-
Prodocar'i
Situation &
Ybeit,

sodal
nontiat

coitait

contrast
reason
co.ient

in. aent

CO.. ant

contrilO

mdii
coatrut
coitrs't

caaciiiiii

intiant

naiaD

raison	 Tent-
covient	 ?evdnc,n,

Ivmiastton

covaeat/5O

reason

condlttov
cons eqae a

mdvi
purpois
parpost
purpose
40C/cosvevt
coat rae I

addition
purpose
purpove

purpose

purpose

mdvi

modal

t,sporil1

avdai

tesponai	 Text-
mdii	

Enbortativa
tisponal	 Conctusto,

coavent

coaieat

2. vi 11	 atti	 -
3. may mi-utSuditi bajat &t-bytadmyni im taiha utab
4. vi ian takflni ai- 1aruqn iniabbadatia ail,ahE

vi v.1, ai-utat Li- el, ii al-umail ai-vnttatdah	 .
5. bat nnbb&al t&kJian i1-,ntiadjtn ft bvo4t tarlt1ibi

vi incagqadab ................................................
8.	 bi sababin iii tarveanblti 	 arbtu ----s............................
1.	 tatalarryt tailal ivuavit .........................................
8.	 iv	 a1vqvt bayna si-arafayn	 vSjtna vafslypab

vi ,iyliiyyab ......................................................
3.	 cv tarabat vabTikan kabIratan tadi ai-arafayn

Linavl7i at-5ar .................................................

10,	 1kina iaebara al-tart	 hinT yata'allvq, bi vl- ..................
11.	 (aiiaT yabdifu Iiayhi at-inta ) .......................................
ii.	 (ii aiia .T raqapa sin ajitbi	 aebu ai .c 101q1 apyluan tutiah) -----
11	 (iv tOtiga iaba iaeba IrOn bi tabfatli vi tuqia	 aiidayn) .......
14.	 bidO al-,,1l.0 yajiba inn y atvaqqaqa vi

c all lui1at1 al-anravadit ..............................................
ii.	 iabva th y aiadubl ....................................................
18.	 cv iah,l tv e mqqadat al-vaijilk, vi it-anbul .......................
11.	 fi alarafla	 .abi.h al-tatailt hi 4abti al-aifat

vi vi-lbtt eldi vu at-inhitiriti cv al-itttat .................
18. (aiiatT titI baeiiv jaunt •vnmcittu iii al-Satni

vi-te ihaty	 vi al..tme baviyi ......................................
19. atu taieabn ajhtoatn al-t e ll, dacribh

al-bitt g Ziiin alirb ...............................................
20. vi by	 faan* aL-dtehyytj ii- y bjyjah anady

aqdait a1-az.iuh ya c tuida vail Sa5jratt aL-qiyldatt
ai- e s,karlyyvh U il-iiyOJvtyy y ....................................

10.	 ii boom ama mnti eloafu vyy ..................................
22.	 vi ia0tba an ii yu kay ft al-busbint

ii vabaqa vi qtii ft aihinati at . ieil. ha
n)a3Ia .tüaa blast .rqlaaa a, tarIatia ii

kibirtai-aaa'alta .................................................
22.	 ii van knit	 itki yadkjnin ft blOt

a1-atvrati ii . tc ii,tyyab .......................................
21. vi uu pikiabu ai. t c ljaa ill Jintbihi

Laad kaitba aiqfs at-arb ..................................

25.	 vi ynftaran kaghlika iii al-arafaya a1-.ntanoicayn
taqdtutamutiatia utabldml.mk ...........................................

24.	 ii hunt sapri at-sn!hssit ............................................
21. vi 11 ijbitl tuna ai-uivlyE .........................................
20.	 iv igliqi vi ymakimen ig1inh ala uataffiti al-a141 .................
29.	 (vilsir 11 taftdu ft tiqdl.t ai-anravait) ........................
39,	 bat iarabbaa tabacabi ft tar!qiu uaadid ........................
50. baiT mambo iii vi-anitatabi ft vl-v 1myi iv mi-not

ai.ela ii al-nu.t at-antt4tdah daevata baqiyyati ai-atrltl
ai-autitIatt 'all ilyibi a k-b a itit va ft al-aarhhlli
al-mkhityyati 11 al-intivatilt ...........................................

22. Ii mi-unrarakatt ft ihaibta itabi flal yutatailLqo It i qr'ioi Ittitiqim
33.	 ii Javint at-vail vi at-vaihai ft um0it it a qati ai-0a1tJ ..........
34, vi macct tvkluiyylti tajvdndt ainleatim

aiIratin iv kabirab hi ayyatt piratt.n am al-quar ...............
35, vi ta)bIe al-*vi'iqEti bayna al-Jut e eai•j

acavia iii il-qavhnla ai-davliyyab vi callqitj
nsnt ai-9tvlr vi ai-ianfa eatt al-anitarakak ......................

58. vi Ia qid barhinit ai-'irlqn 	 lila vanaviti ai-arb
'vu tvvqlki ii il-ta..................................................

31.	 iv 'all Inn al-ta'blru can vivqtftbi un
tijiitIvUati ai-anfluv4lt .............................................

38. iv qad IstabSarna	 aynaa
33	 ejy5 muUmt imvhfmqato mu 'all ui-tLttuiai

bitanfTt buoidi vI-qarir 598 ..........................................
40. vi tetabiarna ka,nvn a. bnoTi9i faJni ai•etrIn

alaa(oa,ni a1,-)irI ......................................................
41. c tndivl intalart qnvitu m1-Tvan1' ai-dvsityyab

call vi-odid bayma il-bviadaya ai-antvIjb y .......................
42. vi ii ametabilno km(Utka hi	 biy	 fl ...........................
43. {iadaü ynvaqqtca at- e trhqo vi tniun 'all

ttttfiqt yl-sviI.i al-uihj'I..............................................
41. iv am akhnra m3aaiu ii-yyTa bava mt-aomo

a1iat yv'avan (IbI vt-sail,a robhea ai-vtnaqah .......................
45.	 'a yavtv ctdn Saibu filistina haJiltha nqhqaba

tt ai-'vvd.sb it inaih vi iqlaati
daviatbivi-vnstaqiliab ---------------------------------------------------
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modal
coviut

Till,'
purpou.
coitiit

coat rag

coiled
count

Teat-
real,,
	 P radio v r I

balutiva
COUld

pILtOl6

1
ctictuutoa

CQItrIII

purpous

porpOua

eipbit1

covicat

conclavaOa

ruIn
covdtttoa
COISOQOCICI

count	 110t
...,, Pnduc,r.

Cabortativi
55L.9OaI	 Coicloaiva
purpose

9001011

Ifli 5ii,ii - 4I 5 / 1965

•1-ViL.. bldiut, il-piluar

1. uiavu jauulat al-suulabiti al-'atabiyyati ai-i,lldlyjak	 12. tn iuti4l4at if4di al-uvfivadAtl it Lgliiyyatt il•uoiytiih	 • tupoat
2.	 Li ii-&' i1-davl1 vi al-iqiIiij qba. ivahbiia, al-h	 •	 .jrodvc.ri
4.	 Ii	 il1i 414a a1-jiri al-2iti it 2irati 	 IiinvlIItu iva4a a*aáii lana bi at-oapir	 . parLJ

5. vi It ra11v.
6. nu al-viqti qad ab4i .aüuibn jiddn
1.	 ia;atu it al-iavqiii a1-ioiyabiy at-I3ibiy vi

vL-ngbatl iL-1.a14tt lash iL-jtishatt tl-sofy,ti97,b
5.	 11 illI al-iqikilati ai-aigintyyab
9. kavi nu al-iaqta qad ab4a iauiulba,

10. b,cda u iqtu,c it jaüata I1.i,aCiraiti
al-itghiyy,b bi itIqt al-iu1ri al-ujyi;iy
bLILILL vtv [viati al-quit auitt 42 tiqila
Lg1niut1 sivl 11 iulditu iii al-dulrl n al-karib

11. vi u'taqkda
12. ian ittiiiqiyrit Jiuyv
13. (allatI vaqqaatb.a atrifu al-iizic)
12,	 bIll qitidata ii biva bibS
14. it a1-ia5Iliqt ivlvi	 illi aliuibilati
IS. vi b141 In #tiu
19.	 1112 141 vv4icat uvjSIiu al-iuuliitu aavalui U

qubla bath lii qibia i,2h11 bac4i il-qua al-dul1yab
illati 11 tutldu litihia ai-,az III ft afdutv-

17.	 hal mi ba4a at-a4rSIi va ta4dtdua aI-,ilayata
-isatt4i4atiu il- UrtbtyDtsl tVLitLI n tiaLa

iii hi4ihl il-ari al-lulialyyati u g,jri al-.u4bab
uakivau ii al-pirici al-dully bayn tl_iu caakataya ........................

16.	 iv bin 41 al-tatidi ii turidu am tr3
Iiaiibvm uoiyitiyyam iii 1fgIistii .....................................

19. u 11 tuldu kaUa, uilvjyyaa ...........................................
20. 11 an, bido ymtacjras, uc siyiuti

uriki vl-iqihlyyib .....................................................
25.	 5aflatT tati 1 tavatturl al-va'j al-dully

urn auaisibau) .......................................................
22. ii i,t jarlrt ulyisati il-tia,1lu ii

uiylvatial-uirc5ti il-iqlluiyyah ....................................
23. (allatI tadfa ei al-Sucibu al-1aiilyyatu

4amaaaubüipau lv..............................................

24. n via bun I, Ian al-tt'iyata Il-au c ldiyyab ii
bI4IhI al-iubiatit jiat ii vaqtihi n 11 ihii
il-iaulluli ii 11 chili iahii il-tauattiir illa4r yabitu
it iLltt L4kL5lj vi alIbi il qirritt ari4l.yyA ---------------------

25. hal aua vajaba iiav C Sdiyyab Li alli al-ai&jcj bi
a1-$mruqi al-ailaiyyah sa yaft4u al-bib, aivica...........................

26. ii taunt, iuhiiiyii liii' 4idda al-cad,,
al-maitarak al-muiattal Li al•iubyiaiyyab ................................

22.	 vi it taLttt al..tñcit aitiiynti
bayn al-duvali al-ishiuiyyab vi kataa
ft2ibbi al-qirratt a1-biad1,b ..........................................

20.	 ian latibli al-nbi al-'ira0l7yati ilItiyyab vi imb'i
al-vauLt al-algiuly vi yasicidu b4ibi ll-ilat,aqah call
aa tatanaffisa (taiaffusa) al . avcada' aanatau at,..........

29. iv iv tub c lda abahm il-5uribi vi ai-jtbjbi
va il-piulilti al-va4bibiyyitt vi aL-%ithiyyA ..............

30. (allah tiarrarat ulbi a14uSba al-iihiayyah) ..........
36.	 (vi lii taidia viii uphiii icd&i

,l .c ,rabi vi al-suilimim 3 .................................

32.	 114lika tatakalla c, al-aaira ill iubiatht1 al-Sjf .......................
23.	 bi ictibirthi bidhyatu Ii uitvirja 4as'thii

vii ai-uobi,aj1ti vi a1-ivarat illati vi tuadl ...........................
It.	 ft	 hlt mmii ------------------------------------------------------------
39.	 ill izdibiri vi taqadduui bh4ibi al-utotaqab ............................
36.	 n bun airvu •altuu vi c3jjt, .......................................
27.	 ii lbcldibi cau al-tavittarl al-dully vi

1uilihi il-Wiriti al-c iuhhqib ii cat al-t,hdtdi
44 il-arbt aL-5ar42ityatt vi iI-vv.vtyyab ..............................

36.	 ii ill hctiuiri aivSlLaI .................................................
29.	 ii iatL iurdiv iii al-udirisi vi al-vustahLsyiti

vi al-'uruqt iv vl_plai tatt ii qilit al-iucSbt
il-lvliulyyah badalan vi, al-qitill hi s1liim bibiat
al-tam	 ft uribia 15 a'ia tail vi 12 jumia ......................

count
contiat
parposs
cniiqviuci
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teaporai]

content

coos equ.00a

cont

content	 ._. Prodncer'a
conont	 Ybeels
content
nodal

content
contrast
content

con teat
potpie.

sodal

contint

contrast

coa.eat

comitot

conent

iodal

content
condition

raailt

concoaej

nodal

content

teas on

reaeon

contrast

Text-
Producer'e
ha in it ion

kl2. £l-9aaa - 9/1/ 1985

C1 al-his.

1. las tikad tantahi 1t1f11ltn al- e li al-jadtd
2. attI bada'at taC il 1uIta dijcjU ai-salij ntj$addadu

dl skit al-iarql a1-avaa	 -	 ta.poril
I.	 Id ii an yana1In taojhan 11 hi	 il-snail ft

tflkaal- Chunk ....................................................
4,	 hattl yatrnddada 9adihu ft	 . iu	 atri iii	 Prodacer's

	

addin ya3aln al-narlgiba ja'jaba 11 h2gI ar-tanhuqi 	 Sitnation
al-slyisly bayna aej'j a1-J avqab ................................tanporal

5. ii ft uqtia aCtaaa ftht ii nontalira al-nannint, a1-ihto
ii al-nasito al-gint4n bayna anna;;aiati al-t4rlri n isri'Tl:...........

6. 'anna ciii 1985 sa	 kiu Ciii al-banal ft inniqati
ai-.arqi al-ania........................................................

1.	 tanorrabat na c liuttan va tnçrlhatan autaaitiiab bayaa
iln5oo vi al-rlbit ii ai- qihjyêk u euh iona ai .............

8. kuliuhi takidu Cation luau sin elniriyo iakaiia
ital-alli al-siiniy di al-atnaqnh ............................

9. al-naliku al-basin al-tint yatainnol C all al.. C arabbi hi
auoisabati al- tint al-jadidi

10. an yakina akara niqi e tyyah ...........................................
11. na lila ivaazanati iI.-tarTr ........................................
12. an toakktla nkinata ian...........................................
19.	 U 11 yand ...........................................................
14. an yantabc tü inliba ann nrb1n jadidatin bayna

al.tarabi in lsriTl ...................................................
15. baynani taqiln ine lisita I49jfl ...................................
16. anna sira ablagat al-etlayit4 al-aott4tdah .......................
11.	 hi anna al-na4ea nohayyani 11 ,ubidaratin

airlklyyatlnjadidak ...............................................
18. 11 haUl al_amid al- tarabty al-isri'flhy .....................

19. an IT oaunnn ..........................................................
20. anna qicl'atan •ataaantpatu di bibi al-tarIltt

an al-na c lisati tadif a jadldaa 11 al-uniqifi at-audlaoah
bi ietitni't i1ika ai-aaiit at-ni4IrI ii a1-alt al-asrlkty
ii ali.ati6 i am a1-qaiatj al-diltsbtniyyab bi ajyl Inannia
U i1ila al ciii i1-iut tall abeadi taqdi...........................

21. 'a likiona a1-sukiiata aljaqIq lyyata di bitbi
a1-turiitt ai-ilyiiiypatj ..............................................

22. annahl 11 taktalifa ala aye al-nabda' naea U araaba
al-sUit gabia blab dayvid ..........................................

29.	 vi tan taktalifa iii baja al-aatIjab Ill LI nala
ilayhikiak dayild ..................................................

24. ii kin al-kuri jo hi afqatia anufartdatta Call
bisibi al-qatyyati alum typati d imlata, pa al.sadbl
al-f ilisTniy ki,,ab .................................................

25. an 1	 kin un al-9adhl IdIro uknjn Call
apylaubidaratia lan tuc lan ...........................................

26. jUT annul na c taqida ..................................................
21.	 anna ayya unbidaratin urlkiyatin 9afldab 11 budda an

antantaltqa ala nobidarati rayga.....................................
28. l lan yocad 15y1'nbi aaan pa rlian ................................
29. ma hi al-till lan toqaddlia a1-nneati al-nunaqqabato 11

al-la c bi al-f illitinty lay'aa yoka...................................
30. allibui.a U ala at-jadala a1-btnentniy bayne

al-f ilinitnijyina anfuthii pa al-Caei9jtl iL-Cicibtyy&k ...........

31. Ia al-qa lyyatn ft ra'ytnl biya .......................................
32. anna at-nllayiti al-.ott4idah al-urlkiyyah gnyn

auahhatatln an talcaba danra al-apit va al-aka.t
diinqtin 'i14 -------------------------------------------------------

33. in lan yaabaq ft al-tint an lae ibat damlatun aiim
hidial-fair ........................................................

34. ta lap ya cad al-tnlyiu al-airfljy ii iui'tl uujarnada
uanqifial-adtqi ala al-8adiq --------------------------------------

35. pa mcmi bita tabilmian noiTitan 11 al-andif I
al-lstritijtyyab	 idda al-tahallo c tj al-vataniyyah
iial-ec eibt al.canabiyyat ........................................

36. ft lanai nazonou ---------------------------------------------------------nodal
37. anna krIykj ,ula. ' touni -----------------------------------------------content
38. cindani yaqilo 11 al-tadlilI cali dacfi at-nanalfi aI-tsri'lliy ------tespotil
39. anna al-stcioiyyata al-ieri'tliyyata apbaot inaao

amai-.tziolyyati al-anrlbtypab ------------------------------------content..

10.	 torE --------------------------------------------------------------------cooctunt
41. Idi kinat bithi bidlyata al-ttjfTljtj al.citabjyyati

ftal-saoati al-jadtdab -----------------------------------------------condition _,Producec'e
42. fa kayfa so takia Cl nlhiyatihil --------------------------------cooaeqoeccç 	 lihortatloc

,...J Conclanton
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A2fl t8a'an -22 / 11 / 1989

al•ziyratu al-aaTrlyyah
vu a1-aqiiqu a1-ü1cab

1. bi al-aui	 üra	 Ijibu al-vunvu aviru ul-blldt qcidatay
call al-villa va abiad ul-jibir al-jawvipyatayu

2. vi qibala ikvinabu ala kibirl dubbil a1-ja y vu
al-quaiti a1-vusa1laah -------------------------------------

3. vi in kina 'çabl c iyan an yaqüia iibu al-vuavu St nili
hithi a1ztprat1 al-tafaqqndtjah it hiS al-qitici
al-muhi, am qiticiti al-dawlak -------------------------------------------

4. La lana vi jia Li kalivati auauvih
5. (aliatI vajjahahT 11 ivnibt iii atridi al-quvati al-.usall4a) --------
4. inuami yactsu al-fahia al-daqTqa Li •aidari quvuati al-duval vi

al-taqdlra al-s4i hal ynakinubo an taqisa bihi am hiiiin call
al-etyidah vi hiaaatiu tahi ala al-a'dil' al-it cIa ....................

6. fahidi al-Salade al4ayyibu 11 ynrldu al-arra it aad -----------------
1.	 va likinnahu it al-naqti nafuth hi ynridu an ya'tiyahu a1-arru ala

arafinkin iv ayyi j ihatin knot --------------------------------------
8. va la c alla hã,a al-qawl yaktasibu Iaenan 	 pan va Tj ibtyyan ii

jtilka a1-aqTqatt a1-sii e ah -------------------------------------
9. va hiya anna al-kuvayta cleat call hlffati aitort al-urbi

al-iqlTiiyyati tadmiran ii auddati taunt eanaot taaakkanat
ili1ahi un qiyidati al-safLnah 111 bard al-aim ii barin

lam tatavaqqaf al-madifi cu Call 4iftatayh can al-intiliq -------------

10. tuna al-idirata al-qaviyyah yajibu an taslra ft a4tn
eutavinia vac bini' al-qavati a1-auiaUaah --------------------------------

11. Ia kUihuvi am a'nihi an ya.tyn al-bilid va yapumna
ainahi vi yahfa;u istiqrirabl .............................................

12. vi 1.1 i'i hi al-lila ....................................................
13. La tuna jibira al-iliad kina viijian cindail aikada

ahai.iyyata ta c ntzi al-quvati a1-.ueal1aah -------------------------------
14. na ahaiatyyata i cidati al-na;ari ft tikintypati hiib1

al-quvit aL-rivafl4ah --------------------------------------------------
15. Si ayu takuu al-dir ca al-viqi ii al-kuvayt -------------------------
16. va al-taklda it al-vaqti nafaib call iltinia al-kuoayt

tijikahqtqitlha al-carabtyjit _________________________________________

17,	 likinni bla layva viva jun'in çagtr ala humut al-kuvayt al-kabirab ------
18.	 ma hiya buaiiaua taaa1u al- civaua al-t'ilitua duvala cadaut

a1-iniyla va duvala al- cilaaj al-tslimiy ma al-vatan
al-arabiy al-kabTr vi Ii al-qalbi ,inhu fihiura ------------------------

19	 vi Can ii11u[u qua qiibu al-auuuv ua qilahu ----------------------------
20. ii yul4biqa aibare vu acqada ia ' uitia tauintyyab ft

al-qarni al- C lurin -------------------------------------------------------
21. qua aniovub .............................................................
22. anna al-aaa'ilina al- carab .............................................
23. liv tutu bi jtddin vu •uibarab vu 9adaqu ft vucidihi--------------
24. lat4arrarat fihiaTnu al-nuvtaqillah aundu zavan ------------------

25. ma ail.iu hia a1-ad1 yafta5u jiriban karah
vupubrinu ila a1-vat aqi'iqa k atirab ----------------------------------

26. liii anna aitarahi eulcan baa anna katara ieri'Il
ii yalualu fihtmTna fahaub ______________________________________________

21.	 vi maul yuiaddidu al- cilama al-'aab1ya vu al-imliy ---------------
28. va in kina ni8le a1-rlg i an na crifa a1-uqiqah ..........................
29. ii tuna al-alqla al-iSara yatuuajtjlu ft al-tcdldt ......................
39.	 11 tajivuzi salbtyyitihi ..............................................
31.	 vi hi 4.I lana aoharu Ladtl ih1bt al-auuu'a _____________________________
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Appendix B

Arabic original editorials and

their translation

flt. &1-Ahras - 8 I 3 I 1989

atru	 al-infIjr

effects the-explosion

(1) akkada	 al-ra'18	 bu801	 aubrak fi mutamari al-du cät (2) anna al-katara alla

confirmed-he the-president ilusni	 ubarak In conference the-Ou c ab	 that the-danger which

y uhaddidu al-mujtama c al- ulriy	 tuläIyu al-taa cc ub:	 (3) al-taarrufu	 wa	 al-mukaddirtu

threatens the-society the-Kgyptian threefold the-ramifications: the-fundamentalism and the-drugs

wa al-infijru	 al-sukkn1y, (4) wa huwa airun yuckinu mac 	 istifIluh	 ann ydi	 bi

and the-explosion the-population, and is-it matter could 	 with becoming-grave-its will lead 	 in

mu8taqbali al-bildi	 bii	 yuft ilayhi mis	 c awiqiba	 vakiaah (5) wa	 hlya

future	 the-country in	 lead	 to-it	 from consequences evil	 and	 are-thv

t ali al-tartlb:	 al-Irhibu	 wa	 al-ijreu	 wa	 al-karãb.

on	 the-arrangement: the-terrorism and 	 the-crime	 and the-destruction.

(6) wa al- giqi c u anna ('t) al-infljära 	 al-sukkniy	 yumkinu an yaküna mufajjira kulla

	

and the-fact that	 the-explosion the-population could 	 to is/be	 outbreaker all

al-,a'ilkil	 c ibra	 silsilatin mis ruddi	 al-af cil (8)kullun min-h	 yamilu nudura al-katari

the-problems through series	 from reactions the- ded 	 each	 from-them carries warning the-danger

U	 addi dätih. ('1) fa	 huwa yuaddl sac	 g1ybi al-kitati	 al-tahassubiyyah wa	 quri

in end	 self-it.	 because is-it lead 	 with absence the-plans	 the-expected	 and short

al-muñqabati	 wa iftiqiri al-qudrah	 Ha al-f c illyyah	 ha	 a	 yubihu	 al-gla

the-supervision and lack	 the-ability to	 the-effective	 to	 what look like	 the-beast

allai yaftarisu kiyna al- iujtama c 1 (io) fa	 huwa yazldu	 al-batjlah	 (1)) wa

which devours	 entity the-society 	 as a result is-it increase the-unemployment 	 and

yulhibu	 al-tadaku. (12) wa yui cu al-fasd.	 (1) wa	 kullu-hi gfitun (ti) yatawalladu maca-hi

inflames the-inflation 	 and spreads the-corruption, 	 and all-them evils 	 generate	 with-them
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al-tatarrufu	 fi jn1bayh: (}) al- c unfu	 al-irhbiy	 al-nji.0	 t au	 taktl'	 al-iujtamac

the fundamentalism in sides-its:	 the-violence the-terrorizing the-sprung fro. put at fault the-society

va al-lavdu	 bi al-nuksi	 al-fardiy,	 wa	 idünu	 al-.ukaddirt al-njimu 	 aydan

and the-take refuge in the-vithdrawl the-individuali8tic, and addiction the-drugs	 the-resulted too

Can al-ya'si	 sin	 al-iujtaia c wa	 al-luj	 il	 al-tagayyubi al-tardiy.

from the-despair fros the-society and the-take refuge to 	 the-absence the-Individual.

(l) wa	 zIydatu	 al-sukkni	 H haddi	 dätih	 c ai1un 1äbiy sin cawmili al-qiy'as

	

and increase	 the-population In end 	 self-it factor positive from factors	 the-measurement

fi uwati al-dawlah, (17) fa	 al-iawridu al-baariy yaildu yakünu ahamia	 maädiri

in power the-country, 	 because the-resource the-human could be 	 more important resources

al-tanilyah (1)1d ahaan-ni 	 istit.ärahu	 ii istiglli sriri	 al-iawrid	 al-tabT c iyyah (1) hal wa

the-development	 if make-good-we investment-its in exploiting all 	 the-resources te-natura1 	 but and

al- c amali	 al-ibtikriy	 c alä 1Jdi	 mawärida	 iñc iyyah aukammilah,	 (zo) va huwa al-asäsu

the-action the-innovative on 	 finding resources industrial complementary, 	 and is-it the-base

H dat c i	 si'iri al- c awsili (21) 11	 takna markiza haqlqiyyah 	 ii	 al-quwati

in pushing all	 the-factors	 to be	 centvcs teal	 for the-power

aitla iashati al-ardi	 wa muka-l. mis	 al-tarwäti al-ia edaniyyati wa	 al-xiriciyyati,

like area	 the-land and components-its from the-wealth the-mineral	 and the-agriculture,

wa	 al- numuw	 al-8ina c iy	 va al-ti jrIy	 bi	 iqqayyh	 al-istIhlkiy	 wa	 al-taqdiriy,

and	 the-growth the-industrial and the-commercial in two-parts-its the-consumptive and the-exportive,

wa al-qudurti	 al-caskariyyati wa al- tiknulojiyyah, (22) bal huva al-täiilu al-darTLriy	 ayan

and the-capabilities the-military	 and the-technological,	 but is-it the-action the-necessary too

ft al-injazi	 al-macnawiy call al-aaiwiri al-siyislyyatl va al-i jtiia c lyyati wa	 al-hadiriyyati

in the-achievement the-moral 	 on	 the-centres the-political 	 and the-social	 and	 the-civilized

cemah.

general.

(23) lkinna-hu yanalIb-u bi al-4arratI 	 ill C mili ihbitin	 wa	 hadmin

	

however-it turn-it	 in the-necessity into factor disappointment and 	 demolition

wa	 takallufin	 wa	 salbin	 •ulaq () i4	 infalata düna	 ävabia	 tatanisabu

and primitivism and looting absolute	 if	 escape	 without	 ccr1	 suitable
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iae	 au e addalti al-taniiyah	 fi sa'ir al-iajält, (25) hal tubihu i c bA'uhu	 al-katiratu

with rates	 the-developient in all 	 the-f bids,	 but becoie	 burdens-Its the-dangerous

c iiian iufsidan	 ii	 hädlhl al-iu c adiiät	 tali nawln yudkllu al- iujtaia t a it

factor	 corrupting to theøe the-rates	 on	 way	 ieddle the-society	 In

dawä'ira auiragah tuaddi bihi il al- inbidärl wa al-taraddt 	 wa	 lnt1ärl

circles eipty	 lead	 In-it to the-decline	 and the-degradation and spread

al-f awa	 wa haziiati kulla andfu	 al-taqaddni c ibra isti4ili al-nawqli al- fardiyyatl

the-disorder and conquer all 	 objectives the-progress through spread	 the-defects the-Individual

wa	 al-ijtii c iyyati wa	 uyci al-iniläli	 ft	 al-jaãnibl al-taciulIyyah.

and the-social	 and spread the-corruption in the-aides	 the-dealings.

(2) wa e indaü tata'azzaiu	 al-awdä c	ii aabbin	 att, (27) falä budda	 ann tiidaca

and when	 be in crisis the—situations 	 to reasons whatever,	 It-la necessary to put

al-awlawiyyät, (2) aakila wa	 t iljttjn 11 iaknlh	 al- 41h. (29) i .	 lan	 yakUna un

the-priorities,	 probleis	 and solutions In places-their the-right, 	 because will not be	 troi

al-iufl:di	 badlu kulla al- juhdl wa	 al_ c anä't	 11 iajãltI	 al-tanulyah	 ii

the-useful bestow all	 the-effort and the-endeavour In	 fields	 the-developuent to

ta'tiya al-ziy'ädtu	 al-sukkniyyatu Ia	 taltahiia al-tauarit 	 awwalan	 bi awwal	 va

coue	 the-increases the-population so as swallow 	 the-fruition gradually 	 In gradually and

tu cida	 al-hfla	 lii aa	 huwa aswa.	 (3o) c jnda'jdin	 yaknu	 al- c aualu	 al-jidd.i&

restores the-situation to 	 what is	 worse,	 when that happens be	 the-action the-serious

al-austaittu bi iatbati hartin ft al-b4r.	 -

the-fatal	 as equal to plowing In the-sea.

	

(Si) wa id	 k'äna	 al-iniiru	 al-sukkinly	 ealä hdä al-n4w huwa al-taaddT

	

and if	 were It the-explosion the-population on 	 this	 the-way	 la-it the-challenge

al-akbaru It euqd1u	 qdiiah, (52) Ia	 tuna al-aza	 ean	 iu4laati-bl yu'addI bi

the-biggest to generations couing, 	 then that the-failure about	 solving-it	 leads	 In

al-arratl	 llä cajain ft iuwjahati	 si'irl al-taaddlyit (33) att	 wa	 In kunn

the-necessity to failure in confronting all	 the-challenges	 even	 and in were
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bri c ina'	 fi al-tasaddi	 la-hL

profe8slonals in the-counteract to-them.

The Effects of Population Explosion

(1) The Egyptian president, Eusni Nubarak, affirmed, in the conference of 'Du'ah', (2) that there

are three dangers which threaten the Egyptian society: (3) namely fundamentalism, drugs, and population

Increase. (4) These dangers could, if become critical, lead in the future to drastic results (5) such

as terrorism, crimes, and ruination.

(6) In fact, (7), the population explosion could, through a chain reaction, break up all these

problems (8) with each one bearing its own harbinger of danger. (9) Because, with the absence of the

ex pected planning, deficiency of supervision, and lack of effective administration, the population

explosion could turn society into a monster ravishing Itself; (10) it will also increase unemployment;

(11) It will Inflame InflatIon (12) and It will spread corruption. (13) All the8e are evils (14) which

lead to fundamentalism from two sides: (15) one being the violence of terrorism which stems from laying

the blame on society and the other being the escapism and drug addiction born from alienation and

desperation of those within society.

(16) The increase in population could of itself be a positive factor in determining the strength of

the country, (17) since human resources are in effect the most important reservoir for development, (18) if

were to be invested properly in exploiting all the natural resources of the country, (19) and if they were

to be invested in the entrepreneurial work creating complementary industrial resources. (20) This is the

basis on which to build (21) In order to utilize the country's vast resources in terms of land area with its

wealth of minerals and farmland, and to develop industrial and commercial growth in the consumer and the

export sectors, together with military and technological capabilities. (22) Ab6ve all, population growth

is an essential factor for moral achievement politically, socially, and culturally.

(23) Bowever, the population growth will inevitably turn into a factor of depression and regression,

(24) If it is not checked to keep pace with developments in all other fields. (25) Also, the grave burden

of population growth will weigh too heavily and will eat into society bringing decline, degradation, and

anarchy with it.

(26) So when crisis looms for whatever reasons, (27) prIorities must be set. (28) Problems and

solutions must be put in their correct perspective. (29) Because it would be futile to waste time and

wflort tn dwvw1oiwnt praJnt ny tu ww puiu1mUan vnw1h t1 	 vmnt	 um	 uU tku

before. (30) At that time, any serious action would become like ploughing in the sea.

(31) So if the increase of population is the greatest challenge facing future generations, (32) then,

the inability to tackle it will lead to failure in coping with other challenges, (33) even if we were in a

position to deal with them.
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B2.j. A1-Ahri 20 / 11 / 1988

al-ictirãfu	 •arratayn

the-recognition two-fold

(1) laysa un al- c aiThi	 (2) an tasdura dätu al-kaliiti taqrThaa am	 talli

not	 froa the-strange	 to issue	 saae the-words nearly 	 froa Tel

abib va (aintun 11 al-tahwThi	 am	 a'ni qarrti	 al-iutaiari	 al-watanly

Abeeb and	 aahington in the-disestesi hoi sake resolutions the-conference the-national

al-f1llsTnly, (3) fa i c iänu	 al-dawlati aarfd (4) wa	 al-ta cahhudu bi nabi	 al-irhabi

the-Palestinian.	 as declaration the-state refused 	 and the-advocacy in discarding the-terrorisi

gayru kfin (5) va qabülu	 al-qararayn	 242	 wa	 338 gaiun	 jiddan

not	 enough	 and acceptance the-two-resolutions	 242	 and	 338 aiblguoua	 very

(6) wa	 al_i c tlrãfu	 bi isrill iubhaiun ii al-gyah!

and the-recognition In israel vague 	 to the-extresely

(7) wa	 lda iänat aubarrirtu	 al-rafi	 iutafawitah bayna al-Jnibayn (8) fa	 inna

and if were justifications the-refusal different between the-two-sides (fa) that

al-nagiata whidah wa bligatu 	 al-tansiqi	 wa al-tanauq! (9) wa	 laysa

the-tone	 one	 and far-reaching the-arraying and the-hariony!	 and not

al- c aybu (10) fi an yakna hunka aitlu bd 	 al-tawãfuq	 (11) ii daa	 hunäka talufun

the-shaie	 in to be	 there like	 this the-conforuity	 as long as	 there	 alliance

Istirt1jiy bayna	 al-dawlatayn,	 (12) fadlan	 can	 kalfiyyti	 al-ta c wuni	 al-trikiy

strategic	 between the-two countries,	 in addition about backgrounds the-cooperation the-historical

al-aa c riifatl bayna-wr, (13) wa lãkinna al- cayba al-srika (14) huwa	 al-tatnu

the-known	 between-thea,	 and but	 the-shaie the-gross	 is-It the-contestation

fi al-qarrti	 hi uoThbi ian laa	 yaqra'u-hi, aw ian qara'a-hI wa la bi	 lnkiri-hà

in the-resolution in aetbod who has not read-thea, or who read-the. and take refuse denying-thea

C ali al-sala'!

on	 the-people!
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(15) fu1un	 wä1h (16) an takUna iu c daiu al-qarrti	 istijbatan ii ragabatln airlkiyyatin

atrocity clear	 to be	 iost	 the-resolutions response 	 to wishes	 Aierican

Iuta8allibah wa	 sunfaridah	 a1 iadã sanawitin tival, (17) uuia ya'tl al-kulhu

fin	 and isolated	 on	 range years	 long ,	 then	 coie	 the-diaappointient

al-iubln	 am	 nibi wãlntun	 nafsj-h ) (18) hatt ra'ay-n	 al-autahaddita bi lisäni

the-clear froa side	 Washington self-it,	 even saw-we	 the-spokesian	 in tongue

al-kr1j1yyati al-ainlklyyah yatadakkalu 	 rasiiyyan (19) ii tashihi	 ra'yin"	 abdãhu	 al-rals

the-foreign	 tbe-ierican	 intervene-be forially 	 to correct 'opinion' expressed	 the-president

raygan fi iwär1-hi	 iat	 ahafiy	 (20) c jndami su'ila	 (21) caii Ida kanat aari.ka

Reagan in discussion-Ma with journalist 	 when	 was asked-be	 about if were aerican

	

uata e iddatun al-n	 11 al-du .Uli	 fi biärin	 lac al-iunazzaiah	 (22) bac da qubli-hi

ready	 the-now to the-entry	 discussion with the-organization 	 after acceptance-its

U qararay	 al-uiaai	 al-iuttahidah, (23) wa huwa al-aru	 al-airIkiy	 al-ia c riif, (24) fa

to two resolutions	 the-nation the-united,	 and Is it the-condition the-ierican the-known, 	 then

q'ãla (25) anna hã	 al-.awdU C	qayda al-babti	 al-in. (26) wa	 huni tadaIkala

said-he	 that this the-subject under the-investigation the-now,	 and here intervened-he

al-.utahad1, u (27) II yu c lina (28) anna al-rais	 yaqaudu' (29) anna qararti	 al-uajlisI hiya

the-spokesian	 to announce	 that the-president ieans	 that resolutions the-council are

allatT yajrl bau-h	 al-än

which conduct investigation-thea the-now

(30) wa	 aujialu al-aawcLifj al-airikiy (31) anna 	 al-qarrti	 al-f ilisrniyyah

and sua	 the-stance the-Aierican	 is that the-resolutions the-Palestinian

tabd ivajji c ab (32) va iflinna-hi gayru k'äfiyahtin (33) ii tagyini hãi

seei encouraging	and but-they	 not enough	 to change this

al-iawqif, (34) wa hi ia cni-hu tatwThu	 al-hal	 al-sil.iy	 wa iasa tTh lii

the-stance,	 and thi8 ieans-its toss away the-solution the-peaceful and efforta to

ivataqbalin aa3 hl , (35) wa it'atu furasin 	 akbar	 aaaaa israil (36) ii tuw'iila

future	 unknown	 and allow	 opportunities bigger before Israel	 to continue
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aukattati-h fi al-ijhzi	 'al-ia'ali	 Cali al-intifdah wa	 tatTti al-'a c bi (37) alladi

plans-its	 in the-terilnation the-hoped for on 	 the-uprising and scatter the-people 	 which

jarua H kidaiai nidli-hl	 cala al-farhati (38) hI i c lini	 al-dawlab, (39) atti

dared	 in aid	 struggle-its on	 the-joy	 in declare the-state, 	 even

law kina jlika la yazälu c ali al-waraq, (40) tuna fati al-babi

If was	 that	 not still on	 the-papers,	 then open the-door

aaiaa	 al-hukaati	 al-jadldah 11 wintun	 ((1) ii tataiaaaaka bi	 ti al-iawqif

before	 the-governient the-new	 in Washington	 to keep	 in saae the-stance

(42) bi i c t1bri_hi	 iatidädan ii siysati al-hlzbi 	 al-Juahriy, (43) 3V hattã waci

in being considered extension to policy 	 the-party the-republican,	 or even put

urtun	 ta c jTziyyahtin jadtdah!

conditions airaculous 	 new!

(44) kayfa bi allahi li yakinu hunka i ctirfun çarIhun bi isrä'll ft

how	 in God	 not be	 there recognition clear	 in Israel	 in

al-qarrat, (45) va 	 qad	 warada	 fT-hi badalu	 al-aarati iarratayn! (46) larratun

the-resolutions and verily aentioned in-it 	 Instead the-once twice! 	 once

H iaqrati iCln	 al-dawlah, (47) allatl tastanidu iii ar c iyyati qariri

In paragraph declaration the-state,	 which base	 to legitiaacy resolution

al-taqslii	 Cj 47, (48) wa hidã iacn-hu al-tasll.0	 H wujffdl
the-partition year 47,	 and this ieans-it the-subaission in existence

al-dawlati al-yahIdiyyah, (49) wa	 marratun fi faqrati	 ubl	 al-qarirayni

the-state	 the-Jewish,	 and once	 in paragraph acceptance the-two resolutions

(50) allaayni	 yatadaiaanini al-i c tirifa	 ayan bi al-vuJdi	 al-isrä'Iliy, (51) va

which-they contain	 the-recognition too	 in the-existence the-Israeli, 	 and

la c alla-h iarratun tlitah aydan tilka allati aura 	 fI-h qarru	 i c lni	 al-dawlati

perhaps	 once	 third	 too	 that which pointed-he 	 in-it resolution declaration the-state

il tacyuIh	 fi salain aa	 jaalc al-duwali	 al-uintaqab va	 duwali	 al- c älaui ajuac!

to co-existence in peace with all the-countries the-region and countries the-world alU
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(52) narba'u	 hi asrlka	 al-Labdij	 wa al-siysati al-mu e lanati aydan (53) an

we deem	 in America	 the_principles and the-policy 	 the-declared too	
to

tataala can	 al-aq	 allaT J'a yatruqu abwba-h	 binVan	 cali talabi_ba

desert	 about the-right which came knock	 doors-its	 according to	 on	 requestlt8

wa	 bi	 urti-bä!!

and in condition-itOH

Recognition - Twice

(1) It is not surprising (2) that the words used In Tell Abeeb were nearly the same as

those used In Washington in the way they belittled the resolutions made in the Palestinian National

Conference. (3) For the declaration of the Palestinian state has been rejected, (4) the commitment to

the renunciation of terrorism did not go far enough, (5) the acceptance of resolutions 242 and 338 was

ambiguous, (6) and the recognition of Israel was vague in the extreme!

(7) Even though the justification given by both Israel and Q.S. for rejecting these resolutions

are different, (8) the tone Is exactly the same! (9) The disgrace here (10) Is not the unanimity between

these two states, (11) or the strategic alliance they have (12) bearing In mind the historical precedents

for collaboration between the.. (13) the disgrace is (14) the maligning of the P. N. C.'s resolutions

as never before.

(15) It is a clear outrage (16) that most of these resolutions came in reiponse to relentless

American demands made for many years. (17) However, the evident failure came from Washington itself.

(18) We even saw the American Foreign Affairs spokesman formally intervene (19) to correct the American

President, Ronald Reagan, in an Interviews with a journalist, (20) when he was asked (21) whether the

United States Is now ready to enter Into negotiation with the PLO (22) after its acceptance of the United

Nations resolutions, (23) sInce this Is the only known American stipulation for direct negotiations with

the PLO. (24) The President replied (25) that this issue was under review. (26) But at this the

spokesman immediately intervened (27) to say (28) that what the President had 'meant' was (29) that it

was the Palestinian resolutions which were under review.

(30) To summarize the American position then: (31) although the resolutions of the Palestinian National

Conference seem encouraging (32) they are still not sufficient (33) to change the American position. (34)

This means that a peaceful solution 18 a precarious undertaking, (35) allowing Israel (36) the greater

opportunities (37) to carry out Its plan to 'hopefully' liquidate the uprising, and push the Palestinians

into exile (37) after they willingly struggled (38) to declare their own state, (39) if only on paper. (40)

This opens the way up for the new administration In Washington (41) to take up the same stance (42) extending

the Republican Party's policy (43) laying down even more iLpossible conditions.

(44) How on earth could It be claimed that there is no Palestinian recognition of Israel (45) when in

fact the recognition has been mentioned twice? (46) The first time Is In the declaration of the Palestinian

state, (47) which Is based primarily on the legitimacy of the 1947 partition resolution, (48) recognizing

the existence of the Jewish state. (49) The second time is in the acceptance of resolutions 242 and 338,

(50) which also include recognition of Israel. (51) There may be even a third time may even be given in

the declaration resolution which states that the Palestinian state will co-exist peacefully with all the

countries in the region and the world.

(52) We deem the declared policy and principles of America (53) a desertion of the right which has

come in response to its own demands and conditions!
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Bk Al-Ahris - 13 / 2 / 1989

liqã	 al-tajamsuc

meeting the-solidarity

(1) tabda'u gadan	 ft cajna al-muiadaãtu	 al-rubciyyatu II ru'asFi	 wazrati

start	 tomorrow in Amman	 the-discussions the-four-power to presidents ministries

duwali	 al-tajaimu c i	 al-iqtisdiy al-jadid, Ii8ra wa	 al-urdunna wa al- C iñq wa	 al-yasan

countries the-solidarity the-economic the-new, 	 Egypt and the-Jordan and the-Iraq and the-Yemen

a1-amUiyyah, (2) ii tandIdi al-itri 	 al-tanTmiy	 ii al-tajamiu c i (3) tamhldan	 ii

the-northern,	 to delimit the-framework the-organizational to the-solidarity 	 in preparation to

mu'taiari	 al-qimmati al-rub t iy 	(4) alladI yucqadu ft bagdda 	 ft	 awäir1	 al-ahri	 al-li.
conference the-summit the-four-power 	 which	 hold	 in Baghdad	 in	 late	 the-month the-present.

	

(5) wa	 ragia	 anna	 al-tajauu ca	 iqtiãdiyu	 al-ma caiim 1 (6) sin	 ajli	 taqlq1	 darajatin

	

and despite that	 the-solidarity economic 	 the-landmark 1	from	 sake	 achieving degree

akbar	 un	 al-takimul,	 (7) ills	 anna 1n'ahu	 käna	 bi	 al-darürati	 qarran

large	 from	 the-integration 1	except that e8tabllshment-its 	 was	 in	 the-necessity	 decision

siy si yyan	 c ala	 a c là	 al-mustava, (8)	 wa	 sin	 tamma	 Ia -	 Inns	 suntalaqati-hi

political	 on	 highest	 the-level,	 and	 from	 then	 then	 that	 outsete-it

al-eIys1yyah	 tuIu	 bi	 al-ararati	 ragbatln	 II al- casal	 al-wafqiy	 al-mu'tarak

the-political wish	 in the-necessity about desire	 in the-action the-agreeable the-joint

(9) alladl talikumuhu al-iradatu	 al-siys1yyah	 hi ii	 ta'kuji	 sin	 muqawvisati al-sanfacati

which govern-it the-willingness the-political 	 in what take	 from components the-interest

al-iutabãdalah ii	 lihi tahqiqI	 andäfin	 1strtTjyyatin	 culyL

the-reciprocal	 to sake	 accomplish objectives strategic	 high.

(10) wa	 mimmi 1a	 akka fl-hi (11)	 anna al-tajammu c a	 huwa	 ta cblrun	 haqTqiy

and	 what	 not doubt in-it	 that the-solidarity is-it expression real

Can	 taallu cäti u cübi al-duwali	 al-sutarkah Ii sustaqbali rukan	 afal (12) bacda

about aspirations people the-countries the-joint 	 in future	 abundance better	 after
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zavli	 atrin kabTrin am	 a ebri iaâgila	 qawaiyyatin rijiyyah, (13) wa	 ii
disappearance portion large	 froi burdens distractions national	 external,	 and to

yakna kadljka adta	 taciuljn jadd lac	 al-takattulti al-iqti8diyyatt fi orobb
be	 as that justruient dealings new with the-clustering the-econoiic	 ft Europe

wa airtk, (14) wa	 adkalan paThan ii tatawwurtt al-saläii al-aurtaqabati ft al-aintaqah wa
and Lierica,	 and entry	 right to developients the-peace the-expected in the-region and

i	 tajurruhu un tabi citi	 al- eauali al-jiddiy va al-na't (15) un ajli
what drags-it froi successions the-action the-serious and the-active	 frou sake

tahyi'atin	 afal	 11 kawdl uasrti al-hayh fl-ia	 baqlya am	 h1
preparation better to plunge courses the-life in what reiain froi this

al-qaru	 wa	 av'ilu	 al-qarni	 al-qldii.
the-century	 and	 beginning the-century the-couing.

(16) wa tataiatta e u al-duwalu	 al_arba cu	 hi iawirida baariyyatin wa tabltiyyatin
and enjoy	 the-countries the-four	 in sources	 hnian	 and natural

wa	 inie iyyatin	 h'ilah (17)	 tajealu	 al-subula	 iaftiiatan	 aiäiahä (18)	 Ii	 taliqlqi
and industrial	 huge	 uake	 the-ieans	 opened	 before-thea	 to	 accoaplish

awjuhin	 iuta e addidatjn	 ale	 al-takiaul	 fi	 uarfi e atin	 jaihiriyyatin
faces	 initiple	 froi the-integration in projects	 public

wa	 hayawiyyah, (19) hi al-idifati 	 il	 aar e atin qawuiyyatin tulyä ka	 al-inäe_ti
and vital,	 in the-addition to projects	 national	 high	 like the-indu8tries

al- e askarlyyati	 wa	 al-tiknulojiyyati wa tawrri al-ãqah. (20) va 	 hãihi al_aariicatu ale
the-uilitary	 and the-technological and develop the-energy.	 and these the-projects fro.

ani-h	 an tuwaff jra la-ha	 iawridu naqdiyyatun kabirah (21) Ii istidãui-ha ft
sake-their	 to provide	 to-thea	 sources	 ioney	 large	 to	 use-thea	 in

sazidin am	 barluiji	 al_ e aaali wa furasi	 al-tagll.	 (22) häa	 il	 aa
uore	 froi prograis	 the-action and opportunities the-eiployuent. 	 this	 to	 what

tuhyyi'uhu	 am	 iakänätj	 al-tanfus	 ft al- e lau	 al-rijiy ,	 wa
prepare-it	 froa capabilities	 the-coipetition in the-world the-outside, 	 and

taqTqi uritin	 afdal ft al-tabduli al-ti jirly, 	 wa taiini iawäzTui al_aadfUcát,
achieve conditions better In the-exchange tbe-coaaercial, and iuprove scales	 the-payaents,
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wa iktiaabi qawatin va fa c ãliytin	 aydan fi al-ta'Tri	 al-Biya8iy	 ii	 ãlii al-qayi

and gain	 power	 and effectiveness too 	 in the-influence the-political to 8ake	 the-issues

al-qawiiyyah.

the-national.

(23) wa	 yastaildu	 al-tajaisu c u	 quwata-hu	 kalika	 un	 al-urUfi	 va	 al-çurUrti

	

and take	 the-solidarity power-Its 	 also	 fros the-circuistances and the-necessities

al-uawic iyyah (24) allatI jacalat qiyia-hu 	 airan	 iahtian	 dana	 iulã'ätin aw ineiyiqin

the-situational	 which sade	 establishient-Its satter inevitable without orders 	 or drafting

var'a	 auzijatin	 laiyyah, (25) bi	 hayu	 yuukinu	 al-qawlu	 anna-hu	 j'a	 (26) ii

after	 strokes	 spontaneous,	 in	 way	 could	 the-saying	 that-it	 case	 to

yasudda	 fargan	 (25) wa	 lai	 ya'tI huwa	 un	 farg.	 (27) wa	 huwa	 yucaddu

till	 euptiness	 and has not	 coie	 Is-it fros euptiness.	 and	 is-it	 is considered

aydan istikuilan	 ii kutuwiti al-tajauu c	 al- carabiy wa	 tanzTiti-h1	 al-qa'ivati

too	 continuation	 to	 steps	 the-solidarity the-Arab	 and	 organization-Its	 the-established

aw	 al-wridatI,	 ui&la	 uajllsi al_ta c vuni	 al-kalljiy	 wa	 ua'rc1	 al-sagribi	 al-kabir.

or	 the-sentioned, like	 council the-cooperation the-Gulf 	 and project the-Moroccan the-large.

(26) kaui anna-hu laysa haykalan	 tanfusiyyan	 fi	 al-irI	 al-carably (29) wa	 iäkinna-hu

and	 is-it	 not	 frauework coupetitive 	 in the-frasework the-Arab 	 and but-it

uaftun	 11	 al-iltiq'i wa	 al-iniimi	 sin	 janibi	 atrflin	 ukri.	 (30)	 wa

opened	 to	 the-seeting and the-join	 frou side	 parties	 others,	 and

huva	 ta'kidun	 jadTdun	 e ali iukniyyiti al-taarruki	 al- carabiy	 fi	 attä	 a-aajälät,

Is-it	 confiriation new	 on	 capability	 the-uoveuent	 the-Arab	 in	 all	 the-fields,

(31) uiu	 yuetT cffratan	 afal va	 uisdäqiyyatan akbar	 ii uadi	 al-qudurti

frou what	 give	 conditions better and authenticity 	 large	 to	 extent	 the-capabilities

al- c arablyyah	 cali al-tat culi	 iac	 uustaiaddàti al- Car,	 wa	 istirIqi	 'áfAqi	 al-sustaqbal.

the-Arab	 on	 the-interaction with	 Innovations the-age, 	 and explorations diuensions the-future.
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Solidarity eet1ng

(I) the pre8idents of the ew Economic Council of Egypt 1 Jordan 1 Iraq, and north Yeen start

their four-say discussions tomorrow in Amman. (2) The purpose of this meeting will be to define the

organizational framework (3) and to agree on the preparations for the meeting (4) which is to be

held in Baghdad at the end of this month.

(5) Despite the fact that this meeting is an economic landmark, (6) whose purpose is to achieve a

greater degree of integration, (7) its establishment has necessarily been a political decision at a

higher level. (8) The starting points of this meeting therefore express the need for reciprocal and

cooperative work (9) controlled by the political will leading to joint profit in achieving the main

strategic objectives.

(10) Undoubtedly, (11) this meeting is an expression of the peoples aspiration for a better

future, (12) at a time in when a large proportion of national problems has disappeared; (13) it is

the new instrument dealing with the economic blocs in Europe and America; (14) It is also a new

entry point for the expected development of peace in the region taking serious steps towards it (15)

so as to be better prepared for dealing with life in what remains of thIs century and the beginning

of the coming one.

(16) Noreover, these four countries, Egypt, Jordan, Iraq, and Horth Yemen, enjoy huge human,

natural and industrial resources (17) affording great possIbilities (18) to achieve multiple facets

of integration and vital public investment. (19) this Is in addition to national investments

such as technological and military industries and the development of energy. (20) The purpose of

these Investments is to provide large monetary resources (21) to be used for increasing action

programs and work opportunities. (22) This is also in addition to the possibilities for competition

offered in the outside world for achieving better conditions of commercial exchange, improvement of

payment scales, and efficiency and strength, within the political sphere, for national issues.

(23) This meeting derives its strength from the objectives derived from necessities and

circumstances, (24) which made its establishment inevitable without obligations or drafting behind

the pursuit of whims (25) In a way In which one can say that It comes (26) to fill a gap and (27)

therefore, does not stem from nothing. (26) This meeting is also considered as a continuation of the

steps taken already by the Arabs to come together in establishing organizations such as Greater aghreb

project and the Gulf Cooperation Council (CCC); (29) it Is not a framework for competition within the

Arab framework, (30) but an open framework for all other countries to join and meet; (31) it is a new confirmation

of Arab ability to move forward in all fields (32) which give8 a better image, indicative of these abilities and

helps them to interact with the innovations of this century and the exploration of future dimensions.
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BL. ál-Ahrm - 28 / 5 / 1989

mukafatu al-jã'iicah

openness	 the- League

	

(1) qimiatu	 al-musUaati	 wa	 al-vidah., qimiatu	 cawdati	 •Isr.. qimpu.. tanqiyati

	

summit	 the-reconciliation and the-unity.. summit	 return	 Egypt.. suuit	 purification

al-aivä'.,	 il gari hã4ä	 mm	 al-musamiayät	 allatr utliqat c all ijtiiä c ati al-jImleati

the-climates,, to other this 	 from	 the-designations which named 	 on	 meetings	 the- Le.3gue

al_carabiyya	 fi	 al-dIrt	 al-baydl', (2) wa	 kullu-hI yadullu	 cala	 anna	 qimmata

the-Arab	 In	 the-house the-white,	 and	 all-them	 indicate	 on	 that	 summit

al-jlmj cah	 gad	 clwadat iktisba al-qaw c idi al-haqTqiyyah (3) allatI tu'ahhilu-hI ii al-tamall

the-League	 verily return gain	 the-bases	 the-real	 which	 qualify-it	 to the-action

al- c arabiy al-mutmir	 fi marhalatin ma8Triyyah.

the-Arab	 the-fruitful In stakes	 determinate.

(4) wa	 y u,klnu	 an	 ouliqa	 call al-qimmati isman ikara	 rubbami kna aktara

and	 could	 to	 name	 on	 the-summit name	 another perhaps	 was	 more

dalMatan	 wa	 umü1an, (5) hi	 i c tibIri	 anna	 cawdata 118r	 ii	 haddi	 dlti-hä	 kInat
Indication	 and	 inclusion,	 In	 considering that	 return Egypt in	 extent self-its	 was

asran mustaqirran tlmaman, (6) va 	 huwa	 qimiatu al-mukäafat1	 wa	 al-muürahah. (7) wa

matter s.eLt&	 complete,	 and is-it summit the-openness	 and	 the-frankness,	 and

gad	 ta c addadat a1-1iqIltu al-jnibiyyatu fi had al-itIrl 	 wa	 amalat	 arlfan c adTdah mm

verily diversified the-meetings the-sides 	 In this the-framework and included parties several from

al-qdati	 al- c arab cal	 nahwin	 ja cala_b' fi	 bidlyati-hi	 al-nadljah	 wa	 fi

the-leaders the-Arab on	 way	 made-it	 In	 beginning-its the-mature	 and in

kavltimi-hi al-mubjrah 1baba hi ühiratin faridatin iktasat 	 hi-hI hldihi al-qimatu

ends-its	 the-direct	 similar in phenomenon unique	 specialized	 in-it	 this	 the-summit
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bi	 a1-dt. (8) wa am	 al-nhlyatl al-hä,jiyyah	 tu c addu	 hdihl a1-llqäatu akbaru

in	 the-self,	 and froa the-aide	 the-iarglnal	 regarded	 these	 tbe-aeetlnga biggest

aa	 tahaqqaqa	 am	 injä'zin,	 (9) ida	 i c tabar-nä-h	 iuqaddiaatan	 tab e atu	 c ali	 al-it.'nn

what acbieved	 froi achieveient,	 if	 considered-we-thea prelude	 bring on on	 the-tranquility

al-haqiqiy	 bi al-nisbati	 ii	 sayri	 al-iunäqaätl	 wa am	 taua 8ud'ru	 al-qarrit.

the-real	 in the-regard to progress the-discussion and hoi then	 Issuing the-decisions.

(10) wa	 qad	 taaayyazat	 al-1lq'tu	 al-ilrlyyatu hi	 ã'lrl al-atrãfi	 al-iacnlyyati

and verily were distinguished the-aeeting 	 the-Egyptian in all	 the-parties the-concerned

fi itrl	 al-ta8aft	 bi hadihi al-iuiirastl al-hakTiati ft tanwull a1_iaweãt1

in fraiework the-clearness	 In these the-practices the-wise 	 In dealing the-subjects

al-kiläfiyyah, (11) li'anna al-ra'rsa 	 aubrak yatabanni hädlhl al-slyä'sata dlaan fi

the-disputed,	 because the-president Mubarak adopts 	 this	 the-policy always In

iu eälajatihi ii al-uiiri	 allatT tuhinu a eba air dãkillyyan	 wa	 krijlyyan.

tackling-his to the-iattera which concen people Egypt Inside	 and outside.

(12) wa al-wqi eu (13) anna aabdaa	 al-iusrahatl 11 altae äiuli lac	 kiffati al-qadyi

and the-fact	 that principle the-frankness In the-dealing with all 	 the-Issues

al- e arablyyah yanbagl (14) ann yakna aydi'na al-siysatI al- c iiatI	 11 al-duwall	 al-carablyyah

the-Arab	 inst	 to be	 field the-policy the-general to the-countries the-Arab

£1 ittIsl'itI-hi	 va iui'warãtI-b	 al-ivataiirrah, (15) wa ai	 yakna ia	 adata

in conunications-their and consultations-their the-continuous, 	 and to	 be	 what happened

ft	 al-qinati qudwatun la-hi am	 bacd,	 (18) Id	 anna al-iukafata	 ft

In	 the-eunit exaiple	 to-it fro. after,	 because that the-openness 	 in

haddi dti-h	 hiya	 al-sabilu al-vahtdu ii binäl	 al-iawqifi	 al-autarakati call

extent self-its	 is	 the-ieans the-only	 to build	 the-stands	 the-joint	 on

ususin aawd c iyyatin l	 tu'attlru fI-h	 aullbasätu	 al-zurfffi	 aw	 dugtu	 al-wlqic.

bases objective	 not	 influence	 in-thea	 accoapanying the-circuastances or 	 pressures the-reality.

(11) hattl al-aakiwifu nafsu-hi,	 siwrun knat haqiqlyyatan aw autawahhasah, 	 yuiklnu bi

even the-fears	 self-thea, whether were	 real	 or	 iaaginative,	 could	 in

al-iusirahati an tatabaddad aw taqillu	 hiddatu-hi	 aw ta'kua daianti-hl	 al-kuiyah,

the-frankness to disappear or becoaes leBa 	 sharpness-their or take 	 guarantees-their the-enough,
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(18) wa	 ii	 tusbihu c ariqila tankasiru ca1ay-h juhdu al-wifq	 aw	 tatasarrabu

and not become obstacles break 	 on-them efforts the-agreement	 or	 seep

min-h	 tqatu	 al- c amali al-mutarak. (19) fadlan can 	 anna-hi	 iga	 wurlyat	 dana

from-them	 energy	 the-action the-joint,	 beside about	 that-they it	 (wuriyat)	 without

itligin aw	 •ukIafatin (20) yuikiuu an takbura	 u	 tuadi	 il	 zawh1ra

absolute or	 uncovering	 could to become big and	 lead	 to	 phenoiena

gayri tab c iyyah mitla al-kialmi	 wa	 al- cuziati	 wa	 al-tat arrud	 wa	 rubbaaä

not natural	 like the-conflict and the-isolation and	 the-division and	 perhaps

al-juni	 iii ittikidi maväqifa	 mugyirah, (21) hatti	 wa in aba-hi	 al-mantiq.

the-inclination to take 	 positions	 contrastive,	 even	 and if	 refused-it	 the-logic.

(22) hid il anna al-liqã'äti 	 •at	 wujild	 al-rawisibi aw	 istisrri	 wujdi-h

this to that the-meetings with existence the-residues or 	 continuation existence-their

thina	 sacyin ha ikriji-h	 qad	 yakiuqu zahiran	 l	 yakisu	 haqiqata

without effort	 to	 taking out-them verily create 	 appearance	 not	 reflect	 reality

al-bawitin, (23) wa mm 	 tamma Ia	 yaknu fa tcilan	 aw	 mu'attiran.

the-inners,	 and from then not be	 effective or	 influential.

(24) wa	 la c alla	 fi	 aniatin	 sibiqatin	 ii	 al- camali	 al_ t arabiy	 awihida

and	 perhaps	 in activities previous 	 to the-action the-arab	 proofs

c alä dalik, (25) haytu lam yakun ii ba c di al-bayaniti	 al-mutarakati	 natEiju	 tudkar.

on	 this,	 as	 not be	 to some the-declarations the-joint 	 results	 be mentioned.

(26) ammi al-musirahatu wa 	 al-mukäà'afatu fa	 hiya	 tu'addina	 kam	 zaharat ft qinati

but the-frankness and the-openness	 then is-it promise	 as	 appeared in summit

al_jãmi t ah	 bi	 c andin	 jaddiu fi	 hid	 al- ea.al	 (27) atara	 tiqatan	 wa

the-League	 in	 era	 new	 in	 this	 the-action	 more	 confidence and

Ii6dãiyatan	 va	 ab eata calä' al-ihtirhi wa	 al-jiddiyyath,	 wa	 aktara	 taeblran

authenticity	 and inducive on	 the-respect and the-seriousness, and more	 expressive

tan	 harakati al-awiri c i al- c arabiyyah,	 (28) wa mm	 amma	 aqdara	 ta].i	 ihri

on	 movement the-streets the4rab,	 and from ther	 able	 on	 manifesting.

al-8alibati	 va	 al-wihdatl al-haqTqiyyah ft tabanut al-qadiyä wa mutiba tati al-uqg,

the-solidarity and the-unity	 the-real	 in adopting the-issues and follow up 	 the-rights,
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(29) haytu tusbihu al-zawàhiru	 sabga	 al-bawin,	 wa	 al_af c lu	 dllatan	 cal	 al-aqwl,

then become the-appearances alrtness 	 the-Inner sides, and the-deeds	 indicative on	 the-utterances

wa	 a1-mumrasatu	 mm	 jinel	 al-taktlt.

and	 the-practice	 from kind	 the-planning.

Openness of the arab League

(1) Numerous designations can be given to the £rab Summit, that of conciliation, unity,

return of Egypt, purification of the arab ethos, and so on. (2) Ui these designations indicate the

fact that the arab League Summit has restored its real basis (3) enabling it to carry out its national

duty at a self-determining and developmental stage.

(4) One can perhaps give this summit a more expressive and conclusive designation, (5) because the

return of Egypt to the Arab League was a settled matter. (6) This designation is in fact the summit of

openness, truth and clarity. (7) Within this framework, there were multilateral meetings, including

several Arab leaders, and these meetings were held in a way that made the summit's constructive beginning

and promising outcome unique. (8) From a peripheral point of view, these meetings achieved the best

results ever, (9) if we consider them to be a preliminary stage, bringing real comfort in relation to

previous meetings and decision makings.

(10) With respect to all the countries in question, the Egyptian meetings were distinguished by

being clear In dealing with all the disputed questIons. (11) ThIs is so as the Egyptian President, ilusni

Mubarak, always adopts this policy In dealing with matters that are important to the Egyptian public

inside and outside Egypt.

(12) In fact, (13) the principle of openness and clarity In dealing wIth all Arab issues (14) must be

taken as the general policy for all mutual interactions and consultations of all Arab countries; (15) it

must also be taken as an example for the Arabs to follow, (16) because the principle of openness or clarity

Is the only means of establishing joint perspectives based on objectivity, perspectives that cannot be

influenced by current situations or other pressures. (17) Through this principle, even fears, whether

real or imaginary, can be elIminated. (18) These fears, which diminish the actual effort, will not be

obstacles anymore. (19) For if these fears were not diminished by the principle of openness, (20) they

could turn into conflict, separation, isolation, and the adoption of conflicting positions, (21) even if

m nr ant acnpted logically, (22) These meetin gs, with their rooted evil and bad

intentions, would not help us in expressing what we really feel inside, (23) and therefore, they would

become ineffective.

(24) There are perhaps previous activities pointing to this, (25) since some of these joint

declarations have not yielded tangible results. (26) ilowever, through the principle of openness, (27)

a new era of confidence and authenticity has emerged which Is more in keeping with current Arab

developments, (28) and more productive of real solidarity in dealing with all Arab issues. (29) As a

result, appearances will be Indicative of intentions, actions will be indicative of utterances, and

practice will resemble planning.
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ll.: Al-Lhrii - 21 / 2 / 1989

o ibq
race

(I) taiätarat al-anbiu ivakkaran can	 •arcin airikiyyin ft tawrl al-baiwarati	 (2) 11
suceeded the-news lately 	 about project Aserican	 In stage the-visualization	 to

daf e l al-harakati	 ft adiyyati al-arqi al-awsat, (3) 11 yaqia vaztru	 al-irijiyyati
push tbe-ioveient in Issue	 the-east the-ilddle,	 to iake ilnister the-oreigu

jorj	 bayker hi tarhi-hi	 kilIa	 liqFi	 al-za c sati	 call hlaii	 tayIcl
George Baker In present-it 	 through meting tha-leaderships on margin burial

al-imbarator al-yãbiniy	 al-rhu1	 hiroblto, (4) wa	 dllika ii istitlä c i al-ra'yi	 qabla
the-emperor the-Japanese	 the-departed Birohitho,	 and that	 to explore	 the-opinion before

tawaTc i nitiqi al-ittislilt	 (5) ii babti-hi	 rasiiyyan mac	 muktalafl al-atrlf.
expand range the-communications 	 to investigate-it officially with	 various	 the-sides.

(6) wa ahauu	 cana5lru al-marii c	 kai nuirat	 H marialati-hi al-ibtidriyyah huwa iqncu
and most Important elements the-project has published in stages-its	 the-preparatory is-it persuade

isrIlla	 hi	 bid'I hiwirin	 mat	 t an8lra	 fillstTniyyah	 mm	 al-diffati	 wa
Israel	 in	 begin	 discussion	 with	 elements	 Palestinian	 from	 the-West Bank	 and

gazzah	 tandl	 hi ta'yldi mnnazzamati al-tarTr 	 wa tuwlfiqu C all i3rl'i
Gazah	 receive in support organization the-liberation and agree 	 on make

al-hIwlr,	 mac ta'jIli ayyi li qj'in bayna	 al-mas']in	 al-isräUiyy1n wa ylälr
the-discussion ) with put off any meeting between the-responsibles the-Israeli	 and Yasir

e arafIt fi al-mu'taaari	 al-davliy	 ii al-salIm (7) raytail tujri	 hldihi al-muflwadlt.
Arafat in the-conference the-international	 to the-peace	 till	 take place these the-negotiations.

	

(8) va bi	 gaddi	 al-nazari	 can	 tabi cati	 al-.ah c i	 nafs-ih,	 (9) fa	 Inna-hu

	

and in	 ignore the-sight	 about nature	 the-project self-its,	 then that-it

yabdU	 'i c lInan'	 can	 ragbati	 al-hu1matI	 al-airikiyyati al-jadrdah fi al-mulrakati
seems	 declaratlon'	 about desire	 the-governient the-American 	 the-new	 in the-participation
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al-.ubakkirati fi muqtarahitj haul 	 al-qadiyyah, (10) wa	 dlika	 ft	 itIri	 'sibqin mandin

the-early	 in sugge8tlons solving the-matter,	 and	 that	 in	 framework	 race	 witnessed

tahadu-hu	 al-siatu al-davliyyah	 mm	 c iddati atrfIn krijiyyatin dati tiqal (11) 11

witnessed-it the-arena the-International from several sides 	 external	 self heaviness	 to

itbti jadärat1-h hi al-ishäsi 	 fi al-taharruk al- ©flamiy alladT najahat 	 munazzamatu

prove worth-their in the-contribution In the-move	 the-worldly which succeeded organization

al-tahrTr	 bi iubãdarati-hI	 al-ks8at1	 al-iulanati Li jlnayv fi itirati-hi, (12) bI

the-liberation in initiative-its	 the-special the-declared in Geneva in inciting-its, 	 in

haytu i8baha al-takallufu	 tan	 al-mu'ärakat1	 ft hj4	 al-juhd	 kasiratan	 wa

way	 become the non-presence about the-participation in this 	 the-effort loss	 and

t ib'an C all al-atrlfi al-macniyyah.

burden on	 the-sides the-intended.

(13) wa nulh1u its	 tasrThãti	 bayker naf si-h 	 hirsa-hu	 Call ihyri al-dawn al-airikiy

	

and we notice from declarations Baker self-him 	 concern-his on	 revive the-role the-American

bi mazldin mm	 al-mutäba c ati wa	 al-arh	 Call na)Ivin yanfi Can	 wliinton	 ubhata

in more	 from the-follow ups and the-presentations 	 on	 way	 deny about Washington suspicion

takallr-h	 can	 al-istIjbati bi fj c jljyyatjn	 ii al-mustajaddlti al-ks8ati 	 bi al-qadiyyah, aw ubhata

abandoning-its about the-response in effectiveness to the-new	 the-special in the-matter, or suspicion

1nhiyizi-h	 11 al-jn1bi al-isri'fliy ft •uwjahati ayyiti tatawwuritln Tjlbiyyah, (14) La gad

bias-its	 to the-side the-Israeli in confronting any 	 developments positive,	 ía verily

a c lana	 (15) anna-hu	 law	 qaddama	 hdihi	 al-afkra	 fi c lan	 11	 wuzarä'i	 krijiyyati

declared	 that-he	 If	 presented	 these	 the-ideas	 indeed	 to	 ministers	 foreign

al-jajm cati	 al-orobiyyah k1lla	 ziyrati-hi al-akTrah 11 duwali	 hilfi al-alantT, (16) haytu

the-community the-European through visit-his 	 the-last to countries pact the-Atlantic, 	 where

da ci_hum	 il' al-tarayyuti ft ayyi taharrukin kl8sin 	 bi-him	 wa	 cadami

invited-them to the-tarry	 in any move	 special in-them and	 not

taqdlmi mubdaritin jadldah, (17) qabla an yaltaqiya bi 	 al-ra'Tsi	 mubirak ft

submit initiative new, 	 before to meet-he	 in	 the-President Nubarak In

z1yrati-hi ma ta al-duktor	 c i8mat Cabdi al-majld	 ii	 winon	 lulla istiqbli-hi

visit-his	 with the-doctor Isiat	 Abd	 Al-Hajid	 to	 Washington then reception-his

ii ishq	 iir	 ba c da	 dllik.

to Ishaq Shamir	 after	 that.
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(18) wa laa	 yakun al_ta c illu	 bi	 tarhi	 al-afkäri al-a,rlkiyyah ta c wlqan fI-.
and has not be	 the-acceleration in	 presenting	 the-Ideas the-Aierican ob8tacle in-what

yabdü ii al-juhdi	 al-orobiyyah (19) bal raddan	 aubiIran cala ia	 e aradahu wuzari'u
seea	 to the-efforts the-European, 	 but response	 direct	 on	 what	 expose	 ainiters

a1-kri j iyyati c alä bayker ala nati'ija iuhjji c ah	 tavas8alat ilay-h	 al-lajnatu
the- foreign	 on	 Baker froi results encouraging reached	 to-thea	 the-coiaittee

a1-tuläiyyah	 fi jawlati-h	 al-aktrah bi al-iantiqah, (20) al-airu	 alladi intahaw
the-tripartite in tour-its 	 the-last in the-area,	 the-iatter which ended-they

ain-hu	 c all	 addi qawli	 wazlri	 kärijiyyati holandä (21) iii anna al-wagta gad
froi-it	 on	 hut, saying sinister foreign 	 Holland	 to that the-tue verily

hIn (22) 11 al-qiyIui	 bi aubIdaratin jadldab (23) tu'addl ill infirljin hagtqiyyin
coae	 to the-aaking	 in initiative new	 lead	 to explosion teal

ft al-iawqif, (24) wa hIdi yuakkIdu anna airikl tan ala	 aqqi-hi ann tabda'a hiya hi
in the-stand,	 and this confiri	 that àaerica see fro. right-its to	 start	 it	 In

al-subldarati (25) ii tadallu c i-h	 al-kIs	 fi al-uukilah, (26) rakinna-hi 11 	 tazllu
the-initiative	 to involveient-its	 the-special in the-probles, 	 but-it	 not still

tatarassadu turasa	 al-ijtiüci hi al-atiãf. (27) va gad 	 yajidu al-waxiru	 al-airlkiy
look out	 opportunities the-ieeting	 in	 the-parties.	 and verily find	 the-ulnister the-Lsenican

tursatan	 tu'ayyidu aawqifa-hu fl-il	 flabahu hi-hi wuzar'u al-klrijiyyati al-orobbiyyina
opportunity support	 stand-his in-what deuanded in-it uinisters the- foreign 	 the-Europeans

un	 darIrati	 qiylii-hi buys aksiyyan bi ziyiratin ii al-aintaqab fi asra c i	 vaqtin •uskin
frou necessity pay-his	 hi. personally in visit 	 to the-area	 in quickest tue	 possible

kaal fa c ala_hu salafu-hu	 oltz.
as	 did-he	 toner-his Schultz.

(28) auu tan	 fahw al-uahiic	fa	 inna-hu	 ala	 al-sãblqi	 11	 awinih	 babtu-hu
but about ala	 the-project then that-it	 fros the-previous to	 tue-its investigating-it

bi al-tabc (29) ii anna-ho lai	 yatiuia	 ba c da wad c a-hi	 fi al-sTgati	 al-nihiiyyah, (30) wa
in the-nature	 to that-It has not couplete yet 	 puting -it	 in the-foniat the-final,	 and

lkinna al-llhlha	 al_cilaily	 c all caqdj al-uu'taaari	 al-dawhiy	 wa	 sur c ata ijrl'i
but	 the-persistence the-worldly on 	 hold the-conference the-international and speed 	 iaking
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al-ittis1ti	 allati tuyas8iru dlika qad	 taj e alu mm	 al-mnstaisaui lktis'ra 	 maralati

the-communications which make easy that	 verily make	 from the-preferable make brief stage

ai-hiwTri	 al-isri'iliy al-fili8tinIy	 al-dkiliy	 wa	 naqli-h	 I1 lttiilätln	 mubi'iratin

the-discussion the-Israeli the-Palestinian the-internal and transfer-it to communications direct

ma c a	 al-munazzamati	 (ati-h (31) Ia dimat	 al-qljadatu	 al-daklliyyatu tasallimu 	 hi

with	 the-organization self-its	 as long as	 the-leaderships	 the-Internal	 yield-they	 in

al-asri	 kulil-bi la-br.

the-matter	 all-it	 to-it.

Race

(1) There have been intermittent reports recently about the preliminary stages of an American

project (2) to activate the peace process in the Hiddle East (3) so that the American Secretary of

State, George Baker, will be able to present this project during his meeting with Arab leaders on

the occasion of the funeral of the deceased Japanese emperor, ilirohito, and (1) to investigate the

general opinion before officially extending the doiain of discussion (5) with the parties concerned.

(8) The most important elements of this project, as published in its preliminary stage, is

persuading Israel to start negotiations with Palestinian groups from the West Bank and Gaza strip,

accepted by the PLO, and put off any kind of meeting between the Israeli leaders and PLO Chairman,

Yasir Arafat, in the international peace conference, (7) tIll these negotiations take place,

(8) Regardless of the nature of this project, (9) it seems evident that the new American

administration wants to participate early in these suggested negotiations to resolve the Palestinian

problem. (10) This comes within the framework of a 'race' within the Internatiohal arena between

several external parties who have great influence (11) to effectively prove their involvement in the

international movement. (12) This can be done in such a way that absence from participation becomes a

loss for the parties concerned.

(13) One can notice, from Baker's declaration his endeavor to revive the American role with the

increase of rejoinders and discussions in a way that disregards its abandonment of any intentions to

effectively respond towards the new issues current within the Palestinian cause, and its bias toward

Israel. (14) r. Baker announced that he had presented these ideas (15) to the foreign ministers of

the European community during his last visit to WATO; (16) he also called upon them to be careful in

making any specific moves or in presenting any new Initiatives (17) before he meets the Egyptian

president, ilusni Hubarak, and then Ishaq Shamir.

(18) The 'speeding up' of the presentation of these American ideas has not hindered the European

efforts, (19) but it came as a direct response to what the American Foreign flinister, George Baker, put

forward as encouraging consequences reached by the tripartite committee In its final tour to the region.

(20) This, as the Dutch Foreign Hinister said, implIes (21) that the time has come (22) to present a new

peace Initiative, (23) which will lead to real flexibility In this stand; (24) confirming that America

recognizes Its right to start this Initiative (25) because of its specific Involvement in it, (26) but

still wanting eagerly to meet the parties concerned. (27) It may well be the case that the American

Foreign fllnister finds the opportunity to support him, particularly after he has been asked to visit

the region as soon as possible as his former colleague, George Schultz, did.

(28) Bovever, as far as the main objectives of this project are concerned, it is too early for

discussIon, (29) because this project has not been put In its final for.. (30) eanwh1le, the international

insistence on holding the International conference, as quickly as possible, may make it preferable to make

the internal Palestinian-Israeli discussion brief and then inform the PLO of them (31) as long as all the

different organizations of the Palestinian people within the territories agree to them.
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BI: A14hri - 20 / 5 I 1988

iacrIku al-iya cah.,.wa atiic u 	 a1-karTn
battles the-8hiites. .and greediness the-others

(1) sa	 alladi turTdu-hu iil'Iyätu al-iya c ati al-iutaäri catu fi lubn'n am	 Istliriri
what which want	 ailitias the-shiltes the-conflicting in Lebanon fro. continuing

hd1hi al-ia c riki gayri al-aafhiiiati 	 allati tuhaddidu	 bi ittis C i	 nitqi al-harbi
these	 the-battles not	 the-understood which threaten-they In expansion scale the-var

al-ahllyyati al-lubnäniyyati aarratan ukrä? (2) hal 	 yuikinu an yusaddiqa ahadun anna
the-civil	 the-Lebanese	 once	 another?	 would could	 to believe one	 that

h1hi al-iuüraiãtl tasduru c an iuwtinTna	 lubnniyy1na yurid-na al-kayru 11 vatani-hia?
these the-practices cose	 about citizens	 Lebanese	 want-they the-good to hoae-their?

(3) inna hdjhi al-,a c ärlka	 tajT'u	 ta'kldan	 li vqi c i	 al- cailati	 wa	 cadasi
that these the-battles	 co.e	 confir.ation to reality the-agentness and	 not

al-jnt1a'i	 am	 jnibi	 hdihi	 al-sillyãt	 11 maslahati duwalin	 ajnabiyyatin ii
the-belonging	 fro.	 side	 these	 the-ailitias to sakes	 countries foreign	 not

turidu	 ii hd al-baladi	 an yastaridda c äfjyatahu va	 an	 yuaqqiqa
want-they to this the-country to restore	 well-being and to	 achieve	 -

1st1qrr-ah?
independence-Its?

(4) hãdlhi kullu-hi as'ilatun faradat nafsa-hi 	 ba c da silsilati al-ia c riki al-Iarisah
these	 all-thea questions laposed selves-the, after series 	 the-battles the-vicious

allatT drat	 iläla al-ayyii al-idIyah bayna	 iilIyti al-iya c ati al-suvällna II
which broke out during the-days the-past	 between ailitias the-Shuites the-loyal 	 to

Trn (5) va al-ladi-na	 yutliq-na cala anfusi-hia	 issa 'hlzbu allah' va
Iran	 and the-which-they call-they on	 selves-the, naie 'party God'	 and

aillytu al-iya c ati al-iuvlTna ii siiriyy (6) wa al-laIna yulIq-ffna c ala anfusi-hi.
,ilitias the-Shiltes the-loyal 	 to Syria	 and the-which call-they on 	 selves-the.
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isia harakati aaal (7) mm ajli al-istliri 	 cala al-awäht	 al-janbiyyatl ii

name	 iovement ial'	 from sake the-taking possession on 	 the-suburbs the-southern to

bayrUt.

Beirut.

(6) inna h'adlhi al-ma carika ta ckisu vujUda	 mukattatin kabTtin (9) yastandl-fu ama

emphatic these the-battle8 reflect existence plan	 wicked	 aim-it	 security

wa	 saliata wa	 istiqrra	 lubnn (10) wa	 takifu	 .ad	 tugyni al-ma8ilil

and peace	 and stability	 Lebanon	 and discover scale tyranny the-interests

al-iqlTaiyyatl	 ii kullin mm	 dima(qa	 wa	 tahrh (11)	 atta' law	 addã

the-regional	 to every	 from Damascus	 and Tehran	 even	 if	 cause

al-a,ru	 111 burUzi	 taniquin	 caarqin bayna-hu.ä	 l	 yattafiqu va kulla

the-matter to emergence contradiction deep 	 between-the. not agree	 and all

mazh1r1	 al-tanslqi al-mutaraki bayna-huü	 fi masrahi andi	 al-arq al-awsat	 bi

appearances the-harmony the-joint	 between-the. in	 theater	 Incidents the-East the-middle in

aklin cä	 wa	 al-masrahi	 al-lubnanly	 c ala wajhi	 al-kueüs.

form	 general and	 the-theater	 the-Lebanese on	 face	 the-specification.

(12) wa fi ictiqdi-na (13) anna hdih1 al-tatawwuräti	 al-mu'sifah	 yanbagT an taküna

and in belief-we	 that these	 the-developments the-regrettable must 	 to be

bi	 manzilati jarasi	 indirin (14) yUqiu	 al- cansira	 al-wataniyyata	 al-lubnniyyata

in	 status	 bell	 warning	 awake	 the-groups	 the-national	 the-Lebanese

al-arTfah (15) likay tataharraka 	 dffna	 ibt' (16) un	 ajli	 darbi	 hada	 al-aukattati	 al-jahannamiy

the-honest	 to	 be move	 without delay	 from	 sake	 hitting this	 the-plan	 the-relish

alladT yastandifu tahvTla lubnän 1l qunbulatin •awqiItatin drimati al-infijir 	 fi	 al-cälami

which aims	 turning Lebanon to bomb	 set	 lasting the-explosion in	 the-world

al_ c arably yu'adi al-dawyn al-mustamir	 ii infijrti-h	 al-mutavaliyah il	 lafti	 al-anzari

the-Arab	 perform the-echo the-continuous to explosions-their the-successive to 	 draw	 the-attention

ba cidan	 ca,mã	 tukattitu la-hu kullun mis 	 dimaqa	 wa	 tahrn	 didda	 al-maelihi	 al-qawmiyyati

far away from what plan-they to-it each	 from Damascus and Tehran	 against the-interests the-national

al- c ulya	 ii	 al-umiati	 al-carabiyyah.

the-high	 to	 the-nation the-Arab.
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(17) inna ahadan 1ä 	 yastaticu an yunkira (18) anna mi1iyt1 asal ai-muwäliyyata 11

emphatic one	 not could	 to deny	 that Militias Asal the-loyal 	 to

suriyya tus4tilu rasa harbatin la-h (19) .it1aü tusattilu iilTd'ytu hizbi allah ra'sa

Syria represent head epear 	 to-it	 like	 represent Militias party God	 head

harbatin ii Trän (20) va kil-hus yac ialu ii. hiübi isyäd-ih	 un	 kriji	 lubnin	 (21) wa

spear	 to Iran	 and both-them work	 to sake masters-his from	 outside Lebanon	 and

yuawwi-hu	 wara al-uuqãwauah al-wataniyyab al-arTfah fi al-janlib 	 didda al-vujdj

distorts-he images 	 the-resistance the-national 	 the-honest	 in	 the-southern against the-presence

al-isrä'iliy (22) bi e aualiyyäti iktitfln qaIirah fi bayrüt wa ba c di al-muduni al-lubniniyyati

the-Israeli	 in operations	 hijacking dirty	 in Beirut and some	 the-cities the-Lebanese

al-ukrä	 ii	 ba c di	 al_ra c iji	 al-ajnib	 tahta	 sitäri	 al-fawdä (23) allatI yafriduha sulüku

the-others to	 some	 the-families the-foreign under	 cover	 the-disorder	 which	 impose	 conduct

hd1bi al-uilTyät.

these the-Militias.

(24) va idi känat ullrKyitu amal tasC	 Ii tatbtti	 al-wujdi	 al-sriy ft lubn	 (25) sin

and if	 were	 Militias	 Asal attempt to consolidate the- presence the-Syrian in Lebanon 	 from

ajil tanfrdi	 unkattati al-dam	 wa tahqTqi hulil sUriyyi al-kubrL (26) Ia inna iil1yti

sake carrying out plan 	 the-annexation and achieve	 areas Syria	 the-great,	 then that Militias

hinbu	 allah	 turld-u	 i	 huva	 aktaru	 sin	 dlik	 (27) li'anna-h	 taaci	 111 tahwlli

party	 God	 want-they what	 Is-it more	 from that	 because-they attempt to	 turning

1ubnna bi ks1li-hi	 ili mauiyyatin	 Trniyyah yoskinu Istikdmu-hä ka qcidatin

Lebanon	 in	 entirety-its	 to	 protectorate	 Iranian	 could	 be used-it	 as	 base

mutaqaddisah (28) 11 darbi al-umiati	 al- carablyyah sin	 dkI1i-hL

advanced	 to hit	 the-nation the-Arab	 from Inside-its.

	

(29) va	 häkadà	 Ia	 inna hdihi	 al-mIl11yti	 al- c aillab tushimu	 can	 c umin	 aw

	

and	 so	 then that these	 the-Militias	 the-agent contribute-they about knowledge or

jahlah	 Ii	 tahy'ati lubnn (30) likay yakna luqmatan si'igah ft	 buVüni	 al-tui cTn	 wa

ignorance In	 preparing Lebanon	 to	 be	 bite	 easy	 in	 stosaches the-greedy	 and

ua	 aktara-hu... (31) wa	 ii	 yakun	 ma c lüan (32) anna	 isrI1	 lam	 tatakallä

what	 more-they	 and to be	 well-known	 that	 Israel	 has not	 abandon
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baed an	 matmic i-h	 ft	 Iubnän	 (33) wa	 ii	 zlat	 tahtafizu bi

yet about greediness-its in 	 Lebanon	 and what still keep	 in

ra'si jiarin	 d'ii	 yusamma	 alizia	 al-amniy	 ft	 a1-janb,. (34) Ia	 hal

head dam	 lasting named	 the-zone	 the-security in	 the-south..	 60	 does

sa	 tafqna mm	 gayyikum	 ayyuha	 al-mutacjtiln.. (35) hãd huwa	 a1-su'l?

will awaken	 from transgression	 you	 the-fighters.,	 this i6-jt the-question?

The Shiites' ights and

the Greediness of Others

(1) What do the conflicting Shiite Militias in Lebanon want from continuing these non-sensical

battles which are once more threatening the spread of Lebanese civil war? (2) Would anyone believe

that these activities come from Lebanese citizens, wanting the best for their country? (3) These

battles come as confirmation of the truth that they are agents of foreign countries which do not

want this country to restore its well being and establish its stability.

(4) A!! these questions need answering after a series of Y1c10U8 fights which broke out during

the last few days between the Militias, loyal to Iran, (5) who call themselves 'Uizbullah', and the

Militias, loyal to Syria, (6) who call themselves 'harakatu hal', (7) aimed at capturing the

southern suburbs of Beirut.

(8) It should be emphasized that these fights reflect the existence of a vicious plan, (9)

aimed at undermining the well being and stability of Lebanon; (10) they also reflect the tyranny of

the regional interests for both Damascus and Tehran, even if they lead to a profound conflict which

does not conform with their joint coordination in the sphere of Middle Eastern events in general

and Lebanon in particular.

(12) We believe (13) that these regrettable developments must be taken as a warning; (14)

they should also awaken the honest national Lebanese parties, (15) to move ahead and (16) destroy

this internal plot whose main aim is to turn Lebanon into a time bomb within the Arab world in such

a way that it distracts people's attention from what Damascus and Tehran are planning against the

national Interests of the Arab nation.

(17) One cannot deny the fact (18) that just as the hal Militias, which are loyal to Syria

represent a dagger head (19) so too the Militias of 'llizbullah' represent a dagger bead for Iran.

(20) Both of them work for their masters outside Lebanon; (21) they also distort the image of the

national resistance in the south against the Israeli presence (22) through kidnapping operations

In Beirut and in other Lebanese cities of foreign citizens under the cover of chaos (23) imposed

by these Militias.

(24) If the Ama! Militias are working at consolidating the Syrian presence in Lebanon (25) in

order to carry out the annexation project and achieve the dream of a 'Greater Syria', (26) then, the

Militias of the 'party of God' are working at a more dangerous project (27) because they are working

at turning Lebanon into an Iranian protectorate which can be used as an advanced base (28) to attack

the Arab nations from within.

(29) Accordingly, these agent militias contribute knowingly or unknowingly in the preparation of

Lebanon (30) as an easy prey for greedy people. (31) It should be known (32) that Israel has notyet

renounced Its ambitions in Lebanon, (33) and it still occupies a bridge called the 'security tone'

In the south. (34) When will the fighters ever wake up from their coma. (35) This Is the question.
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J: A1-Ahram - 12 I 2 / 1898

1dnt
condemnations

(1) aliran awradatu	 a1-krijiyyatu	 ai-amrlkiyyatu fi bayni-h 	 al-sanawiy can	 huqqi
lately mentioned the- foreign	 the-American	 in statesent-it8 the-annual about rights

aJ.-inaan	 hawla	 al- C lamI isma isriIi bi	 asfI-h	 muntahikatan ii hdihI al-huqq
the-human	 around the-world name Israel 	 In description-Its abusing	 to these the-rights

fi al-ardI	 al-muhtallah 1 (2) va huwa	 camalun	 mahmd	 fi	 mustahalli	 candj
in the-lands the-occupied 1	and Is-it action	 praise worthy in	 beginning	 era

al-ra'Is	 bo' (3) yu c azzlzu	 al-tiqata	 11 imiänlyyati takfu	 al-narrati al-amrlkiyyati
the-pre8ldent Bush	 strengthens the-confidence In capabilities balance the-look 	 the-American

Il	 al-andt1	 al-jã'riyyah.
to	 the-events the-current.

(4) wa mim yu'akkldu ahammiyyata al-taqrlr	 anna-hu	 adara	 Ii
and what confirms importance the-report is-it 	 issued	 in

a t bl al-Itt1)imiti	 allati	 waradat	 fi	 taqrlrl	 a1-l1nI	 al-aszikiyyah	 al-mudficah
ends	 the-accusations which	 case	 in	 report	 the-committee the-American 	 the-defendant

can	 huqqi	 al-insin, (5) wa	 wajJabat-h	 ili	 hukmatI	 al-ra'lsi	 al-8biq	 raygan (6) bi
about rlght8	 the-human,	 and	 addressed-they to	 government the-president the-former Reagan 	 in

anna-hi	 nidiran mi	 qmat	 bi	 Idnati	 intihik'äti	 huqqi	 al-insn	 fi
that-it	 rarely	 not stood up	 in	 conviction	 abuses	 rights	 the-human	 in

al-duwali	 al-6adTqah	 11	 muqibili	 idãnati-hä	 al-mutakarrirab ii hdihi al-intihãkit fi
the-countries the-friendly in 	 in return condemnation-its the-repeated 	 to these	 the-abuses	 in

al-duwali	 al-iyciyyah, (7) wakassa	 al-taqlru hdihi al-li jn	 bi al-ikiri	 cadasa
the-countries the-socialists, 	 and specified the-report these the-committees in the-mention not

idnati	 al-intjhãkäti allatI tartakibuh isrill didda 	 al-filistiniyyina	 fi	 al-ardi
condesnation the-abuses	 which commit	 Israel against the-Palestinians	 in	 the-lands
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al-iuhtallah.
the-occupied.

(8) wa tansabbu	 al-idnatu	 al-amrlkiyyah 11 iar1l 	 11	 taqariri	 al-krijiyyah	 call
and concentrate	 the-condemnation	 the-american to Israel 	 in	 report	 the- foreign	 on

aalTbi	 al- c unfi	 allatT talja'u	 llay-h	 bi	 gayri	 •ubarrir	 Li	 iuwjahati
methods	 the-violence	 which	 resorts	 to-them	 to	 not	 justification	 in	 confronting

al-lntifãah wa iu g hariti	 al-hijirah allatT yaqmu	 bi-h	 atfl (9) wa	 tajäwazat
the-uprising and de.onstratlons the-stones which carry out in-them	 children and	 went beyond

istlkdima al-quwah wa	 istikdia al-ras8ti al-blstIkiyyah wa 	 ta c dTha al_mu t taqalin	 wa
use	 the-power and use	 the-bullets the- plastic 	 and torturing the-arrested people and

tadiTra	 al-manzili	 wa	 galqi-ha	 wa	 tabyuna	 al-akii	 al-Bidirati didda	 al-mustawtintn
destroying the-houses	 and closing-them and differing the-regulations the-issued against the-inhabitants

wa	 didda	 al-tlllstrniyytn	 c a1	 nahwin	 srik (10) hal	 wa	 tafädl	 al-ldnat1
and against the-Palestinians	 on	 way	 crude	 but	 and	 go beyond the-condeination

bi al-qatli	 11 hãiätin täbitah.
in the-killing in cases	 fixed.

(11) wa	 tadanana	 al-taqrTru al-amrlkiy	 ib'iyytin iuhaddadah	 min-h	 qatlu	 336
and	 contained	 the-report	 the-american statistics	 specific	 fro,-the. killing 336

filistTniyyan wa 18batu 20 allan 	 hi jiräh,	 wa nasfu 54 •anzilan	 wa	 iglqu ml'itin	 ur
Palestinian	 and hitting 20 thousand in wounds 1 and destroy 54 houses	 and closing hundreds	 others

ii mujarradi al-itib'ah. (12) wa tälaba	 al-taqrlru isrä'Tl hi arrati	 al-takalir	 Can	 h4ihi
to just	 the-suspicion,	 and demanded the-report Israel in necessity the-abandoning about these

a1-aslThi	 al-giiiah (13) allatI lä' tattafiqu mac	 aujrayti al-and5, (14) li'anna-hi 	 tucaddu
the-methods the-iniquitous which not conform with current	 the-events 1	because-they considered

intihäkan II	 uqq1 al-insã'n	 al-f llistTniy.
abuse	 to rights the-people	 the-Palestinian.
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(15) wa	 yattafiqu	 i c länu	 bids al-taqrtr ia	 8udUru bayinin rasily 5an al-intifiah
and agree	 declaration this the-report with issuance statcient official about the-uprising

a t lana-hu	 iaiiq rabin	 wazlru	 al_difä c , ( 16) wa	 yatada.ianu bi	 dawn-hi	 ihAiyytin	 1ã
announced-be lahaq Rabin	 ilnister the-defence, and	 contain	 in turn-its	 statistics	 not

yuikinu (17) idi qninat bi	 al-taqrTri	 al-a.rTkly (18) 1111 j c tibiru-hã	 i c tirfan	 sarlhan	 bi
could	 if coipared in the-report	 the-aerican	 if	 regarded-the. recognition clear	 in

intihäki huqqi al-insin. (19) fa 	 qad	 aclana	 ñbln (20) anna	 .uaeeilata	 ahãyi
abuse	 rights the-huian.	 for	 verily	 declared-he	 Rabin	 that	 outco.e	 victiis

al-lntifãdah (21) allatT akialat	 abra-h	 al-ribi c a	 caar (20) hiya	 360	 qatllan	 wa	 7	 àlãfu
the-uprising	 which cospleted aonth-its the-four 	 tenth	 are	 360	 kIlled	 and 7	 thousand

janihin	 (faqa!) hi	 al-Idifati	 111 22	 alfi	 '	 su c taqal	 ufnija	 © an	 bacdi-hii!
injured	 (only!)	 in	 the-addition to	 22	 thousand	 arrested	 freed	 about	 soie-thei!

(22) wa qil (23) anna 60 hi al-i1'ah	 un al-uutiinIn	 alladTha yaqif-ina
and said-he	 that 60	 in	 the-hundred fro. the-de.onstrators who-they 	 throw-they

al-ahjir. (22) hu.	 un	 al-atfili	 bayna	 6 sanawitin wa 14 sanah!
the-stones	 are they fro. the-children between 6 years 	 and 14 year!

(21) wa rbTh	 tab t an	 huva	 eihibu siyisati al-ta8 cTdi	 al-iutajaddld didda al-intifãah,
and Rabin	 of course is	 owner	 policy	 the- e&calatioo the-renewed	 against the-uprising,

(25) wa huwa alladr a c lana	 iu'aikaran can	 asilThi qaucin	 jadrdah ta c tauidu cali al-tawassuci
and Is-he who	 declared-be lately	 about ietbods suppression new	 - depend	 on	 the-expansion

fi istikdiul al-raiä8ti al-blst1kiyyati al-fattikah, (26) wa autiradati al-junuidi	 ii al-ibyati
in use	 the-bullets the-plastic 	 the-deadly,	 and chafie	 the-soldiers to the-boys

bi-hi (27) hatti Cjqrl dun-hi., (28) wa 	 tawqTcu c uqbitjn	 jauic iyyatin	 c ali dawi-hi.
in-the.	 till back houses-their,	 and sign	 penalties	 collective	 on	 parents-their

bi nasfi	 tanizili-hi. wa galqi-hã	 wa	 fardi	 garaiatin bihidatin calay-hiu.
In destroying houses-their 	 and closing-the. and	 lapose	 fines	 expensive	 on-the..

(29) kaui kana qad	 a c lana	 ft dilika al-hTh (30) anna al-jaya ictaqala
and was verily announced-he in that	 the-the	 that the-any arrested

(29) alfa	 filistInly kilila	 al-intifiah baqiya	 uin-hui	 fi	 al-hajz	 5600	 fadlan
thousand Palestinian during 	 the-uprising	 resained fro.-thei 	 in	 the-detention 5600	 in addition
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Can	 4	 lfjn ikarin	 mu e taqalln	 (31) qabla	 indil c i	 al-iutifiçlah!

about 4 thousands other	 arrested	 before breakout	 the-uprising!

(32) wa	 bi	 alsinati-him	 yudinna	 anfusa-hum	 bi	 intiffki.	 huqqi	 al-lOS

	

and in tongues-their	 condemn-they selves-them in 	 abusing	 rights	 thrhuman

Condemnations

(1) The Lserican Department of Ministry of Foreign kffairs recently mentioned Israel, In Its

annual report, as a country which abuses human rights in the occupied territories. (2) ThIs sort

of action is praiseworthy at the beginning of President Bush's era, (3) because it strengthens

confidence in the balancing of American views on current events.

(1) The important thing about this report Is that it comes In the wake of accusations by the

American council for the Protection of Rusan Bights, (5) which has addressed accusations to President

Reagan's former government. (6) The report states that this government has rarely condemned an allied

country as much as It has condemned communist countries. (7) The report also makes special mention

of the lack of condemnation of the sort of action Israel carries out against the Palestinians in the

occupied territories.

(8) In the report, the American condemnation is focused on the unjustifiable methods employed by

Israel to confront the uprising and the stone-throwing demon8trations mounted; (9) these methods not

only Involve the excessive use of force, plastic bullets, torturing arrested people, destroying and

sealing up hoses, (10) but also the various crude regulations directed against citizens, Israelis and

Palestinians in specific cases. (11) The report also quotes specific statistics including the killing

of 336 PalestinIans, the injuring of another twenty thousand, the destruction of 154 homes and the

bricking up of hundreds of others purely on grounds of suspicion. (12) The report also demands that

Israel should abandon these iniquitous methods (13) which do not conform to current standards (14) since

they are con8idered a violation of Palestinian human rights.

(15) The announcement of this report conforms with an official declaration, made by the Israeli

Defence Minister, Ishaq Rabin, concerning the uprisIng. (16) This declaration contains statistic8 which,

(11) if compared with the American report, (18) are a clear confession of Israel's violation of human

rights, (19) Rabin announced (20) that the uprising (21) which is now In its fourteenth month, (20) has

resulted In the killing of 360 people, the Injuring of seven thousand and the arresting of twenty-two

thousand some of whom have been released. (22) Rabin also said (23) that 60% of the demonstrators, who

threw stones, (22) were children between the ages of 6 and 14.

(24) It is of course Rabin who was the originator of the policy of the reescalation of the uprising;

(25) he was also the one who announced new methods of oppression relying on the increased use of plastic

bullets, (26) the pursuit of children by soldiers (27) even into to their homes, (28) the imposition of

collective punishments of their parents, including the sealing and blowing up of homes, and imposing

large fines on them.

(29) Rabin also announced (30) that the Israeli army has arrested 29 thousand Palestinians during

the uprising of whom 5600 were still in detention, in addition to another 4 thousand arrested (31) before

the outbreak of the uprising.

(32) By their own words they have condemned themselves for violating human rights!
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BL.. l-Ra'y 11 / 12 / 1968

al-urdunnu.. c ali al-calid
the-Jordan.. on	 the-promise

(1) 11 haditi	 al-liusayn	 allal baathu	 al-id c ati	 al-birijniyyah, aiiran, akiada
in speech	 the-ilussein which	 transmit-it the-radio station the-British	 lately	 confirmed-he

Jallatu-hu (2) cali anna alalqt	 al-urduniyyata al-filistiniyyah mumayyazah (3) wa kã8satan
flajesty-his	 on	 that the-relations the-Jordanian 	 the-Palestinian	 special	 and particularly

wa anna al-urdunna	 fi jamic	al-awäli	 lam	 yataallä	 can	 abnFi	 filistin
and that the-Jordan	 in all	 the-circumstances	 did not	 abandon	 about children palestine

(4) wa	 lan	 yatakalli	 C anhu,,	 aw Can	 wäjibi-hi	 nahwa-hu., (5)	 ilä	 an

and	 will not	 abandon	 about-the,,	 or about duty-its	 towafds-tbem,	 till	 an

yastaid-	 uqiiqa-hu,	 al-kmilah,	 CaJ turb1-him al-wataniy, (6) wa	 jFa	 hd	 al-hadi
restore-they rights-their the-coiplete, on 	 dust-their the-national, 	 and	 came	 this the-speech

(7) ta c blran	 Can	 al-tayIdi	 al-mustamir	 ii al-lntifah, (8) wa	 htya tadkulu cna-h
expression about the-support the-continuous to the-uprising, 	 and it	 enters	 year-its

al-tni.. (9) wa	 difã c an tan	 maric iyyati-hä, (10) va	 da c watan	 ii al-da,rr	 al-cãlamiy,
the-second.. and defence about legitimacy-its,	 and call	 to the-conscience the-world,

(11) ii yutarjiia ta c ãufu-hu	 ,aca-h, il	 caja1j	 yu cajjilu c agda al-mu'tamari	 al-dawliy
to tran8late sympathy-its	 with-it, to	 action hurry	 hold the-conference the-international

(12) ii yatasann tanfiu	 al-pal	 al-haqlqiy, alladT yu cTdu	 al-salaia wa	 al-istiqrra
to able	 carry out the-solution the-real, 	 which restore the-peace and the-stability

ll	 al-mlntaqah..
to	 the-region..

(13) wa itara	 al-usayn, (14) an yunabbiba 	 mujaddidan (15) il anna	 al-eir
and chose-he the-ilussein,	 to warn	 newly	 to that	 the-conflict

al-näiba	 fi al-mintaqah lä	 yuhaddidu-hL. wabdahã (16) wa 	 innami yuhaddidu
ongoing	 In the-region not threaten-it.. 	 alone	 and but	 threatens

al-salaa	 al- cälaiiy.. (17) wa	 kna jalälatu-hu, qad	 vajjaha al-tabdira dta-hu,
the-peace	 the-world.,	 and was	 majesty-his, just address the-warning self-it,

gayra	 marratin kIlla al-ahãdTtt	 allatt af	 bl-hL.	 mm	 qabi	 iii	 eadadin
not only once	 during the-speeches which gave in-them., from before to 	 number

mm	 al-uufi	 wa	 al-1d cätl	 wa	 abakti al-tilfizyon	 al-cãla,iyah..
froi tbe-paper8	 and the-broadcast cooperations and networks the-television the-world.
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(18) wa ganiyyun	 can al-qawl, (19) anna hãd kulluh huwa tajiidun	 H al-iltlzhj
and needleBB about the-say, 	 that this all	 Is	 eibodlient to the-coiijtient

al-qaniy	 al1aT yataiassaku bi-hi al-urdun..	 wa alladT yakudu iad-hu	 un
the-national which hold	 in-It the-Jordan.. and which take	 diiension-its hoi

k11li tanqlyatl al-ajwäi	 al- c rabiyyah, wa	 al_ caiali aI-jad	 ca1 haldi
during purifying the-cliiates the-Arab, 	 and the-action the-serious on	 asseible

al-tqtl	 al-earablyyah.. (20) wa qad	 tabadd hdã' al_ c alal	 awaha	 u yakUnu
the-resources the-Arab..	 and erlly ianitest this the-action clearest us is

11 al-iae ei 	 alladt yaq'iiau bi-hi jallatu-hu (21) ii lqbatl 	 kiyänin c arablyin yaduiu
in the-endeour which uakes 	 in-It ajesty-hie	 to establish entity Arab	 Include

al-duwala al- earabiyyah arqiy	 al-ba)iri al-abyad al-intawassit (22) wa 	 alladi un
the-states the-Arab	 eastern the-sea the-white the-ulddle 	 and which froi

a'ni-hi an yab e ata al-jabbata al-hrqiyyah (23) wa yutiha ii al_ c arab an yuiärisn al-kayfãt
sake-its to send	 the-front the-eastern	 and allow to the-Arab to exercise the-choices

al-uuuisibah (24) ii isti e dati huqiiqi-hii (25) wa	 irä'i	 al-salãi	 al- c dl1i wa
the-suitable	 to restore	 rights-their	 and establish the-peace the-just and

al-uili	 fi uintaqati-hii.
the-coupreheneive in region- their.

(26) va hiadä, yadlulu	 al-tay1du	 II	 al-lntifdah	 alladi yuaärisuhu	 al-husayn,
and so,	 enters	 the-support to	 the-upri8ing	 which	 exercise	 the-Hussein,

tawran jadidan, yatauattalu fi ta'hili	 al-quwati	 al-dtiyyah	 al-earabiyab,
stage	 new,	 represented in qualify 	 the-power	 the-self	 the-Arab,

(27)11	 takna al-zahira, alladi yu c I_hi dacuan, da	 fahw Jadid. . (28) wa bi
in order to be	 the-backer, which	 give-it	 support,'.hsai.	 new..	 and in

4.flika	 yaknu	 al-husayn,	 qad	 andä al-lntlfãdata (29) wa hiya tadkulu cauahi
So	 be	 the-Hussein, eaph. gave the-uprising	 and is-it enter	 year-its

al-tinT (28) juhdan iuuayyazan fi hdä al-lttijah..
the-second	 effort special	 in this the-direction..

(30) laqad	 hna al-waqt, (31) 11 yagduwa al-ta'yldu al- © arabiy 11 al-lntifdah Cali
euphatic coie the-the,	 to becoue the-support the-Arab to the-uprising on

al-uustawa al-jadidi a1-.aniid.. (32) wa huwa al-uustava aiiar yabrisu 	 al-urdunnu
the-level the-new	 the-wanted., 	 and this the-level which covet eagerly the-Jordan
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eal tahqiq-ih,	 wa yasa	 ft sablli-hi, wa ft sablil bini'i	 al-wqic

on	 accomplish-it, and make effort in sake-its, and in Bake	 establish the-reality

al-arabiy al-iu'ahhal (33) ii muwjahati al-tahaddifãt il imati	 al-kijn	 al-qawmiy,

the-Arab	 the-qualified	 to confront	 the-challenges to establish the-entity the-national,

alladi yad c u al-husaynu	 ilayh..

which	 call.	 the-auaaeia to-it..

(34) Inna al-urdunna (35) alladi kna wa l 	 yaiälu qal c atan ii al-suiid. . (34)	 yu'a,iru

emphatic the-Jordan 	 which was and not still bastion to the-resistance.. choose

ka	 dat1-hi an yakina H al-tali c ab, tatwiran	 11 al-ad'	 al-carabiy..

as habit -Its to be	 In the-lead,	 developing to the-performance 	 the-Arab..

(36) wa	 häd huva al- c amalu	 allad! yatajwazu al-ta c blra	 tan	 a1_iaä'cir

and this Is	 the-action which transcends the-expression about the-feelings

ila al_ C atFi al-haqiqiy..

to	 the.g iving the-real..

Jordan . . .. Keeps its Promise

(1) In his recent speech broadcast by the B.B.C., his ajesty King Hussein of Jordan affirmed (2) that

Jordanian-Palestinian relations are very special (3) sInce Jordan has not abandoned (4) and will sot abandoned

the Palestinian people (5) until they are granted their full rights on their own national territory. (6) The

kings speech came as (7) an expression of Jordan continuing support for the upriaing (8) which is entering its

second year, (9) a defence for its legitimacy (10) and a call to the conscience of the International community

(11) to translate Its 8yspathy with the uprising into urgent action (12) to convene an International conference

that leads to a genuine solution and the restoration of peace and stability in the region.

(13) King Hussein took the opportunity (14) to repeat his warning once again (15) that the ongoing conflict

does not just threaten the region alone (16) but that It threatens the whole world. (17) King Hussein has given

this same warning repeatedly on previous occasions to a number of international newspapers, radio stations, and

TV. networks.

(18) seedless to say, (19) all this underlies Jordan's steadfast commitment to the Arab nations, whose

goal Is to clear the air in the Arab world, and to take serious step8 to mobilize Arab resources. (20) This

Is demonstrated with the utmost clarity by the king's endevour (21) to establish an Arab entity comprising the

East Nediterrannean Arab countries (22) with the aim of reviving the eastern front (23) and providing Arabs with

the appropriate choices (24) to restore their rights (25) and to establish a just and comprehensive peae in the

region.

(26) Accordingly, King Hussein's support for the uprising has entered a new phase (27) whIch gives new

import to autonomous Arab power. (28) In doing so, King Hussein has given the uprisIng, (29) which Is now

entering Its second year, (28) a significant boost.

(30) The time now has come for the Arabs (31) to Increase their level of support for the uprising

Jordan Is working to achIeve, (32) and to bring about a situation in the Arab world which will make it

possible (33) to confront the challenges In the way of establishing the national entity which King Hussein is

calling for.

(34) Jordan, (35) which has been a bastion of resistance continues to be so; (34) It has chosen, as usual,

to take the lead in developing Arab capabilitIes, (36) and in doing so, it has transcended mere sentiment

and has made a genuine and practical contribution to the Arab cause.
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L Al-Ray 14 / 7 / 1988

al-Jari.atu al-sugri wa	 al-Jarliatu al-kubri
the-criae	 the-siall and the-criie	 the-big

(1) tatT munaqa(atu	 iajlisi al-aini	 al-dawliy	 ii isqt1	 al-iirati
cose	 discussion	 council the-security the-international	 to shooting down the-areoplane

al-IrnIyyah fursatan ukr	 likay yaqifa al- iajlisu laca aas'iiliyyitihl	 wa iltizitihi
the-Iranian chace	 another to	 stand the-council with responsibilities and coultiente

va al-andifi al- baqTqiyyatl aiiatr knat var'a inä'i 	 hay'ati	 al-uiaii
and the-alia the-real	 which	 were behind establishient organization the-nations

al-iuttahldatl kullihL (2) fa	 idi kna isqätu	 al-wilayti al-iuttaidati Ii tiiratiu
the-united	 all,	 then If was shooting down the-States the-United 	 to areoplane

iadaniyyatin jariiatan taetahiqqu al-tandiIa 	 wa al-idä'nah, (3) fa	 Inna i	 yajibu an
civil	 crise	 deserve	 the-condeination and the-criticisi, then Inna what iust	 to

yuru	 hay-hi va	 yu'akkadu	 c alay-hi huwa anna al-n1iia al-Iräniy	 asha.a
be pointed to-It	 and	 be confined on-It 	 is-It that the-reglie the-Iranian contribute

fi shlsilati iuiarasatlhl, wa U sulfihi	 va	 c inädi-hi,	 wa	 fi isrãri-hi
in series	 exercises,	 and in swaggering and obstinacy-its, and in persistence-its

c ali istiirärl al-barb fi al-taihTdl	 11 jarTiati isqti	 al-tä'irah,	 wa	 li
on	 continuing the-war In the-preparation to cniie	 shooting down the-areoplane, and to

wuq'ei	 caarti. al-ar'ii al-iuithlah, (4) wa	 yakfT	 an nira	 huna il

occurrences tens	 the-cnlies the-sliilar, 	 and suffices to we-point hero to

ia'sti	 aakkata fi iawsiii	 al-hajj	 al-idr wa	 il	 Ca.aliyyti	 al-qatl

tragedy	 flecca	 in season	 the-Baj	 the-last and to	 operations	 the-killings

al-iustaiirrah ii al-asra	 al-cirqiyyin wa	 Ill daf c i äläfi	 al-afãli
the-continuous to the-war-prisoners the-Iraqi	 and to	 push	 thousands the-children

ilä sähati al-iawt	 U harbin (5) aqallu ii	 yunkinu an tsafa	 bihi
to	 field	 the-death in war	 sialler what could	 to be described	 in-it

anna-hi iajniinatun wa	 fásidah.
that-it	 .ad	 and corrupt.

(6) inna iasliliyyata	 iajlisi al-aini	 al-davihy	 an 1ä yaqifa c inda JarTiati isq'ii
eiphatic responsibility council the-security the-International is not stand about criie	 shooting down

al-tFirah (7) va an yuka88i8a waqta-hu wa 	 iuniqat1-hi lahi, (8) bal an yanzura ilay-hi
the-areoplane	 and to specify	 tue-its and discussion-its to-it,	 but to look	 to-it
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wa yatanwa1a-hä bi al-bahtl	 sin haylu kawnu-hi juzan sin hdihi al-harbi al-sustasirrati

and deal-It	 in the-discussion ho. where being-it part 	 fro. this	 the-war the-continuous

bayna	 al- c irq1 wa Trn, (9) vs	 an yanzura hay-hi wa	 yatanivala-h	 aydan sin

between the-Iraq	 and Iran,	 and to look	 to-it	 and deal-It	 too	 from

sawqi!i al- c irq (10) alladI yamuddu yada-hu 	 Ii al-aalmi wa	 al-istiqrar	 wa

stand	 the-Iraq	 which extend	 hand-its to the-peace and the-stability and

maqifi al-nizmi	 al-trniy,	 al-rfid1	 Ii hi	 al-salii va hd al-igtiqrr.

stand	 the-regime the-Iranian, the-refused to this the-peace and this the-stability.

(11) va idi kunni maca idänati	 al-jarlmti al-amar[kiyyah (12) bi i c tIbr1-ha	 camalan

and if were with condemnation the-crIme the-American 	 in consideration-its act

sufji c an (13) va ma c a al-tandtdi	 bi tawilhi	 al-8avrIk al-aiarlIiyyah ha täiratln

horrific	 and with the-condemnation in directing the-missiles the-American 	 to aeroplane

sadaniyyah, (14) fa	 innan	 maca darlirati an takUna a1-munsabatu furaatan aiäia

civil,	 then, are-we with necessity to be	 the-occasion	 chance	 in front

malisi al-am	 11 mutba c atI	 qarrihi	 raqa. 598 wa	 al_muta c alliqi	 bi

council the-security to follow up 	 resolution number 598 and the-regarding 	 in

al-harbi al- c irqlyyah al-rra'niyyah, (15) fa hid al-qararu	 yanussu 8arähatan (16) ca1

the-war the-Iraqi	 the-Iranian,	 as this the-resolution defines frankly 	 on

inzili al- cuqbiti	 bi al-tarafi al-rifii	 ii vaqfi al-harb, (17) wa	 cal fari

Impose the-punishment In the-party the-refu8ed to stop the-var, 	 and on	 impose

al-hiri	 al-tasllhiy wa	 al-iqti6idiy C ali al-tarafi aUadT ii yaqba1u bihi

the-blockade the-arming	 and the-econo.ic on	 the-party which	 not accept	 in-it

(18) va	 hattä al-in	 fa inna	 al-n1zma	 al-Iránly	 m	 yazäiu cinda

and till	 the-now so that	 the-regime the- Iranian not still 	 near

mawqlfi-hi sin rafdi	 al-qañr	 vs c inda mawqifl-hi sin istlmrãri	 al-iarb

stand-its from refusing the-resolution and near	 stands-Its from continuing the-war

(19) tumma ta'tT al-a'k'Liäru (20) can	 ea!aqt1n tasilyblyatin jadidab tucqadu ma c ah-u (21) hi

then case the-news	 about eals	 arming	 new	 held	 with-it	 in

hadafi tadiTri	 al-mintaqab wa fardi kulla a'kli al-taba c lyyati	 calay-ha.

aim	 destroying the-area 	 and impose all	 forms the-dominations on-it.

(22) wa c alayh fa	 lä yakfl an yusdlra •ajlleu al-an 	 qarran	 bi al-tandrdl

and on-it then not enough to issue 	 council the-security resolution in the-condemnation

va al-ldnati	 11 cam1iyati isqt	 al-'irah (23) va läklnna mas'üliyytI-hi

and the-criticism to operation shooting down the-aeroplane	 and but	 responsibility-its
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tafridu c alay-hi an yusdira qarran	 jadidan (24) yafridu a1- c uqübti	 c ala al-nizmi

Impose	 on-it	 to issue	 resolution new	 impose	 the-punishments on	 the-regime

al-lrn1y (25) wa l	 nazunnu (26) anna qarran 	 mitla hdä yastubu	 I8dr-uh, (27) Ida

the-Iranian	 and not guess	 that resolution like this is difficult Issuing-It,	 if

qarrarat al-wllayätu al-muttahidatu va al-ltt1du al-sofyati wa 	 farans wa	 b1ritny

decided the-states the-united	 and the-united	 the-Soviet and France and Britain

wa	 al-sin	 an	 yasdur, (28) va	 fi h'ãdi mi c yarun ii misdqiyati

and	 the-China to	 be issued,	 and In this measure	 to authenticity

mawqlfl hdlhI al-duwali	 al-haqlqly mm	 al-harbi al- c iiiqiyatl al-irnIyah, (29) wa siw

stand	 these the-countries the-real 	 from the-war the-Iraqi	 the-Iranian,	 and except

hid	 yazallu kaffman ist1hlkiyan (30) yastawjibu al-idãnata 	 11 kulli tarafin yacialu

this remain talks	 consumptive	 deserve	 the-condemnation to every party	 work

mubaratan aw bi	 ratin gayri mub'iratin ai l8timrari 	 al-harb.

direct	 or In form	 not	 direct	 on	 continuing the-war

A Big Crime vs a Minor One

(1) The International Security Council's discussion of the shooting down of the Iranian civilian plane

provides be another chance for the Council to stand by the principles, duties, and responsibilities upon

which the whole organization of the United Nations is based. (2) For if the shooting down of this areoplane

is to be seen as a criminal act worthy of condemnatIon, (3) then the crimes of the Iranian's regime, with its

obstinacy and belligerence, its continuation of the war, among a host of others, should also be pointed out as

ha ying contributed to this incIdent. (4) It Is sufficient here to recall the tragedy at Mecca during the last

Haj pilgrimage, the continued killing of Iraqi prisoners of war, and the sacrif Ices of thousands of Iranian

children in the war (5) which can only be described as crazy and corrupt.

(6) The responsibility of the Security Council should not stop at the crime of the shooting down of this

plane, (7) nor at devoting its time and discussion for it. (8) Rather It should see it and deal with it as

part and parcel of the continuing war between Iraq and Iran. (9) The Council should also look Into it in terms

of the Iraqi position (10) which seeks peace and stability as opposed to the contrary stance of the Iranian's

regime.

(11) If one agrees with the condemnation of the American crIme (12) as a horrific act, (13) and

agrees with the condemnation of shooting missiles at this civilian plane, (14) then one will agree that this

has to be an occasion for the Council to follow up its Resolution No. 598 regarding the Iran-Iraq war; (15)

this resolution specifies clearly (16) that sanctions should be imposed on the side rejecting the ceasefire,

(17) and that an economic and arms blockade should be applied to that side also. (18) Nevertheless, Iran

still rejects the resolution and still continues the war. (19) ThIs is In addition to the news of its

Involvement (20) with the Americans in arm deals (21) aImed at destroying the region and Imposing all'

forms of domination on It.

(22) Thus, it In not good enough for the International Security Council only to issue a resolution

condemning the shooting down of the plane; (23) Its responsibility Is rather to Issue a new resolution

(24) that will Impose sanctions on the Iranian regIme. (25) One need not believe (26) that this would be

a difficult thing to achieve (27) If It was backed by the United States of America, Soviet Union, France,

Britain, and ChIna. (28) Such a resolution would demonstrate the real stance of these countries concerning

the Iran-Iraq war (29) without which their stance would be just words (30) meritIng the condemnation of all

the parties Involved directly or Indirectly In continuing the war.
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BIL l-Ra'y 4 / 12 / 1988

al-salasu. . .iasuliyyatun 	 davliyyah
the-peace.., responsibility International

(1) aaäia	 jii c ati	 kayibrlj, (2) wa	 hlya	 am	 acraqi	 jaicät1	 al- C älai,.	 wa
In front university Caibridge, 	 and is-it fros Lost ancient universities the-world. . 	 and

sin aczail	 al-sahf iii al- C älailyyah, iaknatan f j al-f ikri,	 wa	 al-aqIah, (1) tahaddata
fros greatest the-circles the-world,	 prestige in the-thinking and the-culture,	 spoke

jallatu al-husayn	 allaylata qabla	 ai-üdlyah, (3) va	 huwa fi d1yfati	 al-nukbati
ajesty the-Hussein night 	 before the-past,	 and he	 In hospitality the-elite

am	 al-iufakklrina wa	 al-iutaqqaflna al-biritäni yyln, (4) fa	 taba	 al- c aqla al-1nsniy wa
fro. the-thinkers	 and the-educated	 the-British,	 then addressed the-iind the-husan,	 and

al-aaTra	 al-cälasiy, am	 klläli-hli..	 wa kullu alladTna ya c eT-hu.	 an yuh!fidu
the-conscience the-world, fros through-thea.. and all	 who	 concern-thea to aaintain

c all al-salial wa	 al-adlrati	 al-1nsiniyyah	 fi aintaqatinä wa	 fi jailci
on	 the-peace and the-civilization the-huaan,	 in area-our	 and	 In all

biqIc i al-clam..
parts	 the-world..

(5) wa	 qad	 tasattalat	 11	 al-auhffdarati allatT alqhä al-husayn,	 al-IuBlrajlatu
and verily	 represented	 in	 the-lecture	 which gave	 the-Hussein, the-openness

al-wädihah, 11 al-usrati	 al-dawliyyah,	 bi al-haqfqati (6) allatT yata c ayyanu calay-hi
the-clear, to coaaunity	 the-International, in the-truth	 which aust	 on-It

an tudrika-hi, (7) wa	 hiya	 anna glyyiba	 al-sali1 can	 aintaqati-nã, wa
to realize-it,	 and is-It that absence	 the-peace about	 area-our,	 and

al_ta c annuta al-isrä'Tliy (8) alladI yuølrru c all al-ihtifizl hi al-ardi	 al-iuhtallah, (9) wa
the-obstinacy the-Israeli	 which persist on	 the-keeping in the-land the-occu p ied,	 and

ya'bi al-1 c tirfa (10) bI anna al-aukilata al-f llistInlyyah jawharu al-nizi c i	 al-carably
refuse the-recognition	 in that the-problea the-Palestinian essence the-conflict the-arab

al-isr'Ili y bi al-idifati Ill al-tirslnatl al-nawawiyyatl al-Isrâ'fliyyah, (7) hiya cawäailu
the-Israeli	 in the-addition to the-arsenal the-nuclear	 the-Israeli,	 are factors
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tuhaddidu	 hi harbin c laiiyyatin waIkah, (11) i1ai yattaki,4 al-tälaiu bi asri-hi

threaten-they in var	 world	 iiiinent,	 unless take	 the-world in entirety-its

ijr'tin iniyyah, (12) ii taswiyati al-niz e	U al-iintaqah bi hklin uihiiy..

procedures this tue 1	to reconcile the-conflict in the-area 	 in fori	 final..

(13) kadflika awdaha al-husayn, (14) anna al- caraba biian fi-hii iuna;zaiatu al-tahrlr

also	 clarify the-Hussein,	 that the-Lrabs in who in-thei organization the-liberation

al-f ilisTniyyah, qad	 atrab	 tau	 Isti c didi-hii,	 li tahaaiuli iasüliyytihia,	 (15) va

the-Palestinian 1 verily expressed about readiness-their, to beat	 re8ponsibilities-their,	 and

dälika un kiläli uarci Us, va al-qarirati 	 allati a8darah al-iajlisu al-vataniy

that	 frou through project FS, and the-resolutions which issued 	 the-council the-national

al-tilisttniy,	 U a1-jaz'ir.. (16) va anna al-aura,	 yatawaqqafu c ali tac äwIn	 al-uujtaiac

the-Palestinian, in tbe-&lgiere..	 and that the-uatter, depend	 on	 cooperation the-society

al-dawliy,	 (17) likay yujiauuila isr'tl e alä al-iltiziui	 bi al-iawqifi nafaih.. (18) va 11

the-international	 to	 oblige	 Israel on the-adherence in the-stand self-it.,	 and to

yatasaun	 bi al-tall e aqdu al-iutaiiri al-dawliy,	 (19) ii ihl'ili	 al-salã fi al-hrqi

be able	 in the-end hold the-conference the-international, 	 to establish the-peace in the-east

al-awsat, (20) wa dlika calä a&äsi al-insihb	 a1-isrfliy un kffati al-ardT

the-uiddle,	 and that	 on	 basis the-withdrawal the-Israel	 hoi all	 the-lands

al-uuhtallah, (21) wa iauhi al-a e b	 al-f iliatlnly	 al-furcata,	 ii .uuirasatl haqqi-hi 	 fi

the-occupied,	 and grant the-people the-Palestinian the-opportunity, to exercIse 	 tight-its in

taqriri,	 (22) al-aa8tr	 fawqa al-turbi al-filietTniy..

deteruiniug,	 the-destiny over	 the-soil	 the-Palestinian..

(23) wa	 qad	 haria	 al-husayn, (24) c ali an yuwaddiha, (25) anna al-hadafa un	 al-uutaiari

and verily coveted the-Hussein, 	 on	 to clarify,	 that the-au	 frou the-conference

al-dawliy,	 hun al-ittifäqu hawla al-aslThi, 	 wa al-turuqi allati yajibu ittibaeu-ha,

the-international,is 	 the-agreeuent around the-uethoda, and the-ways which iust	 follow-up-the.,

(26) li tanftdi käffati bundi al-qarñt 	 käuilatan wa hi husni uiyyah, (27) 11 halli

to carry out all	 articles the-resolutions 	 coiplete	 and in good intention,	 to solve
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al-qaiyyati	 al-f ilistiniyyah, wa al-nlzä e i	 al- c arabiy al-isr'iliy, un kfati jawinlbi-hi.
the-question the-Palestinian, and the-conflict the-Arab 	 the-Israeli, frou all	 side-lta.

(26) wa had yatni, (29) anna al-uiitaiar	 l	 yuukinn an yakna satiatan 11 al-musawauati tali
and this leans,	 that the-conference not could	 to be	 arena to the-bargain	 on

al-huqiiqi	 al-filintTulyyah, (30) wa innauã a1-àliyyata 	 a1-iantata	 bl-hä, taiklnu
the-rights the-Palestinian, 	 and but	 the-iechanisu the-expected	 in-it, enable

al-f ilistiniyyin un iniarasati hiihi al-huqq	 fawqa turãbl-hii al-watanly.. (31) wa 	 11
the-Palestinians froi exercise	 these the-rights over soil-their the-national., 	 and not

akka (32) ft anna hdä al-tawdTh, 	 lã yada cu uajlan, 11 a1-iuhwaiät al-lsrilllyyah,
doubt	 in that this the-clarification, not let 	 way,	 to the-atteupts the-Israeli,

(33) allati tandifu il tafrTg al-uu'taiar,	 un iu)itawãh, (34) va tahwfli-hl	 ill
which au	 to eupty the-conference,frou content-its, 	 and transforuing-it to

af1i	 ñtTniy, aw il	 a1abatin ii al-ausäwaiati al-eagTiah!!
celebration routine, or to round	 to the-bargain	 the-useless!!

(35) tuna al-tadTra	 alladtwajjahahu al-husayn, 	 ill al-usrati	 al-dawllyyah,	 un	 fawqi

	

euphatic the-warning which addressed the-Eussein, to 	 the-conunity the-international, frou over

uinbarl jiui tati	 kayibrij, jadirun bi an ynharrika jauta al-iuhibbTua ii al-saläi ft
uiuber university Caubridge, capable in to uove 	 all the- lovers	 to the-peace in

al- eila., (36) li yuurisu dawra-hui, ii balwarati caualln dag liyyin	 haqTqly, yadacu
the-word,	 to exercise role-their, in visualize action international real, 	 put

haddan ii al- c idwni	 al-isri'iliy, (37) wa	 yaftahu al-fäqa,	 (38) Ii irs'l	 al-salui
end	 to the-aggression the-Israeli,	 and open	 the-diuenslons	 to establish the-peace

al- cidili va al-iui1i	 fi al-uintaqah, (39) li'anna	 fi dilika iaalahatan
the-just	 and the-couprehensive in the- regions,	 because	 in	 that	 interest

ii al-usrati	 al-dawliyyati	 jaci_hi, (10) wa	 daiinan	 bi an là	 atatiyara
to the-couuunity the-international all-it,	 and guarantee in to not	 flying away
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mintaqati-n, al-araru (11) alladi yudrimu	 al-nra	 fawqa kawkabi-n

from reg ion—car,	 the-8parks	 which break out the-fire over	 planet-our..

Peace is an International Responsibility

(1) At Cambridge University (2) which is one of the oldest and most prestigious universities in

the world, (1) His Majesty King Hussein spoke of the human mind and the conscience of the International

Community (3) during a 8esinar which was attended by a select gathering of British academics and

intellectuals. (4) The King has addre8sed himself to human reason, the conscience of the international

coasunity, and to all those concerned with preserving peace and civilization in the Middle East and

throughout the world.

(5) In his speech, the King spelt out clearly to the international Community the reality (8) which

those involved must he made aware; (7) this is, the absence of peace in the Middle East, Israel's

obstinacy (8) in holding onto the occupied territories (9) both refusing to recognize (10) that the

Palestinian problem and that the Israeli nuclear arsenal (7) are the essence of Arab-I8raeli conflict,

and both are threatening an Impending third world war, (11) unless the whole world takes immediate

measures (12) to solve conclusively the conflict in the Middle East. 	 -

(13) The King also made It clear (14) that the Arabs, together with the PLO, had already expressed,

(15) via the Fez accord and the resolutions issued by the Palestinian National Council In Algiers, their

preparedness to bear their responsibility. (16) The matter now rests on the cooperation of the International

community (17) to make Israel adopt a similar stance, and to allow an International peace conference to

be held (19) with the goal of establishing peace in the Middle East. (20) This would be on the basis

Israeli withdrawal from all occupied territories (21) and on the granting to the Palestinians the

opportunity (22) to practice self-deterilnation on their own soil.

(23) King Hussein was eager (24) to clarify (25) that the aim of the International conference would be

to agree on the way (26) to carry out in good faith all of the resolutions, (27) and to solve the Palestinian

issue and all aspects of the Arab-Israeli conflict. (28) This means therefore (29) that the conference would

not be a place for bargaining about the Palestinian rights; (30) rather it is the entrusted mechanism enabling

the Palestinians to exercise their rights on their own soil. (31) Undoubtedly, (32) this clarification will

definitely leave no room for Israeli attempts (33) to scuttle the conference (34) and turn it into a routine

gathering or into an arena for futile haggling.

(35) This warning given by King Hussein from the rostrum of Cambridge University to the International

community, deserves to move peace-loving people in the world (36) so that they may play their part in turning

this International action into a reality thereby putting an end to Israeli aggression (37) and opening the

horizons (35) to the establishment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East. (39) This would be in the

interests of the whole International Community (40) ensuring that the sparks in the region (41) do not flare

up and set the whole planet ablaze.
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UIL A1-Ray - 4 / 12 / 1988

al-tatarruf	 al-isrIl1y l	 yugayyiru iawqifu-n

the-extremism the-Israeli not change 	 stand-our

(1)lai	 takun al-intjIäbtu al-isrä'lliyyatu, rihnan carabiyyan 11 yanin mm	 al-ayyã..

has not were	 the-elections the-Israeli,	 bet	 Arab	 in day	 from the-days..

(2) wa	 1id,	 fa	 inna al-natiija allati asfarat	 c an-hi	 aktran, l

and to-this, then that the-results which 	 resulted about-them lastly, not

tadkulu dimna hisbti al-ribhi wa al-kasratI c alä al-a c idi al- carabiy.. (3) wa

enter	 within accounts the-gain and the-loss	 on	 the-level the-Arab..	 and

inn kinat l	 taklu	 am	 al-muairäti, (4) allati l	 yuikinu	 igfilu-hä,

if	 were	 not seclude from the-indicators,	 which	 not could	 ignore-them.

(5) wa	 fi talTc ati-hã, anna hidihi al-nat'ija, qad	 aharat	 al-mazida mm

and In lead-Its,	 that these the-results, verily make better known the-more from

al-tatarrufi didda	 camjliyyatj al-sali, (6) wa awbat	 bi anna al-tarTqa ilayh, a8baha

the-extremism against process 	 the-peace,	 and inspire in that the-road to-it, become

aktara u cübatan, mm	 ayyl waqtin mad...

more	 difficulty, from any time	 passed...

(1) wa fi d'i hdihi al-muha8ilah, tata'akkadu al-qana c atu	 hi darUrati tanzTmi 	 al-camali

and in light this	 the- utcome,	 confirmed	 the-satisfaction in necessity organizing the-action

al- c arably al-gawily	 al-.uwahhad, c all al-nahwl alladt yaj c alu-hu au'ahhalan 11 mumrasati

the-Arab	 the-national the-united, on	 the-way which make-it	 qualified to exercise

attl al-ka ylrlti, (8) tllamä	 anna-hI tandifu fi al-nihlyah, il irsll	 al-salImi al-cIdili

all	 the-choices,	 as long as that-it ala	 in the-end,	 to establish the-peace the-just

vs al-ia1li,	 al-mabniy call isti cIdati al-huqiqi al-mugtasabati, (9) wa tamkTni al-acbi

and the-comprehensive, the-based on	 restoration the-rights the-usurped, 	 and enable the-people
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al-f ilisttniy un unuarasati huqqi-hi al-wataniyyati fawqa ardi-hi.

the-Palestinian frou exercise	 right-its the-national over land-its

(10) wa uahu	 yakun aklu al-sultati,	 allatT sa	 tata'allaiu fi al-kiyyni al-euhyüniy natijatan

and whatever be	 shape the-authority, which will con8ist 	 in the-entity the-ioniet as a result of

ii al-intikâbãti al-akirah, (11) fa	 inna al-uawqifa a1-arabiy, (12) alladt yutalibu bi caqdi

to the-elections the-last 	 then that the-stand the-Arab,	 which deuand	 in hold

al-uutaiari	 al-dawliy,	 al-iuzawwadi hi al-caiihiyyäti al-käuilati, (11) sa 	 yabq	 tbitan

the-conference the-international, the-supplied In the-authorities the-couplete, 	 will reiain fixed

l	 yatagayjar.. (13) kadälika sa 	 yabqã al-uawqifu al-urduniyyu al-qawuiyy, (14) al-dad	 il

not change..	 also	 will reuain the-stand the-Jordanian the-national, 	 the-caller to

bin'i al-quwati al-tiyyati al- e arabiyyah, (15) wa al-räfiu	 li'an yakina al-urdunnu, badilan

build the-power the-self	 the-Arab,	 and the-refuser to 	 be	 the-Jordan, substitute

can al-a e bi	 al-f ilisTniy,	 fi c aualiyyati al-salãi, aw inuattilan	 la-hu, (13) tãbitan dffna

about the-people the-Palestinian, in process 	 the-peace, and representative to-It, 	 fixed without

tagyir.. (18) wa fi al-waqti dtih,	 sa yuwilu al-urdunnu, al-qijia	 bi dawn-hi al-Ijäbiy,

change..	 and in the-tue self-it, will continue the-Jordan, the-doing 	 in role-its the-positive,

taita	 al-ua1allati	 al- c arabiyyati,	 fi	 sabili	 isti c ädati	 al-saiäui	 al-haqtqiy	 ft

under the-uibrella	 the-Arab,	 in	 sake	 restoration the-peace 	 the-real	 in

al-uintaqah, (1?) wa huwa al-saluu allat 11 ynukinu an yatahaqaqa, (18) dana 	 an yastaeTda

the- regions	and is-it the-peace which not could 	 to achieved,	 without to restore

ai-a cbu al-filistiniyu, huqqa-hu fawqa ardi-hi.

the-people the-palestinian, right-its over land-its

(1) wa hidä yaen hi kohl wudühln, (20) anna kiyra al-salui, huwa wandahu al-iatriihu

and this ieans in every clarity, 	 that choice the-peace, is 	 alone	 the-broached

c arabiyyan.. (21) wa 	 anna-ho ii uajäla 11 al-iusäwauati calayh, its qibali ayyi sultatin

Arab..	 and that-it not way	 to the-bargain	 on-It, mo. by	 any authority
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tatahkkalu ft a1-kiyni	 a1-suhyniy.. (22) wa	 gauiyyun ean	 a1-tak1r, (23) anna

comprise	 to the-entity the-Zionist.,	 and needless about the-reminding, that

al-mawqifa al-urdunty,	 bi hd al-'a'in,	 huwa mawqifun t'bit.. (24) wa qad	 barhanat

the-stand the-Jordanian, in this the-matter, Is	 stand	 unchanged., and erlly proved

al-tajrubu	 c al's auna-hu aq	 tin kulli al-duiti	 allaii taearra4a 1a-h. . (25)

the-experiments on 	 that-it tore powerful from all 	 the-pressures which exposed 	 to-the...

wa sa	 yabq' (28) kas yatadu-hu 	 al_ c arab, (25) rsikan l	 yatazaczac.

and will remain	 as	 known-it	 the-Arab,	 firm	 not shakable.

Israel Kxtremis. Will Not

Change Our Position

(1) The Israeli elections have never been an Arab contest. (2) So, the latest results do not

register as either gains or losses in Arab terms, (3) although they have Implications in terms of loss

or gain (4) that cannot be ignored. (5) host notably, they point to an increasing polarization away

from peace (6) suggesting that the path towards it has become more difficult now than ever.

(7) In the light of this result, there is confirmation for the need to organize United Arab	 -

action towards enabling it to pursue a variety of options, (8) as long as these options are aimed

ultimately, at establishing a just and comprehensive peace, based on the restoration of the usurped

Palestinian rights (9) enabling them to exercise their national rights on their territory.

(10) Regardless of whatever new fort the Israeli State may take as a result of these elections,

(11) the Arab position (12) which calls for the convening of an effective international conference, (11)

will retain resolute and unchanged, (13) and the Jordanian national position, [14) which calls for

autonoiou Arab power (15) and rejects the idea that Jordan is the sole representative for the

Palestinian people, (13) will remain steadfast. (16) At the same time, Jordan will continue a positive

role under the Arab umbrella in order to restore peace to the region, (17) peace that can only be

established (18) by restoring the rights of the Palestinians on their own land.

(19) Clearly, this means (20) that the peaceful option is the only one set out by the Arab side,

(21) so there can be no trade off by any other authority formed in the Zionist entity,

(22) It goes without saying then, (23) that the Jordanian stance is steadfast. (24) !or experience

has shown Jordan to be stronger than the pressures bearing down on it; (25) it will also retain as

resolute and unshakable as ever.
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B.12.i. Al-Ray - 25 / 9 / 1988

nasdajun iu'riq

iodel	 prolising

(1) taiaiyan	 saca a1 calãqtI	 al-akawiyyatl bayna c anina wa bagdãd, jtat

in accordance with the-relations the-brotherly between man and Baghdad, caie

ziyratu al- c aiall alsari catu, allati qäia b1h dawlatu	 al-rais	 zayd

visit	 the-work	 the-quick,	 which	 iade in-it excellency the-president Zayd

al-riii t iy, ila al- C iräqi	 al-aqTql	 ais, (2)	 hayi	 istaqbala-hu slydatu

the-Rifaly, to the-Iraq	 the-brother yesterday, during receive-hii 	iister

a1-rais	 oaddai	 husayn, (3)	 wa	 haytu ajrä al-sayyidu al-rlfä c iy lat

the-president Saddai Hussein,	 and then iade the-iister the-Rifaly with

al-sayyld	 hã yãain raiaç1n iuhdattin bannah (4) 11 ta c ztzi	 al-tacäwun

the-iister Taha Yaseen Raiadan talks	 constructive to enhance the-cooperation

al-iutaraki, bayna	 al-baladayn	 al-aqiqayn, (5) wa	 tab'ãduli al-ray	 bi

the-J o int,	 between the-two countries the-brothers, 	 and exchange the-opinion	 In

a'ni al-wai	 al-carabiy al-ñhln..

sake the-situations the-Arab 	 the-such as it is... 	 -

(8) wa qad	 itara al-sayyid ras	 al-wuzarã', (7) an yutabbira iujadidan, (8) can	 ta'yidi

and verily chose the-Mr. 	 president the-ainisters, to express	 renewing,	 about support

al-urdunn ii a1- e irqi, fi iawqifi-hi, fi iufawadtI	 jlnayv.. (9) wa an yu'akklda, (10) anna

the-Jordan to the-Iraq, in stand-its, in negotiations Geneva.. 	 and to confiri,	 that

i	 haqqaqa-hu	 al_ c iñqiyyüna un iuti6rtin iajidah, huwa uawdu eu al-i c tizãzi, am	 kulli

what achieved-they the-Iraqis	 froi victories	 glorious, is	 place	 the-honor,	 froa all

c arabjy. . (11) kau 	 'äda (12) bi hir8i	 al-iasUlina fi al-baladayn, 	 calã 1Jdl	 aajltin

Arab..	 and cry up	 in cupidity the-responeibles the-two countries, on 	 finding fields
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jadtdah,(13) ii iuwaaiati al-tac arwuni	 al-tuntiy,(14) tauflan ii tawjihäti jaiälati al-aalik
new,	 to follow up the-cooperation bilateral, 	 carrying out directions Majesty the-King

al-husayn,	 wa siyadati al-ra'Ts	 eaddari huaayn..
the-Hussein, and Mr.	 the-president Saddaa H586i..

(15) wa Ifãkad,	 yutarji.0 al-urdunnu wa ai- c irqu, a1-iitizaa	 al-qawiiy,	 alladi yahkuiu
and therefore, translate the-Jordan and the-Iraq, the-co.iitient the-national, which control

c alarqat-ihi,ar,	 liar ,uñraaatiu qaw.iyyatin iustaiirrah, tahtaflu iakiva-h ka naiiidajin
relationa-their, to exercise	 national	 continuous, occupy	 place-its as iodel

iuriq	 wa uurif,	 111ã	 yanbagt an takUna ealay-hi al- c alarqtu	 al_Carabiyyah.
pro.iaing and honorable, to what iust	 to be	 on-it	 the-relations the-Arab..

(16) wa ganiyuu can	 ai-tadkrr, (17) ann hdar al-uaiiidaja, qad	 rasaka	 hudurahu, Li
and needless about the-reiindiug, that this the-aodel, 	 verily firily rooted, presence, in

al-tayTdi al-urdnniy	 a1-liandurdl 11 al- c irq, wa LI al-ta c wuni	 al- e irqiy al-iã,adiidi
the-support the-Jordanian the-unli.ited to the-Iraq, and in the-cooperation the-Iraqi the-unli,ited

Jac al-urdun.. (18) wa karma al-naidaju dartuh, 	 wa ii yazälu iu'a'iran (19) C all anna al-waIta
with the-Jordan...	 and was the-iodel self-it, and not still indicator	 on	 that the-situation

al- c arably, yuikinu an yas.uwa ill al-iakinati al-iarjuwati labu.. (20) wa anna al-iltizaria
the-Arab,	 could to rise	 to the-status	 the-hoped	 to-it..	 and that the-adherence

al- c arably bi al-iaslliyyati	 al-gawiiyyah, bi istitl eati-hi an yuhaqqlqa bãä al-hadaf.
the-Arab	 in the-responsibility the-national, In capability-its to adhere 	 this the-goal.

(21) inna al-jaühtra ai- e arabiyyah, (22) wa hiya	 tara Li. a1_ ca1aäti al-urdumiyyati al-cirarqiyyati,
eiphatic the-crowds the-Arab,	 and are-they see in the-relations the-Jordanian the-Iraqi,

tarja,atan aitnatan ii tatalIu c ti-har,	 ila wiqi c in carabiyyin jadTd. . (23) Ia yasacu-h
translation honest	 to aibitiona-their, to reality Arab	 new..	 not should-they

i11	 an tuakkida dacwatah, ill tahqiqi	 al-.azidi 'in a1-taiival	 al-carabiy,
nothing but	 to confira,	 call,	 to	 achieving the-iore	 troi the-solidarity the-Arab,
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alladi yatajavazu al-'i tirti, iii al-IUlara8at.. (24) dlika, anna al-taiäuia

which	 transcend	 the-mottos, to	 the-exercises.,	 that,	 that the-solidarity

al-iand, huwa alladt mm	 ani-hi an yutia li al-earabi

the-wanted, is	 which from sate-its to allow to the-Arab

muwjahata al-taliaddijt, allati tuhaddidu-hum. (25) wa 	 yutiha la-hum,	 an yumris-

facing	 the-challenges which	 threaten-them..	 and allow	 to-them, to exercise-they

dawran assiyyan, Ii tahrlki maslrati	 al-salmi fi al-mintaqah, c ali al-nahw (26) allaI

role	 essential	 in moving	 proceeding the-peace in the-area, 	 on	 the-way	 which

yu c idu	 ilay-him buqqa-hu, 	 ai-mugtasabah, (21) wa 	 yajeala	 al-mintaqata	 ihatan

restore to-them	 rights-their the-usurped, 	 and	 make	 the- region	 oasis

ii al-anni	 wa	 al-iatiqrr.

to the-security	 and	 the-stability.

A Promising Model

(I) The short working visit which Prime Minister Zaid Al Rifai paid to Baghdad yesterday was in

accord with the strong fraternal relations existing between Jordan and Iraq. 	 (2) During the visit,

Al-Bifaly was received by President Saddam HusseIn (3) and held constructive talks with Mr. Taba Yasin

Ramadan (4) In which they discussed the strengthening of cooperation between the two countries (5) and

exchanged views about the current situation in the Arab world.

(6) The Prime Minister chose (7) to express once again (8) Jordane support for Iraq in Its stance

in the Geneva negotiations (9) and to reaffirm (10) that the glorious Iraqi victories are a source of

pride to all Arabs. (11) Be also praised (12) the determination of the officials in both countries (13)

to find additional areas of cooperation, (14) following the directives of His Majesty King Hussein and His

xcellency Saddam Hussein.

(15) In this way, Jordan and Iraq are developing the popular commitment that governs their relations

into a continuous practice which stands as a glorious example of how Arab relations should be.

(16) Needless to say, this pattern has been established through Jordans unliiited support for Iraq

and Iraq's unlimited cooperation with Jordan. (17) It stands as proof (18) that the Arab world can attain

its objectives (19) and achieve what It has set out to achieve by commitment to its national objectives.

(20) The people of the Arab world (21) who regard the relations between Jordan and Iraq as a

faithful realization of their aspirations for a new Arab order (20) are therefore encouraged to call fof

a greater degree of Arab solidarity which goes beyond slogans to practical policIes. (22) For it Is this

solidarity which will enable the Arabs to face the challenges which threaten them (23) and to play a

fundamental role in activating the process of peace in the region (24) in such a way as to restore to

them their usurped rights (25) and make the region an oasis of security and stability.
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filL. Al-Ra'y - 11) / 12 / 1986

Cali saTrif1 injzin	 caiti
on	 verges	 achievement great

(1) mm	 kilu1	 al-haditi	 al-j.i,	 allaT afda bi-hi	 jalalatu al-usayn,	 ill

from through the-speech the-inclusive, which	 gave in-it majesty the-Russein, to

ahTfati al-siyäsati al-kuvaytiyyah, yatabadda	 bi wuh, (2) anna al-u.mata al-carabiyyah,

newspaper the-politics the-luwaiti, 	 manifest-it in clarity, 	 that the-nation the-Arab,

Ca1 marifi injäzin	 qaw.iyyin cazTi, yata.att_alu fi al-kiyni alladT yas ta	 jalälatu-b

on	 verges	 achievement national great, represented in the-entity which 	 endevour majesty-his

11 lqämatihi bayna	 al-duwali	 al-carabiyyah 'arqiy al-bar al-abyad	 al-mutawassit, il

to establish between the-countries the-Arab 	 eastern the-sea the-white the-middle,	 to

jnibi kiyänin yad cu iii qiyami-hi	 bayna duvall	 al-.agribi	 al- carabiy (3) ]j

side	 entity	 call	 to	 establish-it between countries the-flaghrib the-Arab 	 in order to

yuakkila hdni	 al-kiynän1,	 mat majmCat1 duwali	 al_ta c ãwuni	 al-kalijiy quwatan

form	 these two the-two entities, with group 	 countries the-cooperation the-Gulf	 power

e arablyyatan, tata madallati al-jämi cati	 al-carabiyyah.

Arab )	under umbrella the- League	 the-Arab.

(4) wa	 ganiyyun can	 al-awl, (5) anna kiynan yaduimu	 al-urdunna wa a1- c irqa wa suriyywa

and needless about the-say, 	 that entity comprise the-Jordan and the-Iraq and Syria and

mira wa	 al-yamana	 al-ailiy, (6) mm	 a'ni-hi ann yuhyT al-jabhata al-'arqiyyata. . (1) wa

gypt and	 the-Yemen	 the-Rorthern,	 from sake-its that revive the-front the-eastern., 	 and

yutiba 11 al- c arabi quwata rad e in	 c askarjyyatan kubr, lam	 tatabaqqaq	 la-hum, fi	 yaw.in mm

allow to the-Arab power restraint ailitary	 great, has not accomplished to-the., in	 day	 from

al-ayy., (8) wa hiya mm	 ahani	 al-mutatallabãt ii ta tdfli ,izni al-quwa	 fI

the-days,	 and is-it from most Important the-demands 	 to balance scale	 the-power in

al-.intaqah wa	 hamli al-mu c tadina	 al-isr'fliyyTna	 call i c dati	 al-naari

the- region and force the-aggressors the-Israeli 	 on	 think again	 the-sight

fi	 hisabãti-hI.,	 wa	 al-qabli	 bi al-salami	 al- cadili va a1-iiili	 Li

in	 accounts-their,	 and the-acceptance In the-peace	 the-just and the-comprehensive in
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al-miutaqah, (9) allai l 	 yazlurna yuqwim-ua-hu va	 yahlna	 dana	 intilqi
the- region,	 which not stUl	 resist-they-it and intervene without departure

mastrati-hi	 hatt al-h.
proceeding-its till the-now.

(10) wa l	 akka, (11) 11 anna hiihi al-quwah, tukammilu marü ca al-salii al- c arably, (12) wa
and not doubt,	 in that this	 the-power, complement project the-peace the-Arab, 	 and

tusnidu-hu laiyyam	 ba c da an qabilat iunazzamatu al-tahrTri	 al-fillstTniyyah, al-qarirayn
support-it	 specially	 after to accept organization the-liberation the-palestinian, the-two-resolutions

raqam 242 wa 338 (13) wa lam	 yacud	 hunka, ma	 yumkinu mutälabatu-hä bi-hi akara mm
number 242 and 338	 and has not remain there, 	 what could	 demand-its	 in-it more	 from

dilik, (14) wa i	 yukfä	 anna al- camala alladi yaqiiau hi-hi al-husayn,	 11 iqimati	 al-kiyyäai
that,	 and not conceal that the-action which make 	 in-it the-ilussein, to establish the-entity

allati tanba. 1qu can-hu	 tilka al-quwab huwa ada'un 	 qawiiy	 c ala mustawan rafTe (16) fadlan
which emerge	 about-it that the-power is	 performance national on	 level	 high	 in addition

can	 anna-hu	 adun	 väqiciy	 yuksibu camaljyyata al-salami (17) al-bu e da	 alladi
about that-it-is performance realistic give	 process	 the-peace	 the-dimension which

yaj c alu-h	 qäbilatan	 li	 al-tanfid..
make-it	 acceptable to	 the-carry out..

(18) va kina mm	 al-tablc ly (19) va al-hilatu hidlhi, (20) ann yuakkida jallatuhu darrata cawdati
and was	 from the-natural	 and the-case this,	 to confirm	 ajesty-his necessity return

mier al-aqIqah il al_jami c ati	 al_ carabiyyah, (21) wa	 an yad c uwa il ta c dfli mTtqi
Egypt the-sister to the-League	 the-Arab,	 and to call	 to amending charter

al-jm1 c ah, (22) c ala al-nahwi alladi yansajimu mac	 al-naw c iyyati al-auiayyazati	 al-.aaidati
the- League,	 on the-way which conform	 with the-quality	 the-distinguished the-wanted

11 al-adi'i	 al-carably.(23) wa kadlika ila c aqdi al-qimmati al- c arabiyyati al-cãdiyyah, wa
to the-performance the-Arab.. 	 and also	 to hold the-summit the-Arab 	 the-usual, and

intizimi	 Inciqidi-hi.
regularity hold-its.

(24) lana	 qlyima	 al-kiyinl al- carably arq1y	 al-bar al-abya	 al-mutawasalt sa yakUnu
emphatic	 establishment the-entity the-Arab	 eastern the-sea	 the-white the-middle 	 will be

int1fdatan kubri, 11 al-wiqi c i	 al- C arabiy. . (25) wa	 sa	 yaknu al-istijabata al-qawmiyyah
uprising	 great, to the-reality the-Arab...	 and will be	 the-response the-national
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ii al-uiüli	 al-butliy alladi yak4uhu	 r1jlu al-intifã'dati al-filistinlyyah,

to the-struggle the-heroic which 	 strive-they men	 the-uprising the-palestinian,

wa	 niá''u-h	 wa	 atflu-h,	 fi al-iafftiq al-muhtallah.. (26) va hiya al-lstljbatn

and women-its	 and children-its, in the-areas 	 the-occupied..	 and la-it the-response

allat'I 	lam	 tatallaca ilaybL E'a'uli al-ahl, (2?) wa 	 iutazarat-h al-jaihIru

which	 for so long	 look for to-it, tho8e	 the-people,	 and waited-it	 the-crowds

al- e arabiyyatu ft koHl iak'n.

the-Arab	 in every place.

(28) wa sa	 yadkuru al-t'rlku, bi	 al_l cüzl	 wa	 al-fakir jami t a a1-qdat1	 al- tarab, alladi-na

	

and will mention the-history, in the-glory 	 and the-pride all	 the-leaders the-Arab, who-they

yuärik-na	 ft iqmati	 al-klyni al-man'd.. (29) wa sa 	 yadkuru al-tr1ku	 anna al-uuayna

participate-they In establish the-entity the-hoped for.. and will mention the-history that the-Hussein

bin tall.. kna al-d c I	 wa	 al-munassiqa	 li a c zaml	 injizin	 qawiiy	 fi

son	 alal.. was	 the-caller and the-coordinator to greatest 	 achievement	 national in

al-huqbatl al-mu4sirah.

the-period the-modern.

On the Verge of a Great Achievement

(1) Through line Hussein's comprehensive speech which he gave to the luwaiti newspaper, it has become

very clear (2) that the Arab nation is on the verge of a great national achievement, represented by the

entity His Majesty Is attempting to establl8h between the East Mediterranean Arab countries along with another

entity between the Magbrib countrIes (3) to form, with the Gulf Cooperation Countries, an Arab power under the

umbrella of the Arab League.

(4) Heedless to say (5) a body comprising Jordan, Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and Southern Yemen (6) aimed

at reviving the eastern front (7) and providing the Arabs with large defensive military power has never been

achieved before, (8) This power is one of the most important needs for the Arabs to balance the scale of

power in the region and to force Israel to think again and accept a just and comprehensive peace in the

region, (9) the peace that they still reject or re8lst up till now.

(10) There is no doubt (11) that this power complements (12) and supports the Arab peace process,

particularly after the PLO's acceptance of resolutions 242 and 338. (13) There is nothing left, therefore,

for Israel to demand. (14) It should be remembered (15) that the action ling Hussein has undertaken in

establishing this entity is a natural duty at a higher level (16) in addition to the fact that It is a

practical act, giving the peace process (17) the dimension through which It can be carried out.

(18) It was natural, (19) in this particular Instance, (20) for His Majesty king Hussein to affirm the

necessity of the return of K gypt to the Arab League (21) and to call for a modification of the Arab League

charter (22) In a way that conforms with the distinctive characteristics needed for Arab action.

(23) It was also natural that the king should call for the holding of the usual Arab conference and the

organization of its timetable.

(24) It should be emphasized that the establishment of an Arab entity east of the Mediterranean sea

will in itself be an uprising corresponding to the reality of the Arab world; (25) it will also be an Arab

response to the heroic struggle which men, women and children of.tbe uprising are engaged in in the occupied

territories. (26) ThIs kind of response is the one that these people have wanted (27) and waited for, for a

long time.

(28) History will record in honor and glory all the Arab leaders who participated In establishing this

entity, (29) and It will record the fact that It was Ung Hussein Bin Talal who called for and coordinated

the greatest Arab achievement in modern times.
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1L £l-Ra'y - 24/6 I 1988

nurahhlbu bi al-taharruk al-ybäniy
welcoie	 In the-iove	 the-Japanese

(1) bi irt1yiln, wa	 iqatin	 fi ta czTzi al_ c alqãti	 al-urduniyyati al- yibin iyyati al-suiayyazah,
In coifort,	 and confidence in enhance the-relations the-Jordanian the-Japanese	 the-special,

nuraibu bi zifirati al-sayyidi susukiy Unu waziri	 krljiyati al-ybn,	 allai
we-welcoae in visit	 the-flr.	 Suzuki	 hu alnister foreign	 the-Japanese, who

wa?ala 11	 Caflan ais, (2)	 ft nitq1 al-jawlati allati yaiu bi-h iii al-aintaqah.
arrived to	 iaan	 yesterday, in scale	 the-tour	 which	 aake	 in-it to	 the-region,

(3) inna	 hi1hi al-z1yrah, wa	 al-iuhda&äti allati jarat 	 jla1u-ha,	 bayna
eaphatic this	 the-visit,	 and the-talks	 which	 conducted	 through-thea, between,

susuw	 aJ-ailr	 hasan	 nä'ibl jallati al-,alik, valiyu al_ c abd	 wa	 bayna
highness the-prince Easan	 deputy Vajesty	 the-king, heir	 apparent	 and between

al-dayfi	 ai-yäbäniy..	 wa tilka allatI drat,	 bayna	 al-sayyid ra'T	 al-wuzaiä',
the-guest the-Japanese.. and that which conducted, between the-sr. 	 president the-ainisters

wa al-sayyld gnu.. (4) fadlan,	 cajI	 dira	 bayna	 wazlray	 kirijyyatl al-urdun
and the-Mr.	 Unu..	 in addition, to what conducted between two ministers foreign	 the-Jordan

wa al-ybn, wa al-wafdayni	 alla.ayni yar'asinihi.ä, (5) kullu dlika, kna tatwijan
and the-Japan, and the-two-delegates which-they headed-they, 	 all	 that,	 was crowning

II al-juhdi	 al-njihatI	 al-au. i1rah, allatI badalah suauv 	 al-aiTr	 hasan, jilla
to the-efforts the-successful the-fruitful, which made 	 highness the-prince ilasan, during

al-ziyrati al-akrrah	 allati qia	 bi-hi, i1	 al-yãbn..	 wa	 allati istata
the-visit	 the-last	 which	 made in-It, to	 the-Japan.. and which	 could-he

k1lia-hi, ann yudfl CaJa al_ caliqiti	 aJ-urduniyyatj al-yäbniyyah, al-sazida mm	 al-quwati,
during-It, to add	 on	 the-relations the-Jordanian the-Japanese,	 the-more from the-power,

wa	 al-f c ilyyah.. (6) wa	 mm	 huna, yatabaddi bi wuh, (7) anna al-najäa
and the-effectiveness., and from here, manifest 	 In clarity,	 that the-success

alladT haqqaqa-hu sumuwuh ft tilka al-ziyrah, huwa mm	 al- cawäaili al-aiäsiyyah,
which	 achieved-he highness in that	 the-visit, Is-it fro. the-factors the-essential,

(8) allatI 'aJjacat tok yo, il's al-iqtirThi	 mm	 qadãy	 al-ainaqah, wa	 al-qiyimi
which encourage Tokyo, to the-approaching from issues the- region, and the-make

bi al-taharruki alladr yaqduhu al-sayyid irnu fawqa 	 hati-hL.
in the-move	 which lead-it the-Mr.	 Unu over arena-Its..
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(9) wa ganiyyun can	 al-tadkTr, (10) anna al-qarda al-yãbniy	 ii al-urdun,	 huwa tarjaiatun

and needless about the-reminding,	 that the-loan the-Japanese to the-Jordan, Is-It translation

ii tafahhumi	 al-yãbän, ii mawlqifi al-urdun	 al- t aqlaniyyatl wa al_ujI c ab,	 ka quwati

to	 understanding the-Japan, to stands	 the-Jordan the-mindful 	 and the-courageous 1 as power

j c tidälin wa istiqrlrin fi al-iintaqah, (11) wa ta c biriu	 tan	 al- ealqati al-watiqati,

balance	 and stability	 in the-region,	 and expression	 about the-relations the-strong,

bayna	 al-baladayn.

between the-two-countries.

(12) wa allaj l	 akka fTh, (13) anna al-taarruka al-ybiniy, 	 allaj badaa 11 al-m1nagah,

and which not doubt in-it, 	 that the-move	 the-Japanese, which started In the-region,

huwa	 ta'kTdun	 c all lhtiilii al-yäbn, bi al-andj 	 allatT tajrT fawqa (ahati-hI..

is-it confirmation on 	 concern	 the-Japan, in the-events which occur over arena-its..

va burlilnun quiy ,	 t all al-aisdlqlyyati,	 ailati tatamatta cu bi-hi, wa	 al-cazil

and proof	 powerful, on	 the-authenticity, which enjoy 	 in-it, and the-determination

alladT tatahalla bi-hi (14) 11 •uwã8alati 	 wa takifi	 wa tatwTrl juhdihl 	 al-dublumlaiyyah, (15)

which enjoy	 in-It	 to continue	 and intensify and develop efforts-its the-diplomatic,

ii dacmi	 caialiyyati al-sailmi ft al-uintaqah.. (16) wa hä .I kulluh, yajcalu mm	 al-ybin

to support process	 the-peace In the- region.. 	 and this all,	 make	 from the-Japan

quvwatan qldiratan c ali al-musihamati	 al-fa ctälati, ii tahqTql	 al-ealimi al- c dili wa

power	 capable	 on	 the-contribution the-effective, In achieving the-peace the-just and

al-ãm1li	 fi al-arqI al-awsa.

the-comprehensive in the-east the-middle.

(17) wa fi dii'I hihi al_mu c ayât1 aiIc I-hl, yumkinu al-qawl (18) anna al-taarruka Jtuh	 huwa

and In light these the-outcomes all-them, could	 the-saying	 that the-move	 self-it ia-it

muaIrun TjThiy, (19) wa yu'akkidu anna qaiyyata al-sallmi fi al-aintaqah, qad

indicator	 positive,	 and confirm	 that Issue	 the-peace	 In the-region, verily

istaqtabat ha janib1-h, quwatan 1nlciyyatan kubra, 11 Calami-ni al_mu ta?lr,	 mumatalatan

attract	 to side-its, power	 Industrial	 great in world-our the-contemporaneous, represented

ft al-ybn.. (20) wa anna hdihi al-quwah, bi ta'tIr1-h al-iqti8ädiy al-mumayyaz, (21) tastaItu

in the-Japan..	 and that this	 the-power, in effect-its the-economic the-special, 	 could

an tumlrisa dawran haqlqiyyan, (22) ii I c dati al-sallmi wa al-iatiqriri ill al-ainaqah. (23)

to exercise role	 real,	 to restore the-peace and the-stability to the-region..
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va yu c azizu a1-qan cata 	 bi bä al-dawr, (24) anna ii a1-ybäni mawiqifa tbitah, 	 tad tu iTh

and enhance the-satisfaction in this the-role, 	 that to the-Japan tanda	 unchanged, call to

insihbi	 isr'Ila ala	 jami c i al-ardT	 al_ c arabiyyati al-mubtallab, wa	 jnh'	 al-arbi

withdrawal Israel	 from all	 the-lands the-Arab	 the-occupied, and ending	 the-war

al- c iräqlyyati al-Trniyyati, bi dni	 ta'kTr.

the-Iraqi	 the-Iranian,	 in without delay..

(25) iaratan ukr, nurabbibu bi al-sayyid sUski waziru	 krijiyyati al-ybin.. (26) va

once	 again, we-welcome in the-Mr. 	 Susuki minister foreign 	 the-Japan..	 and

nu cabbiru t an	 a1-1qati,	 ft al-mustaqbali al-mu'riq, (27) alladI sa 	 yuzTdu	 ai-caläcjti

we-welcome about the-confidence, in the-future 	 the-promising, which will increase the-relations

al-urduniyyata al-ybniyyata quwah.. (28) wa 	 sa	 yuzldu	 al-calqati	 al-carabiyyata

the-Jordanian	 the-Japanese	 power..	 and will increase the-relations the-arab

al-y bni yyata, c at'an wa	 naiian.

the-Japanese,	 gift	 and growth..

Welcome to the Japanese Move

(1) With comfort and confidence, strengthening distinguished Japanese-Jordanian relations, Jordan

welcomes the visit of Mr. Susuki Auno, Minister of Japanese Foreign Affairs (2) who arrived in Amman

yesterday (3) as part of a series of visits to the region.

(4) This kind of visit and the kind of talks between ills Highness Prince Hasan, ling Hussein's viceroy,

and the Japanese guest, together with the talks conducted between Jordan's Prime Minister and Mr. Auno, (5)

in addition to those between Jordan and Japan's Foreign Affairs Ministers along with their delegations, (6)

were a culmination of the fruitful efforts made by Prince Rasan's la8t visit to Japan.

(1) It has become clear that the success accomplished by Prince Easan's visit is one of the main factors

(9) which encouraged Tokyo to approach the issues of this region and make moves headed by Mr. Auno.

(10) Heedless to say, (11) that the Japanese loan to Jordan is an expression of Japan's understanding

to Jordan's courageous and rational stand as a stabilizing power in the region and an expression of the

friendly relations between the two countries.

(12) Undoubtedly, (13) the Japanese move in this region, is a confirmation of Japan's concern towards

current Arab current issues and strong proof of its authenticity and persistence (14) in continuing its

diplomatic efforts (15) to support the peace process in the region. (16) All this makes Japan a capable,

effective and contributing country for achieving a just and comprehensive peace in the region.

(17) In the light of all this, it cannot be denied (18) that the Japanese love itself is a positive

indication; (19) affirming the fact that the peace process has galvanized to its side, in our modern world,

a large induatrial power, represented by Japan. (20) This power, by its effective and distinguished economy,

(21) could exercise an important role (22) restoring peace and stability to the region. (23) What is lore

satisfactory (24) is also the fact that Japan has unchanging stands, demanding Israel to withdrawal from all

occupied Arab territories and the termination of the Iran-Iraq war without any delay.

(25) Once again, we welcome Mr. Susuki, the Minister of Japan's Foreign Affairs, (26) and express our

confidence of the glorious future (27) which gives the Japanese-Jordanian relations power (28) and makes

the Arab-Japanese relations more fruitful and prosperous.
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1115j. Al-Watan - 8 / 5 / 1988

ittlfãqu al- yasanl yyln.,, quwwatun 11 al-Carab

agreesent the-Yesenis.. 	 power	 to the-Arab

(1) al-ittifiqu	 alladi taisa	 al-tawas8ulu llayh bayna	 atray	 al-yasan

the-agreesent which	 reached	 the-reaching to-it between two-parts the-Yesen

ii	 alli al-sasili al-huddiyyati al-su callaqab wa	 al-isti.ru	 al-iutaraku ii

to solve the-satters the-boundaries the-hanging 	 and the-inveatsent the-Joint	 to

al-nafti bayna	 al-baladayn	 huwa kuwatun häisatun 11 saslrati al-yasani

the-oil	 between the-two-countries is-it step isportant in course 	 the-Yesen

bi	 atrayh, (2) wa	 huva	 int1arun ii irdati	 al-caqli cali al-jabi, (3)

in two-parts,	 and is-it victory	 to willingness	 the-sind on	 the-ignorance,

wa ii irädatl	 al-sahabbati cali al-karähiyyah, (4) fa 	 ablu	 cadana wa

and to willingnes8	 the-love	 on	 the-hatred,	 because people Aden	 and

ahlu	 anc' bi	 jatin il	 al-casall al-wadaw1y	 al-sutarak (5) wa	 bi

people Sanaa	 In need	 to	 the-action the-unifying	 the-joint	 and in

hjatin sseah ill aiwli al-naf (6) sin ajli bini	 watani-his alladT

need	 urgent to soney the-oil	 fros sake building hose-their which

vs c änl	 al-asrayn	 Tlata sanavt1n tawflah sin al-hJati

suffered and took pains the-two-things along years 	 long	 fros the-need

va al-fgah.

and the-poverty

(7) wa	 al-Jabhatu al- c arabiyyatu las	 takun	 bi hjatin il nazfin

and the-front	 the-Arab	 has not be	 in need	 to bloodshed

jadTdin yufu iii al-nazfi 	 al-carabiy al-sustaslr. (8) li dflika qbila ittifãqu

new	 add	 to	 the-drainage the-Arab 	 the-continuous, to that	 was set agreesent

atray	 al-yasan bi al-ta!uli wa al-farab sin aqtri 	 al- eurubati wa

two-parts the-Yesen In the-optisiss and the-Joy	fros sectors the-Arab	 and
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am	 al_gucbl al- c arabiyyah (9) allati gsat	 wa tuqasi kamä qãaa	 al-yaman

from the-nations the-Arab	 which suffered and suffer as	 suffered the-Yemen

mm	 al-f urgati	 wa al-tauãur wa al-iqtitU al- e adamiy	 bayna al-aiqqi.

fro. the-separation and the-conflict and the-fighting the-extinctive between the-brothers.

(10) inna nafa al-ya.an huwa quwwatun ii al- c arab. (11) wa huwa	 kayrun 11

emphatic oil	 the-Yemen ia-it power 	 to the-Arab.	 and ia-It good	 to

Ba c bi al-yaman (12) wa ii yajzu an yakna al-kayru c mila fugratin

people the-Yemen	 and not must to be	 the-good factor separation

wa	 tanurin bayna abnä'i al-watan al-wãid. (13) bal anna al-istiira 	 al-mutarak

and conflict between sons	 the-home the-one.	 but that the-Investment the-joint

ii al-nafti fi al-mantiqi	 al-mutanza c e alay-hi sa yudtfu quwwatan 11

to the-oil In the-districts	 the-disputed on-thea	 will add	 power	 to

al-rii	 al-w4dawiyyati allati ya c16u-hä abnäu al-yaman, (14) wa alladina yarua ii

the-spirit the-unifying	 which live-it people the-Yemen,	 and who-they see-they in

wujüdi	 atrayni ii watanin wãid käritatan	 watanlyyatan wa qawmiyyah.

existence two-parts to home 	 one catastrophy national	 and Arab wide.

(15) inna yamanan faqiran muwahhadan huwa afdalu	 alfa	 marratan mm watanin ganlyin

emphatic Yemen poor	 united	 ia-it Is better a thousand time 	 from country rich

mutaqätll, (16) Ia	 damu abnii al-yaman aglã	 mm	 al-naft (17) wa wihdatu-hum

fighting,	 because blood sons the-Yemen more expensive from the-oil 	 and unity-their

wa	 karaatu-hui	 ahammu	 ama a1-dülãrt. (18) Ia kayfa (19) Ida Ittafaqa abnã'u

and dignity-their	 more Important from the-dollars.	 (fa) bow	 If agree	 sons

al-yamani c ali al-lstitmäri al-mutaraki 11 kayiãti-hlm (20) wa wa4af hãdihi al-kayrit

the-Yemen on	 the-investment the-joint 	 to goods-their	 and employ these the-goods

ii ilii a e bi-hii	 wa ii iqäaatl taniiyyatin waaniyyah (21) tarfatu muatawa

to sake people-their and to establish development national 	 raise	 level

•acTgatj al-na (22) wa tuwaffirn la-hum a1-ad	 al-aduã	 mm mutatallabiti al-hayiti

living	 the-people and provide to-them the-limit the-lowest from deiands 	 the-life

al-kariaah.

the-dignified.
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(23) 11	 1ik kullih qblla itt1fqu htray	al-yasan bi al-farhati	 wa

to that all	 was iet agreesent two-parts the-yesen In the-happiness and

al-igtlbäti 11 ufüfi al-a tbi al-yasanly va al-hc bi al- e arabiyyah (24) wa

the-pleasure In lines the-people the-Teseni and the-peoples the-Arab	 and

c ali a*ali. an yakua h	 al-ittifq	 fãtiatau Ii tttlfãglyytin ukr

on hope to be	 this the-agreesent preface to agreesents 	 others

V	 -
bayna	 al-sarayn (25)	 tuc idu 11 al-wa ani al-yasanty al-sujazza karasata-bu (26) wa

between the-two-parts 	 s restore to the-hose the-Teseni the-divided dignity -Its	 and

alatbi al-yaianiy hrüta 	 haytln karT.atlu wa naçifah.

the-people the-Teseni conditions life	 dignified and clean

The Agreesent of Yesen

is power to the Arabs

(1) The agresLent which has been reached between both parts of Yesen for resolving their djsputea

and working out joint investient is an Isportant atep for the future of both sides. (2) This agreeseut

represents the triusph of good sense over ignorance (3) and attachient over hatred, (4) because the people

of Aden and the people of Sanaa are in need of coibined work towards unity. (5) They desperately need the

oil revenues (6) to build up their country which has suffered so such for so long fro. poverty and need.

(7) The Arab alliance did not need new bloodletting to be added to the Arab continuing bloodshed, (8)

and hence the agreeseut between both North and South Yesen has been welcosed with optisisi and joy by

all Arab natlons (9) which have sisilarly suffered and suffer still the pain of separation, conflict,

and fratricide.

(10) It should be esphasized that Yesen's the oil is strength for the Arabs. (11) It is also good for

the people of Tesen, (12) and as such It should not be allowed to becose a factor for separation and

antagonization between people of the ease country. (13) On the contrary, the joint investient in the

disputed areas should add strength to the unifying spirit which esbodles the people of Yeses, (14) who

recognize that the division of their country Is indeed a national and pan-Arab disaster.

(15) A united Yeses that is poor Is such better than a rich Ye.en that is at war with Itself. (16)

because the blood of Tesenis is worth sore than oIl, (17) and their dignity and unity Is sore isportant

than dollars. (18) Isaglne how wonderful It would be (19) lithe people of Tesen agree on joint investient

(20) and esploy these benefits for the good of their own people and for establishing a national develop,ent

progras (21) to raise the standards of living (22) and provide the people with the .inlsu. requiresents

for a dignified life.

(23) For these reasons then, the agreesent between the North and South of Yeses has been welcosed with

open aris by both the people of Yesen and Arabia. (24) Boping then that this agreesent becoses a preface

for other agreesents between the. (25) in a way that It restores unity to the divided country (26 k) and

provides the people with a clean and dignified way of life.
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RIL l-Watan - 25/12 I 1964

al-uslb	 al-kata'... fi al-sawqjc al-kaa'

the-iethod the-wrong.. in the-place the-wrong

(1) yabd (2) anna	 ba e da a1-autag ilina	 bi	 a1-eiysah	 if	 al-arqi	 al-awsa	 qad
seei	 that soae	 the-practitioners In the-politics In	 the-east	 the-aiddle	 verily

lhtarafci 1tIyira al-.awqi c i al-kaa' wa al-wasflati al-ktl'ah (3) ii yuiär1sh hawlyfatihli

la8tered choice	 the-place the-wrong and tbe-aeans 	 the-wrong	 to exercise identities-their

((al-nlälIyyah>>.

((the-struggling>).

(4) va	 yabd (5) anna uslba katfi	 aI-t'1rtl	 qad	 a?baha al-akara rawjan va

and see.	 that .ethod hijacking the-aeroplanes verily becose the-iore popular and

al-akara qubillan	 lad	 bäuTh', (6) Ia	 al-ajru	 ya?babu-hu	 qadarun iaJidduo un

the-iore acceptance to	 those,	 because, the-,atter accoipany-It quantity lliited froi

aslihati al-tandld (7)	 wa qadarun kabirun un aslihati al-di c äyati	 va	 al-icln.

weapons the-threatening and quantity large	 ho. weapons	 the-propaganda and	 the-uedia.

(8) wa hlna yublhu al-1ktiyru: shata al-luwayt, (9) wa 	 Tna taknu	 al-ãdatu	 'lratan

and when becoae the-choice: 	 arena the-luwait,	 and when be	 the-instruient areoplane

fi al-jaw tanqulu	 al-abriy'a	 al- c uzzal..	 al-atfäla	 wa	 al-nisä'.. (10) wa	 bina yaknu

in the-air transport the-innocents the-aruless.. the-children and the-wouen.. 	 and when be

dlika huva al-iktlyir (11) fa 	 inna al-sula	 a1_abIt 1y: (12) ua	 dnbu ai1arna	 akaiat

that	 is-It the-choice	 then truly the-question the-natural: 	 what fault those	 destined

c alay-huu al-aqdru wa	 säqathui	 al-8udfatu	 11 tä'lratin sayyi'ati al-ba4?

on-the.	 the-fates and were driven the-coincidence to aeroplane bad 	 the-luck?

(13) wa bi earfi	 al-nazari Can	 al-4ahäy	 al-abri y ', (14) fa	 inna al-sulla	 al-aba.

and In dissuade the-sight about the-victi.s the-innocent 	 then truly the-question the-.ore i.portant

alladi yanbagi	 an naraa-hu	 val huwti	 al-nidli	 al-tilt)): (15) ua	 hlya	 fã'ldatu

which	 should	 to ask-it	 on	 ajateura ((the-struggle the-flying>>:	 what Is-it use

dãlik? (16) wa	 ia	 hlya al-sawabiqu	 allati kna fl-ha al-jrhbu	 wasilatan Ii tagyirin

that?	 and what is-it the-precedings which	 was	 is-It the-terroris. leans	 to change'

s1yäsiy	 aw caullin awriyin	 kablr?

political or action	 revolutionary great?

(17) inna	 talaqt1 al-ras8i	 allati tantaliqu	 bi al-zalj, wa al-tiiratl	 allati tuktatafu
euphatic	 bullet8 the-copper	 which	 shot off	 in the-dark	 and the-areoplane which hijack
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fi al-sai', 
wa al qanabila allatT tudassu fi a1-iuna'ãt (18) tast4Tcu ann tasnaca dawiyyan

in the-sky,	 and the bombs	 which	 placed in the-buildings	 could	 to create echo

wa	 ihti,	
(19) wa takliqa al- Caarti 'in	 al-qiBasi	 al-inlizinati wa al-iusalliyati va

and concern	 and create the-tens	 fro. the-stories the-sad 	 and the-entertaining and

al-*utTrah. .(20) wa likin.. hal yana Cu diuika ay'an haqiqiyyan fi qaiiyyati tahrir 	 aw qadiyyati
the-exciting,	 and but.. would create that	 thing	 real	 in 188ue	 liberation or issue

tagyir?

change?

(21) tllka hiya al-qadlyyah, (22) wa id	 ta'akkadat	 al-abna'	 allati taqül anna	 •atãliba

this	 Is	 the-issue )	and If	 make sure	 the-news	 which	 say	 that	 demands

al-muktaIfina hiya al-1!rãju 	 cam lan	 udin'Q	 fi qafay	 al-tafjiräti	 hi al-kuwayt (23) ía

the-hijackers are the-release about whoi sentenced in Issues the-explosions in the-Kuwait 	 then

Inna su'flan	 kara	 yudäf: (24) hal	 yuiklnu an yakna al-tabdidu	 wa	 al-ibtlñzu

that question another be added: 	 would could	 to be	 the-threat	 and the-exploitation

wasIlatan 11 al-raddl 	 c all akain qadã'iyyln c Idil?.. (25) wa	 hal flta	 ian udTnU	 ayyu

ieans	 to the-react	 on	 ruling judiciary just?..	 and would passed who were sentenced any

furatin (26) 11 al-difã c l	 va taqdlii	 ma	 yal'-ina un duf c ? (27) al-as'ilatu	 katiratun

opportunity	 to the-defence and present	 what like-they froi defense? 	 the-questions many

wa kuilu-hI taqi: (28) al-Iktiyru al-kaa 	 li wasilatin klti'ah.. 11 iavqi c in	 li'.

and all-them say:	 the-choice the-wrong to leans	 wrong	 in place	 wrong.

The Wrong fleans in the Wrong Place

(1) It seems obvious (2) that there are some politicians In the fiddle East who have .astered the art

of choosing the wrong leans In the wrong place (3) in order to identify themselves with struggle.

(4) It see.s also obvlou8 (5) that hijacking aeroplanes has becoie an acceptable .ethod for those people)

(6) since It involves little by way of weapons (7) but .uch in the way of publicity and recognitions.

(9) When they choose Kuwait as their platfor. (9) and an aeroplane carrying innocent civilians-including

woien and children- as their target ) (10) When this beco,es their decision ) (11) then the natural question is:

(12) what criie are those people ) who just happen to be unlucky enough to be on that plane ) guilty of?

(13) Putting aside the innocent victims, a lore Important question to be asked of these 'hijacking cadets'

is: (14) what good could possibly come out of it? (15) What great revolutionary political change has ever

been brought by terrorism?

(16) fighttiae shooting 1 hijackings ) boibing property (18) lay get a reaction (19) and be the stuff of many

sad, thrilling and exciting stories ) (20) but ) could it have any effect in furthering the cause of liberation?

(21) This is the real issue ) (22) and if you the news reports confirms that the hijackers de.ands are for

the release of those sentenced for bombings in KuwaIt, (2)) then the other question that needs answering	 (24)

should threats and bombings as a way of reacting to a just judicial system? (25) Is it too late for those

sentenced to have an opportunity of putting their cases (26) so as to defend the. by submitting anything

they want?

(27) There are iany questions to be answered, but each one gives the same response: (28) this Is the

wrong choice with a wrong means In a wrong place.
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IIJ..Lj. Al-Watan - 18 / 11 / 1988

marhaban bi al-dawlab.. C at	 al-Intifädah

welcome	 in the-state	 long live the-uprising

(1) las	 yataraddad sa c bu_ii	 al-fllistlnly	 fi I c ln1	 farhatihi hi jeJ1	 al-dawlati

has not hesitate	 people-our the-Palestinian in declaring 	 happiness in declaration the-state

al-flllstiniyyati al-mustaqillah, (2) fa 	 mitlu hdibi al_ c ibrati	 al-garlbati al-waq c i hatt

the-Palestinian	 the-Independent 1	as	 like	 this	 the-expression the-strange the-echo even

t ala1_udunj al-filistTniyyah j'at fj kitai 	 whidatic sin ahassi 	 damiäti al-uajlisi

on	 the-ear the-Palestinian case 	 In conclusion one	 from most important turns 	 the-council

al-watanly	 al-fIlistIniy (3) ii tqiza al-lasa c ali haqiqatin gbat	 can-hu	 tawilan

the-national the-Palestinian 	 to awake	 the-world on	 truth	 disappeared about-it for along time

ma tawlian	 jiddan, (4) ma hlya anna ii hd' a1-a cbi	 al_mu c a .abi al-aqqa Ii iqrati

and for a long time very,	 and is-it that to this the-people the-tortured the-right in establishing

dawlati-hi al-wataniyyati al-mustaqillah	 al ardi-hL (5)	 ma	 qad	 dcat	 aswätun ñfidah

state-its	 the-national	 the-independent on	 land-its.	 and verily got lost voices	 refusing

qalilab taraddadat	 hun	 ma	 hunk	 ba c ldan	 an	 arwiqati al-majils	 wasata

85a11	 been repeated here	 and there	 far away	 about tastes	 the-council in the-middle

al-hutifi al-hädiri	 ii filisInu al-mustaqjllah (6) illair intalaqa 	 sutahaddiyan al-lata

the-shout the-present to Palestine the-Independent 	 which be outburst	 challenging the-mechanism

al_qam e iyyata	 li quwwti al-ihtirall 	 al-subyniy wasata	 azizi	 risi	 al-farah	 allat

the-suppressing to forces	 the-occupying the-flonist in the middle vhizz 	 bullets the-happiness which

aqqa	 sama mukiyyaiãti lubnn	 ma	 sin	 ki1li ta c biiäti	 al-farai	 allati taraddadat

penetrate sky	 camps	 Lebanon and from through expressiOn8 the-happiness whic 	 been repeated

cal alsinati al-filistiniyyin fi kffati amikini tawijudi-him.

on	 tongues	 the-Palestinians in all 	 places	 presence —their.

(7) la	 qad	 jat	 11	 al-filistiniyyTna	 lahzatun Ii	 al-farahi	 lam	 yataradda-d

for verily came	 to	 the-Palestinians 	 moment	 to	 the-happiness	 has not	 hesitated-they

fi	 iqtinih (8)	 ragma	 al-suqi	 al-yavmiy	 11 al-uhadri
	

fi al-ardi	 al-filistiniyyati

in	 take opportunity	 despite the-falling the-daily 	 to the-martyrs
	

in the-land the-Palestinian
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al-auhtallah, (9) u ragia al-tabdidi al-isritliy al-muctamir	 11 .ukayyañti janilbi lubnin
the-occupied,	 and despite the-threat the-Israeli the-continuous to camps	 southern Lebanon

(10) wa ragia aktara mm qabdatin hadldiyyatin wa harTriyyah ii	 zãlat maharatan fi wajhl
and despite more	 from fist	 iron	 and silk	 what still reputable in face

al-f ills Iniy	hun	 wa hunãk,
the-Palestinian here and there

(11) 1kinna al-maala	 al-filistlniyy al- tail, lam	 yakun fi i C ln	 al-istiqll	 11
but	 the-example the-Palestinian the-great has not be	 in declaration the-independence in

lahzatin filistTniyyatin ivarrifatin fahasb, (12) bal kna aydan fi dälika al-wa c y 	 wa
moment	 Palestinian	 honorable	 alone 1	but was too	 in that	 the-awareness and

tilka al-maa'liyyah	 allati qabalat bi-ha al-munazamatu	 aJ-mutahaffizatu eal	 al-bayni
that	 the-responsibility which 	 accepted in-it the-organization the-reserved 	 on	 the-statement

al-siyisiy	 alladi 6adara tan	 al-majilsi al-wataniy 1 (13) fa	 inna al-qubüla	 bi mantiq
the-political which issued about the-council the-national 1	then that the-acceptance in logic

kud c i	 al-aqalliyyatl 11 ra'y	 al-aglabiyyah wa c adami mubadarati hYulã' iii al-qaTcah
submission the-minority	 to opinion the-majority and not	 initiative those	 to	 the-repudiation

wa	 idkli	 acbi_n	 al-f ilistinl y	fi dawvamati a1-ir c ti	 wa al .nizä c ati	 yuiailu
and cause to enter people-our the-Palestinian in whirl 	 the-struggles and the-conflicts represent

b1dyatan 11 maralatin jadTdatin un al-tamali al-fllistlniy 	 tanzi c u mãrratan wa i1	 al-abad
beginning to stage	 new	 from the-action the-Palestinian abandon once 	 and to	 the-perpetuity

flkrata iqtitli al-uwati	 hawla <<afali al-subuli	 11 tarIri	 filisTn>!
Idea	 fighting the-brothers around <<best	 the-methods to liberate Palestine>>!

(14) wa	 l	 akka (15) anna	 hj	 a1-maala	 yaj c alu al-dawlata al- c atidata •aqbülatan
and not doubt	 that	 this	 the-example make	 the-state	 the-ready	 accepted

(16) hatt mm	 duwall	 al_ cälami allatI (11) tilami	 tadarra C at bi inqisimti al-f ilistlniyjin
even from countries the-world which	 as long as supplicated In divisions the-Palestinians

wa	 tanãuri-him	 va lujUl-him	 il	 al-silh (16) li halli kilfãti-him.
and conflict-their in resort-their to	 the-weapon	 to solve conflicts-their

(19) wa iä	 akka ba c da dälik (20) anna hdlhi al-farhata 	 al-a c biy yata al-filistTniyyah wa
and not doubt after that	 that this	 the-happiness the-public 	 the-Palestinian	 and

hdihi al-mas'iiliyyata	 al-waaniyyah mm	 jnibi al-munazza.ati	 hiya al-wajhu al-naqidu
this	 the-responsibility the-national	 from side the-organization is-it the-face the-contradictory

ii dlika al-safh	 alladi tacmala bi-hi al-ias'OlUna	 al-airl11yyn wa batu al-orobbiyyUna
to that	 the-abandoning which dealt	 in-it the-responsibles the-American 	 and some the-Europeans
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mae hd al-i c lin (21)	 alladT asqata	 al-katira mm	 hujaji-hia	 wa 4aritl_hii.
with this the-declaration which cause to fall the-more from excuses-their and Iean6-thelr

(22) amm	 isr1l	 fa	 qad	 adrakat	 ta.ä.an	 ahaniyyata	 ha4	 al-i t län (23)	 allad[

	

however Israel	 then verily realized completely importance 	 this	 the-declaration which

wa8afa-hu	 ra'Isu	 wuzar'	 al- e aduw	 lshãq ãmTr bi anna-ha halaqatun fi silnilati kifãhi
described-it president ministers the-enemy Ishaq Shamir in that-it circle 	 in series	 struggle

al-fllistnIyyTn	 idda	 1srãIl.
the-Pale8tiniaua against	 Israel.

(24) naca., inna-hu	 kadallka	 bi	 al-lid,	 halaqatun jadidatun (25) va 	 laysa	 nihayata
yes,	 that-it	 like this	 in	 the-deed, circle	 new	 and	 not	 end

al-matif, (26)	 bldãyatun 11 marhalatin jadidatin mm 	 al-n1li l	 taqillu	 u c übatan wa
the-tour,	 beginning to stage	 new	 fro. the-strife not be less difficult and

kutratan wa hä'ufl' can	 al-marahili al-siblqah. (21) wa	 in kna al-rfl4Una altala bi4ihi
dangerous and those	 about the-stages the-previous,	 and if was	 the-refusern like	 this

al-kutwati iukti'Tna 11 masqifl-him (28) alladr yandä bi qubjilin 	 fillstlnlyyTn 1bhI
the-step	 mistaken In stand-their	 which	 enjoy in acceptance Palestinian 	 semi

ij.ä t iy (29) Ia	 inna mm	 ya c taq1d-na bi anna al-nldUa	 qad	 1ntah aw lqtarab	 sin
unanimous	 then that from believe-they In that the-strife veril ended or approached from

al-uih'äyah l	 yaqillina kataan. (30) Ia	 caduwu-nä	 ml	 zãla	 alfan
the-end	 not less-they mistake,	 because enemy-our	 what still swagger

,utagatrisan kaiä' kna dä'lsan.
arrogant	 as	 was	 always.

(31) bldäyatu	 •arhalatln jadldah wa lntlç'ärun sagirun tahaqqaqa bi h e ll c an'äolra tadidatin

	

beginning stage	 new	 and victory	 small	 achieved	 in deed elements several

l	 g kk anna a c ama-hi	 va abraza-hi	 1ntifdatu 'a cbi-n	 al-f lllstlniy	 fi al-ardT
not doubt that greatest-the. and most significant-them uprising 	 people-our the-Palestinian In the-lands

al-mutallah. (32) Ia bidnl al-inti!dah ma	 kna 11 hdä al-idlanl	 an yatim, (33)	 wa
the-occupied.	 so without the-uprising has not was to this the-declaration to complete 	 and

b1dnl	 al-lntifãah ma	 kna ii hdã al-intisäri an yadu (34) va	 bidni	 al-lntlfä4ah
without the-uprising has not was	 to this the-victory to happen	 and without the-upri1ng

	

kina ii hdihi al-farhati	 al-aagrrati an takair tawqa al- cab	 al-f ilisTniy
has not was	 to this	 the-happiness the-small 	 to break	 chain the-suffering	 the-Palestinian
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va	 tatasallala i1 qulilbi-him.

and	 seep	 to hearts-their.

(35) marhaban hi al-dawlab!	 cã'at	 al-intiiädah!

welcome	 in the-uprising! long live the-uprising!

Welcome to the State,

Long Live the Uprising

(1) The Palestinian people did not hesitate, in their joy of declaration, to announce their independent

Palestinian state. (2) Strange as this verbal expression Is, even on the Palestinian ear, It came in one of

the final aesious of the Palestinian atioual Council (3) to awaken the world to the truth that has been

forgotten (4) which Is the fact that this tortured nation has the right to establish its own independent

country on its national territory.

(5) There are a few repeated voices of rejection here and there which have disappeared among the rumbling

applause to the independence of Palestine (6) challenging the repressive mechanism of the ioniet occupying

forces through the whizz of joy that has broken the skies of Lebanon Camps, and through the expressions of

joy which have been reiterated by the Palestinians everywhere and wherever they are. (7) This moment of joy,

which is welcomed by the Palestinians came (8) despite the daily loss of martyrs in the occupied Palestinian

land, (9) despite the continuing Israeli threat to Palestinian Camps in Southern Lebanon, (10) and despite

the iron and silky fists which are still notorious to the Palestinians everywhere.

(11) However, the great Palestinian example was not only in the declaration of a glorious Palestinian

moment, (12) rather, it was also in the awareness and the responsibility undertaken by the organization

vigilant of the political statement Issued by the Rational Council. (13) Also, the acceptance, from the

point of the minority surrenders to the aajority and the disregard of alienating and hauling our people

in a perpetuity of conflicts, represents a beginning to a new stage of the Palestinian struggle, refraining,

once and for all, fro. the Idea of brothers killing one another deciding what is the best way of liberating

Palestine.

(14) Undoubtedly, (15) such an example makes the longed for state more acceptable, (16) even by the

countries which (17) excuse themselves from supporting it because of the Palestinian divisions and conflicts

and the recourse to weapons (18) to resolve their problems. (19) Since without any doubt, (20) this

Palestinian joy and national responsibility on the behalf of the organization, is in contradiction to that

kind of carelessness America and some Europeans deal with in respect to this declaration (21) which has

invalidated most of their excuses and pretenses.

(22) However, Israel has realized the importance of this declaration, (23) which was described by the

Israeli Prime Minister, Ishaq Shamir, as a series within the overall Palestinian struggle against Israel.

(24) Indeed, this struggle is only part of a series In the Palestinian struggle; (25) it is not the

end of the matter. (26) It Is a start for a new series of struggles which are as complicated and dangerous

as the preceding ones. (27) Although the rejection of this step is mistaken, (28) and this is agreed upon

unanimously by Palestinians, (29) those who believe that the Palestinian struggle is over are mistaken too,

(30) sInce the enemy is still as arrogant and as conceited as it always was.

(31) It is a beginning for a new stage with a small victory accomplished through many factors aongst

which the greatest of all is undoubtedly the Palestinian uprising in the occupied territories.

(32) Therefore, without the uprising, the declaration of this Palestinian state would have not been made.

(33) WIthout the uprising; this victory would have not happen, (34) and without the uprising, this little joy

would have not been able to break the chain of the Palestinian suffering and seep into their hearts.

(35) Welcome to the Palestinian state, long live the uprising.
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BJJ. Li-Watan - 24 / 8 I 1988

al-ayymu al-jaiTlab

the-day8	 the-beautiful

(1) gadan	 tabdau 11 al- c iiati al-siwlsrlyyah al-jawlatu al-1	 ft iudaãti al-salail

toiorrow start	 in the-capital the-Swiss	 the-round	 the-first in dløcusaions the-peace

a1-iubirati bayna	 al- c lräqi	 wa	 Irn bi irfl	 al-uiaii	 al-.uttaidah wa

the-direct	 between	 the-Iraq	 and	 Iran in supervision the-nations the-united	 and

ailni-hä	 al-cai	 äf1yir di kuwaylar. (2) va	 l	 akka (3) anna al-iufiwadãti

secretary-Its	 the-general Ihafler Be Cuellar. 	 and no doubt	 that the-negotiations

bayna	 al-baladayni	 lan	 takna yaslrah. . (4) wa lan 	 takna al-turuqu lulahhadatan

between the-two-countries will not be 	 easy..	 and will not be	 the-roads prepared

aiia-hi	 wa aii	 al-aiTh	 al-ci	 11 al-uiaul	 al-.uttahldah.. (5) bal rubbaiä

before-it	 and before the-secretary general to	 the-nations the-united..	 but perhaps

takUnu al-iufwatu	 ft bae1 uarähIli-hi	 '1katan	 wa	 jucaqqadah (6) bi	 sababin

be	 the-negotiations in soie	 stages-their coipilcated and	 coiplex	 in cause

un tarassubti harbln (1) ista.arrat tañnl sanawät (8) va kalaqat bayna	 al-arafayn

froi residues	 war	 continued	 eight years	 and created between the-two-countries

hawjiza nafsiyyah	 wa sIysIyyah, (9) wa	 tarakat ukUkan kablratan ladã 	 al-arafayn

barriers psychological and political,	 and left	 doubts	 great	 to	 the-two-parties

ft nawãy	 al-kar.

in Intentions the-other.

(10) lkinna	 jawhara	 al-airl	 hun	 yata c allaqu	 bi	 al-sali (11) allaI	 yabdifu

but	 essence	 the-latter	 here	 belong	 in	 the-peace	 which	 au

hay-hi al_ja,Tc (12) wa	 allaT raqasa un ajil-hi	 a cbu al- c ir q i ayyiian tawllab (13) wa

to-It	 the-all	 and which	 danced troi sake-its people the-Iraq days	 long	 and

itqa la-bu a cbu Iran bi lahfatln 	 wa tavqln	 hdidayn: (14)	 al-salaiu yajibu ann

longed to-it people Iran in desire eagerly and eagerness strong:	 this the-peace lust	 to
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yatahaqgaqa wa Ca1 	 w1latl al-,ufäwadt (15) mahm 	 ã1a	 amadu-hi. .(16) wa mahmi	 tacaqqadat

achieve	 and on	 table	 the-negotiations whatever lasted period-its, 	 and whatever get complicated

al-masUlku wa al-subul. . (17) fa 	 al-tarafn	 a1ay-hiiã al-tahaliT bt dabti	 al-nafsj wa

the-ways	 and means..	 then the-two-parties on-them	 the-enjoy	 in control the-self and

a1-ibti c di can al-muh'ãtañtt wa al-ittihãüt.. (18) aIlat tatT bacda tamnI sanawUin mm

the-get away from the-Impairments and the-accusations.. 	 which come	 after eight years	 from

al-anI al-i c lhiy	 va al-ta cbawiy.. (19) hayti tal c abu ajbizatu al-i c läm dawra-hi al-briz

the-feud the-media	 and the-mobilization.. where play 	 networks the-media role-its the-emerged

zaman	 a1-arb. (20) wa	 baytu fannu al-di c yati	 al-arbiyyah mundu aqdami al-azminah

time	 the-war,	 and where art	 the-propaganda military	 since oldest the-times

ya c tamidu caji	 atrati	 a1-qiydati	 al- e askariyyah wa	 al-siyäsiyyah. .(21) va huwa amrun

depend	 on	 cleverness the-leadership the-military 	 and the-political., 	 and is-it matter

muta c rafun	 c alay-hi, (22) wa 	 yajibu	 ann	 1ä	 yukaa	 fi	 al-huebäni	 ma

common	 on-it,	 and must	 to	 not be taken	 in the-consideration what

sabaqa	 wa	 q'ila	 fi ajhizati	 al-i e lm	 ka	 ujajin	 siw'an	 akinat

preceded and said	 in networks	 the-media	 as	 excuses	 whether	 were they

arq'man	 aw	 ta8rihatin	 ii	 kibãri	 al-ias'Utn. (23)	 li'aliaa	 kula 4,älika

nu.ber8	 and	 declarations	 to	 great	 the-responsibles.	 because	 all	 that

yadkulu 11 b'ãbi	 al-htrati	 al-iclmiyyah.. (24) wa	 man yakeabu al-i c lima	 iii

enter	 in door the-cleverness>	 the-media..	 and who win	 the-media to

jnibi-hi ía	 qad	 kasiba nifa al-harb.

side-his	 then verily won	 half the-war.

(25) wa	 yuftarau kalika mm	 al-tarafayn	 al-mutan'äzi c ayn taqdlma	 tanzTltin

	

and supposed also	 from the-two-sides the-disputed	 submission concessions

mutab'ädalali (26) ii damni sayri 	 al-mufwadät (27) wa 	 ii itb'ätl husnu	 al-nawäyä.. (28) wa

reciprocal	 to ensure course the-negotiations and to prove goodness the-intentions., and

Iglq1 ma	 yuikinu igliquh	 mm	 malaffätl al-mät (29) allatl 1 	 tufidu	 fi taqdImi

close	 what could be closed from files 	 the-past	 which not benefit	 in submission

al-mufwadAt (30) bal	 larubbama taa cu_hi fi arTqin masdd. (31) kama anna-hu mm al-muftaradi

the-negotiations but perhaps put-it 	 in road	 closed,	 and that-it from the-supposed
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ft al-tarafayn wa al-astni 	 al-cäi ii al-uiaii	 a1-auttaidah 1 datwata baqiyyati al-atrãfi
in the-two-sides and the-secretary the-general the-nations the-united, 	 call	 rest	 the-parties

al-iutillatt	 eal iiyähi al-kalTi wa ft al-iaraili al-nihãlyyati Ii al-iufãwaät (32) ii al-iuärakati
the-overlooking on water the-Gulf and in the-stages the-final 	 to the-negotiations to the-participation

ft jnibin un-hi fl-ui yata c allaqu bi iqriri	 ittifäqin (33) II dañni al-aunt	 wa al-saläui

in side	 frou-it in-what with regard in acknowledging agreeuent	 to ensure the-security and the-peace

ft cuiiiii ivaqati al-kaltj (34) wa nazci	 iikäniyyti tajadudi niz e ãtin agTratia aw kabirab bi
in all	 region	 the-Gulf	 and abandon possibility renewing conflicts siall	 or big	 in

ayyati ratin un al-8uwar (35) wa tatbie	a1-e alqäti bayna al-jaaTc C all asasin un al-qawanln
any	 for.	 ho. the-f uris	 and establish the-relations between the-all on bases ho. the-laws

al-dawliyyah	 va ealqiti	 usni	 al-jiñr	 wa al-ianfa e ati al-iutarakah, (36) va
the-international and relations goodness the-neighboring and the-interest the-joint, 	 and

laqad	 barhanat al- c irlqu kiläla sanawäti al-barb 	 Can	 tawql-hi	 ii al-sara.
verily	 proved	 the-Iraq through years 	 the-war	 about eagerness-its to	 the-peace

(37) wa	 eal Trän al-ta c bTru	 can uawqifi-hi un	 illi	 tlwilati al-uufwat.
and on	 Iran the-expression about stand-its	 hou through table	 the-negotiations

(38) laqad	 istabgar-na	 ayran (39) c indaul aallat	 iuwäfaqatu irIn e ali al-iltlziui

	

verily were cheerful-we good	 when	 overlooked agree.ent Iran on the-adherence

bi taufidi	 buudi	 al-qarir	 598 ((0) wa	 tstabhr-ui	 kayran lac buzilgi
in carry out articles the-resolution 598	 and were cheerful- we good 	 with eiergence

fajri al- e irtn	 un	 agostus al-jiri (41) e inda,i intaart quwitu al-taviri	 al-dawliyyah
dawn the-twentieth fm. august the-current when	 spread	 forces tbe-e.ergency the-international

e ali al-hudüd	 bayna	 al-baladayn	 al-.utahribayn. (42) a sa	 nastablru	 kaãlika bi
on	 the-borders between the-two-countries the-fighting.,	 and will we-be cheerful also 	 in

Babahin ja.Tl (13)	 c indaul yuwaqqi e u	 al- e iriqu	 wa irinu	 cali Ittifiqi	 al-sali.i
•omning beautiful	 when	 agree	 the-Iraq	 and Iran on	 agree.ent	 the-peace

al-nlhiiy.. (44) wa	 sa	 yak'ünu	 ajialu	 al-ayyi. huwa	 al-yaw.0 alladr yacumlu
the-final.,	 and will be	 uost beautiful the-dayC is-it	 the-day	 which prevail
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fl-hi al-sa1mu rub e a al-miutaqah (45) wa	 yaata cidu 'a c bu	 filistna	 kalika huqqa-hu

in-it the-peace parts	 the-region	 and restore	 people Palestine	 also	 ight-lts

fi al- c awdah ii aradi-hi va iqã.ati 	 dawlati-hi al-mustaqlllah.

in the-return to 1andu-it and establish state-Its 	 the-Independent.

The Beautiful Days

(1) The first round of direct peace discussions between Iraq and Iran starts tomorrow In the Swiss

capital under the auspices of the United Nations and the Secretary General Lafyir Perze de cuellar.

(2) Undoubtedly, (3) these negotiations will not be easy for the secretary general of the United

Nations (4) and the roads ahead will not be prepared; (5) indeed they well be complicated or even

Impossible In parts, (6) because of the residues of war (7) whIch has lasted for eight years (8) and

created between these conflicting countries psychological and political barriers (9) and left behind many

suspicions within the intentions of the two countries.

(10) Rowever, the essence of the matter here Is directed for peace (11) which we are all aiming for,

(12) the Iraqi people have waited for for along time, (13) and the Iranian people de8lre eagerly. (14)

This kind of peace must be accomplished on the negotiation table, (15) regardless of how long it takes,

(16) and how complicated the iethod are. (17) These two countries mast therefore be self controlled; (18)

they must get away from all accusations and revilement, which come after eight years of mobilization and

media feuding. (19) The mass media plays a distinctive role between the two countrIes, (20) In addition to

the professional war propaganda which Is dependent upon the shrewdness of the political and military

leadership. (21) This is a well-known fact, (22) and so what has been previously delivered and said by the

mass media, I.e. declarations of leader, etc. should be disregarded, (23) because all this comes within

'the shrewdness of propaganda or publicity'; (24) and whoever wins propaganda or publicity will win half

of the war.

(25) Furthermore, the two countries should, we propose, extend mutual concessions (26) to secure the

course of negotiations (27) and to prove good faith and good intentions (28) closing the chapter of the

recent past, (29) whIch does not help in the progress of these negotiations, (30) but putting away forever.

(31) Also, the two countries and the secretary general for the United Nations should call for the remaining

countries concerned (32) to participate in these negotiations regarding an agreement (33) to ensure security

and peace In all the Gulf region (34) and avoid any possibility of reviving these small or big conflicts

and media propaganda; (35) this Is in addition to establishing relations between people on the basis of the

International regulations, good neighborly relations and joint Interest. (36) All this proves that Iraq has

expresses Its eagerness for peace, (37) and Iran should also express her stand on the negotiation table.

(38) In fact, we were greatly cheered (39) when Iraq accepts compliance with resolution 598; (40) we

were greatly cheered by the daylight hope given on the twentieth of August, (41) when the International

Emergency Forces spread out on the boarders of the conflicting countries. (42) We will also be very cheerful

when a new dawn rises (43) and Iraq and Iran sign the final peace agreement. (44) Finally, it will be the

greatest of days (45) when peace prevails in the region and the Palestinian people get back their right

to return to their land and establish their independent state.
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Al-Watan -4/8 / 1988

al-ti'it... bidiyatu 	 al-alwir

the-Ta'lf.. beginning	 the-walk

(1) asanan	 fa c alat	 al-mailakatu	 al- earabjyyatu	 al_su c diyyah (2)	 ina	 iataifat	 vufüda

well	 did	 the-kingdo.	 the-Arabia	 the-Saudi	 when	 hosted	 delogates

a1-aufvaiti	 a1-afgn i yyat1 al-sofyatjyyah (3) fa	 al_wa c u	 al-davliy	 wa al-lqliiiy

the-negotiations the-Afghan 	 the-Soviet	 as	 the-situation the-international and the-regional

a6baha Lu'ahhala al-in (4) 11 	 haul hãda	 al-juri	 al-nizifi	 fi kleirati al-iusliiTna aundu

becose qualified the-now 	 to	 solve this	 the-wound the-bleeding In waist	 the-iuslijs	 since

amadin laysa bi al-qaTr.

the	 not	 in the-short.

(5) wa	 fi	 ra'yi-ni (6) anna	 al-waqta	 qad	 asbaha aunisiban jiddan (7) nazaran ii al-.awqifi

and	 in	 opinion-our	 that	 the-the	 verily becose suitable very 	 due to	 to the-stand

al-sofyatiy al-Tjäbiy	 wa al-ragbati al-jiiati	 lad	 al-qiyãdati	 al-sofyatiyyah (8)11 halli

the-Soviet	 the-positive and the-desire the-refractory to	 the-leadership the-Soviet 	 to solve

al-iukilat1 al-afginiyyah (9) kaiä anna al-waqta qad	 abaha	 •unäsiban (10) ba e da an iqtanacat

the-problei the-Afghan	 and	 that the-tue verily becoie	 suitable	 after to be satisfied

jas cãtu al-iu c radati al-afginiyyah, bi tariqi al-iviri 	 al-siyisiy	 bTadalan sin lugati	 al-quwah

groups	 the-opposition the-Afghan 1	In way	 the-discussion the-political instead fros language the-power

allati ii tu8ilu afgäni8tin siw	 ii sazidin sin al-dasiri	 wa	 al-arb.

which not lead	 Afghanistan except to sore 	 fros the-destruction and the-ruin.

(11) wa	 na c taqldu (12) anna ittifq1yyata jinayv (13) allatl waqqa cat_hi atrifu al-niü c (12) hiya

and we-believe	 that agreesent	 Geneva	 which	 signed-it	 parties the-conflict	 are

q c idatu 11 ba'sa bi-hi (14) ii al-intllqi	 nahwa	 alli al-iuskilati al-afginiyyah, (15) wa	 hid5

base	 not bad	 in-it	 to the-departure towards solve the-probless the-Afghan 1	and this

lan	 yatissa (16) lii	 1j wudi t at saä1ihu al-suslisTha awvalan wa qabla kulla 	 ay' qabla

will not be coipleted onl y	if be put interests the-susliss first 	 and and before every thing before

sa1ihi baci al-quwa	 al-davliyyah	 allatI l	 turidu intihta al-nazlf	 al-afginiy. (17) bal

interests soie the-powers the-International which not want 	 end	 the-bleeding the-Afghan.	 but

anna ba c da al-aträfi	 wa tandldan	 al-vilaytu al-asrTkiyyah tuhwilu an tajcala sin hidihi al-ari

that sole	 the-parties and specification the-States the-Aserican	 atteipt to sake	 fros this	 the-land

al-islai yyah wa	 gayri al-suniizah sakãnan ii al-iric i	 al-davliy bayna	 al_su c askarayn 1 (18)

the-Islasic	 and not	 the-biased place	 to the-conflict the-international the-the-two-ailitary casps1
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va hiya bi al-ta'kTdl	 lä turidu an tar insihãban 	 sofyati yyan em	 afginistn (19) va lä turdu

and is-It in the-confiriation not want	 to see withdrawal Soviet	 fro. Ughanistan	 and not want

hallan	 silai yyan (20) li'anna	 yatacrau ia t eiysati airika al-iqlT.iyyah (21) allatI tan

solution peaceful	 because this contradict with policy 	 A.erica the-regional	 which	 see

11 tawatturi al_wa c i	 al-dawliy	 aeran eunisiban (22) II istIarri e1yäsati al-tasalluh wa

in tension	 the-situation the-International satter suitable 	 to continue	 policy	 the-ar.	 and

slyasati al-sira c ati	 al-iqlT.iyyah (23) allatI tadfa cu al_â'u cübu	 al-islälyyatu tacanan bähizan 	 la-hi.

policy	 the-conflicts the- regional 	 which pay	 the-nations the-Isla,ic	 cost	 expensive to-it.

(24) wa cm	 hun	 fa	 inna al-ni cäyata al-su c dlyyah 11 hihi al-iubãhatt	 jã'at fi waq.ti-hi

	

and froc here	 then that the-care	 the- Saudia	 to these	 the-discussions cace	 in tue-their

wa ii s1ihi al-euslicin wa ii 8ilihi inh'i al-tawattur alladi yuhtu hi cintaqati al-kalij wa 	 ibhi

and to sake	 the-.usliis and to sake	 ending the-tension which surround in region 	 the-Gulf and sub

al-qirrati	 al-hindlyyab. (25) hal anna najha 	 al-su c d1yyah fi balli	 al-nizic i	 bi al-turuqi

the-continent the-Indian.	 but that success the-Saudi 	 In solving the-conflict in the-ways

al-ail,lyyah sa	 yaftahu	 al-bãba	 wsi c an (26) 11	 ta1ãiunin isliiyin 	 visi t	didda	 al-caduw

the-peaceful will open	 the-door wide	 to	 alliance	 lsla,ic	 wide	 against	 the-ene.y

a1-iutarak al-au.ajal	 fi	 al-suhyniyyah, (2?) wa	 ii ta. fTfi al-sir c ät	 al-iqllaiyyati bayna

the-joint	 the-represented in	 the-Zionisi	 and to reduce	 the-conflicts the-regional	 between

al-duwali	 al-lsliaiyyah wa ki g atan Ii	 1bhi al-qirrati	 al-hlndlyyah.
the-countries the-Islacic	 and specially In sub- the-continent the-Indian.

	

(28) inna	 lntihi'a	 al-harbi irqiyyati	 al-Triniyyah	 wa	 Inhia al-nazifi	 al-afgãniy	 ea

	

e.pbatic	 end	 the-war	 the-Iraqi	 the-Iranian	 and	 end	 the-bleeding	 the-Afghan	 will

yusic idu hid.ihi al-imnçaqah cali an	 tatanaffasa (tanaffusa) al_8u cadE earratan urã (29) wa an

help	 this	 the-region on	 to	 breath	 breathing (al_eu cada) once	 aitother,	 and to

tub t ida	 abaha al-hurbi wa	 al-irhibi	 wa al-slni cäti	 al-iadhabiyyatl wa	 al-ti lfiyyah (30)

send away shadow the-wars and the-terrorisi and the-conflicts the-belief 	 and the- sectarianism

allatt tadarrarat am-hi	 al-u cübu	 al-isliciyyah (31) wa lam takdu. siw 	 ,aälii a cdi'i al-tarabi

which were harmed from-the. the-nations the-Islamic	 and not serve except interests enecies the-Arabs

va	 al-cusijiTa (32) lid1ika	 tatatalla c u	 al-anziru ida iubãhatitl al-ta'if (33) bi ict1bänihä

and the-,usllis	 to this	 look forward the-eights to discussions the-Ta'it	 in being considered

bidyatan	 ii miwinin	 tawilin cm	 al-mubihatati	 wa	 al-hiwirit allati sa	 tu'addi (34) fi	 äli

beginning	 to walk	 long	 from the-discussions and the-talks which will lead 	 in case

najahi-hi	 ili izdibiri wa	 taqaddumi hidihi al-.inaqah, (36) wa	 huwa	 amrun muliun wa

success-its to	 growth	 and	 progress	 this	 the-region	 and is-it	 matter urgent	 and
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cijllun (37) 11 lb c ãdi-ni	 can	 al-tawatturi al-dawily	 wa	 Can	 hi1lit

quick	 to place at a distance-us about	 the-tension	 the-international and about carriers

a1-i'iriti	 al- e iiliqah, wa	 can	 al-tandldi bi	 ai-arbi	 al-jurtiiiiyyati

the-aeroplanes the-huge,	 and	 about the-threat in the-war 	 the-.icrobic

wa	 al-nawawiyyah (38) wa	 il	 lstitiiri	 aiwãli-ni (39)	 11	 fatii	 iazidin

and	 the-nuclear	 and to	 investient ioney-our	 to	 open	 iore

un	 al-uadrisi	 wa	 al-Iusta8fayati 	 va	 al-turuqi wa	 al-6ina c atl	 11
frou the-schools	 and the-hospitals	 and	 the-roads	 and	 the-Industries to

alii ai_u c bi al-ialiuiyyah badalan am	 al-qitill	 bi siliiu bihii	 al-tauna
6ake	 the-people the-I8lauic	 instead hoi the-fighting In weapon expensive the-cost

ii hurbin Ia	 tacla la-hi	 wa	 ii tauan,J!

In wars	 no	 taste to-thei and no cost..!!

Ai-Ta'lf as the Starting Point

(1) Saudla Arabia did very veil (2) when it hosted the Soviet- Afghanl delegations dIscussions, (3)

because of the fact that the International and regional ciliate is now suitable (4) to put an end to the

bleeding wound in the side of the usllis.

(5) We believe (6) that the the now is right (7) considering the latest positive Soviet stand (8) to

resolve the Afghan probleis. (9) It Is also aienabie (10) after the conflicting Afghani groups accepted

political discussions Instead of force which can only lead Afghanistan to zore ruin and destruction.

(11) We also believe (12) that the Geneva agreeient (13) which the conflicting parties signed, (12)

is a fair basis (14) to love towards resolving the Afghan problei, (15) and this viii not be accoiplished

(16) until the interest of us1ias are put first, before the interests of the international forces, the

force that does not want an end to Afghanistan's bleeding. (1?) ilovever, soie of these forces, particularly

the United States, is atteupting to iake out of this fair and Muslius land, a place for International.

conflicts between the two ullitary caups; (18) It does not want a Soviet withdrawal frou Afghanistan; (19)

nor a peaceful solution in this region, (20) as this contradicts the regional Aaerican policy (21) which

sees in the international tension a suitable excuse (22) to continue its ariaient policies and the policies

of regional conflict (23) to which the lsiailc nation pays a high price.

(24) AccordIngly, Saudi custody to these discussions, caie in tue for the sake of Muallia' interests,

and for the sake of terulnating this kind of tension, surrounding the Gulf region and the Indian sub-continent.

(25) Through peaceful leans, the Saudi success, in resolving this conflict, will open new doors (26) to forge

Islaulc solidarity against the 'Zionist' eneuy (27) and reduce the regional conflicts between the Islauic

nations particularly those in the Indian sub-continent.

(28) It should be eiphasized that the end of the Iran- Iraq war and the teruination of Afghan's

heaorrhaging will help this region breath deeply once again, (29) and keep wars of all sorts, i.e. terrorisu,

regional and extreulst conflict, away, (30) These kinds of var are the ones that have daaaged the Isla.ic

nations, (31) and indeed served the Zionist eneuy.

(32) As a result, we all strive for these dIscussions (33) to be the beginning of a long course of

discussions and talks, which will lead, (34) it successful, (35) to progress in this region. (36) Ihia is

In fact an urgent uatter (37) to prevent international tension and the danger of huge aircraft carriers with

the threat of nuclear and biological war. (38) This will subsequently enable us (39) to invest our resources

for the purpose of opening new schools, hospitals, roads and industries for the sake of the Islauic nations

instead of fighting one another with costly weapons In non-sensical and u8eless wars,
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2.Oi. Al-Watan - 9 / 1 / 1985

c	 al-hasm

year the-decisiveness

(1) lam	 takad tantahi Ihtlfälãtu 	 al- c am	 al-jadtd (2)	 att	 bada'at	 ta c lu iwatu ((ducati

has not almost end	 celebratlon8 the-year the-new	 until started	 rise	 voices	 "callers

al-salam>	 mujaddadan ft sai. i al-arql al-awsat. (3) Id 	 m an yantaliqu tasrThun	 II hi
the-peace"	 newly	 In	 sky	 the-east the-middle,	 since	 what to go	 declaration to this

al-mas'ul	 Li tilka al- c iimah, (4) hatt	 yataraddada sadhu Li Cawima ukr	 ha'	 addin

the-responsible In that 	 the-capital,	 till	 be repeated echo	 in capitals other to 	 limit

yaj c alu al-muraqiba yacjabu II hd al-tansuqi 	 al-siysiy	 bayna	 a cdI al-jawqahU

make	 the-observer wonder to this the-arrangement the-political between members the-bandU

(5) La	 Li waqtin ac lana	 fT-hi al-mustaã'ru	 al-namswly al-sabiqu, wa 	 a1-was'u	 al-gmidn

then In time	 declared In-it the-consultant the-Austrian the-former, and the-mediator the-mysterious

bayna	 unazzaiat1 al-tahrTri	 va isrfl: (6) <<anna cima 1985 sa	 yak'nu cma al-hasii	 fi

between organization the-liberation and Israel: 	 "that year 1985 will be 	 year the-decisiveness in

mantiqati al-'arq1 al-avsat>. (7) tasarrabat ma c liiitun wa ta8r'ihtun 	 mutangiaah bayna	 wãintun

region	 the-east the-middle". 	 seeped	 information and declarations harmonized 	 between Washington

wa al-ribit wa al-jàhirah wa cammn yauma ams, (8)	 kullu-hi tak'du	 taknu juz'an mm	 sin'ryo

and the-Ribat and the-Cairo 	 and Amman day	 yesterday, all-it	 almost	 be	 part	 from "scenario

muhkai1n	 11 al-haul	 al-sllmiy	 fi al-mintaqah.

controlled" to the-solution the-peaceful 	 in the- region

(9) al-maliku al-basan al-tinT	 yatamanni ca1'al_ c arabbi bi munisabati al_ t ml al-adTdi (10) <(an yaknti'

the-king the-ilasan the-second wish 	 on	 the-Arab	 In occasion	 the-year the-new	 "to be

aktara wql c iyyah (11) wa cala'aunaizamatl al-tahrTr (12) an tuakk1la hukmata 	 manfã'	 (13) va

more	 realistic	 and on organization the-liberation to form 	 government exile"	 and not

yansa' (14)	 an yastab c lda nuba	 ayya harbin jadI'datin bayna	 al- c arabi va lsr'Il. (15) baynamä

be forgotten to leave out	 break out any war	 new	 between the-Arabs and Israel.	 while

taqlu aa clmtu	 w1ntun (16) anna misra ablagat al-wiiay'ati al-muttahidati (17) <<bi anna al-wadca

say	 Information Wa8hlngton	 that Egypt told	 the-States the-United	 " in that the-situation

iuhayya'un 11 mubdaratin amilkiyyatin jadldah (18) 11 halll al-niz c i	 al- c arably al-isiTliy.

ready	 to initiative	 mertcan	 new	 to solve the-conflict the-Arab	 the-Israeli".
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(19) va l	 nazunnu (20) anna qir'atan •uta'annlyatan ft hdihi al-tasriht1 	 wa	 al-iaclsti

	

and not we-believe	 that reading	 slow	 in these	 the-declarations and tho-inforsation

tudtfu jadrdan 11 al-iawqifi al-iu c lanah bi istitni dlika al-haisi 	 al-nadiri ii al-halt

add	 new	 to the-stands the-declared in except	 that	 the-zealousness the-rare to the-solution

al-airlkiy	 wa	 al-kal8i	 sin al-qadtati al-filistTniyyah bi ayyi tasanin, wa killa al-eä'i

the-ierican and the-get rid	 fros the-issue	 the-Palestinian	 in any cost,	 and during the-year

al-hlr	 eal ab e adi	 taqdrr, (21) wa lkinua al-.ukilata al-haqqiyyata ft hdihi 	 al-turühti

the-current on	 furthest estisate,	 and but	 the-probles	 the-real	 in these	 tbe-presentations

al-siyasiyyati)) (22) anna-hi ii t4talifu sin hay ,u al-sabda'	 ia t a s	 tarahahu al-sd	 qabla

the-political	 that-they not differ	 fros way	 the-principle with what presented the-Sadat before

kib dayvid, (23) wa lan	 taktaliIa sin aytu al-nat!Jah ili a	 wa8ala ilay-hi kaib dayvid, (24) wa

Ca.p David,	 and will not differ 	 fros way	 he-result to what reached to-it 	 Caip David,	 and

hiya al-kurju	 bi Bafqatin .unfaridatin eal	 hisbi	 al-qadiyyati al-qawiiyyati e isatan wa al-hcbi

are the-derailient in deal	 separate	 on	 account the-issue	 the-national	 general and the-people

al-f ilisti.niy	 kaah.

the-Palestinian ipecial.

(25) va id kna sin al-aa ebi	 i8diu hukilo	 caj ayyi subdaratin las	 tuclan, (26) 1111

and If was	 fros the-difficult issuing Judgesent on	 any	 initiative	 has not declared,	 except

anna-ni	 na c taqidu (27) anna ayya subidaratin a.rlkiyyatin Jadrdah lbudda va	 an tantaliqa sin

that-we	 believe	 that any	 initiative	 Aierican	 new	 sust	 and	 to cose out	 fros

•ubdarat1	 rayqan - (28) Id	 las	 yucad	 ihu-h -	 nasan	 va	 rhan. (29)	 va

initiative	 Reagan-	 if	 has not	 repeat	 reviving-it-	 letter	 and	 spirit,	 and

hi	 al-t'lr	 lan	 tuqaddlia	 al-nuskatu al-iunaqqahatu	 ii	 al-a c bi	 al-filistTniy	 ay'an

in	 the-last will not pre8eat	 the-copy	 the-scrutinized	 to	 the-people the-Palestinian thing

yudkar, (30) aliThuua, i	 kali al-jadala	 al-bTzantrniy bayna	 al-filistrniyyrna anfusi-hi.

sentioned,	 except,	 what except the-arguientation Bizyntine	 between the-Palestinians 	 selves-thes

va	 al- c awiBili	 al-carabiyyah.

and the-capitals the-arab.

(31) fa	 al-qadiyyatu	 fi	 ra'yi-ni'	 hlya (32) anna	 al-wilayt1 al-suttahidah	 al-aitlkiyyah

so	 the-issue	 in	 opinion-our is	 that	 the-States	 the-United	 the-Aserican

gayru iu'ahhalatin an tal caba davra al-ka8ii 	 va al-hakasi ii uaqtln vbid. (33) va las	 yasbuq

not	 qualified	 to play	 role	 the-opponent and the-Judge in tue	 one.	 and has not precede

fi al-r1k	 an la c ibat dawlatun sitla hd1 al-dawr. (34) Ia las	 yacud	 al-inhiyãzu al-airikiy
in the-history to played 	 country	 like	 this the-role.	 as has not resain the-bias	 the-Aserican

11 iar''fl sujarrada sasqifi <cal-sadrqi us al-8adrq 	 (35) wa	 1nnaa	 bta	 tabilufan sakiu'Tfan	 fi

to Israel Just	 stand	 the-friend ho. the-friend s	and but	 becose alliance obvious 	 in
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al-abdfi al-istritljiyyah didda	 al_tatallu c ti	 al-wataniyyah Ii al_h e ubi al- c arabiyyah. (36) fa	 lasn

the-goals the-strategic 	 gaInat the-apirat1ons the-national to the-people the-Arab. 	 then not-ge

nazunnu (3?)	 anna kraysk'I yutai'inu-ni (38) c indamä	 yaqlu ii	 al-tadlili	 Ca1	 atfi

we believe	 that Crayski tranquilize-us	 when	 say-he to	 the-indication	 on	 weakness

al-iawqifi	 al-iari'!liy: (39)	 anna	 al-mTzniyyata al-isra'Tliyyata avbabat 	 juz'an	 sin

the-stand	 the-Israeli:	 that	 the-budget	 the-Israeli	 become-it part	 from

al-m1zniyyat1 al-amflkiyyah>>!

the-budget	 the-American!

(40) tur (41) idã inat hdihi bidyata 	 al-ibtifiliti	 al- C arabiyyati fi al-sanati al-jaddah

we wonder If	 were	 these beginning the-celebrations the-Arab 	 in the- year the-new

(12) fa	 kayfa sa	 taknu fi nihyati-h?M

then how	 will be	 In ends-their?!

The Decisive Tear

(1) dust before the end of the 8ev Tear celebrations (2) the resounding of 'peace propagandists'

started to echo In the iddle East world. (3) As soon as a declaration was Issued b y thIs or that leader,

(4) its echo started to spread out in other capitals so that the observer say wonder about this kind of

political coordination.

(5) At a time when the former Austrian consultant, the mysterious mediator between the PLO and Israel,

announced (6) that 1985 viii be a decisIve year in the piddle last ) (7) harmonized and coordinated ideas and

declarations leaked out yesterday between Washington and Ribat, Cairo and Amman. -(8) All this is part of a

well-planned scenario to establish peaceful solutions in the region. (9) For example, ling Raaan, the second,

wishes the Arabs (10) to be more practical (11) and the PLO (12) to form a state in exile. (13) It should

not be forgotten (14) that there might be a war between the Arabs and Israel. (15) owever, news from

Washington indicates that Egypt informed the United States (1?) that the situation is now suitable for a

new American peace initiative (18) in order to resolve the Arab-Israeli conflict.

(19) We do not think (20) that a careful reading of all these declarations and announcements will add

anything new to the declared points of view except to offer that kind of rare enthusiasm to the American

solution and to extricate the Palestinian issue by any means or cost in this current year. (21) ilowever,

the real problem of these initiatives, (22) is that they do not differ, in principle, from those initiated

by the Egyptian former president, Sadat, before Camp David; (23) they will not be different in their outcome

from that of Camp David, (24) and that Is the derailment of a detached bargain on the expense of the national

cause in general and the Palestinian people in particular.

(25) Even if It is difficult to sake judgementa on undeclared Initiatives, (26) we do believe (27) that

any new American initiative must start from Reagans initiative, (28) if not repeating it verbatimly. (29)

Therefore, thi8 revised bargain will not pre8ent anything new to the Palestinians (30) except non-aenotcal

disputes among the Palestinians themselves and other Arab capitals.

(31) The point fros or own perspective (32) is that the United States of America Is not capable of

playing the role of the enemy and the judge simultaneously. (33) Throughout history, this has never been

achieved, (34) because American bias towards Israel is not just that of a friend towards a friend, (35) but

it becomes an obvious alliance in strategic objectives against the national perspectives of the Arab

nations. (36) We do not think in fact that, (37) Irayski Is mistaken, (38) when he says (39) with regard

to the weakness of the Israeli stand, that the Israeli budget is becoming part of the American budget.

(40) One wonders, (41) if these are the celebrations at the beginning of the ew Tear, (12) what

will the celebrations be like at the end of this year?
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B2.L Al-Watan - 22 / 11 / 1988

al-ziyratu al-ailriyyah wa	 al-haq'ã'iqu al_8at,ltah
the-visit	 the-KiIr	 and the-truths the-bright

(1) bI al-amsi	 zra	 8'hIbu al-sumuw	 aLTru al-bHdi	 q' c 1datay	 C all' al-s'illm
in the-yesterday visited owner	 the-highness	 Emir	 the-country two-bases	 All the-Salim

wa	 ahiad	 a1-jbir	 al-jawwryyatayn (2) wa	 jäbala	 lkwnahu	 mm	 klbrl	 dubbtl
and	 Abmad	 the-Jabir	 the-air-two	 and	 met	 brothers	 from	 senior	 officers

a1-Ja y'	va	 al-quwwãti al-musallahah. (3) va	 in	 k'na	 tabl c iyyan	 an	 yaqima
the-army	 and	 the-forces the-armed. 	 and if	 was	 atural	 to	 make

shibu al-aumuw	 bi	 situ	 hdihi	 al-ziyrati	 a1-tafaqudiyyah	 ii	 hd	 al-qiti'ci
owner	 the-highness In	 like	 this	 the-visit	 the-inspecting	 to	 this	 the-sector

al-muhis	 mm	 qit' citi	 al-dawlah, (4)	 Ia	 inna	 m	 j'a	 ii	 kalimati
the-important	 from	 sectors	 the-country,	 then	 that	 what	 came	 in	 talk

sumuwib (5) allatl' wajjaha-hi	 ii ikwini-hi	 mm	 afridi	 a1-quwvj al-musallaha (4) innai
highness	 which addressed-he to brothers-his from Individuals the-forces the-armed	 but

ya ckisu al-fahia	 al-daqTqa	 ii madari quwvatl al-duwal	 wa	 al-taqdrra	 al-8ahTb
reflect the-understanding the-accurate to sources 	 strength the-countries and the-assessment	 the-correct

li-m'	 yumklnu-hu an	 taqiia	 bi-hi mm	 hifá'zin	 calä'	 al-siyidah	 wa	 iiiyatin
to-what could-It	 to	 be able In-It hoi keeping	 on	 the-sovereignty	 and	 protection

la-hi	 mm	 al-a c dii'	 al_tijlCrn.
to-it	 froi the-enemy	 the-greedy.

(6) Ia	 hdi al-baladu al-tayylbu 11 yurl'du al-arra 11 ahad (1) wa	 Thkinna-hu Ii al-waqti
so	 this the-country the-good	 not want	 the-evil to someone	 and but-It	 In the-time

nafal-bi l	 yurldu an ya'tfya-hu al-arru Mn	 tarafin ko aw ayyi jibatin knat. (8) wa	 lacalla

self-it not want	 to get	 the-evil from part	 was or any side	 was.	 and perhaps

h'dã al-qawl yaktaslbu ma cnan	 k88an	 wa ljäbiyyan fi d'I tilka al-haqTqatl al-at, I c ah. (9) wa
this the-say gain	 meaning special and positive	 In light that the-truth	 the-bright,	 and

hiya anna al-kuwayta c'at Cal' hffati aktari al-hurbi al-Iqlliiyyati tadmTran 	 ii muddati tamn
is-it that the-luwalt lived on	 edge	 more	 the-wars	 the-regional	 destructive to period eight

sanawät tamakkanat	 killa-h' mm	 q1y'dati al-safrnah Iii' barn al-amn	 Ii	 bahnin lai
years	 were able	 during-it from guiding	 the-ship	 to	 sea	 the-security in	 sea	 has not
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tatawaqqaf al-iadfi e u	 ealá'	 diffat-ayh	 tan	 al-intilaq.
atop	 the-artillerlea about two-banks-its about the-oit break.

(10) boa al-idrata	 al-qawlyyah yajibu an tasira fi kattbn mutawzin mat bins'	 a1-quwwtb
emphatic the administration the-strong must to go	 in line balanced with building the-forces

al-iusallahah, (11) Ia ki1-humä miii 	 a'ni-hl an yahmiya a1-bi1d	 wa	 ya8ila	 ama-ha
the-armed,	 as each-them from sake-its to protect the-country and maintain security-its

wa	 yahfaza istiqrara-ha.
and keep	 stability-Its.

(12) wa	 11 dtI	 hdä' al-fahm (13)	 Ia	 Inna jbira al-ahmad kna wdIhan c hndañ alkada
and in light this the-understanding then that Jabir tbe-hiad was clear when	 confirmed

ahamilyyata ta c zlzi	 al-quwwti	 al-musallahab (14) wa	 ahaamiyyata i c 'dati	 al-saran Ii Ieknlyyätl
importance enhancing the-forces 	 the-armed	 and Importance repeat	 the-look in capabilities

hd1h1 al-quvwt	 al-aueallabah, (15) bI haytu takinu al-dir c a	 al-wqT	 ii al-kuwayt.
these the-forces the-armed 1	in ay	be	 the-armour the-protective to the-luvait.

(16) wa	 al-ta'ktda	 Ii	 al-waqti	 nafsi-h	 cali iltlzi	 al-kuvayt	 tijha	 aq1qiti-hi
and	 the-assurance in	 the-time	 self-it	 on	 adherence the-luvait towards sisters-Its

al-carabiyyt

the-arab.

(17) lkunna hda laysa siw	 ju:1n aagrr mm	 humüi1 al-kuwayt al-kabIrah, (18) wa 	 hiya	 huiiiiun
but	 this not	 except part	 small from worries the-luwait the-large,	 and are-they worries

tamalu al- cilama al-tl1t	 wa	 duwala	 cadaui al-inhIyz	 wa	 duwala	 al- c laii al-islmiy
include the-world the-third and countries non 	 the- aligned	 and countries the-world the-Islamic

wa	 al-watan	 al- carably al-kablr.	 wa	 Ii	 al-qalbi	 mln-hu	 filistrn.
and the-country the-arab	 the-large. and In	 the-heart from-it Palestine.

(19) wa	 can	 fi1istn qla shibu al-sumuw	 ma	 q'la-hu (20) ii yu1akisa akbara	 wa acqada
and about Palestine said owner the-highness what said-he 	 to summarize biggest and moat complex

aasitln insniyyah fi al-qarni	 al-cirTn.
tragedy	 human	 In the-century the-twentieth.

(21) qua aumuwub (22) anna al-maalrna	 al- c arab (23) law c aiil-	 bi jiddin	 wa mutabarab
said highness-his that the-responsibles the-Arab	 if	 worked-they in seriousness and perseverance

wa	 sadaq-	 II wu c dI-hia (24) latabarrarat fjljstTnu al-mustaqillab mundu zaman.
and said the truth-they in promises-their liberated	 Palestine the-independent since time.

(25) wa mitlu hda al-hadrt	 yaftahu jirihan katrrah. wa	 yubrlzu	 ha' al-sathi	 haqiiqa katrrah
and like this the-speech open 	 wounds many,	 and bring out to the-surface truths 	 many
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(26) jill	 anna aktara-h	 sut ean	 huwa anna katara	 isra'U. l	 yamalu filistTha

	

except that most-them	 brightness is-it that	 danger	 Israel	 not	 include	 Palestine

fahasb (27) wa	 innami	 yuhaddidu	 al- e laaa	 al_ e arabiya	 wa	 aI-isläiiy. (28)	 va

alone	 and	 but	 threaten	 the-world	 the-Arab	 and	 the-Islamic.	 and

in	 kna	 nifu	 al-tarrqi	 an	 na c rifa	 al-haqrqah (29) fa	 inna	 al-ni8fa

if	 was	 half	 the-truth	 to	 know	 the-truth	 then	 that	 the-half

al-ikara	 yatamattalu	 fi	 al-l c didi (30)	 ii	 tajiwuzi	 salbtyyiti-hi (31) wa	 hdá

the-other represented	 in	 the-preparation	 to	 pass through negatives-its	 and this

huwa	 jawharu	 hadTti	 &ãhibi	 al-cumuw.

Is-it	 essence	 speech	 owner	 the-highness.

Iht Xmlr's !i1 an

thE11I

(1) His Highness, Prince Jabir Al-Ahiad, yesterday visited the two air bases of All Al-Salem and Ahiad

Al-Jablr (2) where he met 8enlor officers of the armed forces.

(3) It was natural for ills Highness to make such a visit to inspection visit to this iLportant sector

of the state, (4) and what was mentioned In his speech, (5) addressed to the senior officers, (4) was a

reflection of his understanding of the sources of Kuwait's power and strength b y which it maintains

sovereignty and protection against covetous enemies. (6) ThIs good country does not want to do harm to

others, (1) but at the same time, it does not want to be harmed from others. (8) This observation way have

special significance In the light of the plain truth (9) that Kuwait has lived hazardously for eight years

on the edge of regional wars during which it has maintained the leadership of this country uoder the

continuous barrage of artillery and machine guns.

(10) It must be understood that the national administration of this country must go in line with the

armed forces (11) because both of them aim at protecting the country and maintaining its security and

stability. (12) Along this kind of understanding, (13) ills Highness, Jabir Al-Ahiad, clearly spelt out the

importance of strengthening the armed forces, (14) and the importance of re-examining the capabilities of

the8e forces (15) In such a way that they become the protecting armor of Kuwait, (16) and at the same time

affirming Kuwait's commitment toward its (sister) Arab countries.

(17) However, these matters are only a small part of Kuwait's worries; (18) which include the

third world countries, the non-aligned states, the Islamic and Arab countries and Palestine at the

centre of all this.

(19) ills highness elaborated on Palestine (20) to summarize the moat complicated human tragedy of

the twentieth century. (21) His Highness said, (22) that if the responsible Arab leaders, (23) had

seriously consolidated, (24) Palestine could have been liberated a long time ago.

(25) This kind of speech brings many wounds to the surface; (26) however, the issue of these

wounds is that the danger of Israel does not only threaten Palestine, (27) but rather, it threatens

the Islamic and Arab world. (28) If one half of knowing the truth is to recognize the Israeli threat, (29)

then the other half is in our preparation for it (30) and to surmount our negative attitudes. (31) This

Is, In fact, the essence of His Highness' speech.
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Appendix C
English original editorials

10-1-1990

THE INDEPENDENT
O CITY ROAD, LONDON EC1Y 208 (telephone 01-253-1222; telex 9419611 INDPNT)

Hurd makes a cautious start
DOUGLAS HURD's two speeches on Eu.
rope in the past two days may well attract
less attention in the British press than his
forthcoming visit to Hong Kong. They de-
serve at least as much. For the Foreign Sec-
rctaxy is beginning to map out, cautiously yet
not without an eye on the more distant hori-
zons, how Britain sees no less a subject than
the future of a Europe that has been trans-
formed by the political upheaval in the East.

Speaking in Oxfordshire on Monday, Mr
Hurd committed the British Government to
the principle of making "a strenuous and
imaginative response to the extraordinary
effort which is being made by the peoples of
Eastern Europe". And he was right to cm-
phasise the ways in which many different
kinds of individual British people can help.
1-Ic mentioned bankers, parliamentarians,
English teachers, even journalists. Another
need will be for environmental scientists and
experts of many kinds as Eastern Europe
tackles the appalling damage done by reck-
less forced industrialisation under Stalinism.

But in terms of political arrangements, Mr
1-lurd went no farther in his first speech than
to suggest that the East European nations
should be invited to join the Council of Eu-
rope. That does not go very far.

Yesterday, to a mixed gathering of mem-
bers of the US Congress and the European
Parliament in London Mr Hurd went fur-
ther. For a start, he put the future of Eastern
Europe in the context of the developing Eu-
ropean Community. He rightly said that
events in the East presented the EC with its
greatest opportunity. And while he con-
ceded that nothing must hold up the timeta-
ble for European integration by 1992, he in-
sisted that Europe cannot go on as if nothing
had happened. He even wheeled out the Eu-
ropean Free Trade Association, that relic of
the timidity of a previous gencration of Brit-

ish politicians. Never mind: Mr Hurd hasbe-
gun to confront the political and institu-
tional task of making Eastern Europe ready
to join the West, and of equipping Western
Europe to help the East.

He ha.s not, however, gone far enough.
The long-term goal of the East Eiropeans is
clear enough. They want to rejoin Europe.
Eventually, they have made it clear, that will
mean their wanting to join the European
Community. They will not settle for second
class citizenship. With the significant excep-
tion of East Germany, none of them is yet
even close to being ready to do so. But the
question is not whether we will let them join
the club we have only just made up our own
mind to join. Apart from anything else, the
imagination of our European partners is
fired by the challenge of finding ways to ex-
pand the Community. The question is how
best to prepare the East European nations,
politically and economically, for eventual
membership. It is vital that the help Britain
and other Western European countries give
should be fully co-ordinated in the European
context, as part of a European strategy.

That can be done, of course, only if all the
European partners together confront three
major interlocking issues on which Britain is
well-placed to give leadership. The first is
precisely the question of how the Commu-
nity can expand to . include the East Euro-
pean nations when they are ready. The sec-
ond is the question of Germany and the
ending of the post-1945 great power settle-
ment there. And the third is the over-arching
question of security. On all these great ques-
tions, Mr Hurd should spell out the Govern-
ment's position clearly and soon, beginning
perhaps when he visits East Berlin in a fort-
night's time. He will be listened to with all
the more attention because of the lead he
has already begun to give.
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The complete set of rules developed for the system is presented in Appendix 1. Here

the strategies to implement the rules and the actions triggered by the system, e.g. the

recommendations displayed on the screen during consultation are discussed in detail. In Figure

4.1 the structure of the rules for the purification part of the process is presented. It is important

to notice that there is a defined articulation within the knowledge base that provides the system

with an orientation towards finding the solutions through the search space. This is achieved

forcing the reasoning to evaluate defined hypothesis as part of the left hand side part of the rule,

as a condition that the system will verifr. This inference evaluation process conducted by

NEXPERT is deductive, or backward chaining. It can be made at many levels and can involve

many rules. The reasoning tends to be more straightforward and the final goal is achieved more

rapidly (Anon, 1991d).

FIGURE 4.1 The rules network for recovery

4.1 Basic definitions for consultation

The left hand side condition of the rule "introduction"(see page 195) is always true, so

the hypothesis hypo_aaO is assigned the value TRUE. The actions in the right hand side of the
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